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FOREWORD
Since its establishment in 1976,Acharya Nagarjuna University has been forging ahead

in the path of progress and dynamism, offering a variety of courses and research contributions.
I am extremely happy that by gaining a B++ (80-85) grade from the NAAC in the year 2003, the
University has achieved recognition as one of the front rank universities in the country. At
present Acharya Nagarjuna University is offering educational opportunities at the UG, PG·
levels apart from research degrees to students from about 300 affiliated colleges spread over
the three districts of Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam.

The University has also started the Centre for Distance Education with the aim to
bring higher education within reach of all. The Centre will be a great help to those who cannot
join in colleges, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regular students, and even
housewives desirous of pursuing higher studies. With the goal of bringing education to the
doorstep of all such people, Acharya Naga~unaUniversityhas started offering B.A. and B.Com.
courses at the Degree level and M.A., M.Com., M.Sc, M.B.A. and LL.M. courses at the PG
level from the academic year 2003-2004 onwards.

To facilitate easier understanding by students studying through the distance mode,
these self-instruction materials have been prepared by eminent and experienced teachers.
The lessons have been drafted with great care and expertise within the stipulated time by
these teachers. Constructive ideas and scholarly suggestions are welcome from students and
teachers involved respectively. Such ideas will be incorporated for the greater efficacy of this
distance mode of education. For clarification of doubts and feedback, weekly classes and
contact classes will be arranged at the UG and PG levels respectively.

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the Centre for Distance
Education should improve their qualification, have better employment opportunities and in turn
facilitate the country's progress. It is my fond desire that in the years to come, the Centre for
Distance Education will grow from strength to strength in the form of new courses and by
catering to larger number of people. My congratulations to all the Directors, Academic
coordinators, Editors and Lesson - writers of the Centre who have helped in these endeavours.

Prof: K. Viyyanna Rao
Vice - Chancellor

Acnarya Naga~una UniverSity
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M.B.A Final Year DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2007.

( B - Marketing management)
Paper I - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time : Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
SECTION A - ( 3 X 5 = 15 marks)

1. Answer any THREE of the following.

(a)

(c)

(e)

Selling skills.

Sales Analysis.

Media Selection

(b)

(d)

(f)

Controlling the sales force.

Scheduling

Marketing Communication

SECTION B - (3 X 15 = 45 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Why do many companies spend large amounts on sales promotion in India? Explain.

3. How do you motivate your sales force?

4. What are the objectives of Sales Management? who should go for a career in sales
management?

5. Discuss the need for training sales force. What training methods are available in training
sales force?

6. Explain the usual approach to measuring advertising offectiveness can you suggest a better
method?

7. Explain the recent trends in advertising on the electronic media.

SECTION C ( 15 marks)

8. Case Study:

Perfect Manufacturing Company has developed a promising new product. The firm's
management is faced with three choices. It can sell the idea of the new product to a well known
company for RS.20,OOO.The second choice before the firm is that it can hire a consultant to study the
market and then make a decision. Thirdly, it can arrange for finance for building a factory and then
manufacture and market the product.



The study by the consultant will cost perfect manufacturing company Rs. 10,000 and its
management believes that three is about a 50-50 chance that a favourable market will be found. If the'
study is unfavourable, management figures that it can still sell the idea for Rs, 12,000. If the study is
favourable It figures that it can sell the idea for Rs. 40,000. But even if a favourable market is found, the
chance of an altimately successful product will return Rs. 5,00,000. Even with an unfavourable study,
a successful product can be expected about once in every ten new product introductions. If perfect
manufacturing company's management decides to manufacture the product without the study, there
is only a 1 in 4 chance of.its being successful, A product failure costs the company Rs. 1,00,000.

Questions:

(a) Resolve the problem of choices being faced by the Company.

(b) What is your suggestion to the management of perfect Manufacturing Company?



Time: Three hours

P.G DIPLOMA EXAMINATION MAY, 2007
SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Maximum : 75 marks

Answer any FIVE questions

(5X15""

1. Describe the modern trends in Sales Management
2. .Explain the different skill set required for effective Sales Management

3. Describe the process of Recruitment of Sales Personnel.
4. Explain the types of training methods used for implementing training to Sales Personnel.

5. How is Maslow's Hierarchy of needs related to sales force motivation?

6. Describe the techniques used for controlling sales.force
7. Differentiate between line sales organisation and staff sales organisation.

8. Explain the types of Performance Appraisal methods used for appraising sales force.

9. Discuss the promotional scenario in India.
10. What is message design? Explain the methods of effective message design.
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LESSON -1

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT- SCOPE,
NATURE, IMPORTANCE & INTERDEPENDENCE

1.0 Objectives:

After studying this lesson you should be able to:
• Understand the evolution of sales management, Nature, Scope and Importance.
• Examine its growth and objectives
• Analyse various functions.

Structure:

1.1 Definition of sales management
1.2 Nature and Role of Sales Management
1.3 Importance of Sales Management
1.4 Evolution of Sales Function
1.5 Objectives of Sales Management
1.6 Duties and Responsibilities of General Sales Manager
1.7 Duties and Responsibilities of Field Sales Manager (FSM)
1.8 Functions of Sales Manager
1.9 Qualities of a Sales Manager
1.10 Concepts of Physical Distribution
1.11 Channels of Distribution
1.12 Channels of Distribution Management
1.13 Modifying Channel Arrangements
1.14 Summary
1.15 Key words
1.16 Self assessment questions
1.17 Further Readings

A - 'SALES MANAGEMENT
1.1Definition of sales management
. Initially, sales management was equated with sales force management. As time rolled on,
sales management became broader. Apart from the management of personal selling, it
encompassed other marketing activities like advertising, sales promotion, marketing' research,
physical distribution, pricing, merchandising and so on. However,the Comprehensivebroad function
later got labeled as marketing management. Sales management came to be defined by
-American Marketing Association as:

'The planning, direction and control of personal selling, including recruiting, selecting,
equipping, assigning, routing, supervising,' paying and motivating as these tasks, apply to the
personal sales force.'
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According to the above definition, Sales management is the management of the sales

force. this is a personnel-type function.

Sales management also organizes the selling effort. To do so, it creates a suitable
organizational structure, with appropriate communication system.

Sales management interfa.ceswith the distribution channels, and external publics.

Sales management provides critical inputs for the key marketing decisions like budgeting,
quotas and territory management.

Salesm.-nagement interfaceswith other marketingfunctionswhile policiesof these functions
.-re being-formulated.

1.2Nature and Role of Sales Management

Nature of th_t-Sales-Management: Nowadays the sales manager is expected to playa
much more strategic role i~e company and is required to make a key input into the formulation
()f company plans. The sales manager also needs to be familiar with the concept of marketing to
ensure that sales and marketing activities integrated. In tracing the development of marketing
concepts it is customary to chart three successive stages in the evolution of modern business
prectice such as productiQn orientation, sales orientation and marketing orientation.

The sales manger needs to be able to analyse and direct the activities of the sales force
towards more profitable business. It, therefore, must know the art and science of modern
developments in human resource management. It is also known as personnel selling. Personnel
~lIing accomplished through salesmanship. The sales executive must know the activities of sales
persons including salesmanship and problems of salespersons.

Role of the Sales Management: The sales managers will undertake specflc duties and
responsibilities:

• The determination of sales force objectives and goals.
• Forecasting and Budgeting
• Sales force organization, size, territory design and planning.
• Sales force selection, reCruitment and training.
• Motivating the sales force.
• Sales force evaluation and controt.

Perhaps one of the most significant developments affecting selling and sales management
In recent years has been the evolution of the marketing concept. Because of its importance to
selling, we will now tum our attention to the nature of this evolution and- its effect upon sales
.ctivities.

1.3 Importance of Sales Management:

Following are the factors, which determine the importance of selecting suitable type of
lales organization.
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a) Production management in factory with suitable planning, organizing, directing and

control, produces items of sufficient quantity at right time of right quality. In similar
lines sales management with proper planning, organizing, direction, delivers the
goods in right quantity at the right place at the right time. Th.is is called
merchandising.

b) Merchandising needs a lot of co-ordination and control

c) Times has changed. Today's salesmen are not fully motivated by monetary
compensation. They need intrinsic motivation by autonomy, dignity and recognition.
Organization structure and authority relationship must cater to these needs.

d) Sales organization and personnel employed are the "ear" and "eyes" of the firms.
When competition is severe in globalization, right feedback from customer's views
are very important for the survival and success.

e) No organization can be either fully centralized or fully decentralized. M.magement
competence is called for in designing innovative organization structure which,
provides both efficiency and economy by providing right degree of centralization
and decentralization.

f) Even though we have seen different types of structure, successful organization
pick up optimal combination of these to suit each situation better. There must be
"in built" flexibility for incorporating modification.

1.4 Evolution of Sales Function:

Prior to the industrial revolution, organizations were small, and the production was limited,
and meant for local market. Selling was thus not a complex activity.. It·wasthe owner who sold off
what he produced. He was more concerned with manufacturing rather than selling.

During the Post-Industrial Revolution, when factory system developed, we got products
made on a massive scale, which could not be sold just in the neighboring markets. Though
initially the problems of mass production engaged business people, they soon realized that this
also meant mass distribution, and selling. To achieve the organizational objectives, it was felt
necessary to divorce ownership from management, giving birth to corporate form of organization.
Authority was delegated to others, and specialized functional departments emerged. The first to
emerge were the separate manufacturing and finance departments, followed by selling. Though
selling as a separate department did help in mass selling in expanded markets, it still remained a
problem as to how to communicate with these huge markets.

Distribution channels of wholesalers and retailers appeared on the scene. Export and
import also gave a boost to the emergence of wholesalers. The manufacturer's sales department
was thus far removed from the actual consumers. This made the scene complicated.

In the meantime, manufacturer's sales function added several other important activities
such as promotion marketing research, transportation, sales administration in the form of credit
and collections.
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Sales function became an income-generating department for the organization.

1.5 Objectives of Sales Management:

.:. General Objectives: Following are the three general objectives of sales management:

• Generate sufficient sales volume.

• Contribute towards current profit.

• Ensure continuous growth of the organization

Topmanagement has ultimate responsibility for the above objectives. However, by authority
delegation, top management entrusts this task, through marketing division, to sales department
who are the ultimate operational level managers.

• Sales volume: This is the sum of sales of all salesmen, put together. By proper
planning, sales territories are assigned to salesmen based on sales potential and sales forecast
made in the planning stage. Sales volume depends on a number of sales persons. By proper
O.R. techniques, optimum sales force is fixed, so that desirable outcome in terms of sales volume
is obtained. Top management fixes the economic level of production above break-even point to
, ensure profitable operation. Sales force must ensure the volume is sufficient to sustain economic
production cycle. Techniques used by sales department are many; like personal selling and
promotionalsteps etc. sales persons are motivatedby variousmethods so that targets are achieved
such as quotas, incentives like commissions and sales management by objectives (MBO) etc.
their efforts are supplemented by other marketing efforts like price, product quality, production
and distribution.

• Current profit: Sales Management and financial results are closely linked to each
other as evident from the following formulae:

(1) Gross Margin = Sales-Cost of Sales

(2) Net Profit

(3) Cost of Sales

= Gross Margin - Sales Expenses

= Cost of Production .. Cost of Distribution

Sales revenue has been directly linked to the performance efficiency of the sales force.
Cost of sales includes salary, commission and traveling expenses of sales person. In order to
minimize these, all expenses are budgeted and controlled. Secondly optimum level of sales force
is determined through scientific methods. Sales force has little control on cost of sales. However,
as the sales volume increases this overhead cost per unit comes down. Sales revenue is related
to sales calls, which in turn depends on its frequency and effectiveness of each call.

Continued Growth: Survival and success is the basic objectives of any
organization. A number of growth strategies are available such as Diversification .
Integration and External Growth. In all such cases reliable market intelligence is needed on the
following:
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• Competitive products and customer responses
• Own products and customer response
• New product information
• Customer loyalty and goodwill

In all these, performance of sales force and quality of their informcvion feedback is vital to
know the "needs" and "wants" of customer.

1.6Dutl~s and Responsibilities of General Sales Manager at Corporate
Headquarters:

General Sales Manager (GSM) or G.M. (Sales), is the functionary at corporate
headquarters who reports to the DirectorNice President marketing. He is responsible for the
following: 1.)Secure Maximum Sales Volume. 2) Develop and implement effective sales policies
plans and programme for all products at all territories.
~ Duties and Responsibilities: The duties and responsibilities of General Sales

Managers are group under the following heads:

(a) Sales Programme:
);0 Lay down long-term and short-term sales objectives in terms of sales, profits,

growth, market share etc.
~ Design detailed sales programme to improve competitive position to reach laid

down sales volume objective and reduce cost of sales and distribution.
);> Reviews and approves sales policies, strategies and pricing policies to ensure

short-term operations are in accordance with long-term plans.

(b) Organisation:
~. Set up and control effective organization structure, to carry out departmental

responsibilities.
);0 Provide leadership to sales force to motivate t,hemby developing appropriate

reward and compensation plan which meet the organizational objectives as
well as individual aspirations.

(c) Sales Force Management:
~ Locate reliable sources of sales force and establish sound selection process.
~ Organise effective T&D programme to improve their performance level.
~ Identify competent sales personnel for promotiOh.._andother incentives to retain

them and find continuous replacement for drop-outs.
)- ,Introduce control for meeting targets and weed out dead wood.

(d) Liaison Function:
Sales manager must develop effective liaisonwith superiors, colleagues and other
heads of departments like Production, Finance, Personnel etc. so as to support the
sales force effects and customer satisfaction. This will ensure healthy internal and
external relations.

(e) Communication:
Continuous and effective communication is established with Director (Marketing)

and sales force so that, information is updated in regards to overall all departmental
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performance on sales against objectives, problem areas, special achievement,
competitors' actions and customer expectations etc.

(f) Control:

Ensures control to dovetail between production and sales, so as to minimize inventory
level. In addition he introduces strict control on expenditure to ensure expenses are
within budgetary provisions. This will assist taking corrective action whenever
deviations are beyond acceptable limits.

1.7 Duties and Responsibilities of Field Sales Manager (FSM) :
Field or District Sales Manger (DSM) reports to General Sales Manager (GSM). The

primary objective is to secure maximum sales in the Sales District (territory) in accordance with
laid down sales budget. Following are the duties and responsibilities of Field Sales Manager.

(a) Supervision of Sales Personnel:

}> Evaluate sales opportunities in the district and assign territories to sales person
based on equitable work load and minimum travel requirement.

}> Supervise the work load of sales person by proper direction, guidance and
assistance to achieve and sustain competitive advantage.

}> Attend to sales persons important personal problems to keep them happy and
contented, to devote full time to the sales work.

}> Rate sales persons, in their performance, and discuss with them, at least o'nce
in a year, focusing their attention to areas of improvement.

(b) Control:

}> Prepare short-term sales forecast of district by collecting similar forecasts of
territories from sales persons. This is necessary to prepare accurate sales plans,
fixing quotas and budgets. .

}> Prepare periodic progress review of sales against planned targets/objectives.
}> Report to GSM anysignificantdevelopmentand information onmarket intelligence

received.
,

(c) Cost Accounting and Administration:

~ Responsible for administration of direct sales office and warehouse and stock
facilities as per laid down polices and procedures.

).- Effective liaison with technical specialists, other DSMs and headquarters for
team work to enhance sales turnover, reduce costs and implement faithfully
the sales programme.

(d) Communication: DSM's performance is evaluated based on the following:
);.- Reaching or exceeding laid down sales targets
~ Limiting sales expenses within the budgeted figures
y Maintain profit contribution of district office, warehouses and stock facilities in

line with the plan targets. .
);.- Maintain turnover rate of sales persons at satisfactory levels.
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1.8 Functions of Sales Manager:

The following are the functions of sale manager taken into consideratlon to achieve
the key result areas of the organization:

}.> Planning ~unctions
);> Operating Functions

These are briefly discussed here.

•:. Planning Functions:

)i> Lays down sales objectives, policies and strategies
)i> Prepare a sales plan and programme to implement sales strategies.
)i> Design and administer suitable sales organization.
)i> Designing sales territories.
)i> Formulation of personal selling objectives.
)i> Deciding the size of sales force.
)i> Organizing sales forces selection, recruitment socializing (orientation) and

placement.
)i> Training and development, career planning, promotion and transfers .

•:. Operation Functions:

)i> Fixing sales quotas/targets
)i> Mange sales force by proper direction and control
)i> Liaison with other organization and coordinate their activities affecting sales.
)i> Control sales performance, sales activities and expenditure.
)i> Promote healthy relations with distributors and customers.
)i> Prepare sales communication and reports.
)i> Liaison with marketing department and Director Marketing.
)i> • Contribute personal selling by promoting and maintaining some accounts of his

own.

1.9 Qualities of a Sales Manager:
There are two opinions on the success of sales managerst Some argue that sales

abilitiesare inbornqualities; others say these aredeveloped. Boththese arguments have substance
in them. Some of the sales abilities like gift of gab, pleasing manner, extrovert nature are inbom.
However, others like analytical ability, negotiation skills, leadership, etc. are developed. By and
large following five abilities are identified:

)i> Leadership and Supervision
)i> Planning and Conceptual Skill
)i> Self direction and Self control
)i> Organising abilities
)i> Time-management
Leadership and Supervision: Motivating salesmen in competitive environment need,

more than~nything else, the leadership qualities. By leadership we mean our ability to influence
subordinate willingly doing their work meticulously. This involve proper delegation of authority,
effectiv3 supervision thr.olJghdirection and control, better communication skills etc. by effective
supervision, work is distributed based on capabilities and aptitudes of each. By proper training,
individual skills and knowledge are improved. This will improve interest and competence in them.
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Better human relations skill and team spirit inculcate "spirit-de-corps" in them. AI these enhance
"empowerment" whic~ by a sense of belongingness and commitment by developing
positive attitude.

Planning and Conceptual Skill: Planning is a sine qua non for success in sales. In
planning, the essential ability for a manager's their capability to foresee far in to the future. This
is called "conceptual skill". This is, all the more essential, in globalization where competition is
syrvlval and future is uncertain. The rapid changes in life style, affect market conditions.
Tet;hnological changes affect product. Effective communication improves abilities of competitors
to bring in new products in market. Consumer force, and political patronage of consumers can
make matters worse. Market manager must be able to foresee these changes in advance and
alert hismanagement to take corrective actions in time to attain and sustain competitive advantage
inmarket. Further more, such changes must be incorporated in the planning by updating/amending
plans.

Self Direction and Self Control: Salesexecutives are the "live-wire" in an organization.
They are the revenue earners. Being at the centre stage of activities sales manager must know
what company expect from him. Whether defined or not, he must assign his own duties and
responsibilities and act accordingly. Being a specialist in his field, he does not look up anyone in
his organization to guide and control him. His is self controlled and self directed. As and when

- market conditions change,\he rewrites his own agenda and assumes responsibility of news tasks,
self-assigned by himself.

Organising Ability: Sales manager must be a good organizer a real "GO-GETTER".
He must organize an effective team, make a structure suitable for a given situation, recruit and
select proper sales persons to manage different territories/products, delegate authority,co-ordinate
and control their activities, motivate and compensate their work, recognize their efforts and
acknowledge good work. He is to develop his team giving them adequate monopoly and freedom
of action and at the same time maintain strict control on their activities keeping in mid, that the
organizational objectives are not lost sight of.

Time-Management: Time is the scarcest of all resources. He has to balance his time
between his planning functions, and operating functions properly. He must also find time for
meeting his salesmen, customers and distributors. In addition he must find time to meet his
superiors at corporate headquarters, as well as do liaison functions with other departments. He
also must find time for leisure, lest work alone will lower his health and efficiency.

B - DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT:

1.10 Concepts of Physical Distribution:

Distribution covers a range of operations and activities. It encompasses all movement of
the products. The concept covers seven R's: the right product, in right quantity, in right condition,
at the right time and right place, for the right customer at the right cost. Physical distribution
management is concerned with demand satisfaction thorugh creation of time and place utility.

t Physical distribution is sometimes used synonymously with logistics and even confused
i with supply chain management (SCM). Logistics involves receiving and processing orders,
, releasing goods from inventory and transporting finished goods to ultimate consumers while
trying to achieve maximum customer satisfaction within the distribution channel. SCM is a part
of logistics and concerned with supply of raw materials and finished products.
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A well planned logistic systems helps an organization achieve: lower costs, increased

goodwill, improved customer confidence, system wide co-ordination of product and information
flows, development of relationships and integration of all activities that provide customer value
through distribution channel.

Physical distribution is significant for an organization's development because it helps in
reducing management conflicts and the overhead costs, and also aids in,marketing goods.

From the time 'finished goods are rolled out on to the factory floor to the final distribution
and after sales service, complex activities are death with by the physical distribution system.

The intentions of an organization for adopting a physical distribution system as a part of
the organization structure are ;further strengthened by various important functions performed by
physical distribution which generally include management, warehousing, industrial packaging,
material handling, transportation, order processing and location analysis.

The intentions of an organization for adopting a physical distribution system as a part of
the organization structure are further strengthened by various important function performed by
physical distribution which generally include management, warehousing, industriai packaging,
material handling, transportation, order processing and location analysis.

Physical distribution is affected by the following marketing forces, such as,

• Demand characteristics

• Population
• Demand variations
• Product characteristics
• Value of the product
• Seasonality of the product
• Product line
The total physical distribution concept emerged from a study conducted forty years ago. It

can bedescribed as a cost-service integrationbacked byan integrated physicaldistributionnetwork
that is aimed at minimizing the total cost of distribution at a given level of customer service. The
main components of total physical distribution concept are:

• Total cost perspective
• Trade-offs
• Zero sub-optimization
• Total system perspective
Physical distribution is a developing field. Many companies, both foreign and India have

entered this field to providevarious manufacturerswith specializedservices to achievea competitive
edge.

1.11Channels of Distribution:

The role of distribution is to get a product to its target market. A distribution channel
carries out this assignment with middlemen performingsome tasks. Distributionchannel comprises
of a set of people and firms involved in the flow a product as it moves from producer to ultimate
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consumer. The role of marketing channels is to help producers cater to the product needs of
ultimate consumer, improve e4fficiency of transaction, decrease cost of transaction and increase
rate of return for the producers while increasing the customer satisfaction rate. Distributionchannel
perform functions such as information gathering, motivating the customers, bargaining with the
customers, bridging gap between the customers and the manufactures, and financing the activities
of the producerby decreasing the inventoryconversionperiod, riskbearing, and in over all, inventory
management.

Five main channel structures could be identified - direct distribution channel, indirect
distribution channel, vertical marketing systems, horizontal marketing systems, and multi-channel
marketing systems.

Transactionsover internet hasgiven riseto a certain newchannels of distribution. Electronic
markets allow consumers to directly access manufacturers. As a result, distribution channels are
undergoing rapid change. The Web, theoretically, can promote disintermediation by allowing
consumers to buy directly from suppliers, without ever leaving home. Also consumers like the
convenience and the cost savings associated with direct sales.

Designing distribution channel requires four step processes:

1.. Specifying role of distribution channel
2. Selecting type of distribution channel
3. Determining the intensity of distribution channel
4. Choosing specifics in channel members

There are certain factors that affect choice of distribution channel. They are: market
consideration, product considerations, middlemen considerations, and company considerations.

1.12 Channels of Distribution Management:

Interdependent agencies are involved in a complex set of specialized activities like
manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing. These members make delivery of goods possibleto the
final consumer and are called intermediaries. After selecting a distribution channel, the next step
of the ladder is channel management which entails choosing right intermediaries. After selecting
a distribution channel, the next step of the ladder is channel management which entails choosing
right intermediaries, motivation them, training them and evaluating the channel members and
then making necessary changes. The selection variables are dependent upon the functions and
type of intermediaries being considered.

Selection
~

Motivation
~

Training
~

Evaluation

~

Feedback ...

Fig: Channel Management Decisions.
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a) Functions of Channel Members: Main functions performed by channel members are:

• Information function
• Promotion function
• Physical possession function
• Financing function
• Retail function
• Assortment function

b) Motivating channel members: Motivating channel members is the second stage of
channel management, in this, the manufacturer or a channel member can use monetary or non
monetary motivators to modify or control the behaviour of the other channel members. Under
monetary motivators a manufacturer can use reward powerwhile under non-monetary motivators,
a manufacturer uses correction, export knowledge, reference and legitimate bases as motivators.

c) Training Channel Members: Training of channel members is the next stage in channel
management. It deals with preparing the best in the market to represent manufacturer in the best
possible way. In this, the trainees are given complete knowledge about the company, product,
consumer, company objectives and strategies.

d) Evaluating Channel Members: Last stage in channel management IS evaluating and
then changing the distribution channel structure according to the dynamic environment. In this
stage, the channel members are evaluated in terms of their sales quota achievements, average
inventory levels, customer delivery time, treatment of damaged goods and co-operation in
promotional and training programme. Depending upon their performance, the relationship with
the channel members is modifies to increase the overall efficiency.

1.13 Modifying Chanaiel Arrangements:

The last step in channel management is to make incremental changes in the distribution
channel. Sometime the manufacturer may need to revise entire channel strategy after researching
target customers values, perceptions and needs thus, the conditions of the marketplace may
make it necessary for the channel member to make changes.

Moreover, the channel member relationship may also change and thus modification be
required. Bryan J. Hudgens says that channel member relationship life cycle can direct as to the
nature of changes necessary. The four stages of this cycle can be discussed as follows:

1. Birth. This is a very exciting stage of channel member relationship life cycle. In this
stage, the members work together knowing each other. But if things aren't working out
for the parties, they should get out immediately.

2. Growth. This is a stage which dictates hardwork on both the parties part. The energy
should be directed towards solving problems. The relationship should be traded off
with the birth or decline stage dealers so as to have more energy with this stage
intermediaries.

3. Maturity. This stage requires parties to communicate as it is the key to efficiency.
Also, watch for trouble since the only way to go is down!
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4. Death. Too many problems skill efficiency. So, you must get out fast!

Thus effective channel management calls for selecting and motivating intermediarieswhile
modifying the channel continuously. Evolution is the key to success in this field.

1.14 Summary:
Initially, sales management was equated with sales force management. As time rolled on,

sales management became broader. Apart from the management of personal selling, it
encompassed other marketing activities like advertising, sales promotion, marketing research,
physicaldistribution, pricing, merchandisingand so on. However,the comprehensive broadfunction
later got labeled as marketing management. Sales management came to be defined by
American Marketing Association as:

The salesmanagers will undertake specific duties and responsibilities' 1)The determination
of sales force objectives and goals.2) Forecasting and Budgeting 3) Sales force organization,
size, territory design and planning. 4) Sales force selection, recruitment and training. 5) Motivating
the sales force.6) Sales force evaluation and control.

Following are the three general objectives of sales management: 1) Generate sufficient
sales volume. 2) Contribute towards current profit. 3) Ensure continuous growth of the organization

In all such cases reliable market intelligence is needed on the following: 1) Competitive
products and customer responses 2) Own products and customer response 3) New product
information 4) Customer loyalty and goodwill.

General Sales Manager (GSM) or G.M. (Sales), is the functionary at corporate headquarters
who reports to the DirectorNice President marketing. He is responsible for the following: 1)
Secure Maximum Sales Volume. 2) Develop and implement effective sales policies plans and
programme for all products at all territories.

Field or District Sales Manger (DSM) reports to General Sales Manager (GSM). The
primary objective is to secure maximum sales in the Sales District (territory) in accordance with
laid down sales budget. 1) Duties and Responsibility: 2) Supervision of Sales Personnel 3) Control
4) Cost Accounting and Administration 5) Communication DSM's performance.

There are two opinions on the success of sales managers. Some argue that sales abilities
are inborn qualities; others say these are developed. both these arguments have substance in
them. Some of the sales abilities like gift of gap, pleasing manner, extrovert nature are inborn.
However, others like analytical ability, negotiation skills, leadership, etc. are developed. By and
largefollowingfive abilitiesare identified: 1) Leadershipand Supervision2) PlanningandConceptual
Skill 3) Self direction and Self control 4) OrganiSingabilities 5) Time-management

Physical distribution is affected by the following marketing forces, such as 1) Demand
characteristics2) Population 3) Demandvariations4) Product characteristics 5)Valueof the product
6) Seasonality of the product 7) Product line

The main components of total physical distribution concept are 1) Total cost perspective 2)
Trade-offs 3) Zero sub-optimization 4) Total system perspective
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Designing distribution channel requires four steps: 1) specifying role of distribution channel

2) selecting type of distribution channel 3) determining the intensity of distribution channel 5)
choosing specifics in channel members

1.15 Key Words:
Sales volume: This is the sum of sales of all salesmen, put together. Byproperplanning,

sales territories are assigned to salesmen based on sales potential and sales forecast made in
the planning stage.

Cost of sales: Cost of sales include salary, commission and traveling expenses of
sales person. In order to minimize these, all expenses are budgeted and controlled.

Birth. This is a very exciting stage of channel member relationship life cycle. In this
stage, the members work together knowing each other. But if things aren't working out for the
parties, they should get out immediately.

Qrowth. This is a stage which dictates hard work on both the parties part. The energy
should be directed towards solving problems. The relationship should be tradea off with the birth
or decline stage dealers so as to have more energy with this stage intermediaries.

Maturity. This stage requires parties to communicate as it is the key to efficiency.
Also, watch for trauble since the only way to go is down!

Death. Too many problems skill efficiency. So, you must get out fast!

1.16 Self Assessment Questions:

1. Define sales Management? What is the importance and Role of Sales Management?
2. What are the Duties and Responsibilities of GSM?

3. What are the Duties and Responsibilities of GSM?

4. What are the functions and qualities of a sales manager?

5. What are the concepts of physical distribution?

6. Discuss channel of distribution management?

1.17 Further Readings:
1. Sales and Distribution Management, NG Nair and latha Nair, Himalaya Publishing House,

Hyderabad, 2003. .

2. Selling and Sales Management, David Jobber and Goff lancaster, Pearson Education
limited, Delhi. .

3. Advertising, Sales and promotion management, S.A. Chunawalla, Himalaya Publishing
House, 2005.

- Dr. B. Krishna
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LESSON-2

PERSONAL SELLING AND SALES PROCESS
2.0 Objective:
After studying this lesson you should be able to:

- Understand the Role of Personal Selling
- Discus Personal Selling Strategies
- Analyse Sales Process

Structure:

2.1 Meaning of Personal Selling
2.2 Role of Personal Selling
2.3 Significance of Personal Selling
2.4 Objectives of personal Selling
2.5 Personal Selling Strategies
2.6 Strengths of Personal Selling
2.7 Limitations of Personal Selling
2.8 Process of Personal Selling
2.9 Personal Selling Skills
2.10 Qualities of Sales force
2.11 Summary
2.12 Keywords
2.13 'Self Assessments Questions
2.14 Further Readings

2.1 Meaning of Personal Selling:
In personal selling, company's sales persons often referred to as salesmen or sales

representatives, who are on its payroll, communicate with the target consumers so as to make an
offer of sale, motivate them to positively respond to it and finally clinch the deal. It has been
defined as an 'oral presentation in a conversation with one or more prospective purchasers for the
purpose of making sales'.

Personal selling is a highly distinctive form of promotion. Like other forms of promotion,
personal selling is basically a method of communication, but unlike others it is a two-way
communication. It involves not only individual but social behaviour. Each of the persons in face
to-face contact, salesmen and prospect influences the other. The out come of each sales situation
depends importantly upon the success both parties experiences in communicating with each other
and in searchiog a common understanding of needs and goals.

'7'~
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Personal selling is a part of the total promotional activity of a firm, which along with product,

price, and place management, goes a long way in meeting the overall marketing objectives of the
organization. The ultimate objective of the marketing function is to increase the sales of want
satisfyingproducts and services, this leading to a healthybottom-line. Of the several tools available
to stimulate sales, one most important tool is personal selling.

2.2 Role of Personal selling
Personal selling is a distinctive communication form because it is a two-way communication,

and includes social interaction with the prospective buyers. Both the parties can communicate
with each other and come to a common understanding of the product. This has become a more

effective form of promoting sales ..
Generally speaking, the nature of goods markets as well as the distribution system adopted,

determines the role of personal selling in a firm. Therefore, Personal selling is used extensively in
the case of industrial goods, where the sales person performs functions such as assisting the
customer in designing the product specifications, product installation, product commissioning,
solving technical problems through providing service after sales, and helping customer to have
optimal utilization of the product. In the case of consumer goods, on the other hand, the role of
personal selling gets usually restricted to the dealer level. The scope of the tasks performed
include obtaining periodic orders, ensuring supplies, offering tips to dealers on product display
and attaining desired levels of stock movement. Similarly, the role played by personal selling is
more in a firm which uses door-to-door selling method through its sales force than in the finn
which sells through large stockiest, distributors or sale-selling agents.

2.3. Significance of personal selling
Following are the significance of personal selling.
In personal selling the message can be adopted or tailor - made to suit the prospect
Personal selling is inescapable when items are slow moving and costly like automobiles.
It is also ideal where bulk orders are required extensive training for utilization.
It is estimated that 20 per cent of sales takes place through personal selling.

2.4. Objectives of personal selling
The following are the long-term objectives of the personal selling. Long-term personal

selling objectives lead to long-term corporate objectives.
To serve the existing customers by maintaining a relationship with them.
To get new customers.To carryout the selling task entirely, if other elements of the promotional mix are not at

work.To help the trade sell the company's product line.
To motivate trade to keep our product line in stock.
To make the customers aware of our marketing strategies.
To act as technical consultants for complex products.
To provide feedback to the company about the markets and customers.
To help the middle men's sales force.
To help the trade in their administrative problems.

1



2.5. Personal Selling Strategies (Principles of Personal Selling or Types
of Personal Selling)
Personal selling is an ancient art. Selling today is a profession that involves mastering and

applying a whole set of principles. We will examine three major aspects of personal selling such
as salesmanship, negotiation and relationship marketing. These three aspects of personal selling
have also called as types of personal selling viz., negotiations, selling strategies, AIDAS approach,
S-R model. The types of personal selling are also known as personal selling strategies. Fo"owing
strategies are used in personal selling:

1. Selling Strategy: - Personal selling operations involve selling strategy and planning.
Sellingstrategy is more effective than negotiation. It involvesdetermining personalsellingobjectives,
sales policies, formulation of sales strategies, determining the personal selling appropriation and
management of the sales force.

Selling strategies are short-term and long-term. Short-term focuses on promotional steps
and current sales. Long-term focuses on continuous sales growth and goodwill. Customer service,
cooperation, assistance and technical services assist long-term customer goodwill. This gives the
customer loyalty.

2. Negotiation: - Personal selling is effected through negotiation. Negotiation is to arrive
at an agreement on sales on price, and other terms and conditions of sales. Negotiation skills are
applied to customers, suppliers, and middlemen. In negotiation, two or more parties join together
on a particular issue to exchange specific resources. A negotiated exchange is different from a
routinised exchange where the terms are established by administered programmes. In the
negotiated exchange, the terms are decided by agreement.

Negotiation may be used by marketers, economists and social psychologists. Negotiations
or bargaining should be guided by effective strategies. A principled negotiation involves the
separation of the people from the problem, a focus on interests, on finding options for mutual gain
and on insistence on objectives. Negotiators use a variety of tactics when bargaining are several
standard bargaining tactics viz., acting crazy, Big pot, Get a prestigious ally, the we" is dry, Limited
authority,Auction, Divideand conquer. Bargainingtacticsare used to gain the customer'swillingness
to porches his product.

3. AIDAS Approach:- The AIDAS approach has become very popular in sales. Here
focus is on arrounding buyer's attention, interest, desire, action and satisfaction in that order.The
AIDAS approach is mainly concerned with the problem-solving technique the salesman has to
convincehis customer that his product offers the real solution to his need-problem.Manycustomers
aremotivated by a continuousAIDAS approachto purchasethe product of the companyconsumers
can develop pleasant feelings for the product which lead to customer loyalty to it. In this way,
repeal sales are ensured. '

4. Stimulus - Response Model:- Buyers are given stimulus to create favorable response
in the stimulus-response model. It has four components, such as, Drives, Cues, Response, and
Reinforcement. The term" drive" refers to the strong stimuli which impel the buyer to purchase the
product. The drive may be either primary or learned. The primary drive is felt by a" persons on
primary need based such as food, clothing and shelter. The learned drives namely self-esteem,
ego- recognition and status symbol are feet byeconomically advanced people. A salesman should
be aware of these various drives to motivate successfully the different classes of people. Cues
indicate when the customer will respond to a stimulus. They are subsidiary to the main drive. The
different types of cues such as product cues, informational cues, activator-cues, non-activator



cues stimulating the buyers. Price, package, and service may be the triggering cues influence the
purchase decisions. -

When the salesman has administered the drive and cues, the buyer may respond positively
and negatively. Negative responses are evaluated and assessed to convert them into positive
responses. The salesman has to reinforce the decisions of the buyers to continue to buy his
products. The drive should be effectively utilized to motivate the buyer.

2.6 Strengths of Personal Selling:
The following are some of the strengths of the personal selling.
1. Flexible and Adoptable: - The personal selling is more flexible and adoptable to the

varying purchase situations. It is possible for a salesman to adopt himself to the needs, motives,
impulses, and other behavioral traits of the prospective customers so as to communicate the
message and clinch the deal.

2. Minimisation of wasted effort:- In personal selling, the possibility of wasted effort is
minimal because, unlike advertising, the whole effort is focused on a qualified target customers.
The salesman is better paled to focus his message on qualified consumers only.

3. Detect loss of customer attention:- It is possible for a salesman to detect loss of
customer attention and interest in personal selling. The salesman regenerates the customers by
frequent repetitions and reinforces.

4. Consummate Sale: - In personal selling, it is possible for the salesman to carry the
qualified target customer through a logical and persuasive reasoning process so as to consummate
sale.

5. Durable relationship: - In personal selling, a relatively durable relationship may be
developed between salesman and consumer. The salesman can help his firm active the objective
of perpetuity or hiring for ever, by establishing a lasting, mutually profitable relationship with his
customers.

6. Marketing Researcher: -In personalsellingthe salesmenacts as a marketingresearcher.
He gathers relevant marketing information and promptly transmits to the company in making
timely strategic and tactical adjustments.

2.7. Limitations of Personal Selling
Some of the limitations are summarised in the following on personal selling.
1. Very expensive: - Personal selling is very expensive. It requires extensive travel and

cost of retaining a salesman is not only high but also fixed. That is why small firms do not take up
this method as a promotional step.

2. Right kind of salesman: - Personal selling is effective when sales persons for this work
are carefullyselectedwho have requisiteprofessionalknowledgeand higher levelof humanrelations
skill. It is difficult to recruit the right kind of salesmen who have the potential and ability to sell and
be loyal to the company.

3. Fear of domination: - Proper training and development are essential to become
successful in personal selling. Many senior managers are unwilling to train their subordinates due
to fear of domination or suspicion in their subordinates.
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good manners. He must always be polite and respectful and never become unduly familiar with
this customer. Courtesy in dealing with customers, the practice of greeting and thanking his
customers, using polite expression, and a sincere desire to please are very necessary for success
in salesmanship. A salesman must also be tactful. He must be able to put things in the correct
manner in front of his customers. He must never say or do anything which may antagonize his
customers.

A desire to meet people, helpfulness and co-operative attitude, and a likeable disposition
are essential for a successful salesman. A salesman must be an extrovert (directed outward and
not self-centered) and must be a good mixer. The ability to make himself socially acceptable, to
mingle with any group, to adapt himself to customers with different attitudes, norms of behaviour
and standards of culture will stand a salesman in good stead in his professional career. A person
with a social temperament alone should take the job of a salesman.

iii) Mental Qualities:

The mental make-up of a salesman must be conducive top success. A salesman must
have a good power of memory and observation. He must be able to recognize customers, their
characters, their buying motives, and adjust his sales talk accordingly. He must be alert and
always on his toes. Absent-minded person cannot be a good salesman.

Imagination and imitativeness are very useful qualities for success. A salesman must
be able to handle difficult situations independently and on his own initiative. He should not require
continuous direction and goading. He must be resourceful. He must have a creative mind. He
must develop empathy, Le., putting himself in the buyer's position.

The science of selling is to know what wants to arouse; the art is to develop empathy,
step into the shoes of the buyer and feel those wants personally and then get the prospect to feel
them. This mental quality of reading the thought or mind of the prospect has to be developed. It
is called empathy. Self-confidence is necessary for success in any sphere of activity, more so in
case of a salesman. The ability to rely on one gives self confidence. A self-confident salesman
will also inspire confidence in his customers. Determination and drive are also very important for
success. The proper management of time and a systematic attitude are two traits which will help
a salesman in the successful completion of his duties.

iv) Moral or Character Qualities:
Honestly and integrity are essential character qualities of a salesman. Customers must

bewilling to depend on the salesman, willing to be guided by him and to rely upon his statements.
Creation of goodwill and a name for fair and honest dealings are essential in business. A salesman
must be loyal, both to his employer and to his customer. This may appear contradictory, but, in
fact, it is not so. The success of the employer depends on the goodwill of the customer. Therefore,
a salesman who is loyal to his customer will also benefit his employer. Industry and perseverance
are other qualities which a salesman must develop in order to become successful.

There are twelve basic qualities of character in salesmanship:

1. Sociability, 2. Simplicity in thought and expression, 3. Curiosity, 4.: Imagination, 5. Creativity,
6. Initiative, 7. Confidence, 8. Enthusiasm, 9. Ambition, 10. Courage, 11. Sincerity, and
12:/ Reliability.

The successful salesmen are really made because they go about developing knowledge
building up, attitude, imbibing skills and cultivating good habits. The first letters of these
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attention is secured by the salesman, sales process ';annot be developed further. Further sales
talk or salesdemonstration will be useless if the customer is not interested in the product. Salesman
must ignite the desire of the prospect after securing his attention and after arousing his interest in
the product. From the stage of interest or curiosity must develop the desire to buy the product.
Gaining action means consent of the buyer to purchase the product. It indicates his final decision
to purchase and places an order. Follow-up or post-sale contact is necessary to ensure customer
satisfactionandto removeany post-saleproblems.The overallapproachshould beto buildcredibility
and confidence in the supplying company, its products, and also in its competence to render
specialized type of service to the complete satisfaction of its customers.

The salesmangenerally uses three approachesto salespresentationviz., Cannedapproach,
Formulated approach and Need-satisfaction approach. The Canned approach is memorized sales
talk convincing the buyer. The Formulated approach identifies buyers need and style and meets
both. Through need-satisfaction approach, the salesman holds discussion and debate with buyer
and convinces him. He demonstrate the product through such aids as booklets, slides, movies,
product samples, charts etc,. The salespersons adopt four influence strategies namely, legitimacy,
expertise, referent power, and impression management.

S. Handling objections: - Buyers may have objections psychological or rational.
Psychological objections may be subjective. Rational objection is on quality, price and utility.
Salesmanmust convince the prospect by cogent argument. A prospect, which raises objections is
easier to satisfy than a prospect who does not show any interest in the proposition. The clever
salesman will always welcome to objection, interpret the objection correctly and will remove it
tactfully, without arguing with the customer.

7. Close the sale: - The sales person should try to close the presentation at the earliest
possible moment to avoid the emergency of any reaction to the product He should be expert
enough to close the sales talk at the right moment and ask for the order. He should know the
closing signal, including physical actions, statements or comments. He can ask for the order, help
the customer to select a particular product and offer special inducements to close the sales.

8. Follow-up:- Beginswhen prospect signs order.He dispatchesthe item, arrangesdelivery,
arranges grant of credit, assures about his wisdom of buying and ensures after sales service.
Proper follow-up assists second purchase and recommendation to friends.

2.g.Personal Selling Skills:-
To be successful, the communication skill of a salesman is the most important attribute.

Following aspects are high-lighted here.
(i) Customer Research: Knowledge is strength. Necessary research be done to gain

this knowledge. The pre-sale preparation, prospecting and pre-approach discussed earlier come
under this category.

(ii) Service Concept: It must be remembered that sales person is doing a service to
the prospects by meeting his needs. Hence there is no need to be too much humble, servile or
apologetic. Mutual human dignity be recognized by both sides.

(iii) Selective Process of Communication: Prospects are more often than not biased,
being exposed to products of different firms. This is called predisposition. This lead to selective
perception inwhich prospects receive messagewith suits his existing beliefs and buying behaviour.
Selective perception is an unconscious defense systemwhich filters-out disagreeable information
to project one's self image or one's preconceived belief and attitude. Never attach directly the



prospect's pet ideas, notion and beliefs. Then start with a minor point of information prospect may
not resist to accept and develop on the same the co-operation and interest, to hear your view
points fully.

(iv) Probing technique: This is to generate interest in conversation and stimulate free
flow of talk.

2.10. Qualities of Sales Force:
There are only two basic requisites for successful salesmanship: 1. Empathy, and 2.

Ego drive. The first requisite is the ability to empathise - to understand the feelings, the mood and
the role being played by his customer so that he may adjust his own role in such a manner that the
interplay of communication is complementary rather than crossed. Empathy is the ability to identity
with the customer, his thoughts, feelings and emotions. A salesman with empathy senses the
reactions of the customer and is able to adjust his sales talk to these reactions. Ego drive indicates
the personal need to make a sale, as a measure of self-fulfillment and not just for the money.
Empathy coupled with intense ego drive (craving for achievement of the set goal) enables a
salesman to influence the buyer effectively and make the sale. He has the drive, the need to
make the sale, and his empathy gives him the connecting tool with which to do it.

Personality is the sum total of the impressions made on people with whom one comes
into contact. These impressions are the result of many qualities that one possesses. The qualities
that go into the make-up of a successful salesman can be broadly divided into five categories: 1.
Physical, 2.Social, 3. Mental, 4. Character qualities,S. Special qualities.

i) Physical Qualities:

A good physical appearance is a very big asset for a salesman. The fist impression that
a salesman makes on his customers is the most important impression. Whether a customer
takes interest in the salesman, allow himself to listen to, and be guided by the salesman or not,
depends on the favorable first impression that the salesman is able to create. A good physical
appearance also gives the salesman more self-confidence.

A salesman must be well build and free from physical defects. He must take sufficient
care of his appearance. Good grooming, appropriate dress, clean and tidy appearance, a good
posture, and poise go a long way in creating a good first impression.

A salesman must always have a cheerful smile on his face. A smile is considered the
mirror of the mind. A good, natural smile can remove tension and awkwardness in the sales
interview. Smiling face and humorous nature enable a salesman to e;Iter the mind of a prospect
easily during a sales talk.

A good salesman will also take care of his health. A salesman who is not healthy cannot
maintain a pleasing appearance. He will also not be able to carry on his duties efficiently. Good
sound health is, therefore, an essential part of a salesman's personality.

There is a very close relation between your physical health and mental health. Sound
mind lives only in a sound body.

ii) Social Qualities:
Asalesman is required to move in different circles, meet many customers and get along

with them. Hemust, therefore, develop a good social behaviour. Asalesman must alwayscultivate



4. Lost customer loyalty: - In personal selling customer loyall! built up around a good

salesman. It is usually lost with his retirement or exists.
5. Demoralise the salesman: - The job of personal selling is tough and demanding.

Customers complain and went their frustration in many ways. This may demoralize the salesman.

2.8 Process of Personal Selling (SalesProcess):
Personal selling is an oral presentation in conversation by a salesperson with one or more

prospectsfor the purpose of making sales.The sales personmayutilizea large numberof distinctive
sales processes. The process of selling involves a number of steps such as; Pre-sale preparation,
Prospecting and Qualifying, Pre-approach, Approach, Sales Presentation, Handling Objections,
Closing the Sale and Follow-up (Post-Sale contacts).

1. Pre-Sale Preparation: - In this phase, salesman must identify the market segment,
customer's wants and needs. He must know product details, advantages, limitations competition
and prices. This is a sort of 'customer research'.

2. Prospecting and Qualifying: - A salesman has to seek potential customers who are
called prospects. This step of the selling process deals with locating and preparing a list of
prospective customers. The salesman can locate prospects by analyzing the telephone directory,
news paper announcements, cold canvassing, and references from friends, neighbors, trade
association and other suitable methods of prospecting.

The located prospects should first be qualified broadly in terms of (i) whether they want the
product and how intense their want is, (ii) whether they have adequate purchasing power or
authorizationto purchase and spend the requiredmoney.The qualifying of prospects is the process
of separating the prospects from the suspects. Identifying the right prospects assist the salesman's
efficiency in the sales very much. This qualified prospect must be accessible to the salesman.

3. Pre-approach: _Once a prospect is located and qualified, salesman should find out
needs, problems, preferences, habits, nature, behaviour, interests, attitudes, product range, buying
size etc. On the basis of the availability of adequate information of the customer wants anddesires,
salesman can prepare his plan of sales presentation or interview. Good sales persons use the
above information in classifying the prospects in A, Band C categories in forms of the immediacy
of the attention to be given to them.

4. Approach: _The initial few minutes of the sales talk are known as the "approach" to the
prospect. The approach consists of the two major parts- obtaining an interview, and the first
contact. The salesman may use various means of obtaining an interview. Before the talk, the
salesmanshould introducehimself by using the telephone,by obtaining introductionfrom a customer
and by handinghis business card. In the first contact,he shouldattract the attentionof the customers
andget them interested in the talk. Some of the popular techniques for this purpose are Preference
approach, Benefit approach, Sample approach and Mutual approach. The Preference approach
involves reference of the product by the friends of the prospects. The Benefit approach indicates
the benefits of the product. The Sample approach involves giving the sample to the prospect. The
Mutual approach considers the prospect supreme. The first approach is very critical because it
makes a lasting impression on the customer. The main consideration is that the customers should
feel interested in the talk and message communicated by the sales person.

5. Sales presentation: - The sales presentation should generally go according to the
AIDAS approach (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action and Satisfaction). Unless the customer's

•



characteristics - KASH- gives more CASH in the pocket of the salesmen and makes them reach
the height of success which other average salesmen only dream of attaining. Please note that a
salesman must develop positive, dynamic and cheerful attitude.

v) Special Qualities:

Personal selling is not a routine job. It requires special qualities and capabilities. These
are hard work, initiative, sales techniques and knowledge.

(a) Hard Work: A sales person can succeed only if he is hard working. He must
have ideas, philosophy and personality. Hard-working sales persons improve the image and
goodwill of the company. They understand the needs, desires, and attitudes of the buyers and
can motivate them to purchase goods and services.

(b) Initiative: The sales person should have initiative and the urge to persuade people
to purchase the goods. The sales process is full of rebuff and disappointments. If a sales person
is unable to sustain them, he cannot succeed. He should consider the problems and obstacles as
challenges and direction for a deep understanding of potential buyers. He can suggest suitable
products to meet the requirements of the buyers. Initiative is inborn or inherent in a person; but it
can be developed by training and motivation, so that a sales person may be motivated to work
hard and diligently.

(c) Sales Techniques: The Sales persons should not only know the sales techniques
but should have the willingness to follow them. Prospecting, preparation, presentation and post
sales activities are included in the sales techniques. Prospecting is a 'seeking' function of marketing.
Prospecting is "matching the supply with demand". Presentation is the "buying process of
consumers". The salesman should maintain contacts with the buyers after the sale of the product.

(d) Knowledge: The sales persons must have adequate knowledge of themselves
and of their company, its products, competition, customers, processes .. The company is the main
factor in sales presentation. Salesmen are regarded as representatives of the company. They
should, therefore, know everything about the company. They should know the polices, procedure,
service facilities, discounts and guarantees offered by the company. They should have the capability
to satisfy, deal with customer inquiries in a satisfactory manner. Complete knowledge of the product
will enable sales persons to motivate the potential customers to buy their products. They should
also have a knowledge of competing products. If they have adequate knowledge of the customers'
wants and desires, they can suggest appropriate products for purchase by them. They should
have adequate knowledge of the buying motivates, which may be patronage, rational and emotional.
If salesmen know the several sales processes, they should can improve their effectiveness as
sales persons.

2.11. Summary:

Personal selling is a highly distinctive form of promotion. Like other forms of promotion,
personal selling is basically a method of communication, but unlike others it is a two-way, rather
than unidirectional, communication. It involves not only individual but social behaviour. Each of
the persons in face-to-face contact, salesmen and prospect influences the other. The out come of
each sales situation depends importantly upon the success both parties experiences in
communicating with each other and in searching a common understanding of needs and goals.

Following are the significance of personal selling. 1) In personal selling the message can be
adopted or tailor - made to suit the prospect 2) Personal selling is inescapable when items are
slowmoving and costly like automobiles. 3) H is also idealwhere bulk orders are required extensive



training for utilization 4) It is estimated that 20 per cent of sales takes place through personal
selling.

Long-term personal selling objectives lead to long-term corporate objectives. 1) To serve the
existing customers by maintaining a relationship with them. 2) To get new customers. 3) To carryout
the selling task entirely, if other elements of the promotional mix are not at work. 4) To help the
trade sell the company's product line. 5) To motivate trade to keep our product line in stock, etc.,

The types of personal selling are also known as personal selling strategies. Following
strategies are used in personal selling: 1) Selling Strategy 2) Negotiation 3) Aids Approach 4)
Stimulus - Response Model

The following are some of the strengths of the personal selling. 1) Flexible and Adoptable 2)
Minimization of wasted effort 3) Detect loss of customer attention 4) Consummate Sale 5) Durable
relationship 6) Marketing Researcher

Some of the limitations are summarized in the following on personal selling. 1) Very expensive
2), Right kind of salesman 3) Fear of domination 4) Lost customer loyalty 5) Demoralize the
salesman:

The process of selling involves a number of steps such as; 1) Pre-sale preparation, 2)
Prospecting and Qualifying, 3) Pre-approach, 4) Approach, 5) Sales Presentation, 6) Handling
Objections, 7) Closing the Sale and 8) Follow-up (Post-Sale contacts).

To be successful, the communication skill of a salesman is the most important attribute.
Following aspects are high -lighted here: i) Customer Research ii) Service Concept iii) Selective
Process of Communication iv) Probing technique v) Empathy and Creativity

The qualities that go into the make-up of a successful salesman can be broadly divided
into five categories: 1. Physical, 2.Social, 3. Mental, 4. Character qualities, 5. Special qualities.

2.12 Key Words:
AIDAS: The sales presentation should generally go according to the AIDAS approach (Attention,
Interest, Desire, Action and Satisfaction).
Probing Technique: This is to generate interest in conversation and stimulate free flow of talk.

KASH : KASH gives more cash in the pocket of the salesmen. KASH refers the characteristics of
salesmen such as the letter K for knowledge, A for attitude, S for skills, and H for habits.

Durable relationship: - In personal selling, a relatively durable relationship may be developed
betweensalesman and consumer.The salesman can help his firm active the objective of perpetuity
or hiring for ever, by establishing a lasting, mutually profitable relationship with his customers.
Fear of domination: - Proper training and development are essential to become successful in
personal selling. Many senior managers are unwilling to train their subordinates due to fear of
domination or suspicion in their subordinates.
Consummate Sale: - In personal selling, it is pds$it6lefor the salesman to carry the qualified
target customer through a logical and persuasive reasoning process so as to consummate sale.
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2.13 Self Assessment Questions:
1. What is the meaning and the roll of personal selling?

2. What are the objectives and significance of personal selling?

3. Discuss various personal selling strategies.
4. What are the strengths and limitations of personal selling?

5. What is the process of personal Selling?

6. What are the qualities of the sales force?

2.14 Further Readings:
1. Sales and Distribution Management, NG Nair and Latha Nair, Himalaya Publishing House,

Hyderabad, 2003.
2. Marketing management. Philip Kotler, Prentice Hall of India PVT., Ltd., New Delhi.

3. Selling and Sales management, David Jobber and Geoff Lancaster, Pearson Education
Limited, Delhi.

-Dr. B. Krishna
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LESSON - 3 i

SELLING SKILLS, INTERPERSONAL SKILLS,
NEGOTIATIONSKILLS, COMMUNICATIONSKILLS.

3.0 Objective:
After studying this lesson you should be able to:

Understand Different types of Skills

Structure:
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Interpersonal Skills
3.3 Media for Interpersonal Communication
3.4 Models of Interpersonal Communication -
3.5 Negotiation Skills
3.6 Communication Skills
3.7 Functions of Communication
3.8 Process of Communication
3.9 Summary
3.10 Key words
3.11 Self Assessment Questions
3.12 Further Readings

A- SELLING SKILLS
3.1. Selling Skills

The first step in the selling process is to identify prospects. Although the company will try
to supply leads, sales representatives need skill in developing their own leads. Leads can be
developed in the following ways;

Asking current customers for the names of prospects.
Cultivating other referral sources, such as suppliers, dealers, sales representatives,
bankers, and trade association's executives.
Joining organizations to which prospects belong.
Engaging in speaking and writing activities that will draw attention.
Examining data sources (News papers, Directories) in search of names.
Using telephone and mail to find leads.
Propping in unannounced on various offices (Cold canvassing).

~
Sales representatives need skill in screening out poor leads.Prospects can be qualified by

examining their financial ability, volume of business, special requirements, location, and likelihood
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of continuousbusiness.The salespersonmight phoneorwrite to prospects beforedecidingwhether

~ to visit them.

a) Qualities of personal selling: - Following are the qualities of salesman to become
successful in personal selling.

Salesmanship: - Salesmanship is the positive effort at persuading people to buy and which
benefit, both the seller and the buyer.

Hard work:- It is not routine work, It requires proper planning and hard work.

Persuasive power and Initiative :- Requires initiative at persuasion which is unique to suit
each type of customer/ buyer.

Product knowledge:- Complete knowledge including technical details of design, operation
and maintenance must be known to the salesman. Knowledge is his strength.

Sales Techniques:- Sales management is a specialized field. It has its own techniques.
Salesman must master them.

(b) Personal Selling Skills

The skills involved in personal selling have been examined under the following headings:
1. The Opening 2. Need and Problem Identification 3. Presentation and demonstration 4. Dealing
with objections 5. Negotiation 6. Closing the sale 7. The follow-up.

B -INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
3.2 InterpersonalSkills:

Interpersonal communication is communication process between two persons. It is defined
as 'the process of interacting with another person and mutually influencing each other, usually for
the purpose of managing relationships. It is strongly influenced by the individuals intra-personal
communication. Inter-personal communication takes the form of face-to-face conversation,
telephonic conversation, video conferencing, e-mail.etc.This communication provides basic frame
work for building human relations and a strong society, work environment and conflicts free
organization. Certain skills are required for inter-personal communication. They are as follows;

1) Knowledge of one's own attitudes: -Interpersonal communication requires awareness
and competent handling of one's intra-personal communication. Many persons are not aware of
the attitudes that they have. If you are aware of an attitude that might arouse hostility in a particular
receiver, you are likely to take care to hide that attitude. But if you are unaware such an attitude,
you will not try to hide it. In such a case your communication may fail in spite of your other
communication skills. The golden rule is "first understand, and then be understood".

2) Speaking and writing clearly: - Speaking andwriting cleariy and pleasantly is a primary
requirement of interpersonal communication ..The message to be communicated whether oral or
written should be clear. For this, not only clarity of expression is must, but also clarity of thought.
Clearmessage always stems from clear minds and clean hearts. The clearly thought out messages
should be presented with clear expressions to avoid ambiguities and confusion. With practice, it
should be possible to speak clearly. It may take some times to develop a pleasant, cheerful,
congenial way of speaking. Pleasant appearance and friendly body language is also a great
advantage. For a scheduled meeting or for a written message, you can think through the points
and prepare what you want to convey.



3) Control of Emotions: - Gaining self-control takes time and patient practice. Self-control
involves skill in dealing with intrapersonal communication. Very often, people speak without thinking
of the effect of one's words on others. In a business dialogue situation, it is important to control
one's impulse to talk. It is particularly important to control the impulse to interrupt another person \
whose statements you do not agree with. A great of self-confidence is required to remain cool. If
you gave the ability to maintain peace, and keep silent or cool till you reach the right moment to
speak, your interpersonal communication will be more effective.

4) Listening: - Listening is the receiver's activity in communication. In oral communication,
effective listening is vital listening should be made effective by keeping the mind free from prejudices
and presumptions, paying attention to the spoken words and feeling the emotions of the speaker.
It is only the sender's responsibility to make his message clear, complete and concrete, but also of
the receiver to understand the message improper sense through effective listening. Participative
listening is an essential condition of effective cornmunicatlon. Inefficient listening affects
interpersonal relations as well as decision- making. Listening capacity can be improved by
understanding the steps involved in the process of listening and by following some basic guidelines.
The steps are hearing, interpretation, evaluation and response. Good listening wins the goodwill
of the other party.

5) Understanding of non-verbal behavior: - When people speak, they say a great deal
by body language. We must listen with eyes as well as with the ears. And, we need to be aware
that our own body language is being watched by others. Ability to sense the feelings behind the
words from the body language develops with practice.

6) Feedback: - Interpersonal communication can go on usefully only when both parties
clarify their points of view. If something that one party has said is not dear or is not acceptable to
the other, it is better to say so immediately and calmly so that clarification or alternative ness can
be worked out. Many communication problems arise because of misunderstandings and
inaccuracies. We can avoid these problems by asking questions. So feedback is vital for effective
interpersonal communication. Absence of feedback is a proof of failure of oral communication.

7) Assertiveness without aggression: - When both persons are assertive, they respect
each other, listen to each other and seek a mutual beneficial conclusion. Stating one's wishes
directly and honestly, while taking other's needs into account, is being assertive. An aggressive
person is demanding.

8) Expressing disagreement without being offensive: - It is easy to become aggressive
if you disagree with the statement of the speaker. But a positively assertive person has an effective
way to respond when disagreeing with the speaker.

9) Asking questions: - The question is a powerful tool in dialogue. The style and way of
asking questions can be cultivated. Questions must be asked for clarification in a non-threatening
tone, showing genuine desire to understand better. Irregular questions can make people
uncomfortable.

10) Closure:- Ending a communication event on a pleasant note is always beneficial for
relationships. If there are unsettled issues, they are to be mentioned and may be scheduled for
another dialogue. Pleasant closing marks, expression of thank and farewell greeting paves the
way for further communication.



The above are the basic skills every communication situation like interview, meeting,
conference, and presentation requires a combination of these skills. Most of the skills can be
learned.

3.3 Media for Interpersonal Communication:-
There are numerous varieties of interpersonal communication media in practice. They are

broadly classified into two categories, namely, conventional media, and electronic media.

a) Conventional Media:- Media which have been in use for along time and depend on
traditional carriers are called conventional media.

i) Messenger System:- Messenger transmits the message by hand delivery. The bearer
of the message may deliver the written messages, documents and parcels bywalk or by riding the
horse. This system was practiced when organized postal system was not developed. At present,
messenger system is practice for inter-office transmission of communication.

ii) Mail:- An organized postal service is responsible for transmission of written
communication. The postal service uses rail, road and air transport,. Modern postal system is a
network of offices, established and connected to head office. They are linked to national and
international network of post offices through different modes of transport. Almost in every country
they are organized and managed by the government on non-profit basis. They collect service
charges through sale of post cards, stamps and envelopes. They provide various types of mail
services,suchas ordinarymail, registeredmail, quick mailservice,express delivery,undercertificate
of posting, etc. Speed post is a special service offered by the post office. The post office now
offers electronic media for new service like hybrid mail in some cities.

iii) Courier:- Postal service is in public sector. Parallel to postal service, private sector
developed the courier system for quicker transfer and delivery of mail. Their door-to-door service
is a great advantage. Thus, courier assures fast delivery of mail. But courier services are limited
to cities where they maintain their network.

iv) Telegraph:- Telegraph is the earliest method of communication. Telegraph is a
government owned network in most countries. It has links with all other countries. Telegraph is
used for transmitting information to any distance by means of electric impulse through a wire.
Telegramsarewidely used for selling short and urgent messages.Telegramscan besent "ordinary"
and "express". A telegram is used for external communication, for contacting customers, suppliers,
traveling sales men, braches, offices, etc. The importance of this medium has been substantially
reduced by fax and mobile phones in large cities. But it has an excellent network which reaches
even remote parts of the country where the modern media have not yet reached. Hence, it wili
continue to be used for long time to come.

v) Telex:- Telex is a teleprinter exchange, which provides teleprinter service throughout
the world. Teleprinter is a mechanical device that facilitates the transmission of data or information
instantly between two distantly persons with teleprinters. The teleprinters in use are simpler
machines. Message is transmitted from a teleprinter to another teleprinted through direct dialing
system. The teleprinter has keyboard for typing messages and transmitter or receiver for sending
and receiving messages. The machine is fitted with a roll of paper, and messages can be typed
out continuously. When a message is typed on the sender's machine, the same message get
typed at the same time on the receiver'Smachine also. When the receiver's machine is attended,
the sender and the receiver can carry on a two-way "dialogue"by typing out in turn. Telexmessages
..... " ...... i~ f" .."" +hoh.,.~i~"f tim", t~k",n fnr tr~n~mi~~inn ::Inrithp. distance.



Telex is used mainly by business organizations like railways, ports, stock exchange, banks,
etc., which needs constant international communication. Telex messages are relayed on a screen
in newspaper offices, share markets, airports, railway stations where moment-to-moment
information has to be conveyed to many people. Recent developments have made it possible to
use a computer instead of a teleprinter for transmission of telex. As technologies converge, the
use of teleprinters may become outdated.

b) Electronic Media:- These are media which transmit signals instantly from any source
to any destination in the world by modern electronic technology. Varieties of electronic media are
being discussed below:

i) Telephone:- Telephone is an important electronic media used in the modern world. It
is the most useful and universal media of oral communication with a person who is not present at
the same place as the sender. There is a continuous progress in the technology of the instrument
and message transmission since its establishment in 1876. Telephone communication is a system
consisting of network of instruments, connected by a cable network with a centrally located exchange
that facilitates transmission of messages through line. Telephone is an instrument which contains
a microphone that changes vibrations of sound into an electrical signal and is transmitted through
a wire to the receiver. The receiving telephone, which contains "electro-magnetic" and "vibrating
diaphragm" change the electric signals into sounds or words. Now telephone messages are
carried by "optical fibers" which improved the quality of transmission of the message. The advantage
of telephone system is quick transmission of the message. But it is very expensive. Rental
charges are fixed, and service charges are imposed on the basis of duration and distance.

Technological advance has made the telephone instrument so sophisticated that it is able
. to provide a number of services. An answering machine can take a message if you cannot
answer it. Conference facility permits three or more persons from different parts of the world to
have a discussion by telephone. Cardless telephone free the handset from the hand-hold and
allows the user to take it around within a range of 100 meters from the hand-hold. The intercome
is an internal telephone system which allows a communication between persons in different parts
of a building. It eliminates the need for visiting another part of the office and the need for a peon
to carry written notes and messages. In formation can be passed quickly from one person to
another. On telephone instaneous feedback is possible. But telephone messages does not
provide a permanent record for legal purposes, unless they are recorded on audio tapes.

ii) Pagers:- Pager is also known as "bleeper or beep". Pager is a wireless communication
instrument. It is a persona communication device. It is a small instrument handled and carried by
individuals. It works on the radio transmission technology, which contains receive and transmitter.
As it is a wireless instrument, it can be used during traveling. Pager provides quicker transmission
of message at a lower cost. The pager facility is widely used by the doctors, other persons or
institutions which provide emergency services.

iii) Cellular phone:- Cellular phones are also known as "mobile phones". They are
designed on the basis of a combination of the old radio technology and emerging telecommunication
technology. Cellular phones are wireless and operated through airways like radios. A cellular
phone contains radio signal receiver and transmitted. The advantage of cellular phones are that
individuals can use them wherever they go and also during traveling. The latest technology
enables access to the interest on the cellular phone.

Cellular phones have some of the characteristics of the home phones. But there are many
differences. Cellular phones operate through airways like a radio. This means that weather



conditions, underground parking or passages, and fortified buildings may affect reception. There
are some boundaries to cellular coverage outside metropolitan areas and away from major
highways.

iv) Fax:- A facsimile or fax machines is one of the most useful media for transmitting
copies of printed images over telephone line, it is a machine that scans documents, data, pictures
electronically and transmits a photographic image to a receiving machine through telephone line
through a "modern". Fax machines are collected with telephone both at the transmitting and
receiving end. The sender has to dial the receiver's fax number, insert the documents into the
machine and press the start button. The machines scans the page and makes an electronic
representation of the text and graphics, compresses the data to save transmission time and
transmits it to the dialed fax machine. The receiving machine decrypts the signals an uses its in
-built printer to produce and exact photocopy of the original image. Then the receiving fax machine
sends a message confirming the receipt of entire message.

Fax can be sent through computers if it contains the required software. Fax permits quick
exchange of information and documents between offices and organizations and individuals.
Important decisions and instruction can be quickly conveyed to branches and other offices. Fax is
usually used for documents which are not confidential. Fax is cheaper and quicker.

v) E-Mail:- E-mail is also known as "electronic delivery system" or "electronic document
communication". It is an important service offered to the Internet subscribers. It is the fast, efficient
and the latest mode of transmitting information. Electronic mail requires a computer, a telephone
line and a modern if the modern is not in-built in the computer.

Which Channel or media is most desirable? Media is the life of communication that facilitates
communication process accurately without delay. Communication media is of different types.
Each media or channel of communication has its own pros and cons. No media is absolutely good
in all circumstance. E-mail is assuming significant popularity in the present E-culture. It is not
only for global, but for local communication as well.

3.4.Models of Interpersonal Skills:
Several communication specialists and authors described the models for understanding

interpersonal relationship and interpersonal communication. They are:

a) The exchange theory
b) Johari Window
c) Transactional analysis

a). Exchanging Theory:- Exchange theory provides a conceptual frame work by
considering what is being exchanged in interpersonal relations. This concept holds that
interpersonal motives depend on the reward value gained from the relationship and that individuals
involved in a relationship need to feel that each is contribution equally, that is, the rewards are
equal to what is given. If over a period of time, if one person feels he is contributing too much or
too little to a relationship, that person is likely to discontinue that relationship. In this theory, one
can view interpersonal acts as commodities to be exchanged. Such commodities would include
information, expertise, status, and love as well as money. Thus, if I invite you to dinner, youmay
attempt to repay my effort and expense by conferring status on me. This might take.the form of
hanking me and remarking about the excellent food.
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In a business organization, the existence of unbalanced exchange may case a strain in

interpersonal relations. For example, Murali, a newman, may need to ask Bhaskar for some help
involving a particular problem. In this situation, Murali is offering status on Bhaskar by
acknowledging his expertise, and in return is receiving help. However, if Murali continues to go to
Bhaskar for help, the value of the status conferred may become less than the time and effort
necessary to give help justifies. In this case, the relationship is unbalanced and either Murali will
become reluctant to seek help from Bhaskar, or Bhaskarwill be lesswilling to give of his expertise.
Changing the nature of the exchange may solve this problem. If Bhaskar is made responsible for
"breaking" Murali in, then he has the opportunity to gain recognition from his superiors for helping
Murali. In this case, Bhaskar need not feel that he is doing something and receiving nothing in
return.

In addition to positive exchanges, exchange theory also suggests that negative exchange
may occur. The existence of a negative exchange a supported by comments that people make
about "paying back" or "getting even". For example, individuals who resent being controlled may
find a way to get even.

b). Johari Window:- The Johari Window is a theoretical conceptualization developed by
Joe Luft and Harry Ingram. The Johari Window is a model for examining those areas of a person,
which are known, and those areas, which are not known to the person or others. The essence of
the model is the belief that mutual understandingimprovesperceptualaccuracy and communication.

The Johari Window divides knowledge about an individual into four areas or window
according to the degree of self-knowledge and the knowledge others have of the individual. These
are:

i) Open area: The first area is those aspects of a person of which both the individuals and
others are aware. This might be termed the "open area". It represents the image one presents to
others. The role and activities one pursues, such as student, housewife, business person,
photographer, father etc., often largely define one's area to area.

ii) Blind spot area: The second area is the blind spot area. This is the area where one
is unaware of oneself although others are aware.

iii) Facede area: This area has to do with a person's fears, troubles, negative feelings
about self etc., which the person is afraid to show others for fear they might reject him.

iv) Completely unknown area: This part of the person has not been revealed because
the person has not put himself in situations, which reveal it. For example, if one has never been
under extreme stress, how one would react under extreme stress is unknown both to one and to
others.

These four areas are interrelated and may change in size in the process of interpersonal
relations and persona growth. As one gains confidence in oneself and the strength of one's .
relationship with another, one may reveal seme hidden area to the other person. This is the act of
trust in that the individual figures that aspect of himself in the facade area are potentially damaging
and thus he is freely providing "ammunition" to the other. This uninhibited behavior is usually an
attempt to increase the intimacy of the relationship and is usually perceived to mean that the
individual feels positively about the other person and lead him to reciprocate. In anyevent, making
oneself more open tends to also increase the size of the blind spot area. The better a person
knows you, the more likely that the person knows things about you of which you are unaware.



In an Interpersonal re ationshlp, two persons may be viewed as engaging in a process of
exposure and feedback. One exposes one's thoughts and feelings to another, and receives
feedback about oneself and one's messages from the other.
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Fig: Johari's Window of two communicating persons
In the above figure, a Johari Window has been drawn for each of two persons who are

attempting to communicate. Person B's window is reserved to show that it is area that provides
the open area for communication. The communication is limited to the level of area for either
person. Effective interpersonal communication requires a large area or area on the part of both
persons.

c). Transactional analysis: Transactionalanalysisprovidesuseful framework for focusing
attention on howexchanges (social intercourse) take place. TransactionalAnalyst Bernesuggests
that there are three basic ways that individuals use to relate to others. These modes of behaviour
are called the Parent, the Adult and the Child, since they are roughly analogous to these "roles".

Fig : Parent, Adult, Child Ego State
Parent-Adult-Child : The parent-modeof communication is learned from one's parents.

People record the attitudes, values, and morals of their parents during their childhood at a time
when they are in no position to question or evaluate their parent's ideas. Young children observe
their parent's behaviour, how the parents relate to them, etc. When situations arise which touch
on one's parents, the parent ego state is likely to be activated.

Many managers seem to operate entirely from the Parent Ego State when talking with
subordinates. If their parents were critical and evaluative, they tend to criticize and interrogate



their subordinates. People who come on parent to others are likely to be perfectionists who never
do as well as they "should". They may spend little time doing what they want. In fact, they may not
know what they actually want.

Parent: The internal dynamics of one's parent "talking"to oneself is similar to transactions
with others. That is, when the people tell themselves they should do this or that and so and are
constantly critical of themselves, they cultivate the child in themselves which in some way is
resistant to the domineering parent. The child wants to play, be irresponsible, dependent, etc.
The parent - child conflict in people is an energy drain and also may overwhelm the Adult.

-,Adult: The adult Ego State is that part of the individual,which is reality-oriented,problem
oriented. The adult attempts to take life's experiences as data, and rationally deal with them.
Perhaps the best indicator of the Adult State is the ability to cope responsibly with stress. Most
people's Adult Ego State are contaminated with child and parent Ego States so that often what
seems to be an Adult communication may, in fact, also contain child or parent messages.

Child: The child Ego State contains all the impulses that come naturally to a young
child. It also contains the memories of childhood experiences and how one responded to them.
Characteristicsof the childwhich areeasily recognizedare rebelliousness,submissiveness,whining,
wanting their way, impulsiveness, curiosity and playfulness, etc.

The adult is the only Ego State, which is interested in and receptive to information. The
child is primarily interested in fulfilling its wants. It sends messages in an attempt to convey its
needs. The parent assumes the role of the sender. It is the Adult Statewhich receives, processes,
and feedback information in an attempt to understand the other person.

Transactional analysis can be used to explain individual behaviour in specific situations.
Transaction is a unit of social intercourse. When two people encounter each other and speak and
listen, it is social intercourse. Every transaction has two parts - stimulus and response. Stimulus
is conveying something through speech, written message body gesture etc. Response is its feed
back. According to Berne, transaction may be complementary or crossed. The implication of
transactional analysis is that a person should avoid indulging in crossed transactions. The best
will be to bring the other person from parent or child state to adult, so that he can talk in logic, cool
and dispassionate way. Thus, by understanding transactional analysis, interpersonal
communication can be improved.

c- NEGOTIATION SKILLS

3.5 Negotiation Skills:
Conflict is a situation that requires serious attention, and resolution through negotiation.Dealing

with a conflict through negotiation is the most challenging task of communication. Negotiation is a
process in which the concerned parties interact to resolve a conflict jointly.

J.L.Graham defines negotiation as "a face -to- face decision- making process between
parties concerning a specific product". Negotiation is a complex communication phenomenon
leading to comprise. It is by nature a compromise process.

Although price is the most frequently negotiation issue, other issues include contract
completion time; quality of goods and service offered; purchasevolume; responsibilityfor financing;
risk taking; promotion and title; and product safety. The number of negotiation issues is virtually
unlimited.



Bargaining, or negotiation, which we will use interchangeably, has the following features:

1. At least two parties are involved.

2. Both parties have predetermined goals.

3. The parties have a conflict of interest with respect to one or more issues.

4. Both parties are willing to modify their positions.

5. The parties understand the purpose of negotiation.

6. The activity usually involves the presentation of demands or proposals by one party and
evaluation of these by the other, followed by concessions and counter proposals. The
activity is thus sequential rather than simultaneous.

Negotiation is appropriate whenever a zone of agreement exists. A zone of agreement
exists when there simultaneously overlapping acceptable outcomes for the parties. For example,
some negotiators pursue a 'hard' strategy with opponents, while others maintain that a 'soft' strategy
yields more favorable results.

Fisher and Ury propose another strategy, that of "Principled Negotiation". In a research
" program known as the Harward Negotiation Project, Roger Fisher and William Ury arrived at four
'. points for conducting "Principled Negotiations".
:-I

1. Separate the people from the problem
2. Focus on interests, not positions
3. Invent options for mutual gain
4. Insist on objective criteria

Negotiators use a variety of tactics when bargaining. Here are several standard bargaining
. tactics:

1. Acting crazy 2. Big pot 3, Get a prestigiousally 4. The well is dry 5. Limited authority
6. Whipsaw or Auction 7. Divide and Conquer 8. Get lost! Stall for time 9. Wet Noodle
10. Be patient 11.Let's split the difference 12. Trial Balloon 13. Surprises.

.,.

fI

0- COMMUNICATION SKILLS

3.6 Communication Skills:
The word 'communication' is based on the Latin word meaning 'common'. Thus the term

communication has become to mean sharing something of common use.

In marketing, communication has a very important place. It is the function of marketing
which is charged with the task of informing the target customer about the capture and type of the
firm's products and services, their unique benefits, uses and features as will as the price and
place at which those would be available in the market place. Communication is defined by several
authors in different ways. The following are the most comprehensive definitions:

1. According to Newman and Summer "Communication is an exchange of ideas, opinions or
emotions by two or more persons"



2. Peter Lee defined as "Communication is the process by which information is transmitted
between individuals or organizations so that an understanding response results".

3. John Adair defines as "Communication is essentially the ability of one person to make
contact with another and to make him or she understood".

The following are the characteristics of communication:

1. Communication is a social process
2. It is a two- way process
3. It is a continuous and unending process.
4. It is a pervasive function.
5. Communication process aims at creating understanding on the particular matter

between the sender and the receiver of information.
6. It is multidimensional and multidirectional
7. It is universal
8. It is structured

The following are the purposes or objectives of communication:

1. Conveying the right message to persons concerned.
2. Coordination of efforts of all who are engaged in the business.
3. Development of managerial skill and understanding.
4. Development of employees.
5. Maintaining good industrial relations.
6. Effectiveness of policies and programmes and explanation may be assessed.

3.7 Functions of Communication Skills:
Communication performs the following major functions: 1. Information function 2. Command and
instructive function 3. Influence and persuasive function 4. Integrative function.

Principles of Communication:
The following are some of the principles or factors of effective communication system to

be followed:
1. Principle of clarity 2. Principle of attention

3. Principle of consistency 4. Principle of adequacy

5. Principle of integration 6. Principle of timeliness

7. Principle of informality 8. Principle of feedback

9. Principle of economy 10. Communication network

3.8 Processes of Communication:
The following are the different steps involved in communication processes. Such as:

1) Sender 2) Message 3) Encoding 4) Channel 5) Receiver 6) Decoding 7) Feedback
Sender -. Message /-.Encoding -. Channel -. Receiver -. Decoding-. Feedback.

While there are many models that help to conceptualise the buying process, two very
specific models that aid in understanding the buying process as well as in framing communication
are: 'AIDA' and 'Hierarchy-of-effects' models.
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The AIDA stands for: Attention (also called awareness), Interest, Desire and Action.

According to AIDA model, a marketer should begin by winning attention or gaining awareness,
creating interest, inspiring desire and precipitating the action for purchase, in the prospects in
order to enable its product to be adopted by the target public.

Under the Hierarchy-of-effects model, the buyers purchase decision is preceded by steps
such as conviction about the product benefits, preference for the brand, liking for the brand,
knowledge relating to the benefits and features of the product, after an awareness of the product
has been gained.

The marketing communication must developed a total communication and promotion
programme. The following are the major steps to have taken into consideration by the
communication in developing effective communication.

Identifying the target audience.
Determine the communication objectives.
Design the message.
Select the communication channel.
Allocate the total promotion budget.
Decide on the promotion mix.
Measure the promotion's results
Manage and coordinate the total marketing communication process.

Marketing communications is one of the four major elements of the companies marketing
mix.Marketersmust know howto use advertising,sales promotion,direct marketing, public relations
and personal selling to communicate the product's existence and value to the target customers.

The communication process itself consists of nine elements: sender, receiver, encoding,
decoding, message, media, response, feedback and noise. Marketers must know how to get
through to the target audience in the face of the audience's tendencies towards selective attention,
distortion and recall.

Developingthe promotion programme involveseight steps. The communicatormust identify
the target audience and its characteristics, includingthe image that the audience hasof the product.
Nextthe communicatorhas to define the communicationobjective,whether it is to createawareness,
knowledge, liking, preference, conviction or purchase. Then a message must be designed
containing an effective content, structure, format and source. Then communication channels both
personal and non-personal must be selected. Next the total promotion budget must be established.
Four commonmethods are the affordablemethod, the percentage-of-salesmethod, the competitive
parity method, and the objective and task method. The promotion budget must be divided among
the mainpromotionaltools, as affected bysuch factors as pushversus pull strategy,buyer-readiness
stage, and product life-cycle stage. The communicator must then monitor to see howmuch of the
market becomes aware of the product, tries it, and is satisfied in the process. Finally, all of the
communication must be managed and integrated for consistency, good timing, and cost
effectiveness.

3.9 Summary:
The skills involved in personal selling have been examined under the following headings: 1.

The Opening 2. Need and Problem Identification 3. Presentation and demonstration 4. Dealing
with objections 5. Negotiation 9. Closing the sale 7. The follow-up.
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Certain skills are required for inter-personal communication. They are as follows. 1)

Knowledge of one's attitudes 2) Speaking and writing clearly 3) Control of Emotions 4) Listening,
etc., There are numerous varieties of interpersonal communication media in practice. They are
broadly classified into two categories, namely,conventional media, and electronic media. Several
communication specialists and authors described the models for understanding interpersonal
relationshipand interpersonal communication. They are: 1)The exchange theory 2) JohariWindow,
and 3) Transactional analysis

Negotiation is a process inwhich the concerned parties interact to resolve a conflict jointly.
The number of negotiation issues is virtually unlimited. Bargaining, or negotiation, which we
will use interchangeably, has the following features: 1)At least two parties are involved. 2) Both
parties have predetermined goals. 3) The parties have a conflict of interest with respect to one or
more issues. 4) Both parties are willing to modify their positions. 6) The parties understand the
purpose of negotiation, etc.,

Negotiators use a variety of tactics when bargaining. Here are several standard bargaining
tactics: 1.Acting crazy 2. Big pot 3. Get a prestigious ally 4. The well is dry 5. Limited authority 6.
Whipsaw orAuction 7. Divide and Conquer 8. Get 10sUStall for time 9. Wet Noodle 10. Be patient
11.Let split the difference 12. Trial Balloon 13. Surprises.

According to Newman and summer "Communication is an exchange of ideas, opinions or
emotions by two or more persons" The following are the characteristics of communication: 1)
Communication is a social process 2) It is a two- way process 3) It is a continuous and unending
process.4) It is a pervasive function. 5) Communication process aims at creating understanding
on the particular matter between the sender and the receiverof information.6) It is multidimensional
andmultidirectional 7) It is universal 8) It is structured. The following are the purposes or objectives
of communication: 1)Conveying the right message to persons concerned.2) Coordinationof efforts
of all who are engaged in the business.3) Development of managerial skill and understanding.4)
Development of employees.S) Maintaining good industrial relations. 6) Effectiveness of policies
and programmes and explanation may be assessed. The following are some of the principles or
factors of effective communication system to be followed: 1. Principle of clarity 2. Principle of
attention 3. Principle of consistency 4. Principle of adequacy 5. Principle of integration 6. Principle
of timeliness 7. Principle of informality 8. Principle of feedback 9. Principle of economy 10.
Communication network. The following are the major steps to have taken into consideration by
the communication in developing effective communication.1) Identifying the target audience.2)
Determine the communication objectives. 3) Design the message.4) Select the communication
channel.S) Allocate the total promotion budget.6) Decide on the promotion mix. 7) Measure the
promotion's results 8) Manage and coordinate the total marketing communication process.

3.10 Key Words:
Product knowledge:- Complete knowledge including technical details of design, operation

and maintenance must be known to the salesman. Knowledge is his strength.
Conventional Media:- Media which have been in use for along time and depend on

traditional carriers are called conventional media.
Messenger System:- Messenger transmits the message by hand delivery. The bearer of

the message may deliver the written messages, documents and parcels by walk or by riding the
horse. This system was practiced when organized postal system was not developed. At present,
messenger system is practice for inter-office transmission of communication.
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Pagers:- Pager is also known as "bleeper or beep". Pager is a wireless communication

instrument. It is a persona communication device. It is a small instrument handled and carried by
individuals. Itworks on the radio transmission technology,which contains receive and transmitter.
As it is awireless instrument, it can be used during traveling. Pager provides quicker transmission
of message at a lower cost. The pager facility is widely used by the doctors, other persons or
institutions which provide emergency services.

E-Mail:- E-mail is also known as "electronic delivery system" or "electronic document
communication". It is an important service offered to the Internet subscribers. It is the fast, efficient
and the latest mode of transmitting information. Electronic mail requires a computer, a telephone
line and a modern if the modern is not in-built in the computer.

Negotiation Skills: Negotiation is a process in which the concerned parties interact to
resolve a conflict jointly.

Communication Skill: communication is a exchange of Ideas, opinions, emotions by to
are more persons.

3.11 Self Assessment Questions:
1. Discuss which skills are used by the sales force in the organization.

2. What are the qualities of the sales force in personal selling?

3. Which skills are required for interpersonal communication?

4. What are the different of interpersonal communication media used in practice?

5. What are the models of interpersonal skills?

6. What are the characteristics of communication?

7. What are the principles of effective communication system?

8. What are the major steps have to taken into consideration in devolving effective
communication?

3.12 Further Readings:
1. Marketing Management, SA. SHERLEKAR, Himalaya Publishing House, New Delhi.

2. MarketingManagement, IndiraGandhiNationalOpen University,Vignan Publishers,Guntur.

3. Sales Promotion and Advertising management, MN. Mishra, Himalaya Publishing House,
Hyderabad.

- Dr. B. Krishna
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LESSON -4

SALES FORCE MANAGEMENT AND JOB ANALYSIS
4.0 Objective:

After studying this lesson you should be able to:
Understand Objectives of Sales Management
Analyse Important Activities of Sales Force Management
Describe Job Analysis

Structure:

4.1 Definition of Sales Force Management
4.2 Nature and Role of Sale Management
4.3 Scope of Sales Management
4.4 Objectives of Sales Force Management
4.5 Phases of Evolution of Sales Management
4.6 Managerial Decisions of Sales Force Management
4.7 Need for Job Analysis
4.8 Process of Job Analysis
4.9 Techniques of Date Collection for Job Analysis
4.10 Summary
4.11 Key Words
4.12 Self Assessment Questions
4.13 Further Readings

A - SALES FORCE MANAGEMENT
4.1 Definition of Sales Force Management

Sales management is solely concerned with the direction and control of the sales force.
Salesmanagement refers to the management of sales personnel, though some times, in a broader
sense, it covers advertiSing, distribution, pricing and product designing, all elements of marketing
management.

The American Marketing Association has defined' Sates Management' as " The planning,
direction,and control of personal selling includingrecruiting,selecting, equipping, assigning,routing,
supervising, paying and motivating as these tasks apply to the personal sales force". It may be
called sales force management.

Sales force management is defined as " the planning, direction and control of the personal
selling activities of a business unit, including recruiting, selecting, training, equipping, assigning,
routing, supervising, paying, and motivating as these tasks apply to the personal sales force".
Sales management has dual responsibilities: 1.Generating sales volume and 2. Developingsales
manpower.



Effective management of sales force requires leadership plus administrative skills in
planning, organizing, directing, motivating and controlling the personal selling portion of the
promotion mix. Sales managers must determine the number and types of sales people required to
implement the sales plans and programmes at a given time. These sales people must be secured
and their activities are planned, organized and directed in order to achieve the set sales objectives.

4.2 The Nature and Role of Sales Management
In the sameway that selling has becomemore professional, so too has the nature and role

of sales management. The emphasis is on the word management. Increasingly, those involved
in management are being called upon to exercise in a professional way the key duties of all
managers, namely, planning, organizing and controlling. The emphasis has changed from the
idea that to be a good sales manager you had to have the right personality and that the main
feature of the job was ensuring that the sales force were out selling sufficient volume. Although
such qualities may be admirable, the duties of the sales manager in the modern company have
both broadened and changed in emphasis.

Nowadaysthe sales manager is expectedto playa muchmore strategic role in the company
and is required to make a key input into the formulation of company plans. In many companies
the emphasis is less on sales volume and more on profits. The sales manager needs to be able
to analyze and direct the activities of the sales force towards more profitable business. In dealing
with a sales force, the sales manager must be aware of modern developments in human resource
management.

Looked at in the manner just outlined, the role of the sales manager may seem formidable,
that person must be an accountant, a planner, a personnel manager and a marketer. However,
the prime responsibility is to ensure that the sales function makes the most effective contribution
to the achievement of company objectives and goals. In order to fulfill this role, sales managerwill
undertake specific duties and responsibilities.

The determination of sales force objectives and goals
Forecasting and budgeting
Sales force organization, sales force size, territory design and planning
Sales force selection, recruitment and training
Motivating the sales force
Sales force evaluation and control

Perhaps one of the most significant developments affecting selling and sales management
in recent years has been the evolution of the marketing concept. Because of its importance to
selling, we will now turn our attention to the nature of this evolution and its effect upon sales
activities.
4.3 Scope of Sales Management:-

Sales management directs the sales force. It, therefore, must the art and science of
personal selling. Personal selling is accomplished through salesmanship. The sales executive



must know the activities of sales persons including salesmanship and the problems of sales persons
including those in salesmanship and must be able to provide the right solutions.

Personal selling is a part of the total promotional activity of a firm, which along with product,
price, and place management, goes a long way in meting the overall marketing objectives of the
organization.

Marketing

I
I

Product
Management

I I
Price Distribution

Management place
Management

I
Promotion

Management

I
Personal Selling Advertising Sales Promotion Publicity and

. Public Relations
Fig: 191: Place of Personal Selling.

Persqnal selling thus contributes to the total promotional effort of the organization, and
along with other elements of marketing mix like product management, pricing and distribution
results in the1implementation of the marketing programme.

Persqnal selling is thus a broader concept and salesmanship is just a rrt of it.
Salesmanship is just one of the skills used in personal selling.

As personal selling is a component of the promotional mix, which in turn is one 0 the four
P's of marketing, the role of the personal selling is decided by the .marketing department in
consultation with the sales department.
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Sales Force Management and ....

In a marketing plan, the personal selling objectives are formulated, along with the policies, and
strategies are designed to implement these objectives. Budget is allotted to do all this. The whole
sales force is directed to work under this frame-work. Most of the companies have their own field
force, but companies like L1Cand GIC depend on outside agents to do the selling job.

Salesmanship is defined by Shapiro as the art of persuasionwhich motivatesthe customers
to buy products which provide them suitable benefits. The emphasis to begin with was on
persuasion, but has now shifted to the benefit part. Salesmanship is initiated by the seller and
provides information to the prospective buyers about the products and their benefits so as to
persuade and motivate them to opt for them.

4.4 Objectives of SalesManagement:-
The objectives of sales management are decided in the light of corporate objectives.

Specifically they may be:
1. To achieve an adequate volume of sales.
2. To provide a maximum contribution to profit
3. To ensure continuing growth of the firm.

The corporate objectives are determined by the top management which is responsible for
the supply of ever-increasing volume of quality goods. The sales management formulates the
objectives for the sales department, which is subordinate to the top management. It is indirectly
responsible for the fulfillment of the objectives of the top management.

The corporate objectives are broken down into specific goals, targets andmeasures. Power
is delegated to the subordinate departments to discharge their respective responsibilities. The
sales manager exercises the powers and authority delegated to the sales department. He has to
dischargeall the duties and responsibilitiesofthe salesdepartment. Since he alonecannot perform
all the functions, he is given the power and authority to recruit, train, motivate and control the sales

• force.
4.5 Phasesof Evolution of SalesManagement:

Broadly speaking evolution of Sales Management developed under the following four

phases:
1. Pre-industrial revolution period.
2. Production oriented period
3. Sales oriented period.
4. Customer oriented period
These are briefly discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
1. Pre-Industrial Revolution Period: Small scale industries/ crafts existed prior to

Industrial Revolution period. The owner/craftsman turned entrepreneur, looked after all areas
.and functions of management. These areas are production, finance and design and development.
Sales and marketing was never a serious problem in those days since demand far exceeded
supplies. Selling was only a part-time job for t'iese entrepreneurs. This job is mostly confined to
display or demonstration of their craftsmanship.

!2. Production Oriented Period: Revolutionin1760sheralded this period. Massproduction
technique introduced during this period, increased the production level manifold. Followingwere
the characteristics of this period:



Prevailed in developed nations in the West till 1930s
Focus was on manufacturer and production capacity.
Emphasis was laid on production process which yielded higher volumes
Marketing means "sell what is produced". It consists of sales and distribution.
Environment is that of a "sellers' market".

3. Sal~s Oriented Period: Economic recession of 1930s was the starting point where
demand decline. Mass scale production and unprecedented prosperity, encouraged many to
enter into the manufacturing field. Modern factories sprung up in thousands. Supplies far exceeded
demand. When competition became a reality- soliciting customers became the major preoccupation
of entrepreneurs. Corporate structure was formed when size became large. SpeCialists were
appointed to man different areas of business like manufacture, finance and marketing. Marketing,
itself was subdivided into "sales" and "marketing" to take advantage of specialized knowledge in
each field. Following are the characteristics of this period:

Prevalent in developed nations in the past. However still prevalent in developing
nations.
Focus is on sales and sales promotion
Emphasis is on sales volume
Marketing means "product does not sell by self-it has to be pushed. Customers
are to be manipulated
Environment is highly competitive where "supplies are in excess and production
capacity is more.

4. Customer Oriented Period: Globalization and liberalization have further increased the
competition manifold. In severe competition, high quality and low cost determine survivability of
firms. Firms are forced to refocus their attention from that of product (inward looking) to customers
(outward looking). Customer satisfaction loyalty "customer is the king" etc. have become the
modern slogans. Importance of technology was realized. Successful industries have become
"knowledge based" and "skill intensive". Sales department has become more important. Many
tasks such as advertisement and sales promotion became increasingly complex. Further
specialization has become a reality in marketing department. Sales department activities are
supplemented by newly developed specialist departments like advertisement, M.R., export, sales
promotion, merchandising, transport and shipping, credits and collection. Inspite of growing
fragmentation of marketing, sales department still occupies a strategically important position.
Sales department still continue to be referred to as the "income-producing divisions" of the business.
Following are the characteristics of this period.

Prevalent in developed nations after 1960s. Developing Nations are also following
this approach by 1980s
Focus is on "customer satisfaction"
Emphasis is on "problem solving" on customer "needs" and "wants" to achieve
customer loyalty.
Marketing means customer satisfaction before, during and after sales.
Environment is that of "buyers" market" having severe competition.

4.6 ManagerialDecisionsAreasof SalesForceManagement
There are six areas for managerial decisions regarding the sales force: 1) Recruitment

and Selection, 2) Training, 3) Remuneration and expenses, 4) Supervision and Direction, 5)



Motivation, 6)Control and Evaluation or assessment of sales Performance. Let us review, in brief
important activities of sales management.

1.Recruitment and selection:- Proper recruitment and selection provides a sound
foundation of a vibrant sales organization and sales management. Job analysis can provide job
specifications of the required sales positions. Recruitment deals with securing as many qualified
people as possible so that some of them can be selected to fill the vacancies possible sources of
applicants include company personnel, friends, middlemen, salespeople of other companies,
educational institutions, newspaper and trade journal advertising. The selection process is the
information gathering, information evaluation and decision-making required to screen applicants
and choose among them.

2. Training:- Usually sales training is impartedto achieve the corporate objectives.Training
is necessary to secure effective and efficient sales. Trained salesmen are able to secure sales
orders more quickly, sell more and are easier to manage. Properly selected persons must undergo
adequate training before they are put on their selling jobs. Training also facilitated managerial
control. Trained sales force can exercise effective self-control and self-supervision.

3. Compensation:- Compensation given to the salespeople is the major motivating factor
in selling. Sales compensation plan has four elements.

Salary
Commission based on productivity
Expenses (traveling, lodging and boarding)
Fringe benefited (paid vacation, useof car, health insurance, providentfund, gratuity
etc)

The compensation plan is based on the objectives set by the marketing programme and
the personal selling objectives. .

4. Supervision and direction:-

Supervision, direction and control involve:
(a) Observing, motivating and reporting the performance of the sales force.
(b) Counseling and coaching salespeople to remove the defects and weakness in their

performance.
(c) Giving them adequate information regarding company plans and policies and changes

in those policies.
(d) Receiving feedback and solving their business and personal problems.
(e) Motivating the salespeople through appropriate non-financial incentives in order to

satisfy egoistic demands of salespeople.

5. Motivation:-
Motivation is the act of stimulating someone or oneself to get a desired course of action, to

push the right button to get a desired action a compliment, a pay rise, a smile, a promise of
promotion, praise, public recognition of merits and so on. Motivations ignite the will to work. It
moves people to take a desires action.

6. Control and Evaluation- The process of evaluation and control will assure
achievement of objectives. Management by objectives helps performance appraisal or evaluation.
Work plan report of the salesmen is one of the best barometers of performance. A supervisor can
also use reports of customers and other salespeople in evaluation in addition to his personal
observation.

t



The sales manager has to adopt suitable methods for controlling sales performance. The
control mechanism includes budgetary control, planning control, cost control and operational control.
The sales performance profitability and other evaluation techniques are used to examine the
performance of sales representatives. The comparison of the performance of a salesmen or with
the standard performance is made to determine the efficiency of a salesman.

8 - J 08 ANALYSIS
Job analysis means assembling andanalyzingactual information. Facts are madeavailable

about the jobs which are useful for recruitment and selection. Job analysis is a detailed study of
a job, breaking it down into small components and understanding the qualifications or qualities
required for the effective performance of the job. It is an analysis of job and not an analysis of
employees. It requires a systematic collectionandstudy of information. It determinesthe objectives
of the job, relations with customers and relations of the sales department with other department of
the Company. It gives a complete picture of the roles of salesmen to be successfully played in the
sales world. It provides an idea about the work and the salary, training, working methods of
personnel and the direction and control of sales function. It is a valuable guide to employees.
More over, it makes possible the appointment of the right persons to the right jobs.

4.7 NEED FOR JOB ANALYSIS: _
Procurement is the first operative function of personnel management, which can be

subdivided into various sub-functions like human resource planning, recruitment and selection.
Management should determine the kind of personnel required for ajob and the number of persons
to be employed. The organization should also find out the right man for the right job in right time.
The knowledge of the job is essential to perform these functions.

Establishment of the scientific standard in advance is essential to compare the applicants
with the job and to select the suitable personnel. This standard stipulates the minimumacceptable
qualifications, skills, and qualities required for adequate job performance. Stipulating the standard
requires the knowledge regarding job design, study of the job duties and responsibilities,
requirements of the job human abilities and qualities etc. job analysis in needed to know all these
functions and the perform various functions of human resource management.

4.8 PROCESS OF JOB ANALYSIS: -
Jobs can be analyzed through a process, which consists of six basic steps. These steps

consist of 1) collection of background information, 2) selection of job to be analysed, 3) collection
of job analysis data, 4) developing a job description, 5) job specification and 6) employee
'pecification.

i) Collection of Background Information: - Background information consists of organization
.harts, class specifications and existing job descriptions. Organization charts show the relation of
,ejob with otherjobs in the overall organizations. Classificationsdescribe the general requirements
.fthe class of job to which this particular job belongs. The existing job description provides a
rood starting point for job analysis.

.j) Selection of Represent Active Position to be Analysed: - It would be too difficult and too
me consuming to analyze all the jobs. So, the job analyst has to select some of the representative
iositlons in order to analyze them.

iii) Collection of Job Analysis Data: - This step involves actually analyzing a job by collecting
ata on feature of the job, required employee behavior and human requirements.
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(iv) Developing A Job Description: - This step involves describing the contents of the job
in terms of functions, duties, responsibilities,operations,etc. The incumbentof the job is expected
to discharge the duties and responsibilities and perform the functions and operations listed in

job description.
(v)Developing A Job Specification: - This step involves conversion; of the job description
statements into a job specification. Job specification or job requirements describe the personal
qualities, traits, skills, knowledge and background necessary for getting the job done.
(vi) Developing Employee Specification: - This final step involvesconversionof specifications
of humanqualitiesunder job specificationsinto an employeespecification. Employeespecification
describes physical qualification, educational qualifications, experience etc.
(vii) Job Analysis Information: -The job analysis provides the following information.
Information about job analysis may be obtained from three principal sources. They are: a)
From the employees who actually perform a job; b} From other employees such as supervisors
and foremen who watch the workers while doing a job and thereby acquire knowledge about it;
and c) From outside observes specially appOintedto watch employees performing a job. Such
outside persons are canedthe trade job analysis. Sometimes, special job reviewing committees

are also established.
4.9 TECHNIQUES OF DATA COLLECTION FOR JOB ANALYSIS

There are several techniques that can be used for the purpose of collection of data. The
important techniques among them are: (i) interviews, (ii) direct observations, (iii) maintenance of
long records, (iv) questionnaires, (v) critical incident technique etc. In practice, these techniques
may be used individually, or in possible combinations.

(i) Interviews:- There are two types of interviewswhich can be used for collection of data
for job analysis; viz., individual interviews and supervisory interviews. The interviewer has to
collect accurate and complete data and information by creating favourable attitude among
employees and supervisors. Three are several basis attitudes and techniques that will serve to
secure maximum of accurate and complete information. These attitudes and techniques will also
help to reduce the natural suspicion of both employee and supervisor toward the interviewer.

(ii) Direct Observations:- Direct observation is particularly useful in jobs that consist
primarilyof observablephysical activity like draftsman,me.chanicsetc. One approachto this method
is by observing the worker on the job during a complete work cycle. In this process, notes should
be taken regarding all the job activities observed. The next stage is interviewing the worker and
getting the additional information from him.

(iii) Maintenance of Long Records:- In this technique the workers are asked to maintain
and keep daily records or list of activities they are doing on that day. For every activity the engagef
in the employee records the activity in the list given. This technique provides comprehensive job
information and it is much useful when it is supplemented with subsequent interviews.

(iv) Questionnaires: Many companies use job analysis questionnaires to secur:
information on job requirement relating to typical duties and tasks, tools and equipments used etc

(v) Critical Incident Techniques: The critical incident technique for job analysis, is
especially useful for scientific analysis, and selection research. In this technique, incidents ar
short examples of successful or unsuccessful job behaviour. After many incidents are collecte
they are classified into behavioural categories. These categories describe specific desired [o-
behaviours and can be useful in recruitment and selection decisions.
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4.10 Summary:

Effective management of sales force requires leadership plus administrative skills in
planning, organizing, directing, motivating and controlling the personal selling portion of the
promotion mix. Sales managers must determine the number and types of sales people required to
implement the sales plans and programmes at a given time. These sales people must be secured
and their activities are planned, organized and directed in order to achieve the set sales objectives.

The role of the sales manager may seem formidable, that person must be an accountant,
a planner, a personnel manager and a marketer. However, the prime responsibility is to ensure
that the sales function makes the most effective contribution to the achievement of company
objectives and goals. In order to fulfill this role, sales manager will 'undertake specific duties and
responsibilities.1)the determinationof salesforce objectivesandgoals 2) forecastingandbudgeting
3) sales force organization, sales force size, territory design and planning 4) sales force selection,
recruitment and training 5) motivating the sales force 6) sales force evaluation and control.

The objectives of sales management are decided in the light of corporate objectives.
Specifically they may be: 1) to achieve an adequate volume of sales. 2) To provide a maximum
contribution to profit 3) to ensurecontinumq growth of the firm.

Evolutionof SalesManagementdevelopedunder the following four phases: 1)Pre-industrial
revolution period.2) Production oriented period 3) Sales oriented period. 4) Customer oriented
period

There are six areas for managerial decisions regarding the sales force: 1) Recruitment
and Selection, 2) Training, 3) Remuneration and expenses, 4) Supervision and Direction, 5)
Motivation, 6) Control and Evaluation or assessment of sales Performance.

Job analysismeans assembling andanalyzingactual information. Facts aremadeavailable
about the jobs which are useful for recruitment and selection. Job analysis is a detailed study of
a job, breaking it down into small components and understanding the qualifications or qualities
required for the effective performance of the job. It is an analysis of job and not an analysis of
employees. It requires a systematic collectionand studyof information. It determinesthe objectives
of the job, relations with customers and relations of the sales department with other department of
the Company.

Establishment of the scientific standard in advance is essential to compare the applicants
with the job and to select the suitable personnel. This standard stipulates the minimumacceptable
qualifications, skills, and qualities required for adequate job performance. Stipulating the standard
requires the knowledge regarding job design, study of the job duties and responsibilities,
requirements of the job human abilities and qualities etc. job analysis in needed to know all these
functions and the perform various functions of human resource management.

Jobs can-be analyzed through a process, which consists of six basic steps. These steps
;orisist of 1) collection of background information, 2) selection of job to be analysed, 3) collection
.f job analysis data, 4) developing a job description, 5) job specification and 6)employee
':>ecification.

There are several techniques that can be used for the purpose of collection of data. The
nportant among them are: (i) interviews, (ii) direct observations, (iii) maintenance of long records,
'iv) questionnaires, (v) critical incident technique etc. In practice, these techniques may be used
ndividually, or in possible combinations.
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4.11 Key Words:
Job Analysis: Job analysis is a detailed study of a job, breaking it down into small

components and understanding the qualificationsor qualities required for the effective performance
of the job.

Motivation: Motivation is the act of stimulating someone or oneself to get a desired course
of action, to push the right button to get a desired action a compliment, a pay rise, a smile, a
promise of promotion, praise, public recognition of merits and so on. Motivation ignites the will to
work. It moves people to take a desires action.

Job Specification: This step involves conversion; of the job description statements into a
job specification. Job specification or job requirements describe the personal qualities, traits,
skills, knowledge and background necessary for getting the job done.

Job Description: This step involvesdescribing the contents of the job in terms of functions,
duties, responsibilities, operations, etc. The incumbent of the job is expected to discharge the
duties and responsibilities and perform the functions and operations listed in job description.

Sales Management: Sales Management as " The planning, direction, and control of
personal selling including recruiting, selecting, equipping, assigning, routing, supervising, paying
and motivating as these tasks apply to the personal sales force". It may be called sales force
management.

Sales force management: Sales force managementas "the planning, directionandcontrol
of the personal sellingactivities of a businessunit, includingrecruiting, selecting, training, equipping,
assigning, routing, supervising, paying, and motivating as these tasks apply to the personal sales
force". Salesmanagement has dual responsibilities: 1.Generating sales volume and 2. Developing
sales manpower.

4.12 Self Assessments Questions:
1. Define Sales force Management. What is the Nature and role of Sales management?

2. What is the scope and objectives of sales management?

3. Discuss the evolution of Sales management development?

4. What are the managerial decisions of Sales force management?

5. Define Job Analysis. What is the Process of Job Analysis?

6. What are the Techniques of Data Collection for Job Analysis?

4.13 Further Readings:
1. Sales and Distribution Management, NGNair and Latha Nair, Himalaya Publishing House

Hyderabad, 2003.

2. Advertising, Sales and promotion management; S.A. Chunawalla, Himalaya Pubiishin
House, 2005.

3. Advertising Sales Promotion, Kazmi, Satish KBatra.
- Dr. B. Krishn.
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LESSON - 5

RECRUITfVlENT AND SELECTION
5.0 OBJECTIVES:

After studying this lesson you should be able to :
1. Understand the meaning of Recruitment & Selection
2. Analyzing Recruitment Process and Selection Process
3. Evaluating the Selection of Middle Level Managers and Lower Level

Managers

STURUCTURE:
5.1 Introduction of Recruitment and Selection
5.2 Sources of Recruitment
5.3 Recruitment Methods
5.4 Recruitment Sources of Sales Representatives
5.5 Selection Process

5.6 Selection Procedure for the Selection of Middle Level Mangers and Lower
Level Managers

5.7 Summary
5.8 Keywords
5.9 Self Assessment Questions
5.10Further Readings

5.1. INTRODUCTION:

Planning indicates the number of persons to be recruited by the sales manager. The sales
force structure, the sales force size and work allocation are decided under recruitment and selection.
The sales force structure includes territorial- structured sales force, territory size, product structured
sales force, customer-structured sales force and complex sales force structures. Under territorial
structured sales force, each sales person is assigned an exclusive territory, which defines the
salesman's responsibility and increases his incentive to develop local rapport for the expansion
and utilization of the market potential. Administrative expenses are minimized under the local
sales pattern. The sales representatives are supervised by the local or regional sales manager
who is controlled by the sales manger at the head office.

Territory size is decided on the basis of equal sales potential or equal workload. The equal
sales potential provides equal means of income to sales representative. Their ability to influence
customers is judged on the basis of the differences in the sales volume achieved by each of them.
Thus, the sales representatives are encouraged to work at their maximum capacity. The product
structured sale force is useful to the company because it influences product specialization is
required for the expansion of sales and profit. The size of the customer-structured sales force is
determined to meet the requirements of consumers and realize the maximum utilization of the
'1larket potential.
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The size of the sales force influences the volume of sales. The sales are expected to rise
if the number of salesmen increases, provided that they have been well trained. The size is
decided on the basis of the existing workload of salesmen, the potential development of sales and
the existing capability and size of the sales force. The average number of sales per salesman is
a determining factor in the appointment of the number of salesmen by the top executive and the

sales manager.
Recruitment is the process of looking out for prospective employees and stimulating them

to apply for a job.
Recruitment involves identifying the sources of recruits and choosing suitable methods of

recruiting sales persons. The first step in recruitment is to decide the number of persons to be
recr5uited. The recruitment is to decide the number of persons to be recruited. The average
productivity of a person is a guiding factor in the decision bearing on the number of recruits to be
taken up. The turnover of each recruits compared with the costs of the sales to determine the
marginal productivity and number of recruits. The next point to be considered is the characteristics
and quality of the representatives to be recruited. They must be energetic, self-confident,
enthusiastic and high-spirited. Mayer and Greenberg are of the opinion that the sales persons
should have empathy and ego drive. The management determines the number and kind of sales
persons required" the sources of recruitment and the selection of competent persons for field
work.

The recruitment methods adopted by the sales manager are several. Hemay invite names
from current sales representatives, employment agencies, competitors, advertisement,
recommendations from colleges and universities.

Proper recruitment and setection- provides a sound foundation of good vibrant sales
organization and sales management. p~nning indicates the number of persons to be recruited by
.the sa~~ manager. The sales manager's Jobis basically to provide leadership to the sales force.

~ However, if he does not have the right persons, it will be difficult for him to get desired results.
Therefore, the sales manager's first function is to be concerned about recruiting and selecting the
right type of salesmen.

The sales force structure, the sales size andwork allocation are decided under recruitment
and selection. The sales force structure includes territorial-structured sales force, territory size,
product structured sales force, customer-structured sales force and complex sales force structures.
The size of the sales force influences the volume of sales. The sales are expected to rise if the
number of salesman increases" provided that they have been well trained. The size is decided on
the basis of the existing workload of salesmen, the potential development of sales and the existing
capability and size of the sales force. The average number of sales per salesman is a determining
factor in the appointment of the number of salesman by the top executive and the sales manager.

Recruitment is necessary for taking care of vacancies arising out of the following: (1'
Expansion programme, (2) Compensate attrition due to retirement, sickness and death, (3) T.
take care of personalturnover. Comparedto Other departments like R&D, Engineering,Production.
Materialsmanagement etc., turnover rate of salesdepartment is high. This is due to uniqueworkinr
conditions such as: (1) Unsettled nature of work involving extensive travel and attendee
psychological stress, (2) Scope of job opportunity highwith better pay perks offered by other firm:-
desperately looking for experienced hands in sales.
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Recruitment is the process of looking out for prospective employees and stimulating them

to apply for a job. Recruitment involves identifying the sources of recruits and choosing suitable
methods of recruiting salespersons.

5.2 SOURCES OF RECRUITMENT: Sources of recruitment can be broadly divided
under the following categories: (1) Sourceswithin the company, (2) Sources outside the company.

Following are the sources of recruitment within the company: (a) Recommendations from
company sales personnel, (b) Recommendations from other company employees, (c) Through
transfer from other department/division/unit of the firm. The advantage from these sources is that
the person who apply to the firm are generally familiar with the firm, its products and policies either
directly or through the contact of company employees who recommended their names.

Following are the sources of recruitment outside the company given below: (a) Direct
unscuctteo applications (volunteers), (b) Employment Agencies and Consultants, (c) Trade
Associatlon and clubs, (d) Competitor's sales force, (e) Educational Institutes/colleges. (Campus
recruitment). (f) Retired hands.

The first step in recruitment is to decide the number of persons to be recruited.The average
productivity of a person is a guiding factor in the decision bearing on the number of recruits to be
taken up. The turnover of each recruit is compared with the costs of the sales to determine the
marginal productivity and number of recruits. The next point to be considered is the characteristics
and quality of the representatives to be recruited. They must be energetic, self-confident,
enthusiastic and high spirited.

5.3 RECRUITMENT METHODS: ··14

The recruitment methods adopted by the sales manager are several. The method of
recruitment vary with the type of sources of recruitment mentioned above. These are given below:

(a) Internal source search
(b) External source search.

(a) Internal source search: The method to notify vacancies for filling up from internal
sources such as :

~ Notice or Bulletin for internal circulation
~ Memos circulated among supervisors
~ In house magazine
~ Word of mouth
~ Review of personnel data bank.

(b) External sources search:-

These methods are classified under the following three broad
headings.

~ Direct method.
~ Indirect method
~ Third party method

Direct method includes scouting, campus recruitment and casual callers/unsolicited
applicants. Indirect method mainly involves release of advertisement in suitable media like news
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papers, T.V and Radio. Design of suitable "advertisement copy" which is catchy and informative is
an art by itself and a specialist field. Notifying suitable professional associations or clubs also
come under this category. In third party method involve the following among others. (1) Employment
exchange, (2) Placement cells in colleges, (3) Consultants.

5.4 RECRUITMENT SOURCESOF SALES REPRESENTATIVES:
Frequently used sources for recruiting Sales Representatives are:

Word of Mouth
The existing team of Sales Representatives is a good source of teads to new recruits.

Sales Representatives have a wide social circle. Both on job and off the job; they interact with
people. They may suggest some good people as they understand the requirements of the job.
Yes of course, there is a great disadvantage too of this method-it may lead to nepotisms where
people are recommended on the basis of personal feeling towards friends/relatives. These should
be weeded out by the company through its selection process.

Distributors of the company, other employees, suppliers of the company, retired employees
may also recommend few of their contacts for filling up the positions.

Whenever an applicant suggested by a present Sales Representative is rejected, the
grounds of such rejection should be explained to him.

In remote territories, these recommendations are a great help. Sales representatives
working nearby know more about territorial requirements .and local sources of personnel than
distant executives.

Sales Representatives of Competing Companies
The ethics of hiring the competitor's sales persons can be debated. They are trained on

the job and off the job. They are experienced. At the same time, they are to be paid higher
salaries to lure them away from the present job. Some companies as a matter of policy avoid
hiring competitor's sales persons. They question their loyalty; since they may do job hopping
even in present assignment.

The key question that figures is: what is the reason for them to leave the present job?
Perhaps, when both the jobs are on par in terms of pay and prospects, the desire for a change
may be due to personality conflicts or instability. However, job dissatisfaction does not mean that
the applicant is at fault. There may be sound reasons for job hopping. The applicant may be give
a~ opportunity for productive work.

Salesmen of Non-competing Companies
Candidates working for non-competing companies are a very attractive source for getting

sales persons. These sales people have already the selling experience, some of which is readily
transferable. Those who have worked in allied/related industries like cosmetics, chemicals and
other consumer non-durables can easily adapt themselves to pharmaceutical selling. The fact
that they have selling skills make their training an easy proposition. They reasons for change
over must be considered, however, before employing them. Their loyalty may not be as steadfast
as that of internal promotees.
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Internal Transfers

A pharma company has manydepartments. Someemployeesworlsingin otherdepartments
may shoe an inclination for selling. They can be trained to tne detailingjob. They are familiar with
the company's environment, and need less induction,. Production and office employees may
consider transfer to a selling job as promotion.

Campus Recruitment from Educational Institutes
Manycompanies find it easier to pick up the best talent straight from science and pharmacy

colleges: and universitieswhere science and pharmacycourses are offered. Educational institutes
offering courses in commerce, management and humanities are also tapped. These candidates
are suitable since they posses the necessary technical knowledge. These recruits are easily
adaptable than their more experienced counterparts. They can be moulded into the organisatioanl
culture of the organization, since they have no fixed mindset. Their main limitation is lack of
detailing experience. They need training, and reach a desired productivity level after some time.
It is necessary for the industry to maintain a rapport with the academic world to tap this source
profitably. .

Placement Firms

There are many placement firms in India whose services the organizations hire to recruit
the sales persons. The sheer volume of applicationsmakes it cost effective to utilizetheir services.
These firms also provide anonymity. Companies find it useful to recruit though this source when
they start new divisions. The fees charged for recruitment are normally between one or two
months of the sales person's gross emoluments. The fees are collected from the client company.
All placement firms maintain a data bank which is constantly updated.

Advertisements: Advertisements are both a source of recruits and a method of
communicatingwith them. Newspapers, magazines and trade journals are extensivelyusedmedia
for advertisements for ensuring nation-wide competition for several openings, national newspapers
and magazines to some extent are use. For employing sales persons in a particular region or
territory, local newspapers may be used. Sometimes, a judicious combination of national and
local advertising is made.

The main advantage of advertiSing sales persons positions is its capacity to generate a
large number of applications in a short time; and at a lowcost. The major drawback is the screening
involved to weed out unsuitable applications; since the average quality of applicants may be
questionable.

Drafting a recruitment ad for sales persons position IS an art by itself. It should give
sufficient information about the company that is advertiSing the post. The role and functions of
sales persons should be given in a broad manner. The specific qualifications like B.Sc in bio
sciences or chemistry or B. Pharm or B.B.A. B.Com , B.A., or B.E. should be given, along with
personality characteristics expected. The compensation package can be given. Above all, the
advertisement should be given. Above all, the advertisement should be drafted in such a manner
that it is motivating enough for a suitable prospect to apply.

The more the advertising reveals, the more it serves as a qualitative screening device.
The information given in the advertisement affects the quality and quantity of the applicants.

Well-known companies prominently feature their nameand logo in advertisements. Smaller
companies may give a box-number advertisement.
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The positioning and scheduling of the advertisement and its size must be carefully

considered,
B- SELECTION

5.5 SELECTION PROCESS:
Selection is the process of choosing the right persons from among those who have applied

for jobs. The purpose of selection is to ascertain the qualities and abiltties of applicants. Proper
selection will ensure the right person for the right job. It will reduce cost of training as well as
selling costs. We shall also have stable sales force. Adequate selection requires a proper step by
step approach.These are a number of stages in the recruttmentand selection process (procedure).

(1). Preparation of job description and man specification
(2) Application Blank
(3). Identification sources of recruitment
(4) Of :,igning an effective Application form and preparing a shortlist-

(5). Interviews(6). Physiological test -Interest, aptitude and Intelligence tests.
(7). Medical examination
(8). Appointment and induction (Final selection).

(1). Preparation of the job Description and Specification
The production of an accurate job description should prove of little difficulty for the sales

manager. Job description is a compact statement of duties. It is a simple and concise written
statement explaining the content and essential components of a job. It includes the title of the job,
location andgeographical area to be covered, duties and responsibilttiesto be performed, technical
requirements, supervision, relation to other jobs required for the performance of a bob. Duties and
responsibilities are the heart of the job description. It gives a precise picture of task content and
occupational requirements. A description in detail of the job is given to salesman on the basis of

job description.
Once generated, the job description will act as the blueprint for the personal specification

which outlines the type of applicant the company is seeking. A job description is a description of
the job and a job specification is a description of the essential qualities of the persons required for
the job. A job specification is the standards required of the man to be placed in the job. The
qualities required in the salesman may include anyone or more of the following namely: (1)
General Qualities, (2) Specific Qualities, (3) Technical Qualities

Given below are some of the general qualities which are required of a good 'salesman : (a)
Honesty and Reliability, (b) A self-starter, (c) Orderliness, (d) Friendliness, (e) Self-control, (f)

Good Hardworking.
The above are a few general qualities. In addition, many more are given by different people

like courtesy, industriousness, initiative, judgment, persuasiveness,· resourcefulness and so on.
At times technical skills are required. If this is not required, one should not try and get a manwith
a technical background and pay unnecessarily more money. Besides, he may not prove to be a

good salesman.
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(2) Application Blank:-
It is an application form, which is composed in a manner so as to gather all the relevant

information about the candidate. The application blank helps the interviewer in interviewing the
candidates. It should not be too long and complicated.Asking irrelevantquestions in the application
blank is not going to benefit the applicant or the firm in any way. Generally the application blank
covers the information relating to the candidate such as name, address, age, martial status,
educational qualifications, experience, present salary drawn and references. Other items on
application blanks vary considerably from one organization to another organization and from job
to job depending upon the requirements of an organization and also the job. The interviewer gets
preliminary information from the application blank, which helps him a lot.

(3) Identification of sources of recruitment

There are six main sources of recruitment.

• The company's own staff
• Recruitment agencies
• Educational establishments
• Competitors
• Other industries
• Unemployed

The company's own staff:- The advantage of this spurce is that the candidate will known
,~ the company and its products. The company will also known the candidate much more intimately

than an outsider. A certain amount of risk is thereby reduced in that first-hand experience of the
" candidates personal characteristics is available. However,there is no guarantee that he has selling

ability.
Recruitment Agencies:- Recruitment Agencies will provide lists for a fee. In order to be

entered on such a list, reputable agencies screen applicants for suitability for sales positions. It is
in the long-term interests of the agencies to provide only strong candidates.

Educational Establishments:- It is possible to recruit straight from higher education
r personnel who have as part of their degree worked in industry and commerce. The advantage of

recruiting from universities is that the candidate is likely to be intelligent and may possess the
required technical qualifications.

Competitors:- The advantage of this source is that the salesperson knows the
market and its customers. The ability of the salesperson may be known to the recruiting company,
thus reducing risk.

Other Industries and unemployed:- Both these categories may provide applicants
with sales experience. Obviously careful screening will need to take place In order to assess sales
ability.

(4) Designing an effective Application form and preparing a
shortlist:·

The application form is a quick and inexpensive method of screening out applicants in
order to produce a shortlist of candidates for interview.The application for can reveal much about
the person who is applying. Questions relating to age, education, previous work experience and
leisure interests are often included. Such an application form will achieve a number of purposes:
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• To give a common basis for drawing up a shortlist.
• To provide a foundation of knowledge which can be used as the starting point for

the interview.
• To aid in the post-interview, decision-making stage.

Having eliminated a number of applicants on the basis of the application form an initial or
final shortlist will be drawn up depending on whether the interviewing procedures may be sought
for short listed candidates or simply for the successful candidate.

5. Interview:- Nowadays, solution of any employee without his interview can rarely be
observed. Every employer wants to see and to talk with everyone, who is being considered for the
job. The main objective of interview is to obtain additional information over and above that given in
the application blank and to compare the information obtained in interview with the information
given in the application blank so as to find out any serious inconsistencies that may exist selection
normally follows two interviews:

• The screening interview and
• The selection interview.

The sales manager will have produced a personal specifications including:

• Physlcal requirements, (speech, appearance, manner, fitness);
• Attainments (educational qualifications, sales experience and

successes).
• Aptitudes and qualities (ability to communicate, empathy, self

motivation).
• Disposition (maturity, sense of responsibility)
• Interests (Identification of social interests, interests related to products are being

sold, active versus inactive interests).

6. Psychological Tests:-

Psychological tests are of different types. In each organization some of these are applicable
and some are not. Sometime, selection process may skip these tests depends on level of job and
policy of the firm. Various types of tests such as psychological tests (Aptitude test, Achievement
test, personality test and interest test), performance tests, intelligence tests, attitude tests etc are
used in the selection of personnel depending upon the types of job and the level in the organization
many public sector enterprises widely use written test for the selection of the staff, Written tests
are conducted to evaluate the mental alertness of the applicants and their ability to discharge the
duties and responsibilities of the job efficiently and effectively. The tests may be in a language, in
mathematics and general understanding. Written tests may evaluate the applicant's attributes
when questions and general knowledge. The tests for the selection of salesmen are different from
those for the selection of salesmen are different from those for the selection of managers and
clerks. Aptitude tests and psychological tests are conducted with a view to selecting salesmen.

7 Medical Examination:-

Medical examination can be done before or after the selection process is over. Physical
fitness is highly necessary for many jobs. For example in a coal-mine perfectly fit physical condition
of the labourer is a must because of the hazardous working conditions. The medical or physical
examination is not always necessary. For example, if we want a salesman who can distinguish
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colours, a medical test showing whether he is colour blind or not would certainly be appropriate.
Similarly, if he has to travel consistently, his health condition becomes relevant.

8. Induction and Placement:-

Selection is finally made from the short listed candidate who have successfully qualified
different steps in the selection process. Induction is the technique in which the new employee is
integrated into the organization culture. This is also called 'orientation" or "indoctrination" phase.
In induction, the main process undergone by the new entrant is, socialization. Socialization is the
process of adaptation. This involve adaptation of new work culture, familiarity with colleagues and
bosses and mastering of rules and regulations. Placement is the process of assigning a new
recruit to the job, he has been selected. This is matching individual with that of the job. .

5.6 SALES PROCEDURE FOR THE SELECTION OF MIDDLE LEVEL
PERSON AND LOWER LEVEL EMPLOYEES

The selection of unskilled and semi-skilled workers is not a very difficult task but it becomes
necessary to use sophisticated selection procedures for the selection of supervisory and higher
level personnel and for selection of personnel for special jobs. Now the selection procedure

j /

differs from one organization to another and also within the s~e organization depending on the
. situation and needs of the organization as well as the level for'which selection is done. Moreover,
. the selection process to select lower-level workers is least expensive; while the selection of top
level employees would more expensive because it requires the use of complicated selection tools.

The fOflowingprocedure can be considered as a systematic selection procedure for the
selection of middle level personnel: 1) Reception of applicant 2) Application blank 3) Selection
test 4) interview 5) inspection of past career 6) Primary selection 7) Final selection 8) Medical
check-up and 9) Placement

For lower level employees the followingproceduremaybe adopted: 1)Receptionof applicant
2) Application blank 3) Interview 4) Final Selection 5) Medical Check-up and 6) Placement.

The following figure shows different types of selection process with different stages in
each process. We see that the process involves the use of one or more selection techniques.

At each stage a number of applicants would be eliminated and finally the required number
would be there at the placement stage. Here we will discuss in brief each of these stages
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1. Reception of Applicant: The selection process beings with the reception of applicant. The
candidate will form his firs impression about the firm by the reception he receives and the saying
that 'the first impression is the last impression' is too familiar to be mentioned. There may be a
receptionist to receive the applicant, who will gather certain basic information about the candidate
by asking the applicant short questions,. This can be considered as a preliminary interview,which
a receptionist only takes to decide whether to issue application blank to the applicant. Such an
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interview reduces the work of recruitment officer. Certain number of inefficient candidates may be
eliminated at this stage. There may be a well-furnished reception hall with a number of magazines,
newspapers etc.

2. Application Blank: It is an application form, which is composed in a manner so as to gather
all the relevant information about the candidate. The application blank helps the interviewer in
interviewing the candidates. It should not be too long and complicated. Asking irrelevant questions
in the application blank is not going to benefit the applicant or the firm in any way. Generally the
application blank covers the information relating to the candidate such as name, address, age,
marital status, educational qualifications, experience, present salary drawn and references. Other
items on application blank vary considerably form one organization got another organization and
from job to job depending upon the requirements of an organization and also the job. The interviewer
gets preliminary information form the application blank, which helps his a lot.

3. Selection tests: The basic assumption underlying the use of tests is that individuals differ in
their job-related abilities and skills, and that these skills can be accurately and adequately measured
for comparison. Various types of tests such as performance test, intelligence tests, attitude tests,
personality tests, psychological tests etc., are used in the selection of personnel depending upon
the type of job and the level in the organization. Many companies, particularly, the public sector
enterprises widely use written test for the selection of the staff. At this stage also certain number
of candidates with poor performance in the tests, are eliminated.

4. Interview: Nowadays, selection of any employee without his interview can rarely be observed.
lnterview is used so much widely that ordinarily recruitment or selection is interpreted as interview.
Every employer wants to see and to talk with everyone, who is being considered for a job. The
interview has been described as 'the conversation with a purpose'. The main objective of the
interview is to obtain additional information over and above that given in the application blank and
to compare the information obtained interview with the information given in the application blank
so as to find our any serious inconsistencies that may exist.

5. Inspection of Past Career: Mostly in application blank itself the name of the former employer
and references of one or two reputed persons are given. The validity of information given by
applicant can be judged by getting reports about him from his past employer. The adverse report
of the former employer should be considered thoughtfully. However, it should not be forgotten
that it.can be periodically wr4itten. Favorable report will increase the possibility of selection.

S. Primary Selection: If a candidate is found to be proper after the above-mentioned long
procedure, he will be selected on probation period. During this period, a candidate gets the real
on job experience.

7. Final Selection: If the performance of a candidate, during the probation period is found
satisfactory, he is assigned a particular job or duties. It should be remembered that the final
selection is the work of a line-manager and not of the personnel manager. Personnel manager
acts only as an adviser and final authority regarding the final selection rests with the line manager,
because, after all he is the person who is responsible for the work of a new recruit.

8. Medical Check-up: Medical examination can be done before or after the selection
process is over. Physical fitness is highly necessary for many jobs. For example, in a coal-mine
perfectly fit physical condition of the labourer is a must because of the hazardous working conditions.
Medical examination is helpful to both parties- the employer and the employees. Sometimes, the
candidate can find out his suitability for a particular job by medical examination. The advantage
too the employer is obvious. If the employee is perfectly fit, productivity will increase, rate of
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absenteeism and labour turnover rate would decrease. Therefore, most of the industrial units
nowadays insist upon medical examination.

9. Placement: Thus, the selection process ends and the final stage in the process of
recruitment, i.e., placement, takes place.

5.7 SUMMARY:

Recruitment is necessary for taking care of vacancies arising out of the following.

(1) Expansion programme, (2) Compensate attrition due to retirement, sickness and
death, (3) To take care of personal turnover.

Recruitment is the process of looking out for prospective employees and stimulating them
to apply for a job. Recruitment involves identifying the sources of recruits and choosing suitable
methods of recruiting salespersons.

Sources of recruitment can be broadly divided under the following categories: (1) Sources
within the company, (2) Sources outside the company.

The recruitment methods adopted by the sales manager are several. The methods of
recruitment vary with the type of sources of recruitment mentioned above. These are given below:
(a) Internal source search (b) External source search.

Frequently used sources for recruiting Sales Representatives are: 1) Word of Mouth 2)
Sales Representative of Competing Companies 3) Salesmen of Non-competing Companies 4)
Internal Transfers 5) Campus Recruitment from Education Institutes 6) Placement Firms 7)
Advertisements.

Selection is the process of choosing the right persons from among those who haveapplied
for jobs. The purpose of selection is to ascertain the qualities and abilities of applicants. Proper
selection will ensure the right person for the right job. It will reduce cost of training as well as
selling costs. We shall also have stable sales force. Adequate selection requires a proper step by
step approach. These are a number of stages in the recruitment and selection process (procedure).
(1). Preparation of job description and man specification (2) Application Blank (3). Identification
sources of recruitment (4) Designing an effective Application form and preparing a shortlist- (5).
Interviews(6). Physiological test -Interest, aptitude and Intelligencetests. (7). Medicalexamination
(8). Appointment and induction (Final selection).

The following procedure can be considered as a systematic selection procedure for the
selection of middle level personnel: 1) Reception of applicant 2) Application blank 3) Selection
test 4) interview 5) inspection of past career 6) Primary selection 7) Final selection 8) Medical
check-up and 9) Placement

For lower level employees the followingproceduremay be adopted: 1)Receptionof applicant
2) Application blank 3) Interview 4) Final Selection 5) Medical Check-up and 6) Placement
5.8 KEY WORDS:

Recruitment: Recruitment is the process of looking out for prospective employees and
stimulating them to apply for a job. Recruitment involves identifying the sources of recruits and
choosing suitable methods of recruiting salespersons.
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Placement Firms: There are many placement firms in India whose services the

organizations hire to recruit the sales persons. The sheer volume of applications makes it cost
effective to utilize their services. These firms also provide anonymity. Companies find it useful to
recruit though this source when they start new divisions. The fees charged for recruitment are
normally between one or two months of the sales person's gross emoluments. The fees are
collected from the client company. All placement firms maintain a data bank which is constantly
updated.

Word of Mouth: The existing team of Sales Representatives is a good source of leads to
new recruits. Sales Representatives have a wide social circle. Both on job and off the job; they
interact with people. They may suggest some good people as they understand the requirements
of the job.

Application Blank: It is an application form, which is composed in a manner so as to
gather all the relevant information about the candidate. The application blank helps the interviewer
in interviewing the candidates.

Recruitment Agencies:- Recruitment Agencies will provide lists for a fee. In order to be
entered on such a list, reputable agencies screen applicants for suitability for sales positions. It is
in the long-term interests of the agencies to provide only strong candidates.

Induction: Induction is the technique in which the new employee is integrated into the
organization culture. This is also called 'orientation" or "indoctrination" phase.

Socialization: Socialization is the process of adaptation. This involve adaptation of new
work culture, familiarity with colleagues and bosses and mastering of rules and regulations.

Placement: Placement is the process of assigning a new recruit to the job, he has been
selected. This is matching individual with that of the job.

5.9 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:
1. What are the sources of recruitment? Discuss various recruitment methods.
2. What are the recruitment sources are used in the organization for recruiting the sales

representatives?
3. What are the stages in the recruitment and selection procedure?
4. What are the steps are taken into consideration inthe Selection of Middle level persons

and Lower level employees?
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TRAINING THE SALES FORCE
6.0. Objectives:

After studying this should be able to :

Understand the training programmes of the sales force.

Analyze various methods of Training

Structure:
6.1 Meaning of the Training
6.2 Need for the Training
6.3 Objectives of the Training
6.4 Components of the Training Programme
6.5 Training Methods
6.6 Importance of Training
6.7 Execution and Evaluation of Sales Training Programmes
6.8 Summary
6.9 Key words
6.10 Self Assessment Questions
6.11 Further Readings.

6.1 MEANING OF THE TRAINING

Good salesmen are not born, they are made by well-planned and well executed training
programmes. Trained salesmen are able to secure sales orders more quickly, sell more, and are
easier to manage. Properly selected persons must undergo adequate training before they are put
on their selling jobs. Training is necessary to secure effective and efficient sales. It also facilitates
managerial control. Trained sales force can exercise effective self-control and self-supervision.

After an employee is selected, placed and introduced he/she must be providedwith training
facilities. Training is the act of increasing the knowledge and skill of an employee for doing a
particularjab. Training is a short-term educational process and utilizing a systematic and organized
procedure by which employees learn technical knowledge and skills for a definite purpose. Dale
s. Beach define the training as "the organised procedure by which people learn knowledge and
skill for a definite purpose".

In other words training improves, changes, moulds the employee's knowledge, skill,
behaviour, aptitude, and attitude towards the requirements of the job and organization. Training
refers to the teaching and learning activities carried on for the primary purpose of helping members
of an organization to acquire and aply the knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes needed by a
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particular job and organization. Thus, training bridges the differences between job requirements
and employee's present specifications.

6.2 NEED FOR TRAINING

Every organization big or small, productive or non-productive, economic or social, old or
newly established should provide training to all employees irrespective of their qualification, skill,
suitability for the job etc. The need for training arises due to the following reasons: such as

(i) To match the employee specifications with the job requirements and
organizational needs.

( ii) Organisational viability and the transformation process.
(iii) Technological advances
(iv) Organisational complexity
(v) Human relations and
(vi) Change in the job assignment,

6.3 OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING

The overall objectives of training are to increase a salesman's productivity and the profits
of the Company. Usually sales training is imparted to achieve the following aims:

Rising sales
Acquiring new accounts
Adequate knowledge of technology and product-line
Better sales presentation to win the customers
Guidance to customers on the use of the product, and on its benefits,
Harmonious relations with dealers or customers, etc.,
Better sales promotion

Sales force must have knowledge, knowledge training includes:
Knowledge of the Company organization
Knowledge of the Company products and selling points
Knowledge of types of customers
Knowledge of sales and other procedures
Knowledge of salesmanship to do the sales jobs
Knowledge of market and competition.

Sales knowledge training can be imparted through lectures, sales training conferences,
plant visits, individual study and correspondence between sales managers and their people,

6.4 COMPONENTS (CONTENTS) OF TRAINING PROGRAMME
A variety of sales training programmes are developed. The first is the programme of

induction training for the fresh appointees. Later, there are specialized short- term and long-term
programmes. These can be arranged periodically, depending upon the training needs. Some
companies not only train their own sales force. but also arrange training programmes for the

; distributor's sales force. Some programmes are designed to create selling faculty, There is a
.' " great need for trainer's training. Each programme has different aims, and the contents of the
~' programme reflect these aims.

:
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The contents of the training programme vary form Company to Company. However, some

useful items are including in the training programmes will attempt to cover a combination of
knowledge and skill development. Six components can be identified:

1. The company - objectives, policies and organization
2. Product knowledge
3. Knowledge of competition
4. Sale techniques and selling procedure
5. Knowledge about the markets
6. Work orgnisation and report presentation

1.Knowledge About the Company: The first component will probably include a brief history
of the Company. The trainees are told about the objectives, policiesand philosophyof the Company.
Policies relevant to the selling function. If they are well versed in selling techniques, but are
unaware of the Company's objectives, they cannot contribute significantly to the selling process.
They can propagate the company's objectives and policies, if they have adequate knowledge
about it. They should know the marketing strategies of the Company, its pricing policies, product
techniques, promotion policies, and distribution systems. Knowledge of working conditions and
career opportunities encourages salesmen to improve their job performance.

2. Product Knowledge: The second component product knowledge will include a
description of how the products are made and the implications for product quality and reliability,
the features of the product and the benefits they confer on the consumer. Sales people will be
encouraged to carry out their own product analyses so that they will be identified between them
and the company's products.

3. Knowledge of Competition: Salesmen should be made aware of the competitor's policies
and techniques. The methods of beating competition, their uses and applications as well as
methods of winning the confidence of customers under competitive situation are made known to
them. Salesmen should also know something of the competitors' strategies and policies and also
the methods to get rid of them in competitive market situation.

4. Sales Techniques and Selling Competitions: Sales persons must be trained in the
sales techniques. There is one school of thought which considers only the right selection of
candidates and the product knowledge imparted are enough to make them successful on the job.
In short, a presentable,educated personconversantwith product linemakes a successfulsalesman.
However, most of the experts feel that some training is sales techniques is essential. A salesman
must be taught how to sell.

5. Knowledge about Market: Salesmen are given adequate knowledge of the market, of
the demand for the product, of the competition and of the potential areas, so that they should
know the customers, their locations, buying habits and financial position. A salesman should
know who his customers are, what motivates them to buy, what their needs are. Theoretical
knowledge as well as knowledge of the actual market conditions is communicated to the sales
trainees before they enter the sales force so that they might be equipped with the requisite
knowledge and techniques of salesmanship.

6. Work Organization and Report Preparation: The final component of the
programme is work organization and report writing. It will endeavor to establish good habits
among the trainees in areas which may be neglected because of day-to-day pressures. The
importance of these activities on a sales person's performance and earnings will be stressed.
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6.5 TRAINING METHODS

There is wide variety of training methods. A Company has to choose either one or
generally a combination of these methods. The methods chosen should be consistent with the
training needs and contents of the training programme. A Company wants to inform what is its
policy on holiday plans, just the lecture method followed by audio-visual presentation would be
sufficient. A training in sales techniques may require demonstration and role-play method. The
methods chosen must communicate the desired content in the most effective manner.

The training programmes are classified into two methods: (i) On the - job methods (ii) Off
the - job methods.

(i) Onthe - job training methods:On the - job training methods are used of learning by
doing under expert supervision. On-the-job training methods include (a) job rotation, (b) coaching,
(c) job instruction or training through step-by-step and (d) committee assignments.

(a) Job Rotation:This type of training involves the movement of the trainee from one
job to another. The trainee receives job knowledge and gains experience from his superior or
trainer in each of the different job assignments. Though this method of training is common in
training managers for general management positions, trainees can also ;be rotated from job to job
in workshop jobs. This method gives an opportunity to the trainee to understand the problems of
employees on their jobs and respect them.

(b) Coaching: The trainee is placed under a particular supervision functions as a
coach in training the individual. The supervisor provides who feedback to the trainee on his
performance and offers him some suggestions for improvement. Often the trainee shares some
of the duties and responsibilities of the coach and relieves him of his burden. A limitation; of this
method of training is that the trainee may not have the freedom or opportunity to express his own
ideas.

(c) Job Instruction: This method is also knownas training through step bystep. Under
this method, trainer explains the trainee the way of doing the jobs, job knowledge and skill and
allows him to do the job. The trainer appraises the performance of the trainee, provides feed
back, information and corrects the trainee.

(d) CommitteeAssignments: Under the committee assignment group of trainees
are given and asked to solve an actual organizational problem. The trainees solve the problem
jointly. It develops team work.

(ii) Off-The- Job TrainingMethods:

Under this method of training, trainee is separated from the job situation and his attention
is focused upon learning the material related to his future job performance. Since the trainee is
not distracted byjob requirements, he can place his entire concentration on learning the job rather
than spending the time in performing it. There is an opportunity for freedom of expression for the
trainees. Off-the - job training methods are as follows: (a) Vestible training; (b) Role playing; (0)
Lecture method; (d) Conference or Discussion; (e) Programmed Instruction.
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(a) Vestible Training: - There are some specialized institutions and schools which

impart training to new as well as established salesmen. These institutions impart theoretical and
practical knowledge of salesmanship. Management institutes, marketing institutes, Universities
and professional institutes provide training in salesmanship to new as well as old salesman. These
institutions provide training in all the areas of management, viz., marketing, production, personnel
and finance. Recently many big enterprises have developed their own training institutions which
impart training to their new recruits and also to the employees of other Companies.

(b) Role Playing: It is defined as a method of human interaction that involves realistic
behaviour in imaginary situations. This leaning method moves the trainees into the stage of being
consciously able to perform a skill. It allows the trainees to learn by their own successes and
failures in a buyer - seller situation. Feed back is provided by other group members, the sales
trainer and by audio - visual means. Here the trainees have to enact a role which is given to them;
e.g., one trainee becomes a medical practitioner and another trainee details before him. The role
players have to quickly respond to the emerging situation.

(c) Lecture Methods: - The lecture is a traditional and direct method of instruction. These
are delivered on specific topics by qualified trainers or instructors. It is the most widely used
method to teach theory and concepts. This method is useful in giving information and providing a
frame of reference to aid the learning process. The lecture should be supported by the use of
visual aids. Trainees should be encouraged to participate so that the communication is not jest
one way. Discussion stimulates interest and allows misunderstandings to be identified and dealt

with.

(d) Conferences and Seminars: - The existing salesmen may be given training by
permitting them to attend conferences and seminars. According to a well-decided plan, a conference
is held to discuss problems and to pool different ideas to tackle these problems. Buzz sessions
divided participants into small groups. These report back to the whole groups with their inferences
and questions. It makes the participants learn from each other and to reduce dogmatism. The
success of this method depends on the leadership qualities qf the person who leads the group
conferences and seminars are very useful because they discuss the latest techniques of solving
problems. Seminar here a paper is presented on a topic which is later discussed.

(e) Programmed Instruction: - In recentyears this method had becomepopular. The
subject-matter to be learned is presented in a series of carefully planned sequential units. These
units are arranged from simple to more complex levels of instruction. The trainee goes through
these units by answering questions or filling the blanks. This method is expensive and time
consuming.

6.6 IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING: -

The importance of human resource management to a large extent depends on human
resource development. Training is the most important technique of human resource development.
Training is important to develop the employee (sales force) and make him suitable to the job. Job
and organizational requirements are not static. They are changed from time to ;time in view of
technological advancement and change in the awareness of the Total Quality and Productivity
Management (TQPM). The objectives of the TQPM can be achieved only through training as
training develops human skills and efficiency. Trained employees would be a valuable asset to an



organization. Organizational efficiency, productivity, progress and development to a greater extent
depend on training. Organizational objectives like viability, stability and growth can also be achieved
through training. Training is important as it constitute significant part of management control.

: Benefits of training are presented: A) Training benefits to the Organisation. 8) T r a i n i n g
i. benefits to the Individuals.

A. Training beneftts to the Organisation:

Leads to improved profitability
Improves the job knowledge and skills
Improves the morale of the work force
Helps people identify with organizational goals.
Helps create a better corporate image
Improves the relationship between bossand subordinate
Aid in organizational development
Learns from the trainee
Helps prepare guidelines for work
Aids in understanding and carrying out organizational policies.
Provides information for future needs in all areas of the organization.
Organisation gets more effective decision-making and problem solving
Aids in development for promotion from within
Aids in increasing productivity and quality of work
Helps keep costs down in many areas; e.g., production, personnel,
administration, etc.
Develops a sense of responsibility to the organization for being competent and
knowledgeable.
Improves labour - management relations
Reduces outside consulting cost by utilizing competent internal consulting.
Stimulates preventive management as opposed to putting out fires.
Aids in improving organisational communication
Helps employees adjust to change
Creates an appropriate climate for growth, communication .

B) Training Benefits to the Individuals:

.,
'..

Helps the individual in making better decisions and effective problem solving.
Aids in encouraging and achieving self-development and self-confidence
Helps a person handle stress, tension, frustration and conflict.
Increase job satisfaction and recognition
Moves a person towards personal goals while improving interactive skills
Satisfies, personal needs of the trainer and trainee
Develops a sense of growth in learning
Helps a person develop speaking and listening skills and also writing skills when
exercises are required
Helps eliminate fear in attempting new tasks.

6.7 EXECUTION AND EVALUATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMME:

Execution of training programme is not just matter of pedagogy. It is also concerned with
administrative skills of planning the programme and house-keeping. We have to consider what
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our training philosophy is, what our infrastructure for imparting the training is how we schedule our
training programmes and what pedagogic tools we use. Such as

1. Training Philosophy: Training brings about a change in behaviour. When the behaviour
changes on account of training so that a standard response is generated or a programmed response
is generated it constitutes one philosophy of training. Another philosophy attempts to generate
situation related response by developing analytical skills of the trainees. Here the response is
individualistic.

The philosophy chosen depends upon the nature of the organization. Standardized
response selling is more routine. Analytical skill development training is more appropriate for
highly marketing-oriented organization operating in competitive environment with a fairly complex
product line.

Approach towards career advancement in the sales department also influences the choice
of the philosophy. Those with analytical skills are better suited to carry out the higher responsibilities
of an executive post in future.

The quality of the prospects also determines the philosophy. Low-level low-positioned
individuals as prospects would need conditioned-response philosophy. Highly placed individuals
at higher levels do need insightful analytical approach.

Each philosophy has its own aims, contents and methods. Door-to-door selling of routine
products require conditioned response. Selling in prestigious super-markets may need analytical
skills. The quality of the trainees also influence the training philosophy.

In both the approaches, the training material is different. In conditioned-response approach,
the kit is standardized. It is a canned talk. In analytical approach, the kit facilitates the development
of the analytical skills.

It is easier to evaluate the standardized response approach. The evaluation of analytical
approach is more subjective and judgmental.

2.. Training Organisation: To begin with, all fresh recruits are given induction training.
Here also at times, a new appointee can be directly placed on the job to learn for himself under the
supervision of an able superior. This could be because of an insufficient number of appointees to
form an induction batch. Later, it requires systematic evaluation of the training needs to decide
who should be given continuous training. Deficiency in performance and good performance may
both lead to some training programme. As the person attains seniority in the organization, he is
given further training inputs to cope with increasing responsibility. The convenience of both the
trainer and the trainee is also kept in mind.

Initial sales training is mostly a line function under sales. In some companies, the personal
department handles this function. Even, then, the sales personnel are always consulted. Induction
training which is common for sales and appointee of other functional areas is better handled by
the personnel department.

A big organization runs a staff training college and an executive training college. Senior
executives can be deputed to outside organization like the IIMs for training. Large organizations

.11
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appoint a sales training director. He conducts training with the assistance of some line executives,
in smaller organization, though no separate training institute is created, sales executives shoulder
the responsibility of training. Those organizations which have training institutes have full-time and
part-time faculty. As sales training requires intimacy with the selling environment. organizations
prefer insiders for training rather than outsiders.

Trainer's training is a very crucial consideration. There are specialized programmes to
train the trainers. Trainers should have through knowledge of the corporation, its mission, its
objectives, its product line, its markets, and its broad polices. Trainers must understand the
selling task and the selling skills. If they are not drawn from the field, they should be acclimatized
..ffithe field experience. Those who are already trained trainers should teach the would-be trainers.
It is expected that the trainer should have a good combination of administrative experience and
the teaching skills. The difficulty is to get such persons. Those how are good administrators are
poor teachers, and those who are good teachers have no administrative experience. The trainers
should be able to plan the training programmes and the software needed for it.

Outside experts are used for sales training. Generally they are good to impart training in
sales techniques- prospecting, selling communication, sales presentation, telephone selling,
meeting objections, closing the sale etc. Outsider experts have their own independent training
organizations or are university professors. These faculty members do put in an impressive
performance to remain in business. t •.

3. Timing of the Training: New recruits are trained in groups. Some however, believe
that first they should be directly put on the job. It shows that on the job training is sufficient to sell.
It also means that when a few individuals are hired, it is economical to put them directly on the job
rather that arrange a formal training programme. This, however, is not valid when highly complex,
technical products are to be sold. The initial formal training for them is a must.

When a large number of persons are recruited, it is better to arrange group training. It
means lower training costs per person. Though formal group training is cost effective, it should be
supplemented by individualized filed training. Group methods are useful to teach product
knowledge, corporate history and philosophy, market information and theoretical essentials of
selling. Sales techniques are however, best mustered individually in the field. It is necessary to
have judicious combination of both the group and individual training.

Initial sales training is timed to the recruitment programme, keeping in mind the expansion
anddesertions. It might be necessary to arrangea few such programmes in a growing organization.
In a small company, initial sales training is not held frequently.

Changing environment and the newlyemerging needsmake training a continuous process.
It is necessary to impart knowledge on product innovations. It is also necessary to train the
trainess in refined methods of communication. Training continues as long as the person is on the
job. Though an organization keeps the sales persons informed of the new developments though
bulletins and house journals, it is necessary to call them to formal training when a sufficient of
knowledge pertaining to one area accumulates. There are refresher training courses.

There are certain deficiencies which cannot be rectified through formal training. Under
such circumstances, these are remedied through on-the-job training.
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Is is necessary to keep an yearly schedule of refresher and retraining programmes. It

improves the effectiveness of the sales persons.

4. Site of the Training Programme: There are two options-conduct training at a centralized
location by transporting the trainees there or conduct training in a decentralized manner in the
region or district as here the sales person has to work. Centralized training though costly because
of boarding, lodging and transportation of trainees is effective because it has sound infrastructure.
Decentralised training is conducted without any direct supervision of the higher-ups, and so the
training could be half-hearted. Until a company has exceptionally good decentralized set up,
initial sales training should be at central locations. Continuous training courses could be either
centralized or decentralized, depending upon whether it is economical to transfer the trainers or
the trainees and where the instructional talent is located.

5. Pedagogic Material: Good instructional material and training aids constitute the very
foundation of training programme. These differ form company to company and programme to
programme. These are related to the aims, contentsand methodsadopted. The followingmaterials
are generally used such as Manuals, Printed Material, Training Aids, andAdvance Assiginments.

Manuals: In group training, these work-book type training manuals are used. A
manualsummarizesthe contents covered,gives casestudies,and leavesspace for self-assessment
exercises, working-out problems, and game-or-role-play type material. Manuals also provide
what the company stands for andwhat its products are. It also outline its major policies and thrust
areas. It is necessary to be selective while preparing the manuscript. If the editing is not tight, too
much trivia may occupy valuable space. Manuals are useful during the training session itself, an
later as reference book. Loose-leaf format permits additions and deletions.

Printed Material: Company catalogues, price-lists, product brochures, hand-outs
of important topics, trade-related textbooks, business magazines are given as printed material.
Company published material supplements what has been covered in the training programme. A
company subscribes to trade-related and management-oriented magazines to keep the field force
updated. Manuals are further supplemented by text-books, though they are hardly read during
the course of training. They may be use later as references.

Training Aids: These aids convey audio- visual impressions. Most commonly
used aid is the blackboard. These days overhead projectors showing transparencies are slowly
replacing the tr£1itional blackboard. Here time is saved as tables and diagrams are pre-prepared.
Still the blackboard hold its own place. Imagine how a session will be conducted if there is power
is power failure. Blackboard has immense possibilities of writing and re-writing. It captures point
that emerge in the discussion. All other aids supplement the blackboard, but cannot ever replace
it.

Video-players or CD-players or CD-ROMs or pro!~c+"rs are also used these days.
They are good to explain cases and technicalities. A movies is very graphic and gives effective
demonstration. It is, however, expensive to get or make suitable software. A company can show
a live session of sales presentation, and then discuss the pluses and minuses of the situation
depicted.

Audio equipment is also used in sales communication training. It can also help in
improving linguistic skills. A sales person can tape his own voice, an later play it back, and learn
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voice modulation and phonetics. Audio cassettes of various management experts are used to
impart information on different topics.

ISDN has made possible video-conferencing and virtually removed the
disadvantages of decentralized training.

Advance Assignments: these are prescribed mainly to save precious time. A
company can ask the trainees to read in advance certain topic and cases. A trainee does home
work and comes prepared. All assignments must have clear instruction of what is expected. A
trainee becomes motivated when his synopsis is discussed, and is accepted as an important input
for further discussion. Advance assignment can be designed both for the individual and the group.
Advance assignments keep the trainees on their toes all'the time, even off-campus.

6. Evaluation of Training Programmes:

It measures how effective the training was. A training programme has three costs-time,
money and effort. This investment must pay back. It is, however, not so easy got measure how
far the programme contributed to the effectiveness of the individual. Yes the effectiveness of the
programme itself can be measure. What we can do is got match the aims expected an the results
achieved. But such follow-up is mostly ignored. Results may not be immediate. They may show
later on. Certain indirect criteria are chosen. How long an induction trained person takes to be on
par with the veteran sales person? We can compare the performance levels of those who are
trained and those who are not. If records of pre-trainingperformances are meticulouslymaintained,
and are converted into market-shares, it will eb a great help in evaluation. But sales results are
not just because of training. There are many other factors at work. How to isolate these is a moot

point.
Yes, a programme can be measure for effectiveness by giving a written examination to

trainees basedon its contents. Trained personsare put in the field and are observedby experienced
supervisors. They record the difference if any after training. They also let the company knowhow
far the trainee is applying the knowledge acquired in the training programme to the field situation.
Customers can be questioned about the effectiveness of the sales persons.

All these approaches are not foolproof. Evaluation is done both during the course of the
training programme, and after it is over. Mostly retention tests are used. Role-play can be used
to test communication skills. Ratings can be given during group discussions, case analysis and
role-plays. Though subjective, these rating provide incentives to the trainees. It is also necessary
to lackthe competenceto evaluatethe trainers. Stillprogrammecomment sheets are fairly common.
Some companies ask the feedback from the trainees after a certain period of time, when they
return to their jobs.

6.8 SUMMARY:
The need for training arises due to the following reasons: such as (i) to match the employee

specifications with the job requirements and organizational needs. (ii) Organisational viability
and the transformation process. (iii) Technological advances (IV) Organisational complexity (v)
Human relations and (vi) Change in the job assignment.
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Usually sales training is imparted to achieve the following aims: Viz., 1) Rising sales 2)

Acquiring new accounts 3) Adequate knowledge of technology and product-line 4) Better sales
presentation to win the customers 5) Guidance to customers on the use of the product, and on its
benefits, 6) Harmonious relations with dealers or customers, etc.,

The contents of the training programme vary form Company to Company. However,some
useful items are including in the training programmes will attempt to cover a combination of
knowledgeandskill development. Six components can be identified: 1)The company - objectives,
policies and organization 2) Product knowledge 3) Knowledge of competition 4) Sale techniques
and selling procedure 5) Knowledge about the markets 6)Work orgnisation and report presentation

On the ~ job training methods are used of learning by doing under expert supervision. On
the-job training methods include (a) job rotation, (b) coaching, (c) job instruction or training through
step-by-step and (d) committee assiqnrnents.

Off - the - job training methods are as follows: (a) Vestible training; (b) Role playing; (c)
Lecture method; (d) Conference or Discussion; (e) Programmed Instruction.

Training is important as it constitute significant part of management control. Benefits of
trainingare presented:A)Training benefitsto the Organisation. B)Trainingbenefits to the Individuals.

Execution of training programme is not just matter of pedagogy. It is also concerned
with administrative skills of planning the programme and house-keeping. We have to consider
what our training philosophy is, what our infrastructure for imparting the training is howwe schedule
our training programmes and what pedagogic tools we use. Such as 1. Training Philosophy 2)
Training Organisation 3) Timing of the Training 4) Site of the Training Programme 5) Pedagogic
Material 6) Evaluation of Training Programmes.

6.9 KEY WORDS:

Training: Training is the organized procedure by which people learn knowledge and skill
for a definite purpose. .

On -the -Job Training: On the -job training methods are used of learning by doing
under expert supervision.

Off the -Job Training: Under this method of training trainee is separated from the job
situation and his attention is focused upon learningthe material related to his future for performance.

Vestible Training: There are some specialized institutions and schools which impart
training to new as well as established salesmen in called vestibule training.

Pedagogic Material: There are some specialized institutions and schools which impart
training to new as well as established salesmen is called vestibule training.

Pedagoic Material: Good instructional material and training aids constitute the very
foundation of training programme. The following are the pedagogic materials are generally used
such as manuals, printed material, Training aids, and Advance ASSignments.
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6.10 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

1. What is the meaning and objectives of the Training?

2. What are the components of the training programme?

3. What is the need and importance of Training?

4. Discuss various Training method used in the organizations

5. How can you execution and evaluation of sales Training programs.

6.11 FURTHER READINGS:
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LESSONi-7

MOTIVATION, COMPENSATION AND
CONTROLING OF THE SALES FORCE

7.0. Objectives:

After having gone though this lesson, you will be able to:

Explain the important Theories of Motivation and Types of Motivation
Objectives of Motivation and Types of Motives are discussed
Analyzing Various Types of Compensation Plans
Understanding Controlling of the Sales Force

Structure:
7.1 Motivation of Sales Force
7.2 Typesof Motives
7.3 Objective of Motivation
7.4 Typesof Motivation
7.5 Steps in Motivation
7.6 Motivational Theories
7.7 Compensating the SalesForce
7.8 Compensation Objectives
7.9 Characteristics of a GoodCompensationPlan
7.10 Factors Influencing SalesCompensationPlans
7.11 Typesof compensation plan
7.12 Controlling the Sales Force:
7.13 MainAspects of Control Process:
7.14 Control of the SaleForceandSalesOperation
7.15 Summary
7.16 Keywords
7.17 Self Assessments Questions
7.18 Further Readings

A - MOTIVATION

7.1 MOTIVATIONOF SALES FORCE:

The central task of a manager is to makepeoplework for the attainment of the organizational
goals. They may not necessarilywork for the organization. Thus, the manager must first understand
the factors that modify or condition their behaviour and such factors must be built into the
organizational design. Hence, the study of motivation is of crucial importance. Hemust understand
that his primeresponsibility is of creating and maintaining an organization that works effectively. It
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is, therefore, important that he motivates his employees so that his subordinates work for the
organizational goal attainment.

The aspect of motivating consists of getting the best effort from the salesman while he is
performing his job. If he is a good salesman and likes to sell, he will automatically be motivated.
Thus motivation is a function of the salesman himself and the organization as well as the
environment is which he is operating. The study of human motivation becomes complex.

In order to satisfy human needs, an incentive must be present in the organization that
would serve as a satisfier. The manager must be concerned with making effective use of the
incentives that would stimulate employees to be more productive. These are positive as well as
negative incentives that can be found in an organization.

7.2 TYPES OF MOTIVES:

Motives are divided into three categories; Viz., Primary motives, General motives and
Secondary Motives.

Primary Motives: These motives are unlearned and physiologically based. They include
hunger, sleep, avoidance of pain, sex and maternal concern.

General Motives: These motives are unlearned but not physiologically based. These
motives include curiosity, manipulation and activity motives and the affection motive.

Secondary Motives: Secondary motives are closely tied to the learning concept. A
motive must be learned in order to be included in the secondary classification. Important among
them are: achievement, affiliation, power, security, status and immediate feedback.

7.3 OBJECTIVE OF MOTIVATION:

It is a bare fact that most of us use only a small portion of our mental and physical abilities.
To exploit the unused potential in people they are to be motivated. Needless to say that such
exploitation results in greater efficiency. higher production and better standard of living of the
people.

7.4 TYPES OF MOTIVATION:

There are two ways by which people can be motivated. One is a positive approach or
pull- mechanism and another is a negative approach or push-mechanism.

Positive Motivation:

People are said to be motivated positively when they are shown a reward and the way to
achieve it. Such reward may be financial or non-financial. Monetary motivation may include
different incentives, wage plans, productive bonus schemes etc. Non-monetary motivation may
includepraisefor thework, participation inmanagement,social recognitionetc. Monetary incentives
provide the worker a better standard of life while non-monetary incentives satisfy the ego of a man
positive motivation seeks to create an optimistic atmosphere in the enterprise.
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By installing fear in the minds of people, one can get the desired work done. In this
method of motivation, fear of consequences of doing something or not doing something keeps the
worker in the desired direction. This method has got several limitations. Fear creates frustration,
a hostile state of mind and an unfavorable attitude towards the job which hinders efficiency and
productivity. So the use of it should be kept to its minimum.

7.5 STEPS IN MOTIVATION:

According to Judicious, the following are the steps that should be adopted in motivation. 1)
Sizing up situations requiring motivation, 2) Preparing a set of motivating tools, 3) Selecting and
applying an appropriate motivator, 4) Following up the results of the application.

1) Sizing Up: This step mainly involves understanding of different needs of people. Having
assessed the needs, one can determine what motivate them.

2) Preparing a Set of Motivating Tools: This list of motivators should be selected and
applied wherever and whenever they are needed.

3) Selecting and Applying Motivators: Out of the list of motivators, few should be selected
and applied wherever and whenever they are needed.

4) Feed Back: Having applied the motivators, it is important to find out how effective had
a particular motivator been.

7.6 MOTIVATIONAL THEORIES:

Motivation has been researched by psychology and others for many years. A number of
theories have evolved which are pertinent to the motivation of salespeople.

1) Maslow's Theory of Hierarchy of Needs:
f

According to Maslow, human needs from a hierarely, starting at the bottom with the
physiological needs and follows security or safety needs,Affiliation orAcceptance needs, Esteem
needs and ascending to the highest need of self-actualization. Hesays when one set of needs are
satisfied they no longer work as motivators as a man seeks to satisfy the next higher level needs.

Effective motivation results from an accurate assessment of the needs of the individual
salespeople under the manager's supervision. The overriding need for one sales person may be
reassurance and the building of confidence, this may act to motivate him or her. For another,with
a great need for esteem but a problem regarding work rate, the sales manager may motivate by
displaying his or her relatively poor sales performance to colleagues at a sales meeting.

2) Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory:

Maslow's theory has been modified by Herzberg and he called it two-factor theory of
motivation. According to him the first group of needs are such things as company policy and
administration, supervision, working conditions, interpersonal relations, salary, status, job security
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and personal life. Herzberg called these factors as 'dissatisfies and not motivators. These are
also referred to as 'hygiene' factors.

In the second group are the 'satisfiers', in the sense that they are motivators, which are
related to "Job content". He included the factors of achievement, recognition, challenging work,
advancement and growth in the job. He says that their presence will yield feelings of satisfaction
or no satisfaction, but not dissatisfaction.

3) Theory of" X" and Theory of 'Y':

McGregor tried to analyse the conventional conception of management's task and came
up with a set of propositions which he called theory "X". Further, on the basis of his analysis, he
came upwith a new theory of the task of managing people with a clear emphasis on human nature
motivation. He termed it as theory "Y".

Theory "X":

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike of work and will avoid it if he can.

2. Becauseof his characteristic of dislike ofwork, most peoplemust be coerced, controlled,
directed, and threatenedwith punishmentto get them to put forth adequateeffort towards
the achievement to get them to put forth adequate effort towards the achievement of
organizational objectives.

3. The average human being prefers to be directed, wished to avoid responsibility, has
relatively little ambition and wants security above all.

Theory "Y":

1. The experience of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as play or rest

2. Eternal control and threat of punishment are not the only means of bringing about
effort towards organizational objectives. Manwill exercise self-direction and self-control
in the service of the objectives to which he is committed.

3. Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewardsassociatedwith their achievement.

4. The average human being learns under proper conditions not only to accept but to
seek responsibility.

5. The capacity to exercise a high degree of imagination, ingenuity and creativity in the
solution of organization problems is widely, not narrowly, distributed in the population.

6. Under conditions of modern industrial life, the intellectual potentialities of the average
human being are only partially utilized.
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Basically this theory assumers that a person's motivation to exert effort is dependent upon
his expectations for success. Vroom based his theory on three concepts-expectancy, instrumentality
and valence.

Expectancy: The major variable in the Vroom's theory is expectancy. Though the expectancy
and the instrum~ntality appear to be the same at the first glance, they are quite different. Expectancy
is a probability (ranging from 0 to 1)or strength of a belief that a particular action or effort will
leave to a particular first level outcome.

Instrumentality: This reflects the person's perception of the relationship between
performance and reward, for example, it reflects the extent to which a person believes that higher
performance will lead to promotion.

Valence: Vroom Says that valance is the strength of an individual's preference for a particular
outcome. It can be taken as equivalent of value, incentive, attitude and expected utility. For some
individuals promotion may be highly valued; for other it may have little value.

5) Adams's Inequity Theory (Equity Theory of Work Motivation)

This theory argues that a major input into job performance and satisfaction is the degree
of equity (or inequity) that people perceive in their work situation. Inequity occurs when a person
perceives that the ratio of his or her outcomes to inputs and the ratio of relevant other's outcome
to inputs are unequal.

For a sales person, inequity can be felt in the following areas: i) Monetary reward, ii)
workload, iii) Promotion iv) Degree of recognition v) supervisory behaviour vi) target and vii)
Tasks. The outcome of a sales person perceiving significant inequities in any of these areas may
be reduced motivation as a result of the feeling of unfairness.

Motivation is often equated with incentives but Adams's work emphasizes that the elimination
of disincentives (e.g. injustices, unfair treatment) may be an equally powerful influence.

6) Alderfer's ERG Theory:

Alderfer also feels that needs should be categorized and that there is basic distinction
between lower order needs and higher order needs. Alderfer identifies three groups of needs,
Viz., Existence, Relatedness and Growth (ERG) and that is why his theory is called ERG theory.
The existence needs are concerned with survival or phYSiological well-being. The relatedness
needs talk of the importance of interpersonal and social relationships. The growth needs are
concerned with the individual's intrinsic des8re for personal development. This theory is somewhat
similar to that of Maslow's and Herzberg's models. But unlike Maslow and Herzberg he does not
assert that a lower level need has to be satisfied before a higher level need, nor does he say that
deprivation is the only way to activate a need. So, a person's background and cultural environment
may make him think of relatedness needs or growth needs though his existence needs are unfulfilled

-------- -_._--
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7.7 COMPENSATING THE SALES FORCE:

Compensation is essential for the purpose of retaining and motivating the sales force.
Since monetary rewards are important factors in the motivation of salesmen, they are considered
the methods of compensating them. Monetary incentivesmay be in the form of salary,commission,
bonus, etc. The commission is considered to be a useful method of compensating because it
provides a direct link between sales performance and compensation. A minimum amount of salary
is guaranteed to salesmen to ensure the safety of and satisfaction with the job. Commission and
salary are combined to compensate salesmen and stimulate them to achieve the targets. The
salaries are commensurate with the responsibility and nature of job. Travel and out station
allowances should be adjusted properly to motivate them.

7.8 COMPENSATION OBJECTIVES:

Sales managers should consider carefully type of compensation plan they wish to use.
This is because there are number of objectives which can be achieved through a compensation
scheme. First, compensation can be used to motivate a sales force by linking achievement to
monetary reward. Second, it can beused to attract and hold successful salespeople by providing
a good standard of living for them, by rewarding outstanding performance and providing regularity
of income. Third, it is possible to design compensation schemes which allow selling costs to
fluctuate inline with changes in sales revenue. Thus, in poor years lower sales are offset to some
extent by lower commission payments, and in good years increased sales costs are financed by
higher sales revenue. Fourth, compensation plans can be formulated to direct the attention of ,
sales personnel to specific company sales objectives. Higher commission can be paid on product I

lines the company particularly wants to move. Special commission can be paid to salespeople
who generate new active accounts if this is believed to be important to the company. Thus,
compensation plans can be used to control activities.

7.9 CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD COMPENSATION PLAN:
A Compensation Plan must provide a living and fair wage. It should ideally give a secure
income, as monetary difficulties prevent the employees to put in their best.
It should be integrated to the motivational programme
It should be fair and should ensure equal pay for equal work.
It should be easy to understand. Each employee should be in a position to compute his
own salary.
It should be flexible enough to accommodate changes in salary as per performance.
It is should be economical to administer.
It should further the objectives of the sales organization.

7.10 FACTORS INFLUENCING SALES COMPENSATION PLANS:
Following factors influence sales compensations.

a) Nature of job, working condition responsibility (corporate headquarters, field work etc.)
b) Level of employment, seniority/ranking etc.
c) Firms wages and salaries structure, classification, grading, point rating, merit rating, and

performance evaluation.
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d) Compensation pattern in the industry.
e) Compensation pattern in the geographic area
f) Employee's level of knowledge, skill and experience.
g) Compensation package structure: There are following elements in the compensation

package.

Fixed element (e.g. salary)
Variable element (e.g. commission, bonus etc.)
Fringe element (e.g. insurance, paid vacation etc)
Incidental element (e.g. reimbursing expenses on travel) fuel etc.

h) Special Company Allowance: These are given to salesmen to assist special marketing
problems of a firm, such as checking P.O.P.displays, proper location of advertisement,
hoardings and allowances for promoting product on decline stage etc.

i) Opinion of Sales Force: Constructive criticism of existing policy by field staff assists to
improves existinq compensation plans.

7.11 TYPES OF COMPENSATION PLAN:

Compensation may be in the form of i) a straight salary plan ii) a straight commission plan,
iii) a salary -plus-commission plan, iv) a salary -plus-bonus plan and v) a salary -plus-bonus
plus-commission plan.

i) Straight Salary Plan: In this plan, a salesman is given a fixed sum as a salary at regular
intervals of say a weak, a fortnight or a month. The straight salary plan normally offers the
maximum security to salesmen. The management guarantees payment of at least a minimum
salary to salesmen and expects from them a minimum productivity. This method is based on the
time-wage system. The salary is fixed whether work is more or less.

The straight salarymethod suffers from certaindisadvantages. It does not offerany incentive
to salesmen. Since all the salesmen are given almost the same salary, none strives to prove
himself to be more efficient than others. There is no direct relationship between the volume of
sales and the cost of sales. Salesmen do not take up any difficult task because that does not yield
any extra remuneration to the. The salary method is suitable when salesmen are newly recruited,
and management desires to enter untapped territories to sell new products in the market.

ii) Straight Commission Plan: The straight commission plan incorporates payment of
compensation on the basis of the sales made by each salesman. Commissions can increasewith
increase in sales, and decrease with decrease in sales. There can be different products, product
categories, customers served, and seasons inwhich sales are generated. This is the most suitable
method of expending sales. It attracts those peoplewho are energetic, inductions and enthusiastic.
There is no dissatisfaction because of either over payment or less payment. The selling cost is
controlled in relation to the sales volume. This plan has been useful in motivating the sales force.
Straight commission plans are not very popular. Such plans are useful when selling is more
important than non-selling tasks.

iii) A Salary Plus Commission Plan: Majority of compensation plans are combinations
of salary and commission. The effort is to maximize the advantages of both, and minimize the
disadvantages. A fixed salary is paid to all salesmen. If they sell more than heminimumrequirement
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they are given commission at fixed rate total sales effected by them. Salesmen are satisfied with
the fixed regular salary because if assures safety and security. Combination plans have certain
demands. It involves more clerical work, more recordkeeping and complications. Sometimes the
commission element is so low that it is not sufficient enough incentive. The management and

;\ salesmen decide the minimum level of sales for the salary paid and the rate of commission to be.,
. given for a sales performance higher than the minimum laid down mutual agreement guides
future activities.

iv) Salary plus Bonus Plan: This is an altogether different concept. It is considered in
India as a deferred wage-wage that is not paid right now but is deferred to a future date. Another
school of though considers bonus as part of profit. Bonus payment is governed by payment of
bonus act, Even when there are no profits from which bonus can be paid, organized work force
claim bonus as a matter of right once a year. Here, bonus becomes ex-gratia payment. Bonus
thus becomes an additional financial reward. Bonus can be linked to productivity and promotional
activity. Bonus appears with any three payment methods in combination.

v) Commission plus Bonus Plan: Salesmenmay bemotivated bythe offer of commission
and bonus if their performance is better than the average laid down. Bonus is paid when the sales
are higher than the targeted level. In some cases, bonus is paid if the commission exceeds a
fixed amount. Salesmen are motivated to earn a higher amount byway of bonus on higher sales.

vi) Salary plus commission and Bonus Plan: Salesmen may be given salary as well
as commission on their regular sales. If their performance exceeds the prescribed level, they are

• rewarded with a bonus. The bonus stimulates, the commission gives incentives, and the salary
ensures security. Thus, the three elements are combined to ensure the highest performanc~.

C-CONTROLLING

,., 7.12 CONTROLLING THE SALES FORCE:

The sales manager has to adopt suitable methods for controlling sale performance. The
controlmechanism includesbudgetarycontrol, planningcontrol, cost control and operationalcontrol.
The sales performance, profitability and other evaluation techniques are used to examine the
performance of sales representatives. The comparison the performance of a salesman with that
of other salesmen or with the standard performance is made to determine the efficiency of a
salesman. Qualitative achievements are examined to evaluate the performance of the sales
people. The control mechanism enables the management to improve the efficiency and
performance of sales representatives.

Sales function derives its goals from the overall marketing objectives. In order is achieve
the sales goals and objectives, a sales plan is designed and implemented. Sales programmes
are the operational aspects of this sales plan. Ultimately,we have to see whether the performance
standards set are being achieved or not. This is the controlling aspect. It have thee dimensions
set the standards, measure the performance of the individuals, compare itwith the standards, and
see if there is any deviation. Last but not the least, we have to take the corrective action. The first
three dimensions make control static, and the action oriented part makes it dynamic. Without
action, the other activities of control have no meaning. Corrective action puts the sales function
on the right course.
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7.13 MAIN ASPECTS OF CONTROL PROCESS:
Planning, organizing, staffing, directing and controlling constitute what is known as the

management process. Some authors put it into three basic elements- planning, integrating,
and controlling. It is not necessary to carry out the managerial functions of planning to
controlling in a linear sequence. It is fact a circular process.

(Sales)
Planning

(Sales)
Controlling

(Sales)
Organizing

J
(Sales)

Directing
(Sales)
Staffing

Fig: Circular Management Process

All decisions as to what is be achieve-standards of performance- are set in the planning
function. Planning provides a direction to the sales function. The strategies guide us as to how
we can travel on the directed path.

All the performance standards are to be achieved through the sales organization. The
capability of the sales organization itself affects the standards set. Sales plan and a derived sales
programme must be co-ordinated with the sales efforts. To begin with we exercise the first three
aspects of control. In the dynamic control function, management brings about the necessary
changes in the planning, organizing, staffing and directing process and their co-ordination with
each other.

Sales Force Control Process: The process of control of sales force has three aspects:

1. Salesman's efforts must click with the marketing plan and the promotion-mix of the firm.

2. Salesman's performance must fit into planed standards of efficiency and salesman's
achievements must help to achieve the desired reduced ratio of selling expenses to
sales.

3. Provision of supervision and guidance to individual salesman, if needed.

7.14 CONTROL OF THE SALE FORCEAND SALES OPERATION:

Control of the sale force and sales operations has five important dimensions: (1)Allocation
of sales territories. (2) Assignment of Sales quotas. (3) Salesman authority, (4) Routing and
scheduling of Sales personnel and, (5) Evaluation of Sales Performance.
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1. Allocation of Sales Territories: Realistic sales palling is always based on sales territories
rather than on the total market. A sales territory becomes a manageable unit of planning and
control. A sales territory is a particular grouping of customers and prospects assigned to
salesperson. It is also a certain geographical are a allotted to a salesperson for his sales operations.
A salesman is expected to produce maximum sales turnover from his arewith the minimumamount
of time and effort.

The sales territories are designed to assist sales management in its attempts to improve
market coverage and customer service, reduce selling expense ratios, secure more effective
coordination of personal selling and advertising efforts and finally to improve the evaluation of
sales performance. Sales territories also avoid duplication of sales efforts, offer equal sales
opportunities to the sales people and provide more effective routing and scheduling of sales force.

The territorial shape affects both its coverage and the selling expenses. It facilitates time
management and stimulates sales force morale. There are three widely prevalent shapes the
wedge, the circle and the clover leaf. Wedge-shaped territories are suitable for urban as well as
non-urban areas. It from a thickly populated urban centre. Many sizes of the wedges are possible.
Two neighboring wedges are possible. Two neighboring wedges can help equalize the travel plan
by balancing urban and non-urban types of calls. Scattered customers call for a circle shaped
territory. The salesman remains at the centreof the circleor near to it. It makes possibleoptimization
in frequency of calls. He is far more in the vicinity of customers than a salesman in a wedge
shaped territory. Randomly located accounts call for clover-leaf type of arrangement. Each clover
leaf represents a week's work. A salesman is at home every weekend. Such arrangement is
common in industrial marketing. It is also suitable for extensive marketing. .

2. Assignment of Sales Quotas: Sales quota is goal in terms quantity given to a sales
representative, or a group of sales representatives over a period of time. Sales quota may be
assigned to a region, territory, branch office, it may be assigned to a distributor too sales quotas
are the tools of planning and control. They have motivational potential and serve as basis for
awarding incentives.

Sales quotas are based on sales fore casts and sales potentials of different markets. The
more accurate the data used in formulatinq the sales quotas the more effectives quota become.
Sales effort is controlled by using quota. It helps in appraisal. It helps in controlling expenses.
Quotas provide a quantitative performance standards, quotas are used as performance criteria in
sales contests. Sales forecast is the first step in setting up quotas. It leads to the sales budget.
In the budget, there is a provision for setting quota as performance standards. Sales quota may
be expressed in absolute terms and assigned to a salesperson or a territory. The terms may be
rupees or units of products.

3. Salesman's Authority: Sales manager should lay down clear-cut policy regarding the
authorityof responsibilityof salesmen. Salesmenare not usuallyauthorized to alter pricequotations
give in the price list or catalogue. Some liberty is, however, given to change discounts and
allowances granted to buyers. This will give some flexibility to capture business and overcome
competition. Salesman is not expected to violate his prescribed powers.

4.. Routing and Scheduling Sales Personnel: Routing and scheduling is one aspect of the
establishment of sales territories. A route plan According to a time-frame improves territorial
coverage. A map is prepared of the travel plan. The route plan give adequate information on the
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numbers and locations of customers, means of transport available, call frequency rates, route
maps etc. The routes should permit the sales person to return to home base at least on week
ends.

Routes and schedules are constantly revised to account for changed. Physical conditions and
market environment. Routing and scheduling reduce wastage of time. It also helps achieve
better order book position. The scheduling plan points out the customers to be called upon each
day, the hour at which each call is to be made and other relevant details regarding daily sales
calls. Scheduling must leave some scope for time-cushioning considering the requirements in the
field. Routing and scheduling are also good control tools. They control a salesman's movement
and expenditure. Reports are checked to see whether routing and scheduling is being followed or
not.

5. Evaluation of Sales Performance: Human beings do have unlimited potential for growth
and development, provided there is right work environment and the right direction, guidance and
help is given by management. The performance appraisal or evaluation is based on this firm
belief in human resource development. Sound evaluation assures superior performance. There
are three reasons to evaluate or appraise the performance of salespeople: 1. To measure
performance against planned sales and marketing objectives. 2. To distribute rewards for
performance. 3. To guide the development of sales forces.

Target for. sales performance are set and they act as criteria for comparison with actual
accomplishment. Sales quotas, expenses control, personal development objectives are the usual
targets for the purpose of evaluation. It is essential that all evaluation should be forward-looking
and aim at future and improved performance. Sales manager should not give emphasis on finding
faults and placing blames on salespeople for past performance. The salespeople should begiven
through understanding of the reasons for their poor performances as revealed by evaluation.
Humanistic touch is necessary at every stage in supervision, evaluation and control. Then only
management of salespeople will give rich dividend. Performance evaluation should be done
periodicallyand promotion, pay rise, rewards should be offered to deserving salespeople. Forward
looking and positive evaluation and control enable salesmen to secure self-advancement or
development. Management by objectives (MBO) can be use in the management of.salespeople
as far as possible.

7.15 SUMMARY:

The central task of a manager is to make peoplework for the attainment of the organizational
goals.

.:
Motives are divided into three categories; Viz., Primary motives, General motives and

Secondary Motives. 1) Primary Motives 2) General Motives 3) Secondary Motives:

There are two ways by which people can be motivated. One is a positive approach or
pull- mechanism and another is a negative approach or push-mechanism. 1) Positive
Motivation 2) Negative Motivation:

According to Judicious, the following are the steps that should be adopted in motivation.
1) Sizing up situations requiring motivation, 2) Preparing a set of motivating tools, 3) Selecting
and applying an appropriate motivator, 4) '=ollowingup the results of the application.
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Motivation has been researched by psychology and others for many years. A number of
theories have evolved which are pertinent to the motivation of salespeople. 1) Maslow's Theory

• of Hierarchy of Needs 2) Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory 3) Theory of" X" and Theory of 'Y' 4)
Vroom's Expectancy Theory 5) Adams's Inequity Theory 6) Alderfer's ERG Theory

Characteristics of a Good Compensation Plan 1) A Compensation Plan must provide a
living and fair wage. It should ideally give a secure income, as monetary difficulties prevent the
employees to put in their best. 2) It should be integrated to the motivational programme etc.,

Following factors influence sales compensations. 1) Nature of job, working condition
responsibility (corporate headquarters, field work etc 2) Level of employment, seniority/ranking
etc. 3) Firms wages and salaries structure, classification, grading, point rating, merit rating, and
performance evaluation. etc.,

Types of compensation may be the form of i) a straight salary plan ii) a straight commission
plan, iii) a salary -plus-commission plan, iv) a salary -plus-bonus plan and v) a salary -plus
bonus plus-commission plan.

Sales function derives its goals from the overall marketing objectives. In order is achieve
the sales goals and objectives, a sales plan is designed and implemented. Sales programmes
are the operational aspects of this sales plan. Ultimately,we have to see whether the performance
standards set are being achieved or not. This is the controlling aspect. It have thee dimensions
set the standards, measure the performance of the individuals, compare it with the standards, and
see if there is any deviation. Last but not the least, we have to take the corrective action. The first
three dimensions make control static, and the action oriented part makes it dynamic. Without
action, the other activities of control have no meaning. Corrective action puts the sales function
on the right course.

The process of control of sales force has three aspects: 1) Salesman's efforts must click
with the marketing plan and the promotion-mix of the firm. 2) Salesman's performance must fit
into planed standards of efficiency and salesman's achievements must help to achieve the desired
reduced ratio of selling expenses to sales. 3) Provision of supervision and guidance to individual
salesman, if needed.

Control of the sale force and sales operations has five important dimensions: (1)Allocation
of sales territories. (2) Assignment of Sales quotas. (3) Salesman authority, (4) Routing and
scheduling of Sales personnel and, (5) Evaluation of Sales Performance.

7.17 KEY WORDS:

General Motives: These motives are unlearned but not physiologically based. These
motives include curiosity, manipulation and activity motives and the affection motive.

Secondary Motives: Secondary motives are closely tied to the learning concept. A
motive must be learned in order to be included in the secondary classification. Important among
them are: achievement, affiliation, power, security, status and immediate feedback.
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Non-monetary motivation: Non-monetary motivation may include praise for the work.

participation in management, social recognition etc.,

Monetary motivation: Monetary motivation may include different incentives, wage plans,
productive bonus schemes etc.

Straight Salary Plan: In this plan, a salesman is given a fixed sum as a salary at regular
intervais of say a weak, a fortnight or a month.

--Straight Commission Plan: The straight commission plan incorporates payment of
compensation on the basis of the sales made by each salesman.

Sales Quota: Sales quota is goal in terms quantity given to a sales representative, or a
group of sales representatives over a period of time

7.18 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

1. Define motivation. What is the objective of motivation?

2. What are the types of motives and motivation?

3. What are the steps involved in motivation?

4.' Explain various theories of motivation.

5. Define compensation what the objectives and characteristics of good compensation plan.

6. Explain different types and factors of sales compensation plan.

7. Define controlling. What are the main aspects of control process? o
8. How to control of the sales force and sale operation?
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LESSON - 8

SALES PLANNING, FORECASTING &
BUDGETING

8.0.Objectives:
After studying this lesson you should be able to:

Understand different types of plans.

Evaluate Deferent Methods of Forecasting

Analyze Deferent Types of Budgets.

Structure:
8.1 PlanningDefined

8.2 Advantagesof Planning

8.3 Limitations of Planning

8.4 Typesof Plans

8.5 What is a sales forecast

8.6 Purposesof forecasting.

8.7 Approachesto Salesforecasting.

8.8 Methodsof forecasting.

8.9 Usesof Salesforecasting.

8.10 Roleof Salesforecasting.

8.11 Definition of Budget.
8.12 Difference BetweenBudget,BudgetingandBudgetaryControl.

8.13 Objectivesand functions of Budgeting.

8.14 Essentialsof SuccessfulBudgeting.

8.15 Typesof Budgets.

8.16 Summary

8.17 KeyWords

8.18 SelfAssessmentQuestions

8.19 FurtherReadings.

A - SALES PLANNING
A plan is a blueprint for future action. The success of an action depends on planning. The

sales management should therefore, formulate concrete, useful and effective plans, which should
include objectives, forecasting, budgeting, strategy, programming and controlling. The plan should
be specific and properly classified in relation to time, objectives and budget.
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8.1 PLANNING DEFINED:-
George Terry defines planning as - Planning is the selecting and relating of facts and the

making and using of assumptions regarding the future in the visualization and formulation of
.proposed activities believed necessary to achieve desired results.

Koontz and O'Donnell also describe planning as "the selection from among alternatives
for future courses of action for the enterprise as a whole and each department with it". Thus,
planning involves thinking and analysis of information, arriving at certain assumptions in connection
with what is likely to happen in the future and then formulating the activities required to achieve
desired results or goals or objectives. The planner must be able to look in to the future and
conceptualise the proposed pattern of activities. Planning concerns the future. It has been
established that planning stems from the·sales forecast and the purpose of planning is to allocate
company resources in such a manner as to achieve these anticipated sales.

The purpose of planning may differ from enterprise to enterprise. Some may plan with a
view to achieve a strong and persistent growth, while others may plan in order to increase their
market share, enter into new fields or markets, or make major organizational changes. In some
cases, planning may do just to maintain the present position of the company. Many managers feel
that the purpose of planning is to do business and stay in business. Planning also helps the
managers attain his true status by enabling him to manage his affairs with confidence and provide
dynamic leadership.

8.2 ADVANTAGE S OF PLANNING:-
The following are briefly some of the advantages offered by adequate planning.

Planning increases the organization's ability to adopt to future eventualities.
Planning helps crystallize objectives.
Planning ensures relatedness among decisions.
Planning helps the company to remain more competitive in its industry.
Adequate planning reduces unnecessary pressures ~f immediacy.
Planning reduces mistakes and overslqhts.
Planning ensures a more productive use of the organisation's resources.
Planning makes control easier.
Planning enables the identification of future problems and makes it possible to provide
for such contingencies ..
Planning can help the organization secure a better position or standing.
Planning enables the organization to progress in the manner considered most suitable
by its management.
Planning increases the effectiveness of a manager.

8.3 LIMITATIONS OF PLANNING:-
The following are briefly some of the limitations claimed for planning:

The effectiveness of plans depends upon the correctness of assumptions.
Planning is expensive.
Planning delays actions.
Planning encourages a false sense of security.
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8.4 TYPESOF PLANS:-
There are different ways inwhich plans are classified. For example, plans may be classified

according to the time dimension into (1) short-term plans extending upto one year, (2) medium
term plans of more than one year but less than five years, and, (3) long-term plans of five years or
a longer period.

Plans could also be classified interms of functions like production planning, marketing
planning and so on as against overallcompany planning.

Another way to classify plans is to divide them into - (1) objectives or goals (2) strategies
(3) standards (4) budgets (5) policies (6) procedures (7) programmes (8) rules and (9) methods.
These are now briefly described,below.

(1) Objectives or Goals: - The first and foremost function of sales planning is to determine
the sales objective. An environmental study helps in setting these objectives. The internal as well
as external factors of environment are properly evaluated to find out how far they would assist in
the achievement ,of objectives. The strengths and weaknesses-of the company are assessed to
formulate feasible and useful plans. The objectives should be specific and framed with in the limits
of the corporate objectives. Sales objectives are always subordinate to corporate objectives.

Sales objectives are broken-down in potential targets, territorial goals and departmental
objectives. So that each unit may specifically known its respective targets and goals. Specific and
well-defined objectives can be easily achieved. The channels of distribution, the duties and
responsibilities of the sales force, the need for a sales force, recruitment, training and motivation
and many other functions of the sales management are decided under sales objectives and
planning. Territorial planning and sales force planning are important elements in sales planning
and sales force planning are important elements in sales planning and are properly decided in the
very beginning. The sales manager should formulate meaningful objectives for each territory and'
salesman.

(2) Strategies: - A comprehensive and concrete strategy assists in the achievement of
sales objectives. The sales manager decided the strategy in the light of the suggestions made by
sales representatives and on the recommendations of the top management. The strategy may
determine how to approach the buyer and organize a sates group. It guides the sales persons
how to contact various persons in the buying and selling organizations. Technical salesmen may
approach customers before, during and after the sale. The number and quality of men in the sales
force are decided before a programme of organizational development is launched.

(3) Standards: - A standard is a measure of the level of achievement expected. It is a
model for comparison or evaluation. Standards are therefore very useful in evaluating deviations
from the plan.

(4) Budgets/Budgeting: - The term "budgeting" refers to the inflows and outflows of
resources estimated by planners. Budgeting is confined not only to money, it includes materials,
manpower etc. The "sales budget" refers to the volume of sales to be achieved during a particular
period, viz., a month, a year etc. The actual sales are compared with the budgeted sales to
discover deviations and reasons therefore. Sales expenses llrp. also budgeted to rationalize the
funds allocation. They may be divided into manpower expenses. travel expenses, administrative
expenses and soon. The sales budget may be prepared for each territory, salesman and branch.
Periodical estimates of the sales performance of the budget should be made.
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(5) Policies: - Policies are general statements aimed at guiding thinking whilst making

decisions. They constitute broad boundaries, permitting initiative of the manager to the extent of
interpreting the particular policy, Policies need not necessarily be written as they may be implied
from the past actions of managers. An example of a policy would be that "promotions must be
from within the company or the existing staff'. If such a policy is prescribed, it gives a direction or
guidance for future promotions. Both objectives and policies guide the mental and physical actions
of manager.

(6) Procedures:- A procedure is another kind of plan as it involves a selection and
establishment of a logical series \,,'f tasks within the framework of predetermined policies and
objectives. Procedures are therefore more definite than policies, defining specific activities to be
accomplished towards a predetermined goals. They are generally more numerous at the lower
levels because of the need for greater control.

(7) Programmes/Programming:- The term "programmimg" refers to the specific activities
to be performed by workers in future. It also determines the sequence in which specific activities
will be performed by sales persons. It decided on the resources to be allocated between the sales
force and branch offices. Procedures follow programmimg. Procedures are means and methods
of performing activities. Sales programming is also known as an action plan. Each salesman
decided how to achieve the pre-determined objectives. The programming may consider customer
classification, product line emphasis, sales approach and new designs of sales functions.

(8) Rules:- Rules are also looked upon as plans as they prescribe the course of actions
required. Rules are related to procedures as they guide action but there is no time sequence
attained to them.

(9) Methods:- The method prescribes specifically and in detail how a task is to be done
constituting the best manner of performing such task.

B - FORECASTING
Sales forecasting is done to decide the sales objective and sales process. The volume of

sales, the quality, design of the product are forecast for the total market and for each market. The
sales forecast is made on the basis of records of past years, sales records by territory, local
conditions in each market, information on one's strengths andweaknesses. The data are complied
at the head office, and specific forecasting is done about the sales volume expected. The probable
effects of all the factors are assessed to determine their influence on the sales volume in each
territory.

Salesmen are a very useful source in sales forecasting. They collect all the information
bearing on the customers, competition, potential markets, and products and so on. They base
their forecasts on realistic assumptions and factual information. The sales manager makes the
necessary modifications in the salesmen's forecasts. He prepares a useful and final sales forecast
on the basis of the information and those data.

8.5 WHAT IS A SALES FORECAST
A sales forecast predicts the value of sales over a period of time. It becomes the basis of

marketing mix and sales planning. We now examine the applicability and usefulness of the short
term, medium-term and long-term forecasts in so far as company planners are concerned and
look at each from individual company departmental viewpoints.
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A short-term sales forecast say for a period of one year) when linked to the sales budget

helps in the preparation of an overall budget for the firm as awhole. The short-term sales forecast
in effect also provides the essential financial dimension to sales in terms of expected sales revenue
and expenses required. Also, it helps in assessing the cash inflow and outflow needs and their
sources.

Medium-term sales forecasts have direct implications for planners. They are of most
importance in the area of business budgeting, the starting point for which is the sales forecast.
Thus if the sales forecast is incorrect, then the entire budget is incorrect. If the forecast is over
optimistic, then the company will have unsold stocks which be financed out of working capital. If
the forecast is pessimistic, then the firm may miss out on marketing opportunities because it is not
geared up to produce the extra goods required by the market. This serves to re-emphasize the
point that sales forecasting is the responsibility of the sales manager. Such medium-term forecasts
are normally for one year ahead.

A long-term sales forecast (say for a period of five years or so) on the other hand, focuses
on capital budgeting needs and process of the firm. It provides for changing the marketing strategy
of the firm; if needed, and includes reference to emerging product market needs new market
segments to be catered, review-of distribution network and promotional programmes, organization
of sales force and marketing set up. The long-term sales forecast triggers the task of aligning the
production, procurement, financial and other functional needs of the firm with the finalized sales
forecast.
8.6 PURPOSES OF FORECASTING:-

The purposes of forecasting differ according to types of forecasting such as 1. short-term
forecasting, and 2.long-term forecasting.

(i) Purposes o1'Short-Term Forecasting~

);> Evolving suitable production policy so as to avoid the problem of over-production and the
problem of short-supply. For this purpose, production schedules have to be geared to
expected sales.

y Helping the firm in reducing costs of purchasing raw-materials and controlling inventory.

);> Determining appropriate price policy as to avoid an increase when the market conditions
are expected to be weak and a reduction when the market is going to be strong.

);> Setting sales targets and establishing control and incentives. If targeted are set too high,
they will be discouraging salesmen who fail to achieve them, if set too low, the targets will
prove meaningless.

);> Forecasting short-term financial requirements. Cash requirements depend on sales level
and production operations. Moreover, it takes time to arrange for funds on reasonable
terms. Sales forecasts will therefore, enable arrangement of sufficient funds on reasonable
terms well in advance.
(ii) Purpose of Long-Term Forecasting:

? Planning of a new unit or expansion of an existing unit: It requires an analysis of the long
term demand potential of the products in question. A multi-product firm must ascertain not
only the total demand situation, but also the demand fordifferent items. If a company has
better knowledge than its rivals of the growth trends of the aggregate demand and of the
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distribution of the demand over various products, its competitive position would be much
better.

_);. Planning long-term financia~requirements: Planning for raising funds requires considerable
advance notice, long-term sales forecasts are quite essential to assess long-term financial
requirements.

_);. Planning man-power requirements: Training and personnel development are long-term
proposition taking considerable time to complete. They can be started well in advance only
on the basis of estimates of man-power requirements assessed according to long-term
sales forecasts.

8.7 APPROACHES TO SALES FORECASTING:-
There are two general approaches to sales forecasting at the level of the firm- the break

down approach (also called top down approach) and the market build-up approach.
•:. Breakdown Approach:

Underthis approach, the headof the marketingfunction initiallydevelopsa generaleconomic
and market sales potential for a specific period. The firm's sales potential is then derived from it.
The example of a colour television receiver company developing its sales forecast given in the
beginning of this unit relates to the use of the breakdown approach.

•:. Market Build-Up Approach:-

In this approach the task of sales forecasting begins by first estimating the sales at the
product, product lines customer groups or geographical areas are then aggregated and reviewed
in the light of the firm's objectives, available resources, as well as competitor's activities before
the sales forecast is finalized. The example of leading automobile engine manufacturing company
given in the beginning of this lesson relates to the use of both a break down approach and a
market build-up approach.

While both are approaches have their own usefulness, the breakdown approach is less
time consuming and costly when it can use aggregate data made available by others. It may,
however, lack the advantages of greater realism and reliability which result from the use of market
build-up approach. Combination of both the approaches though time consuming seems ideal
worth the effort expended.

8.8 METHODS OF FORECATING
It should first of all be emphasized that there is no easy method or simple formula which

enables an individual or a business to predict the future with certainly or to escape the hard
process of thinking. Moreover, two dangers must be guarded against. First, one may be blinded
by a mathematical formula. One may be led to believe that it presents an eternal truth and the
whole truth. Though statistical techniques are essential in clarifying relationships and providing
techniques of analysis, they are not substitutes for judgment. The other danger is that we may go
to the opposite extreme and regard forecasting as something to be left to the judgment of the so
called experts. What is needed is some common sense mean between pure guessing and too
much mathematics.

Let us new consider various methods used for preparing the sales forecast. These methods
are commonly grouped into five categories: (1) Executive judgment (2) Surveys (3) Time series
analysts (4) Correlation and Regression methods and (5) Market tests.
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.:. Executive Judgment/Opinion of Executives:
The oldest type of sales forecasting is a broad guess made by executives in charge of

business. One or more top executives forecast future sales based on personal knowledge from
talking to other managed inside and outside the company; through customer's contacts or through
reading published reports relating to national economy anct1naustrial conditions. Although the
forecasts can be made quickly and at little costs, the greatest weakness of these methods is its
subjectivity and hence, the sales estimate lacks scientific validity. It can not give us objective or

unbiased sales estimate .

•:. Customer/User Survey Method:-
A second way of sales forecasting is by surveying the customers, sales force, experts etc.

and ascertaining their predictions. Customer surveys can provide information relating to type and
quantity of products which customers intend purchasing. Sales force surveys can provide estimates
of overall territory off take, company's share and the share of the major competitors. Dealers
survey may also form part of the sales force survey is a firm so desires. Expert surveys provides
sales forecast as the experts and industry consultants look at it. They bring in an outsider's view
to the company's internal forecast and help many a times by adding new dimensions for

consideration of management.

.:. Time Series Analysis:
Using the historical sales data, this method tries to discover a pattern or patterns in the

firms' sales volume over time. The identification of the patterns helps in sales forecasting.

The only variable that the forecaster considers is time. These techniques are relatively
simple to apply, but the danger is that too much emphasis might be placed upon past events to
predict the future. Time series analysis helps locate the trend, seasonal, cyclical and random
factor changes associated with the past sales data. In this way, it improves the production from
the past sales data. In other words, it is not possible to predict down turns or upturns in the market.
unless the forecast to incorporate such a downturn or upturn.

Some of the popular techniques of time series analysis are; (1) moving averages (2)
exponential smoothing (3) time series extrapolation and (4) box-Jenkins technique .

•:. Correlation and Regression Methods;-
When there is a close relationship between sales volume and a well-known economic

indicator or index, we can conduct correlation study. A high correlation means that the extrapolated
index values will indicate future sales volume. The use of regression analysis is done in order to
determine whether any relationship exists between the past sales and changes in one or more
economic, competitive or internal variables to a firm. For instance, political development within
and without the country may affect our sales. Unseasonable weather may affect demand for
seasonal clothing. The accuracy of forecasts made by using correlation and regression methods
is generally better than the other methods. Typical forecasting applications of these methods are
sales forecasts by product class. Though the correlation method helps in identifying the association
between the factors, it does not explain any cause and effect relationship betWeen them.

Some more advances forecasting methods explaining cause-effect relationship besides
regression method include econometric model, input-output model and life-cycle analysis method.
The life-cycle analysis method is used for forecasting of new product's growth rate based on
S-curves. The phases of product acceptance by the various groups of customers such as innovators,
early adopters, early majority, and laggards are central to the analysis.
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•:. Market Testsl Product Testing and Test Marketing:-

This technique is of value for new or modified products for which no previous sales figures
exist and where it is difficult to estimate likely demand. It is therefore prudent to estimate likely
demand for the product by testing it on a sample of the market beforehand. Product testing involves
placing the pre-production model with a sample of potential users beforehand and noting their
reactions to the product over a period of time by asking them to fill in a dairy noting product
deficiencies, how it worked, general reactions etc. The type of products that can be tested in this
manner can range from household durables. However, there is a limit to the number of pre
production items that can be supplied and the technique is really of value in deciding between a
'go' or "no go" decision.

Testmarketing is perhaps of more value for forecasting purposes. Market tests are basically
used for developing one time forecasts particularly relating to new products. A market test provides
data about consumer's actual purchases ands responsiveness to the various elements of the
marketing mix. On the basis of the response received to a sample market test and providing for
the factor of a typical market characteristic as we" as learning from the market test, product sales
forecast is prepared. Substantial fluctuation that one finds in reality from market to market limit the
accuracyof sales forecasts made by this method, unless the market test is desiqned systematically.

•:. Combining Forecasts and Using Judgment:-

Experience bring out that the forecasts resulting from the use of multiple methods in a
combinedway greatly surpass most individual methodsof sales forecasts. Research also supports
the combined use of quantitative and qualitative methods of sales forecasting in a given situation
rather than using either of the two. Application of judgments to quantitatively arrived forecasts
should be done in a structured manner with a view to adding insights and realism to the forecasts
so ~rri.vedat, since a forecast is a prediction and needs the subjective perception too.

Several studies have shown how combining forecasts by using one or the other methods
can improve accuracy of the forecasts. The methods which can be used for combining forecasts
are; (1) a simple average of two or more forecasts and (2) by assigning historical or subjective
weights to such forecasts which more closely reflect the changing reality. In short, being aware of
the changing reality. In short, being aware of the conditions underwhich some forecasting methods
work better than others enables the firm to prepare for different alternative forecasts. Bymonitoring
which alternative works better, the firm can learn to achieve its goals more effectively.

•:. Computerized Sales Forecasting:-

The rapid developments in computer hardware and software has made it possible for
managers to make sophisticated forecasts with the help of computers, The greatest advantage of
this is that managers can introduce subjective inputs into the forecast and immediately teat their
effect.

Specifically, the last few years have seen sophisticated forecasting models being rewritten
using spread sheet software programmes for personal computers. Lotus 1-2-3 and micro cast
programmes are new available at reasonably affordable prices. Developments in the computer
field especially in computer artificial intelligence systems have also enabled the development of
expert systems models i.e., the model that the experts use in making a decision. These are of
great use when judgment is an important part of the forecast. In future, we are going to see
greater use of computers in sales forecasting in India.
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8.9 Uses of Sales Forecasting:-
Sales forecasting is an estimate of sales, in monetary or physical units. for a specified

future period under a chosen marketing plan or programme and under an assumed set of economic
and marketing environmental forces outside the business organization, for which the forecast or
estimate is made. The forecast may be for a specified item of merchandise or for an entire line of
products. Most business forecasts are economic. Sales forecasting is an important branch of
economic forecasting. Estimate of sales revenue has the following uses:

Production planning
Manpower planning
Cash-flow planning
Inventory control
Purchases planning
Capital investment planning
Dividend policies
Pricing policies
Promotion policies
Sales quotas for salesmen and distributors.

In short, entire business is turned to the anticipated sales revenue and patters of expected
sales. When the actual sales turnover approaches very close to the sales forecast, it would mean
that our marketing efforts, production and financial decisions are reallywell planned. Sales forecast
and demand measurement constitute the building blocks of marketing planning. The key figure of
sales forecast is the basis of integrated customer-oriented business planning and corporate
operating plans.

8.10 ROLE OF SALES FORECASTING
There can be no effective business planning without estimates of sales. Sales forecast or

demand forecast is the starting point in customer-oriented business planning. A business once
converted to formal planning, adopts the formulation of the estimate of sales ahead as the first
natural step. Then only it can have the second step, viz., a detailed consideration of what the
customer really wants.

Sales forecasts of present product plus sales estimate of new products indicate a planning
gap when related to provisional sales objectives. The top management will have to devise ways
and means to fill the gap through suitable sales planning or marketing planning.

Sales forecast is the core or keystone of marketing management. On the basis of the
reliable sales forecast, we can, have:

The required number of sales men to achieve our sales objective.
Allocation of sales quota for each salesman
Determination of sales territories
Advertising and sales promotion programme
Scheme of distribution
Fbdngof sales price
Production plan
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Regulating inventories and purchasing
Estimating standard costs
Budgeting and controlling expenses and
Planning requirements.

In fact our entire marketing mix, viz., product, price, promotion and physical distribution
revolves round the sales forecasts. Sales forecasting acts as the basis not only of production
planningand marketing planning but also of financial planning and manpower planning.The master
plan or budget of the company as well as the functional or departmental plan and budget are
ultimately based on sales forecasts.

Sales forecasting is a device by means of which management may integrate its objectives,
its operating programmes, and its targets with potential market opportunity. This is done by
translating the sales forecast into specific profit and sales volume goals to be realized in the given
period. The sales forecast thus becomes a basis for marketing programmes, purchasing plans,
financial budgets, personnel needs, production schedules, plant and equipment needs, expansion
programme and many other aspects of management programming. In short, sales forecasting
acts as an invaluableguide for deciding almost all aspects of the business and has an all pervading
influence.

C - BUDGET/BUDGETING
8.11 Definition of Budget:-

A budget is a plan of action. It is a documentof formal planningand control. It is a quantitative
statement of goals and objectives expressed in monetary terms.

(a) Chartered Institute of management Accountants, London, defines budget as "A plan
quantified in monetary terms, prepared and approved prior to a defined period of time, usually
showing planned income during that period".

(b) The Institute of cost and managementAccountants, Lindon,defines budget as a financial
and lor quantitative statement prepared to definite period of time, of the policy to be pursued
during that period for the purpose of attaining a given objective.

Thus, the essential features of budget are:

It is prepared, generally a in advance of the operations.
It is prepared for a definite future period.
It is expressed in terms of money or quantity or both.

Its purpose,is to attain a given objective.

8.12 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BUDGETS, BUDGETING AND
BUDGETARY CONTROL:-

Rowland and Harry have stated the difference between budgets, budgeting and budgetary
control. According to them, budgets are the individual objectives of a department etc, where as
budgeting may be said to be the act of building budgets.

Budgetary control embraces all and in addition includes the science of planning the budgets
themselves and the utilizationof such budgets to affect an overall management tool for the business
planning & control.
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In the words of Van Sickle, "the budget is the financial pian". Budgetary control results

from the administration of the financial plan.

8.13 OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS OF BUDGETING:-
Budgeting performs a series of functions and achieves a number of objectives. Following

are the principal objectives and functions:
a) To guide action:- Budgeting sets a short-term plan for meeting the objectives of the

business. Budgets represent what a firm expects its operations to be in the future.

b) To co-ordinate different activities:- Budgets are the operating decisions. Production
has to be co-ordinated with sales, and then with purchasing, inventory, finance and other
activities of business. The different budgets force members of the management and other
employees to seek the support of each other.

c) To motivate employees:- Budgetary control sets physical and financial targets to be
achieved for the next year. In most cases, employees are involved in them. As such,
budgeting motivates managers to accomplish the targets.

d) To provide basis for performance evaluation:- After the budget is approved by the
management, it becomes a measuring stick for actual performance. A continuous
comparison is made of actual with budgeted results. It reveals the cause of difference
which is then tracked down. .

e) To implement MBO and MBE:- By comparing actual performance against the planned
one variances are calculated while the targets in budgets act as objectives. budgeting
helps implement the principal of management by objectives (MBO). Similarly variances
also help implement the principal of "management by Exception" (MBE). Only significant
variances are reported to the higher level for investigation. All others are supported to
conform with the plan, and no time and efforts be spent for them.

8.14 ESSENTIALS OF SUCCESSFUL BUDGETING:-
The essentials or pre-requisites for successful budgeting are listed below:

a) Support and involvement of top management- The budget should be sponsored by
-, management and it should have the active andwhole-hearted support of top management.

In other words, management should believe in the efficiency of budget as a tool of effective
management and not as primarily an accounting device.

b) Built-up by responsibility centers: - Forsuccessful budgeting, it is also necessary that
it should be built-up by responsibility centers and should show be built-up by responsibility
centers and should show the controllable costs in each responsible centre.

c) Participation by responsible supervisors;- The responsiblesupervisorsshouldparticipate
in the process of settinq the buC:getfigures and should agree that the budget goals are
responsible. If they are not consulted, their attitude towards the budget is likely to be one
of indifference and resentment. In other words, budget targets should not be imposed by
the management rather they should not be imposed by the management rather they should
emanate from the organization it self.

d) Clear-cut organizational structure:- A successful budgetary programme pre-supposes
a clear allocation of authority, duties and responsibilities in the organization. Everybody in
the organization should know who is responsible to whom.
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e) Continuous budget education: -If the budget is to be effective, all responsiblesupervisors
must be actively interested in it. This requires that the responsible supervisors are aware
of the entire budgeting process. The best way to assure this is a program of continuous
budget education through manuals, meeting, etc., to discuss the preparation of budget
and actual results achieved.

f) Timeliness:- The time period covered by the budget should be related to the necessity for
and the possibility of effective management action.

g) Reasonably attainable targets: - The targets laiddown in the budget should be reasonably
attainable. Too high a target will be frustrating and too low a target will encouragecomplacency.

h) Management by exception (MBE):- In comparing actual performance with budgeted
performance, attention should be focused on significant exceptions _ items that are
significantly different than expected.

i) Through review of budget estimates: - The review of budget estimates by successively
higher levels of management should be through. Casual review is a Signalthat management
is really not much interested in the budget process.

j) Proper Communication: - Final approvalof the budget should be specific and this approval
should be communicated to the organization.An attempt to operate on the doctrine "silence
gives consent" inevitably leads to misunderstanding.

k) Responsibility accounting: - Since budget is based upon historical data and since control
includes the measurement of plans and objectives, the accounting system must be built
up around the responsibility structure of the enterprise comparisons between budgeted
and actual results are meaningless if revenues used in the budget and the accounting
system are not in harmony.

I) Flexible:- It is important that budgeting is flexible rather than static. Instead of basing
budgets on a single fixed level of activity. Again, budget should be revised if marketconditions change.

m) Integration with standard costing system:- For better results, a system of budgetary
control should be used in conjunction with a system of standard costing and varianceanalysis.

8.15 TYPES OF BUDGETS (SCOPE & KINDS OF BUDGETS):-
Budgets can be classified into different categories from different pointsof view.The following

are the most common basis of classification:
(i) According to time
(ii) According to function
(iii) According to flexibility.
(iv) Other Budgets

(i). Classification according to time:-In terms of time, the budget can broadly be classifiedin to three categories.
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a. Long-term budget: - A budget designed for a long period (generally for a period of 5 to

10 years) is termed as a tonq-term.budqet. These budgets are concerned with planning of the
operations of a firm over a considerably long period of time. They are generally prepared in terms
of physical quantities.

b. Short-term budget:- These budgets are designed for a period generally not exceeding
5 years. They are generally prepared in physical as well as in monetary units.

c. Current budgets:- These budgets cover a very short period say a month or a quarter.
They are essentially short-term budgets adjusted to current conditions or prevailing circumstances.

d. Rolling budgets:- Some companies follow the practice of preparing a rolling or
progressive budget. In case of such companies there will always be a budget for a year in advance.
A new budget is prepared after the end of each month/quarter for a full year ahead. The figures for
month or quarter which has rolled down are dropped and the figures for next month or quarter are
added.

For example, if a budget has been prepared for the year 1980, after the expiry of the first
quarter ending 3151 March 1980, a new budget for the full year ending 3151 March 1981, will be
prepared by dropping the figures of the quarter which has rolled down (I,e., quarter ending 3151

march 1980) and adding figures for the new quarter ending 31s1 March 1981. The figures for the
remaining three quarters ending 3151 Dec., 1980, may also be revised, if necessary. This practice
will continue whenever a quarter ends and new quarter begins.

(ii). Classification According to Function:- Budgets can be classified on the basis of
functions they are meant to perform. These budgets are, therefore, also termed as Functional
Budgets. Their number depends on the size and the nature of the business. The following are the
usual Functional Budgets:

a. Sales budget:- The budget forecasts total sales in terms of quantity, value, items,
periods, areas etc.

b. Production Budget:- The budget is based on sales budget. It forecasts quantity of
production in terms of items, periods, areas etc.

c. Cost of production Budget:- The budget forecasts the cost of production. Separate
Budgets are prepared for different elements of costs such as direct material budget,
direct labour budget, factory overheads budget, office overheads budget, selling &
distribution overheads budget etc.

d. Purchase Budget:- The budget forecasts the quantity and of purchases required for
production. It gives quantity-wise, money-wise and period-wise information about the
materials to be purchased.

e. Personnel Budget:- The budget anticipates the quantity of personnel required during
a period for production activity.This may be further spi\lit up between direct and indirect
personnel budgets.

f. Research Budget:- The budget relatesto the researchwork to bedone for improvement
in quality of the products or research for new products.

. g. Capital expenditure Budget:- The budget provides a guidance regarding the amount
of capital that may be required for procurement of capital assets during the budget
period.
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h. Cash Budget:- The budget is a forecast of the cash position by time period for a
specific duration of time. It states the estimated amount of cash receipts and the
estimation of cash payments and the likely balance of cash in hand at the end of
different periods.

i. Master Budgets:- It is a summary budget incorporating all functional budgets in a
capsule form. It interprets different functional budgets and covers within its range the
preparation of projected income statement and projected balance sheet.

(iii). Classification According to Flexibility:-

a. Fixed Budget:- A budget prepared on the basis otstandard or fixed level of activity is
called a fixed budget. If does not change with the change in the level of activity.

b. Flexible Budget:- A budget designed in a manner so as to give budgeted cost of any
level of activity is termed as a flexible budget.

(iv). Other important budgets:-

a. Performance Budget:-

.:. Meaning of performance Budget: Performance Budget involves evaluation the
performance of the organization in the context of both specific as well as overall objectives
of the organization. It presupposes the crystal clarity of organizational objectives in general
and short-term business objectives as stipulated in the budget, in particular, by each
employee of the organization, irrespective of his level. It, thus provides a definite direction
to each employee and also a control mechanism to higher management.

.:. Purposes of performance Budget:- Performance Budgeting requires preparation of
periodic performance reports. Such reports compare budget and actual data and show
any existing variances. There preparation is greatly facilitated if the authority and
responsibility for the incurrence of each cost element is clearly defined within the firms'
organizational structure. In addition, the accounting system should be sufficiently detailed
and coordinated to provide necessary data for reports designed for the particular use of
the individuals or cost centers having primary responsibility for specific cost.

.:. Process of Performance Budgeting:- The responsibility for preparing the performance
budget of each department lies on the respective departmental head. Each department
head will be supplied with a copy the section of the master budget appropriate to his
sphere. For example:

1. The chief buyer will be supplied with the copy of the materials purchase budget so that
he may arrange for purchase of necessary materials.

2. Periodical reports from the carious sections of a department will be received by the
departmental head who will in summary form submit a report about his department to
the budget committee. The report may be daily, weekly, or monthly depending upon
the size of business and the budget period.

3. The purpose of submitting these reports is to convey promptly the information about
the deviations in actual and budgeted activity to the person who has the necessary
authority and responsibility so that hemaytake necessary action to correct anydeviation
from the budget.

,
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b. Zero-Base Budgeting:- Zero-Base Budgeting is a new technique designed to revitalize

budgeting. The technique of ZBB provides a solution for overcoming the limitations of Traditional
budgeting by enabling top management to focus on key areas, alternatives and priorities of action
throughout the organization.

Meaning:- "ZBB is a management tool which provides a systematic method for
evolution all operations and programmes, current or new. allows for budget reduction
and expansion in a rational manner and allows re-allocation of sources from low to
high priority programmes".

Process:-
1. Determination of the objectives of budgeting
2. Determination the extent to which the Zbb is to be introduced.
3. Development of decision units.
4. Development of decision packages.
5. Review and ranking of decision packages.
6. Preparation of budgets.

Advantages:-

1. Allocate resources according to prior of the programmes.
2. Programmes undertaken by the managers.
3. Budgets approved on the basis of cost-benefit analysis.
4. Identifying areas of wasteful expenditure.
5. Budgets links with corporate objectives.

Limitations:-

1. Implementation problems
2. Decision packages formulation problems
3., Ranking process problems
4. Cost problems.

8.16 SUMMARY
A plan is a blueprint for future action. The success of an action depends on planning. The

sales management should therefore, formulate concrete, useful and effective plans. which should
include objectives, forecasting, budgeting, strategy, programming and controlling. The plan should
be specific and properly classified in relation to time, objectives and budget.

The purpose of planning may differ from enterprise to enterprise. The following are briefly
some of the advantages offered by adequate planning. 1) Planning increases the organization's
ability to adopt to future eventualities. 2) Planning helps crystallize objectives. 3) Planningensures
relatedness among decisions. 4) Planning helps the company to remain more competitivein its
industry.5)Adequate planning reduces unnecessary pressures of immediacy.6) Planning reduces
mistakesandoversights. 7) Planningensures amore productiveusoo~~heorganisation'sresources.
8) Planning makes control easier. Planning enables the organization to progress in the manner
considered most suitable by its management. Planning increases the effectiveness of a manager.

The following are briefly some of the limitations claimed for planning: 1)The effectiveness
of plans depends upon the correctness of assumptions. 2) Planning is expensive. 3) Planning
delays actions. 4) Planning encourages a false sense of security.......
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There are different ways inwhich plans are classified. For example, plans may be classified
according to the time dimension into (1) short-term plans extending upto one year, (2) medium
term plans of more than one year but less than five years, and, (3) long-term plans of five years or
a longer period.

Plans could also be classified interms of functions like production planning, marketing
planning and so on as against overall company planning.

Another way to classify plans is to divide them into - (1) objectives or goals (2)
strategies (3) standards (4) budgets (5) policies (6) procedures (7) programmes (8) rules and
(9) methods.

The purposes of forecasting differ according to types of forecasting such as 1. Short-term
forecasting, and 2.long-term forecasting. There are two general approaches to sales forecasting
at the level of the firm- the break down approach (also called top down approach) and the market
build-up approach. Let us new consider various methods used for preparing the sales forecast.
These methods are commonly grouped in to five categories: (1) Executive judgment (2) Surveys
(3) Time series analysis (4) Correlation and Regression methods and (5) Market tests. Most
businessforecasts are economic. Salesforecasting is an important branch of economicforecasting.
Estimate of sales revenue has the following uses: 1) Production planning 2) Manpower planning
3) Cash-flow planning 4) Inventory control 5) Purchases planning etc., Sales forecast is the core
or keystone of marketing management. On the basis of the reliable sales forecast, we can, have:
The required number of sales men to achieve our sales objective. 1)Allocation of sales quota for
each salesman 2) Determination of sales territories 3)Advertising and sales promotion programme

. 4) Scheme of distribution

A budget is a plan of action. It is a document of formal planning and control. It is a
quantitative statement of goals and objectives expressed in monetary terms. The essential
features of budget are: 1) It is prepared, generally a in advance of the operations. 2) It is
prepared for a definite future period. 3) It is expressed in terms of money or quantity or both. 4)
Its purpose is to attain a given objective.

Budgeting performs a series of functions and achieves a number of objectives. Following
are the principal objectives and functions: 1) To guide action 2) To Co-ordinate different activities
3) To motivate employees 4) To provide basis for performance evaluation 5) To implement MBO
and MBE. These essentials or pre-requisites for successful budgeting are listed below: 1)Support
and involvementof top management 2) Built-byresponsibilitycenters 3) Participationby responsible
supervisors 4) Clear-cut organizational structure 5) Continuous budget education etc.,

Budgets can be classified into different categoriesfrom different pointsof view.The following
are the most common basis of classification: (i) According to time (ii) According to function (iii)
According to flexibility. (iv) Other Budgets. In terms of time, the budget can broadly be classified in
to three categories. 1) Long-term budget 2) Short-term budget 3) Rolling budgets 4) Classification
According to Function. Their number depends on the size and the nature of the business. The
following are the usual-functional budgets: 1) Sales budget 2) Production Budget 3) Cost of
Production Budget 4) Purchase Budget 5) Personnel Budget etc.,

8.17 Key Words:
Planning: Planning is the selecting and relating of facts and the making and using of

assumptions regarding the future in the visualizationand formulation of proposed activities believed
necessary to achieve desired results.
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Budget:: A budget is a plan of action. It is a document of formal planning and control. It is

a quantitative statement of goals and objectives expressed in monetary terms.
Budgeting: Budgeting may be said to be the act of building budgets.

Budgetary control: Budgetary control embraces all and in addition includes the science
of planning the budgets themselves and the utilization of such budgets to affect an overall
management tool for the business planning & control.

Manag~ent by exception (MBE): In comparing actual performance with budgeted
performance, attention should be focused on significant exceptions - items that are significantly
different than expected.

Cash Budget: The budget is a forecast of the cash position by time period for a specific
durationof time. It states the estimated amountof cash receiptsand the estimationof cashpayments
and the likely balance of cash in hand at the end of different periods.

Master Budgets: It is a summary budget incorporating all functional budgets in a capsule
form. It interpretsdifferent functional budgets andcoverswithin its range the preparationof projected
income statement and projected balance sheet.

Zero-Base Budgeting: "ZBB is a management tool which provides a systematic method
for evolution all operations and programmes, current or new, allows for budget reduction and
expansion in a rational manner and allows re-allocation of sources from low to high priority
programmes".

8.18 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:
1. Define Planning? What are the Advantages and Limitations of Planning?
2. Discuss various types of plans.
3. Wh~t is a sales forecast? Discuss various approaches of the sales forecasting?
4. What is the role of sales forecasting?
5. What are the uses of sales forecasting?
6. Distinguish among budgets, budgeting and budgetary control?
7. What are the objectives and functions of budgeting?
8. What are the pre - requisites for successful budgeting?
9. Discus various budget on the basis of the function?
10.Whfit is the importance of Zero Base budgeting?
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LESSON-9

Sales Organisation

9.0. OBJECTIVES :

After studying this lesson you should be able to:

Understand the functions of sales of organization.
Analyzing organizing the field force.

Evaluate deferent types of Sales organization

STRUCTURE:

9.1 Introduction
9.2 Sales Organisation
9.3 Importance of Sales Organisation
9.4 Functions of Sales Organisation
9.5 Kinds of Sales Manager
9.6 Purposes of Sales Organisation
9.7 Types of Sales Organisation
9.8 Organising the Field Force
9.9 Summary
9.10 Key wards
9.11 Self Assessment Questions
9.12 Further Readings

9.1 INTRODUCTION:

Production, Finance and marketing are the most basic functions in every business firm.
Marketing is an important function in every firm, irrespective of whether it is marketing a product
or a service. Broadly speaking, marketing is concern with all aspects of the product, pricing,
promotion and distribution. In the functional organization, various functions performed as part of
the overall marketing function are the basis for organizing the marketing setup. Each function is
assigned to a specialist who reports to the marketing manager. The most common functions in
marketing are:

.:. Sales

.:. Distribution

.:. AdvertiSing and sales Promotion

.:. Marketing research
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•:. Marketing information system
.:. Dealer Development
.:. Customer service
.:. New product Development
.:. Marketing Planning.

The Sales function is performed by a team of sales peoplewho are responsible for actually
selling the product or service. The product may be sold directly to the actual customers and this is
known as direct sales. Or else the product may be sold to distributors, wholesalers, retailers or
other middlemen who in turn sell to the actual customers. This is known as direct selling. A firm
may sell either directly or indirectly or use a combination. There are three basic methods in which
the salesforce may be organized: Geographic division, Productdivision and Customeror marketing
channel division.

9.2 SALES ORGANISATION:- .
A good sales organization is a foundation for effective execution of sales policy and sales

programme. A sales organization must be planned in detail and all activities should be well co
ordinate and integrated to secure united efforts and maximum efficiency. A sales organization is
the medium to execute a sales plan.

Sales organization is used to stain the qualitative and quantitative objectives of personal
splling. These objectives are related to sales volume, profitability and market share. Sales
o ganization is used not only to achieve the present objectives, but also to attain a particular future
P osition. Sales organization is a second priority when a typical company starts its operations. It
first concentrates on the production and financial aspects. As it evolves it keeps on evolving the
production and finance departments, but somehow tends to overlook the sales function. It is kept
constant without much alternation as the company evolves. What changes is the selling style and
the size of the sales force. Sales organization must be adapted to the changing environment.

Sales and marketing may continue to be organized as two separate departments and
there may be frequent clashes between the two. The sales department may feel that its existence
is being threatened by the marketing department which has grand designs for its takeover. The
marketingdepartment, in its placemay feel that the sales peopleare unnecessarilyputtingobstacles
in the way of integrating all the marketing activities including sales. The root cause of all such
conflicts is the lack of understanding that sales is a part and parcel of marketing and needs the
support of other departments to be truly effective.

Sales organization is the counterpart of factory. Just as the factory produces goods on a
mass scale. In the same manner, the sales department with the help of salesmanship, advertising
and sales promotion, produces mass markets and brings about mass distribution through multiple
channels of distribution. In a good sales organization, all departments are carefully planned. There
is adequate coordination among all the departments. Each department or section should be self
containedand there should not be overlappingof functions. Divisionof labour and properdelegation
of authority create a sound sales organization. At the top, we have a general sales manager, the
chief executive of the sales organization in charge of planning, organizing, directing and controlling
all the activities relating to the selling function. Hemay have an assistant sales manager to relieve
him of some of his responsibilities which can be delegated to his deputy.

,
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9.3 IMPORTANCE OF SALES ORGANISATION:-

The sales manager is responsible for coordinating and controlling all the activities of the
department with the help of competent executives.

A sales organization is like a power station sending out energy which is devoted to the
advertising and selling of particular lines and there is tremendous loss of energy between the
powerstationand pointswhere it reachesthe consumers.Therefore, there arises thegreat necessity
of planning, organizing and controlling all sales efforts through a sound sales organization to
prevent wastage in distribution.

Sales manager must be skilled in planning, organizing, co-ordinating and controlling all
sales operations and must assure the optimum contribution of personal selling efforts to the overall
marketing objectives of the company.

9.4 FUNCTIONS OF SALES ORGANISATION:-

The basic function of sales organization can be categorized into three groups.
1. Administrative functions
2. Operating functions
3. Staff functions.

1. Administrative Functions: The administrative functions of sales organization are:

Sales policies

.Sales planning
Sales programme
Evaluation of performance
Controlling cost
Direction and motivation
Dealer relations
Co-ordination and communication

2. Operating Functions: The operating functions of sales organizations are included:

Recruitment
Selection
Training
Routing
Controlling
Equipping and leading
Supervising
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Evaluating sale quotas
Sales territories
Physical distribution problems
Coordinating sales and advertising.

3. Staff Functions: The following are the staff functions of sales organization specialist
actl,1gas guides and advisers:

Marketing research
Advertising
Sales promotion
Merchandising and product development
Sales analysis
Dealer relations
Sales personnel
Transportation and warehousing problems
Sales planning programming
Counseling to sales people.

9.5 KINDS OF SALES MANAGER:-

1. The administrative sales manager:- He is just like marketing manager. In a larger
company, a sales organization usually has an administrative sales manager. He has to develop
the structure of the sales organizations lay down procedures and policies, direct the staff, hold
sales meetings, coordinate marketing with other company activities. He is also responsible for
planning and control of all marketing activities.

2.The operating of field sales manager:- He is linemanager reportingdirectlyto marketing
manager or administrative sales manager. He is responsible for management and development
of sales personnel. He has to execute the sales plan. A successful salesman usually becomes a
field sales manager. He looks after recruitment, selection, training, supervision, evaluation and
control of sales force.

In a small firm, we have a sales manager who looks after both administrative (planning) as
well as operating (doing) duties and responsibilities.

9.6. PURPOSES OF SALES ORGANISATION:-

Good organization avoids overlapping of wok load and wastage of efforts. It also avoids
the friction involved, and results in organizational cooperation. As in any organization, there are
informal groupings in a formal sales organization. These should be used strategically for the
benefit of the formal organization. .

1. Sales organization allows delegation of authority and assignment of responsibility.
Specialized tasks are performed by persons best suited to do so.

2. Sales organization is used to achieve coordination and balance. These should be team
work. Motivation to strive towards the common goal in the individuals also enables coordinated
functioning.

•
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3. In a sales organization the authority flows from the top down to the field level salesmen.

• The reporting is upwards. This is essentially a line structure. In line structure, there is unity of
command - One subordinate report to one boss only. In a growing organization however, there is
a need to have functional specialists like distribution manager, logistics manager, marketing research f.
manager, product manager and promotion manager.

4. A good sales organization economizes on executive time. Top executives manage by
exception. In a good organization, the proper span of control is expected. A large span is possible
when the coordinator is having skills to co-ordinate such a large number. Lower level sales
executives have a larger span. Higher level executives have to devote time to planning and
conceptualization. The spans are therefore, kept narrow.The span also depends upon the abilities
of the subordinates. Structured tasks enable a wider span. Concentration of subordinates one
location also enables us to have a wider span. Good communication system allows us to widen
the span.

9.7 . TYPES OF SALES ORGANISATION:-

1. Line sales organization: Mostly sales is a line function. There is a chain of command
running from the top sales executive down to the level of a sales representative. The executive
here enjoys line authority over subordinates. The subordinates are accountable to their immediate
superiors. There is a vertical line of command. All functions are therefore autonomous in respect
of their work on the same level.

Vice President (Pharma)

Marketing Manger (West)

I
Marketing Manger (North)

Regional/Area Sales Manager

Sales Executive Marketing Executive

Field Sales Officer

I
MR

Fig : 24.1 : Line Sales Organisation
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2. Line and staff sales organization: Here diversified product range is sold. The
organization has grown too. The line executive needs staff/advising assistance. The advisors are
competent experts in their own field, e.g. sales training, sales analysis/planning, sales promotion,
marketing research etc. These experts do not have line authority or command the subordinates.
They just provide competent advice to the line executives. The line gets unburdened to some
extent. The line executives leave complicated problems at the door of staff specialists for solution.
Even planning activity can be shared. There is a problem of co-ordination in this type of structure.
There are sometimes problems of inter-personal conflict between line and staff.

Line executives are in command, and have power. Staff does not enjoy the power
to command. They may become back room boys. However, the staff does not have to share the
responsibility for results. These problems can be minimized by properly allocated the work load
between them, and a sense of mutual respect and understanding.

Marketing Manager

.....~

Fig. 24.2 Line and Staff Structure

3. Functional sales organization:-

In industrial selling, companies sometimes separate their sales forces into
development and maintenance sales teams. The development sales people are highly trained in
handling very technical new products. They will spend considerable time over coming commercial,
technical and installation problems for new customers.

A major reason why companies have moved to a development/maintenance structure is
the belief that one of the causes of new-product failure is the inadequacy of the sales force to
introducethe product. Perhaps the cause of this failure is the psychological block each salesperson
faces interms of possible future problems with the buyer-seller relationship if the product does not
meet expectations. Because of this, the salesperson is likely to doubt the wisdom of giving an
unproven product his/her unqualified support. Employment of a development sales team can
reduce this problem, although it is often only large companies which can afford such a team. Its
use can provide other advantages, including clarity of purpose, effective presentation and reliable
feedback from the marketplace. Some pharmaceutical companies use this form of sales force
organization.
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General Manager Sales

Manager
Sales

Planning
Coordination

Manager Manager
Training Territory
Development

Manager Manager
SP Distribution

Manager
Institutional

Relations

SR SR SR SR SR SR

Fig: 24.3 Functional Sales Organization

9.8. ORGANISING THE FIELD FORCE:-

There are several ways to organize the sales representatives - on the basis of products,
on the basis of customers and, on the basis of geographical territories.

1. Geographic organization:-_It is the most extensively used methods. An advantage of
this form of organization is its simplicity. Each salesperson is assigned a specific geographic area.
These activities are kept limited to that area.. The organization is in a better position to respond to
local needs. This organization is flat (rather than tali), and there is a short-line of communication.
Proper routingmakes travel planseasier.However,administrativeburdenof offices and coordination
are problems. This type is suitable when the line is limited.

A potential weakness of the geographical structure is that the salesperson is required to
sell the full range of the company's products. They may be very different technically and sell in to
a number of diverse markets. In such a situation it may be unreasonable to expect the salesperson
to have the required depth of technical knowledge for each product and be conversant with the full
range of potential applications within each market. This expertise can only be developed if the
sales person to have the required depth of technical knowledgefor each product and be conversant
with the full range of potential applications within each market. This expertise can only developed
if the sales person is given a more specialized role.A further related dis advantages of this method
is that, according to Moss, salespeople in discrete geographical territories, covering all types of
customer, are relativelyweak in interpreting buyer behaviour patterns and reporting about changes
in the operational circumstances of customers compared with salespeople organized along more
specialized lines.
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SRs

Fig: 24.4: Geographic Organisation

2. Product organization:- When a firm has a wide range of products, each significantly
different from the other in terms of its physical or technical characteristics, the sale force is
usually organized around each distinct product or product group. The basis for differentiating the
products may be the technical process involved or the customer characteristics so that the sales
man specialized knowledge of technology or the customers can be efficiently used. Thus there is
a separate sales force for each product. Johnson and Johnson Ltd., In India markets a range of
baby care products soap, cream, oil, lotion and a range are marked by two separate divisions
each having its own sales force.

Sales Manager: (All India)

I
Regional Manager (South)

SRs for
Medical
Instrunients

SRs for SRs for SRs for SRs for
Diagnostic Pharma bulk Home
equipment ceuticals drugs remedies

Fig: 24.5: Product Organization

»>
insecticides

SRs for

3. Customer, organization:- Another basis for organizing the sales force is different
customer groups served or the marketing channel used to reach the customers. A company
marketing television sets has two distinct sales teams. One team serves the distributor andwhole
saleswhile the other team isengaged in sellingto institutionssuch as hotels, schoolsand universities·
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which buy in large numbers. The company finds it useful to have this distinction because the
methods and channels used for selling to these two customer groups are totally different. Many
companies also find it useful to have separate sales teams to sell to the private sector and to the
public sector and government bodies.

Sales Mana,er: All India

Regionat Manager

Sales Manager Sales Manager Sales Manager
I

Sales Manager
Medical Clinical Hospitals linstitutional Exports Agro

Account Account Account

Manager Manager Manager

Fig: 24.7: Customer organisation

4. Combining more than one basis of organization:- Most companies use a combination
of the above to divide the line authority. The selling task is sub-divided to permit greater
specialization. Mostly, all large companies have geographic sub-division. In addition, there can
either be product-type or customer-type system. To signify greater emphasis of geographical
differences, the primary sub-division at the top is geographic, with product or customer type
system at the lower level. In case we want to underplay the geographic differences, we can have
product or customer type system at the top and geographic sub division at the lower level. The
most important factor in marketing is the primary basis for SUb-divisionat the top, and the lesser
factors account for further sub-division down below.

5. Centralization· vs. Decentralization: In a highly centralized organization, the sales
function and the tasks associated with it are managed from corporate head quarters. In a
decentralized organization, field sales managers mostly do recruitment, training, evaluation and
compensation of sales representatives. The degree of centralization and decentralization depend
upon the size of operation, effectiveness and competitive necessity. In a growing organization,
there is a tendency to decentralize. Medium-sized firms have both centralized and decentralized
portions computeriiation and IT has recently led to some amount of centralization.
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9.9 Summary:
Sales Orqanisation

A good sales organization is a foundation for effective execution of sales policy and sales
programme. A sales organization must be p.anned in detail and all activities should be well co
ordinate and integrated to secure united efforts and maximum efficiency. A sales organization is
the medium to execute a sales plan.

Sales organization is the counterpart of factory. Just as the factory produces goods on a
mass scale. In the same manner, the sales department with the help of salesmanship, advertising
and sales promotion, produces mass markets and brings about mass distribution through multiple
channels of distribution. In a good sales organization, all departments are carefully planned. There
is adequate coordination among all the departments. Each department or section should be self
containedand there should not be overlappingof functions. Divisionof labour and properdelegation
of authority create a sound sales organization.

Sales manager must be skilled in planning, organizing, co-ordinating and controlling all
sales operations and must assure the optimum contribution of personal selling efforts to the overall
marketing objectives of the company.

The basic function of sales organization can be categorized into three groups. 1)
Administrative functions 2) Operating functions 3) Staff functions.

Good organization avoids overlapping of wok load and wastage of efforts. It also avoids
the friction involved, and results in organizational cooperation. As in any organization, there are
informal groupings in a formal sales organization. These should be used strategically for the
benefit of the formal organization.

Types of Sales Organization such as : 1) Line sales organization 2) Line and staff sales
organization 3) Functional sales organization.

There are several ways to organize the sales representatives - on the basis of products,
on the basis of customers and products, on the basis of geographical territories.

9.10 Key Words:

Sales Organization: A good sales organization is a foundation for effective execution of
sales policy and sales programme. A sales organization must be planned in detail and all activities
snould be well co-ordinate and integrated to secure united efforts and maximum efficiency. A
sales organization is the medium to execute a sales plan.

Line sales organization: Mostly sales is a line function. There is a chain of command
running from the top sales executive down to the level of a sales representative. The executive
here enjoys line authority over subordinates. The subordinates are accountable to their immediate
superiors. There is a vertical line of command. All functions are therefore autonomous in respect
of their work on the same level.

Functional sales organization: In industrial selling, .companies sometimes separate
their sales forces into development and maintenance sales teams. The development sales people
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are highly trained in handling very technical new products. They will spend considerable time over
coming commercial, technical and installation problems for new customers.

Product organization:- When a firm has a wide range of products, each significantly
different from the other in terms of its physical or technical characteristics, the sale force is
usually organized around each distinct product or product group.

9.11 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What is the importance of sales organization? Discuss various functions of organization.

2. Discuss various types of sales organization.

3. What are the ways to organize the sales representatives?

4. What is the purpose of sales organization?

9.12 Further Readings:

1. Marketing Management, SA. Sherlekar, Himalaya Publishing House, New Delhi.

2. Sales Promotion and Advertising management, MN. Mishra, Himalaya Publishing House,
Hyderabad.

3. Sales and Distribution Management, NG Nair and Latha Nair, Himalaya Publishing House,
Hyderabad, 2003.

4. Advertising, Sales and promotion management, S.A. Chunawalla, Himalaya Publishing
House, 2005.

Dr. B. Krishna
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Lesson-10

SALES AND COST ANALYSIS

10.0 Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to enable you to:

.:. Describe the importance of sales analysis and cost analysis.
•:. Discuss the techniques of sales and cost analysis.
•:. To determine relative profitability of particular aspects of sales operations .
•:. Toscan the personal- selling operations for opportunities to exploit strength and overcome

weakness.

Structure:-
10.1 Introduction
10.2 Purpose of Sales Control
10.3 Sales Control Systems
10.4 Methods of Sales Control
10.5 Summary
10.6 KeyWords
10.7 Self Assessment
10.8 Further Readings.

10.1 Introduction

Sales executives are responsible for many activities. They'participate in setting selling and
profit objectives, formulating sales-related- marketing policies, and designing personal-selling
strategies. They build and develop a sales organization to carry the sales program into effect.
They integrate the sales organization with the distributive network and other company marketing
units such as advertising, sales promotion, and physical distribution. .

Appropriately designed and skillfully implementedcontrolmechanisms increasethe chances
that the sales organization will focus upon achieving selling and profit objectives. The sales budget
is the key control mechanism, and quotas (sales volume, profit, activity), properly set and
administered, stimulate sales personnel to achieve sales and profit objectives. In setting up sales
territories, management makes the control of sales operations more effective.

Still other control mechanisms contribute to the effectiveness of the personal-selling effort.
Among these are the sales audit, sales analysis, and cost analysis. These control mechanisms
help sales executives to monitor profitability of the operation.
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10.2 Purpose of Sales Control

By comparing the actual sales results with the objectives set and diagnosing the cause for
the variance between the two, sales control assists the sales manager:

.:. to initiate remedial steps,

.:. to revise the sales policy and strategies fallowed,

.:. to implement steps for improving the productivity of sales force

.:. to improve the quality of target seething, sales planning and budgeting functions and

.:. to increase sales profitability.

10.3 Sales Control System

A sales control system can be set up by a firm by instituting action on the following five
steps:

Setting retailed objectives (at least around key result areas)
.0.

Establishing standards for appraising performance
.0.

Gathering information on actual sales activities and results
.0.

Comparing of actual results with established standards
.0.

Taking remedial action (need based)

The existence of comprehensive sales information system in the firm is a prerequisite for
an effective sales control system. Such an information system can be built by regular recording
sales by unit, by value, by customer, by sales person, by territory, by distribution outlet, by cash or
credit. In addition to invoice, other important information sources including despatch notes, credit
notes, customer call reports, daily activity ( and time spent) reports, journey plan, sales quotation
slips, sales expense forms, discount and allowance records, customers complaints, warrant claims
settled, market intelligence including sales promotion special reports sent by sales person. In
short, only comprehensive sales information system can lead to timely and meaningful sales
control.

10.4 Methods of Sales Control:

Three most commonly used methods of sales controls are:
1. Sales Audit 2. Sales Analysis 3. Marketing Cost Analysis. These methods are discussed below;

10.4.1 The sales audit
A sales audit is a systematic and comprehensive appraisal of the total selling operation. It

appraises integrationof the individual inputsto the personalsellingeffort and identifiesandevaluates
assumptions underlying the sales operation. More specifically,a sales audit is a systematic, critical,
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and unbiased review and appraisal of the basic objectives and policies of selling function and of
the organization, methods, procedures, and personnel employed to implement those policies and
achieve those objectives.

Proponents of the sales audit stress the importance of focusing on overall selling strategy
and methods for implementing it rather than examining individual components piecemeal. A
sales audit uncovers opportunities for improving the effectiveness of the sales organization. An
audit identifies strengths and weaknesses- strengths have potential for exploitation, weaknesses
have potential for improvements. While "audit" implies an after-the-fact evaluation (a carry-over
from financial usage), a sales audit provides information useful for planning sales strategy.

Sales audits have no standardized formats. Each company designs a sales audit to fit its
needs. Every sales audit examines the following aspects of selling operations:

Appropriateness of selling function objections
Role of the selling function in the promotion mix and sales marketing integrations.
Organisation and work norms of the sales force and its size.
Basis of sales quota, sales budget, territory allocation and their market need suitability.
Quality of sales force, appraisal criteria, and training and development of sales personnel.
Sales planning and control system.
Commercial procedures and sales promotion methods used. Etc.,

Sales management audit is relatively a new technique of sales management control. Its
conduct and format yet to be standardized and so is its coverage. From the limited experiences it
is felt that if conducted by outside professionals it benefits the company immensely. In the case of
a leading consumer desirable company this audit inter alias resulted in the re-organigation of its
sales department from the functional system to product manager system, as also a change in its
selling system from selling through distribution to retailers. This change carried out five years ago
has improved the market share as well as profitability of the company.

10.4.2 Sales Analysis:

Sales analysis is a detailed study of sales volume performance to detect strengths and
weaknesses. If sales management depends solely on summary sales data it has noway to evaluate
its own activities and those of the sales force. The fact that sales increased by two percent over
last year but profit decreased by one percent would be a cause for concern but of no help in
determining how to reverse the profit decline. Sales analysis provides additional information, for
example, that the increased sales volume came from products carrying a lower-than- average
gross margin.

.
Through sales analyses, management seeks insights on strong andweak territories, high-

volume and low-volume products, and the types of customers providing satisfactory and
unsatisfactory sales volume. Sales analysis uncovers details that otherwise lie hidden in the sales
records. It provides information that management needs to allocate sales efforts effectively.

Allocation of Sales Effort:
In most businesses, a small percentage of the territories, customers, products, or orders

bring in a high percentage of the sales; conversely,a large percentage of the territories, customers,
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,', product, or orders brings in a low percentage of the sales. A sales executive for a carpet
manufacturing firm, for example, found that 80 percent of the customers accounted for only 15
percent of the sales. Comparable situations exist in most companies. These are examples of the
"iceberg principle" - only a small part of the total situation is above the surface and known whtle
the submerged part is beneath the surface and unknown. Sales analysis detects such situations,
alerting management to opportunities for improving operations.

Iceberg-type sales patterns do not alwaysmean unprofitable operations, but they frequently
result in profits lower than necessary. Why? Simply because sales efforts, and hence selling
expenses, ordinarily are divided on the basis of customers, territories, orders, and so forth, rather
than on the basis of sales potentials or actual sales. It usually costs as much to maintain sales
personnel in poor territories as in good ones, almost as much to promote a slow-selling product as
one that sells "like hotcakes". It costs as much to have sales personnel call on customers who give
small orders as on those who place large orders. Commonly,a large proportion of the total spending
for personal-selling efforts brings in a small proportion of the total sales and profits. Sales analysis
detects these situations.

Data for Sales Analysis:-

Companies vary in the data they have available for sales analyses. At one extreme, some
have no data other than the accounting system records as sales are made, and, of course, copies
of sales invoices. At the opposite extreme, some maintain detailed sales records and have data
readily available for use in making all types of analysis.

The original sources of data for sales analysis atre the sale~ invoices. In a companywith a
good information system, detailed data from sales invoices are trahsferred to computer tapes or
data-processing cards. The information on each transaction identifies the customer ( name,
geographical location, and so on) the sales person ( name, territory, and so forth) and includes
such sales data as order date, products sold and quantities, price per unit, total rupee sales per
product, and total order amount. With informationstored in this detail, sales analysesare performed
quickly and at low cost.

Illustrative Sales Analysis:-

The southeastern sales manager of a carpet manufacturing firm has just learned that the
region did not reach its quota for the second quarter. The region did cot miss by far, achieving
nearly 97 percent of its quota. However, the sales manager would like more details: Where did we
fall down? Are we universally missing the target? Are there any bright spots?

Consequently, the sales manager asks for a sales analysis of the southeastern region by
sales areas. Figure 10.1 shows this analysis.
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Southeastern Region, Second Quarter

O's)(In. Rs. 00
Sales Area Quota Actual +/-% of Quota

Andhra Pradesh 3,400 3,640 +240 107.1
Tamilnadu 3,300 2,960 -340 89.7
Karnataka 2,700 2,830 +130 104.8
Kerala 2,500 2,100 -400 84.0

........ ....... ....... .............

Total SE Region 11,900 11,530 - 370 96.9

The sales manager wants more details about the Tamilnadu and Kerala
situations. It is decided to probe the Kerala sales area first, as it had a sales deficit of Rs. 4,
00,000, greater than the deficit for the entire region (Rs. 3, 70,000). The first sales analysis
furnished details on the four members of the sales force assigned to the Kerala area (see
Figure 10.2). Edwards and Emanuel are responsible for the area's poor quota performance.

Figure 10.2: Sales Analysis by Sales Personnel Rupee Sales,
Kerala Area, Second Quarter

(In. Rs. OOO's)

Salesperson Quota Actual +/- % of Quota

Sk. Arief ·750 770 +20 103.7
D. Samuelson 660 665 +5 100.8
H. Edwards 650 410 -240 63.1
R. Emanuel 440 255 -185 58.0

......... ......... ......... ..........

Total N.O. Area 2,500 2,100 400 84.0

Edwards missed the mark by the largest amount (though Edwards'
performance against quota was better the Emanuel), so the sales manager next asks for a
breakdown (sales analysis) of Edwards' sales by class of account (A= large accounts, B=
medium-sized accounts, and C= small accounts). Figure 10.3 shows this sales analysis.
Edwards' sales performance by class of account indicates the most success in selling smaller
accounts, but across the board it has been below par.



Figure 10.3: Sales Analysis by Class of Account Rupee Sales,
Salesperson H. Edwards, Second Quarter

(In. Rs. OOO's)

Class of Account Quota Actual +/- % of Quota

A 350 210 -140 60.0
B 150 95 - 55 63.3
C 150 105 - 45 70.0........ ....... ........ ........Total 650 410 - 240 63.1

The sales manager next asks for a sales analysis of Edwards' sales by
product line. Figure 10.4 shows this analysis. Edwards has poor performance in the Deluxe and
Standard lines, but goes over quota in the Economy line.

Purposes of Sales Analyses:

Sales analysis detects sales strengths and weaknesses, and each type of sales analyses
sheds light on a different aspect. Analysis of sales territories answers how much is being sold

Figure 10.4: Sales Analysis by Product Line Rupee Sales,
Salesperson H. Edwards, Second Quarter

Class of Account Quota Actual +/- % of Quota

Deluxe 240 105 -135 43.8Standard 300 150 - 150 50.0Economy 100 155 +45 140.9

........ ........ ........ ..............
Total 650 410 - 240 63.1

(In. Rs. OOO's)

where. Analysis of sales by products answers how much of what is being sold. Analysis of sales
by customers answers who is buying how much. All sales analyses relate to how much is being
sold, but each answers the question in a different way. Sales analyses identify different aspects of
sales strengths and weaknesses, but they cannot explain why strengths and weaknesses exist.
Answering the "why" question is up to sales management.

Sales analysis answered four of the sales manager's questions. First, it revealed sales
areaswith good (Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka) and poor (Tamilnaduand Kerala) performances.
Second, it showed that salespersons Arief and Samuelson were above quota, while Edwards and
Emanuel were below. Third, it indicated that Edwards' performance improved as accounts got
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smaller, but was unsatisfactory with all sizes of accounts. Fourth, it showed that Edwards'
performance was unsatisfactory in selling the Deluxe and Standard lines and above par in selling
the Economy line. The sales manager, in other words, learnedwhere sales were weak and strong,
which salespersonswere performing above or belowquota, which classes of accountswere buying,
and which products were being sold. No "why" questions were answered. It is up to management
to explain why, training salespersons to sell balanced sales mixtures, sales compensation, and
sales support (for example, local advertising, sales promotional pieces, and dealer incentive
campaigns).

10.4.3Marketing Cost Analysis:
Marketingcot analysis analyses sales volume and sellingexpenses to determinethe relative

profitability of particular aspects of sales operations. The first step in marketing cost analysis is
sales analysisbyterritories, sales personnel,products,class of account, and size of order,marketing
channels, and other categories. Having brokendown sales volume, for instance, by sales territories,
the next step is to break down and assign selling expenses by sales territories. The outcome
indicates relative profitability of the sales territories. Marketing cost analysis searches for ways to
improve profit performance through exposing relative strengths and weaknesses.

Usefulness of Marketing cost Analysis:

Successful conduct of Marketing cost analysis benefit the sales manager in ascertaining
relative cost and profitability of sales operations, profitable, not so profitable and not profitable
territories, products, pack size, market segment and distribution channels, minimum order level
quantities, productivity of sales persons profitability of different sales promotion techniques, and
profitability of different marketing mix programmes.

Marketing Cost Analysis Techniques:-

1. Classifying selling expenses: Marketing cost analysis requires the classification of selling
expenses as either separable (direct) or common (indirect). A separable expense is one traceable
to individual sales personnel, sales territories, customers, marketing channels, products, or the
like. A common expense is one that is not traceable to specific sales personnel, sales territories,
customers, marketing channels, products, or the like.

Whether a given expense is a separable or common expense may depend on company
policies or aspects of the operation under study. If sales personnel are paid salaries, for example,
the outlay for salaries is a common expense as far as selling individual products is concerned. But
if sales personnel are paid commissions, sales commissions are a separable expense of selling
individual products and of selling particular categories of account or individual customers.

2. Converting accounting expense data to activity expense groups:- Conventional accounting
systems record expenses according to their immediate purpose. For instance, typical account
titles include sales salaries, sales commissions, sales travel expense, branch sales office rent,
advertising expense, general selling expense, general and administrative expenses, and bad
debt expense. In marketing cost analysis, accounting expense data are converted into activity
expensegroups, for instance, all the expenses relatedto field sales operations are groupedtogether
( including sales salaries, sales commissions, sales travel expense, and branch sales office rent)
to determine total expense for this activity.
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3. Bases for allocating common expenses: - Selectionof bases for allocating common expenses
is troublesome. In contrast to the analysis of production costs, where a single allocation basis,
such as number of machine hours, is used for allocating all manufacturing expenses, some forms
of marketing cost analysis require the allocation of selling and marketing expenses on several
bases.

Allocation bases are factors that measure variability in the activities for which specific
expenses are incurred. Allocation bases permit logical assignment of portions of common expense
items to particular aspects of sales operations. Some expenses, such as credit and collection
expenses, can be allocated according to a logical base in any type of marketing cost analysis. But
other expenses, such as sales salaries, can be allocated to sales territories or to customers but
not usually to products, unless available data show the allocation of sales time among different
products.

For most marketing cost analyses, no attempt is made to allocate all common expenses,
only those that can be allocated on logical bases. Marketing cost analyses determine relative
profitability, not profitability, of particular aspects of sales operations. There is no need to allocate
all common costs.

4. Contribution margin:- Because marketing cost analyses focus upon separable expenses and
those common expenses allocatable on logical bases, relative profitability is measured as a
contribution margin. By definition, contribution margin= net sales- cost of goods sold-(separable
expenses + common expenses allocatable on logical bases). Put differently, contribution margin
is the rupee amount available to cover unallocated common expenses and profit (if any).

Marketing Cost Analysis-An Illustration

The ABC Company prepared monthly and annual Salesperson Performance Reports for
each of its twelve salespersons. The annual performance reports for two salespersons- Santi
Kumar and Raghu- are shown in Figure 10.5. The Company classified its twelve sales territories
into three types (A,B and C), according to characteristics such as travel required, customer
demographics, and product prices. A territory budget was formulated for each of the three types
of territories. Santi Kumar and Raghu were assigned to type A territories.

The salesperson Performance Report had two purposes: (1) to compare the salesperson's
performance with the budgeted performance, and (2) to show the salesperson's effort to generate
and produce saleswere included. Salesmanagement and promotion expenses ( includingsalaries)
were charged to the salesperson according to the number of regular and special-handling orders
salespersonnelwrote. Special-handlingorders requiredapproximatelytwice as muchadministrative
effort as regular orders; consequently, the charge for special-handlingorderwas double the charges
for grgular orders (Rs. 32 versus Rs.16). The 2005 rate was determined by dividing the amount
budgeted for sales management salaries and sales promotioncosts (Rs. 3,20,000) by the estimated
total orders ( regular, 18,000; special-handling, 1,000) weighted by the amount of administrative
effort. Spe,c'ial-handlingorders were approximately 5 percent of the total orders handled. The
bases foratlocatinq allocatable common expenses are shown in Figure 10.6.
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Who is the better salesperson- Santi Kumar and Raghu? The marketing cost analysis (
Figure 10.5) shows that the contribution margin for Santi Kumar is over RS.18,000 higher than
that for Raghu, neither reaching the budgeted contribution margin ( evidently because the realized
price for metal units was Rs. 19/unit rather than the budgeted Rs.20/unit). If the budgeted price
for metal units is adjusted to RS.19, Santi Kumar's contribution margin exceeds that budgeted by
over Rs.8, 000 while Raghu falls short by nearly RS.10, 000.
Figure 10.6: Bales for Allocationg Common Expencess - ABC Company

Expencess Allocation Basis for Analysis by Sales Territory

Sales management and promotion
Regular orders
Special-handling orders
Credit and collection expense

Packing and Shipping
Metal = 91b
Plastic = 3 Ib

Rs. 16/0redr (see text)
Rs. 321Order (see text)
Rs. 2/0rder (total est. credit and collection

expense divided by total est. # orders)
Weight times number of units.

What else can be said about the comparative performances of Santi Kumar and Raghu?
Figure 10.7 shows eight calculations of the sorts that interest sales executives. The gross margin,
expense, and contribution margin percentages, all derived from the territory sales analyses; again
demonstrate Santi Kumar's superiority over Raghu. Santi Kumar, too, sells larger orders per sales
call at a lower cost per call and with less travel and entertainment expenses. Santi Kumar travels
fewer miles per sales call (this could imply room for improved route planning by Raghu). Sahti
Kumar generates a smaller proportion of special- handling orders than does Raghu- special
handling orders require more managerial effort than do regular orders. These calculations and
comparisons illustrate how to enrich the findings of marketing cost analyses.

Figure 10.7 : Comparative Performance Analysis

Santi Kumar Raghu

Gross margin (%)
Expense (%)
Contribution margin (%)
Average order size
Average cost per sales call
Travel and entertainment

Per sales cali .
Miles per sales call
Special handlingl regular orders

34.70
14.97
19.73
Rs.470
RS.100.43

32.26
15.72
16.54
Rs.388
Rs.102.54

Rs.10.00
26.67 mi.

4.00%

Rs.15.00
28mi.

10.34%

, 10.5Summary:

Appropriately chosen control techniques contribute to the effectiveness of sales
management. Periodic sales audits provide comprehensive appraisals of the total personal-selling
operation, identifying areas of strength with potential for further exploitation and areas of weakness
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with potential for improvement. Sales analyses also detect strengths and weaknesses and are
valuable for identifying situations where weaknesses (or strengths) are obscured by surface
strengths (or weaknesses), that is, for analyzing iceberg situations. Marketing cost analysis goes
beyond analysis of sales volume and probes selling expenses to determine relative profitability of
particular aspects of sales operations. Sales audits, sales analyses, and marketing cost analyses
are not "final ends" in themselves- the results of each are enriched by combining them with other
techniques, such as rations and percentage calculations. Effective sales executives continually
scan the personal-sellingoperation for opportunitiesto exploit strengths andovercomeweaknesses
control techniques contribute to scanning productivity.

10.6 Key Words:

Natural Expenses: The traditional expense categories (Salaries, Rent, Depreciation, etc.) used
in accounting statements.

Sales Analysis: The process of interpreting the pattern of sales orders obtained as the market
place. This term may also refer, more widely, to the interpretation of all date including sales orders
from the market place.

Standard Costs: Predetermined costs based on experience and research studies for achieving
certain levels of volume.

Costs Vs Expenses: Two terms that are used in interchangeably in desorbing marketing cost
analysis. But costs tends to be specific and directly related to volume output, while expenses are
more general or indirect expenses.

10.7 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What are the various methods of sales controls?
2. Discus the use of marketing cost analyses in sales control.

10.8 Further Readings:

Richard R. Still, Edward W. Cundiff, A.P. Govaoni, Sales management: Decisions, Strategies
and Cases, Prentice Hall of India Pvt.Ltd. New Delhi.

Rolph E. Anderson, Joseph F. Hair, Alam J. Bush, Professional Sales Management, MC Graw
.Hill Inc.

Eugene M. Hohnson, David L. Kurtz, Eberhad scheving, Sales Management Concepts, Practice
and Cases Mc Graw. Hill Inc.

Dr.V. Tulasi Das
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Lesson 11

MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

11.0. Objectives:

After studying this lesson you should be able to:

.:. Explain the need and purpose of monitoring systems

.:. Explain the monitoring system used for sales personnel

.:. Describe the various types of information sought through sales reports

.:. Discuss the quantitative and qualitative criteria use for performance appraisal

.:. Evolve a composite measures for evaluating sales performance

Structure:

11.1 Introduction
11.2 Monitoring - Needsand Objectives
11.3 Parameters Used to Monitor Sales Force
11.4 Standards of Performance
11.5 PerformanceAppraisal Evaluation
11.6 Setting PerformanceWith standards
11.7 Comparing performance with Norms
11.8 Summary
11.9 KeyWards
11.10 Self-Assessment Questioner
11.11 Further Readings

11.1 Introduction:-
Even the best organized sales department will not function effectively, unless the sales

effort is planned and controlled on a regular basis. Sales reports form the basis for the monitoring
of sales personnel. Business firms need regular sales information on efforts by product line,
customer type or by geographic segment for appraising the sales men and analyzing them
systematically. Most organizations today have performance management systems to aid them in
evaluating their sales force. In this lesson, you will learn about the processes for monitoring the
sales effort and the procedures for performance evaluation generally used for sales personnel.

11.2Monitoring - Needs And Objectives :-

Once the sales plan has been put into action, it is important for the sales manager to know
whether the sales effort is being operatiol"1alizedln the way it was expected to be Organized
depending upon their own needs, through periodic reporting or field visits, design monitoring
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system, to keep themselves informed about the activities of the sales force on a regular basis.
Monitoring has been explained as "keeping abreast of the salesmen's activities through a formal
feed back system. It is a vital aid in controlling the sales effort, and by furnishing a wealth of data
about the salespersons day-to-day activities. The monitoring system becomes an input in the
formal appraisal of the salesmen's performance. Sales reports are the basic tools used for
monitoring sales personnel. A good monitoring system also helps the sales management in
determine. What can be done to secure more and large orders? The data furnished by the sales
reports is processed to gain insights in the type of direction and help that can be given to field
sales personnel.

A well designed monitoring system also aids in the self improvement of the salesmen. The
basic purposes for which a good monitoring system is designed could be:

.:. to keep the sales manager informed about all the sales activities of the sales personnel.

.:. to enable the sales manager to get data for evaluating performance

.:. to enable the sales manager to detect deviations from standard performance and take
timely remedial action

.:. to help the sales person plan his daily work

.:. to record customer complaints and reaction in respect of new products, price changes
and services

.:. to record information on competitors activities and reactions

.:. to build a rich database of territorial information which canbe put to a variety of uses.

11.3 Parameters Used to Monitor Sales Forces

The monitoring the sales force is closely related with the monitoring of sales. The sales
performance of a company and its sales force is measured by using a number of parameters on
a continuous basis. Some of the commonly used parameters are:

.:. Sales per salesman, per dealer, per product

.:. Expenses to salesman, ratio for each dealer and salesman

.:. Calls per day, order call ratio

.:. Average cost per call

.:. Direct selling expenses

.:. Profit contribution analysis

.:. Number of accounts and number of customers complaints

The emphasis in monitoring is on gathering information on day-te-day activitieswith respect
to the chosen parameters and taking a timely stock of deviation from expected performance.
Monitoring therefore, is a way of achieving day-to-day control over the sales effort.

11.4 Standards of Performance:

Setting standards of performance requires consideration of the nature of the selling job. In
otherwords, sales job analysis in necessary to determinejob objectives, duties and responsibilities,
and the like. These, in turn, depend upon selling strategy in some companies, for example, thp
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key problem is to obtain new customers, New-business selling requires skills different from tQo~e
needed in companies whose main problem is that of servicing established accounts (that is, trade
seiling). Setting performance standards for new-business sales personnel requires different
measures from those for trade-selling sales personnel. In companies relying upto dealer sales
effort to push the product through the marketing channel, selling strategy calls for the manufacturer's
sales personnel to devote major segments of their time to training dealers' sales personnel, assisting
in the planning and preparation of dealer advertising, and securing "preferred" display space in
dealers' showrooms. Performance standards are designed to measure the performance of activities
that the company considers most important.

Setting sales performance standards requires considerable market knowledge. It is
important to know the total sales potential and the portion that each sales territory is capable of
producing. Management needs evaluations of customers and prospects from the standpoint of
potential profitability for each class and size of account. Marketing intelligence must provide
evaluations of competitors' strengths, weaknesses, practices, and policies. Management must
know the selling expenses in different territories. These items all bear on the setting of performance
standards, especially quantitative standards.

11.5 Performance Appraisal Evaluation:

Standards of sales performance facilitate the measurement of progress made toward
departmentalobjectives. Specificobjectivesvarywith changes in the company'smarketingsituation,
but are reconcilablewith the general objectivesof volume, profit, and growth performancestandards
are established for the business as awhole and, ultimately,for each salesperson. These standards
are used to gauge the extent of achievement of general and related objectives.

The first quantitative standard that any firm should select is one that permits comparisons
of salesvolume performance with sales volume potential. Fromthe sales department's standpoint,
the volume objectives. Before profits can be earned and growth achieved, itis necessary to reach
a certain sales volume level. It is entirely logical for sales management first to develop a standard
to gauge sales volume performance.

Quantitative performance standards also measure success in achieving profit objectives.
needed for such factors as selling expense, the sales mixture, the call frequency rate, the cost per
call, and the size of order.

Setting quantitative performance standards to gauge progress made to ward growth
objectives is even more complex. Growth objectives are met to some extent through the natural
momentum picked up as a company approaches maturity, but performances by sales personnel
impact upon growth.

a) Quantitative performance Standards.....:..: Most companies use quantitative performance
standards. The particular combination of standards chosen varies with the company and its
marketing situation. Quantitative standard, in effect, define both the nature and desired levels of
performance. indeed, quantitative standards are used for stimulating good performance as well
as for measuring it.
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In the past the performances of individual sales personnel were measured solely in terms

of sales volume. Today's sales managers realize that it is possible to make unprofitable sales,
and to make sales at the expense of future sales. Each company selects that combination of
quantitative performance standards that fits its marketing situation and selling objectives. If
necessary, it develops its own unique standards designed best to serve those objectives. Some
of the commonly used quantitative performance standard are:

(i) Quotas: A quota is a quantitative objective expressed in absolute terms and assigned to a
specific marketing unit. The terms may be Rupees or units of product; the marketing unit may be
a salesperson or a territory. As the most widely used quantitative standards, quotas specify
desired levelsof accomplishment for sales volume,gross margin, net profit, expenses, performance
of nonselling activities, or a combination of these and similar items.

(ii) Selling expense ratio: Sales managers use this standard to control the relation of selling
expenses to sales volume. Many factors, some controllable by sales personnel and some not,
cause selling expenses to vary with the territory, so target selling expense ratios should be set
individually for each person on the sales force. Selling expense rations are determined after
analysis of expense conditions and sales volume potentials in each territory. An attractive feature
of the selling expense ratio is that the salesperson can affect it both by controlling expenses and
by making sales.

(iii) Territorial net profit or grass margin ratio: Target rations of net profit or gross margin
to sales for each territory focus sales personnel's attention on the needs for selling a balanced line
and for considering relative profitability (of different products, individual customers, and the like).
Management using either ratio as a quantitative performance standard, in effect, regard each
sales territory as a separate organizational unit that should make a profit contribution. Sales
personnel influence the net profit ratios by selling more volume and by reducing selling expenses.
They may emphasize more profitable products and devote more time and effort to the accounts
and prospects that are potentially the most profitable. The net profit ratio controls sales volume
and expenses as well as net profit. The gross margin ratio controls sales volume and the relative
profitability of the sales mixture. But it does not control the expenses of obtaining and filling
orders margin products while underemphasizing new products that may be more profitable in the
long run. Both ratios are influenced by factors beyond the sales person's control. For instance,
pricing policy affects both net profit and gross margin, and delivery costs, which also affect both
net profit and gross margin, not only vary in different territories but are beyond the sales person's
control. Neither ratio should be used without recognition of its shortcomings.

The net ratio profit presents computational problems. Since allocations of indirect selling
expenses to territories are arbitrary, the practice is to use contribution to profit, which takes into
account only direct selling expenses identifiable with particular territories. Similarly, questions
arise as to whether sales salaries and commissiqns should be included in calculating territorial net
profit.

(iv) Territorial market chare : This standard controls market share on a territory by-territory
basis. Management sets target market share percentages for each territory. Management later
compares company sales to industry sales in each territory and measures the effectiveness of
sales mixture is obtained by setting target market share percentages for each product and each
class of customer or even for individual customers.
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(v) Sale$ coverage effectiveness index: This standard controls the thoroughness with which
a salesperson works the assigned territory. The index consist of the ratio of the number of customers
to the total prospects in a territory. To apportion the salesperson's efforts more among different .
classifications of prospects, individual standards for sales coverage effectiveness are set up for .
each class and size of customer.

(vi) Call frequency ratio: A call-frequency ratio is calculated by dividing the number of sales
~ calls on a particular class of customers by the number of customers in that class. By establishing

different call-frequency ratios for different classes of customers, management directs selling effort
to those accounts most likely to produce profitable orders. While defining call frequency ratio it
must be endore that the interval between calls is proper. It should neither be so short that only
small orders are possible, nor so long that competitors take away the sale.

(vii) Calls per day: In consumer-product fields, where sales personal contact large numbers of
customers, it is desirable to set a standard for the number of calls per day. Otherwise, some sales
personnel make too few calls per day and need help in planning their routes, in setting up
appointments before making calls, or simply instating their calls early enough in the morning and
staying on the job late enough in the day. Other sales personnel make too many calls per day.
Standards for per day are set individually for different territories, taking into account territorial
differences as to customer density, road and traffic conditions, and competitors' practices.

(viii) Order call ratio: This ratio measures the effectiveness of sales personnel in securing
orders. Sometimes called at "batting average", it is calculated by dividing the number of orders
secured by the number of calls made. Order call ratio standards are set for each class of account.
When a salesperson's order call ratio for a particular class of account varies from the standard,
the salesperson needs help in working with the class of account.

(ix) Average cost per call: To emphasize the importance of marking profitable calls, a target for
average cost per call is set. When considerable variation exists in cost of calling on different sizes
or classes of accounts, standards are set for each category of account. Target average cost per
call standards also are used to reduce the call frequency on accounts responsible for small orders.

(x) Average order size: Average order size standards control the frequency of calls on different
accounts. The usual practice is to set different standards for different sizes and classes of
customers. Using average order size standards along with average cost per call standards,
management controls the salesperson's allocation of effort among different accounts and increases
order size obtained.

(xi) Multiple quantitative performance standards: It is widespread practice to as sign multiple
quantitative performance standards. Figure 11.1 shows a form used by a company whose sales
personnel are assigned nine different quantitative standards per operating period. .

b) Qualitative Performance Criteria:- Certain aspects of job performance, such as personal
effectiveness in handling customer relations problems, do not lend themselves to precise
measurement, so the use of some qualitative criteria is unavoidable. Qualitative criteria are used
for appraising performance characteristics that affect sales, especially over the long run, but whose
degree of excellence can be evaluated only subjectively.
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Figure 11.1 Form used for Assigning Quantitative Performance Standards to Sales personnel.

ASSIGNED STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

SALES PERSON: OPERATING PERIOD .

1. Sales during peri~g: (Quotas Rs )
-e=.

STANDAR~et or exceed quota.

2. New accounts obtained during period: .

STANDARD: 5 per period

3. Sales to new accounts during period Rs .

STANDARD: 10% of total sales.

4. Total cells during period: Average calls per day .

STANDARD: 6 cells per day

5. Percent of accounts called on one or more times during period %

STANDARD: 1000%

6. Total contacts during period: Average number of contacts per call .

STANDARD: 2 contacts per call

7. Proportion of calls on retail (R) accounts: %, wholesale (w) account: %

STANDARD: R 70%, W 30%

8. Total sales meetings held : Attended .

STANDARD: Attend all.

9. Customers entertained during period: Average per week .

STANDARD: 1 or more per week.

Formally, one method being to rate sales personnel against a detailed checklist of subjective
factors such as that shown in Gigure 11.2.

Executive judgment plays the major role in the qualitative performance appraisal. Written
job descriptions, up to date and accurate, are the logical points of departure. Each firm develops
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'! its own set of qualitative criteria, based upon the job descriptions; the manner in which these
criteria are applied depends upon the needs of management.

Figure 11.2 Form used for Quantitative Analysis of Salesperson Performance

SALESPERSON PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Name Date .

PROBLEM FAIR ~ER GOOD SUPERIOR
JOB FACTORS

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE
AWARENESS OF CUSTOMER NEEDS
RELATIONSHIP WITH CUSTOMERS
NUMBER OF SALES CALLS
QUOTA PERFORMANCE
SERVICE FOLLOW-UP

PERSONAL FACTORS
PUNCTUALITY
GENERAL ATTITUDE
DRESS & APPEARANCE
DILIGENCE
COOPERATION
ACCURACY,
ADAPTABILITY
RELIABILITY

STRONGEST POINT .
...... .
WEAKEST POINT '" ........... .
COMMENTS .
............... .

SIGNATURE

11.6 Setting Performance With Standards:

Sales management's next task is to measure actual performance. Emphasis in this phase
of control, in other words, shifts to gathering performance information. It is necessary to define
information needs, determine the information sources, and collect the information. There are two
basic sources of performance information : Sales and expense records and reports of various
sorts. Almost every company has a wealth of data in its internal sales and expense records, but
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this information frequently requires reworking, or reprocessing, before it is useful for sales control
purposes. Reclassified according to sales management's information needs, sales and expense
data contribute to the determination and measurement of actual performances.

A) Sales and expenses Report :-

1. Progress or call report: Most companies have a progress or call report. It is prepared
individually for each call (See Figure 11.3)or cumulatively, covering all calls made daily or weekly.
Progress reports keep management informed of the salesperson's activities, provide source data
on the company's relative standing with individual accounts and in different territories, and record
information that assists the salesperson on revisits.

2. Expense Report: Most sales personnel are reimbursed for expenses and itemized expense
records are required for income tax purposes, most companies have an expense report. From
sales management's standpoint, the purpose is to control the nature and amount of salespersons'
expenses. This report also helps the salesperson exercise self-control over expenses. A weekly
expense form is shown in Figure 11.4

3. Sales work plan: The sales person submits a work plan (giving such details as accounts and
prospects to be called upon, products and other matters to be discussed, routes to be traveled,
and hotels or motels) for a future period, usually a week or a month (See Figure 11.5). The
purposes are to assist the salesperson in planning and scheduling activities and to inform
management of the salesperson's whereabouts. The work plan provides a basis for evaluating
the salesperson's ability "to plan the work and to work the plan".

4. New- business or potential new-report: This report informs management of accounts
recently obtained and prospects who may become sources of new business. It provides data for
evaluating the extent and effectiveness of development work by sales personnel. (see fig 11.6)
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Figure 11.3Sales Coli Report

CALL REPORT

Date 19 _
Customer: ___
Street: _
City: --;- State: _
Persons
Contracted Title: _

________________ Title: _

TYPE OF CUSTOMER
n Road Contractor
n Building Contractor
n Water and Sewer Contractor
n Governmental
n Industrial
n Utility
n Mining and Quarry
n Other _

SELLING STEPS TAKEN
n Catalogs
n Movie
n View Machine Demonstration
n Service
n Entertained
n Other _

INTERESTED IN

NEW USED
n Euclid n Thew n Gardner-Denver
n Rogers n Dynahoe n Coastal

RENTAL
n Pioneer n Bros.

nOther _

FOLLOW UP PLAN ---'- __
Date of next call _

REMARKS: _

Sales person: n Add to Mailing List.

WHITE-HOUSTON PINK-BRANCH YELLOW-SALESPERSON
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Figure 11.4 Weekly Expense Report

Weekly Expense Report Cash Expenditures

Name __ Week Ending _

From ITo Meals Lodging Enter- Miscellaneous Daily
Date (including) Descript. Amount

1M
T
W
T
F
S
S

Expense Item Totals
For Week

temize below Amount to be reimbursed

I hereby certify that the above
expenses represent monies spent
for legitimate business only

Approval _ Signed _

EXPLANATION OF ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSE (including meals, etc., others)

Date Name Persons Entertained Firm Where Nature and purpose Amount

Total

- .,
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Figure: 11.5 Sales Work Plan

SALES WORK PLAN

Salesperson Date Week of

Prospect Location Purpose of Contact

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
•

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
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Figure 11.6Weekly Activity Report on Prospects, Orders Placed, & Lost Orders.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

Salesperson _

Branch _ Prospects Week Ending _

Customer New or Used Make and Model Eng. Sale Rental Mas Pur. Opt. Status-_____

ORDERS PLACED

Customer New or Used Make and Model Sale Rental in Months Remark

..
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LOST ORDERS

Customer Machine Quoted Purchased Make and Model Sale or Rent Remark

5. Report of Complaint andl or adjustment: This report provides information for analyzing
complaints arising from a salesperson's work, complaints by class of customer, and cost of
complaint adjustment. This assists management in detecting needed product improvements

and changes in-merchandising and service practices and policies. (See Figure 11.7)

B. Report from Field Sales Management: In decentralized organizations, field sales executives
have an important part in setting sales performance standards. Branch and district sales rnanaqers
and, in some cases, sales supervisors assist in establishing sales volume quotas for sales people
who, in many companies, also are consulted on their own quotas. Branch and district sales
managers, in addition,·play roles in breaking down branch and district sales volume quotas tc
quotas for individual sales personnel, and to products or product lines and/or to types of customers
occasionally, even to specific accounts. At the district level, especially in larger companies, profi1
and/or expense quotas are sometimes set for individual sales personnel and by product line.

Field sales executives have responsibility for reporting information on personnel
performance. Since they are in the most frequent contact with the sales force, they are well
placed to observe individual sales personnel in the field. Consequently, field sales executives
prepare "sales personnel evaluation" reports, often of the merit-rating type, which gather information
on qualitative sales performances.

11.7 Comparing Performance with Norms!

The most crucial and also the most difficult step in the evaluation process is the comparison
of actual performance with the defined norms. The difficulty arises because evaluation requires
an exercise of discrecation. The same standards indiscriminatelycannot be applied to all salesmen
as the sales territories assigned to them differ in term of sales potential, level of competition,
personalities of sales personnel and their customers. Through variations is territories may be
adjusted by setting territories wise norms, personality variations can not and there in judgment of
the executive has to be exercised.

Similarly, there may be varying results in respect of the same salesperson, on quantitative
contributions by developing excellent dealer relationships, which have long terms implications.
Again executive judgment is called for arrive at an overall assessment of performance.

The performance of the sales personnel results from many variables, some of them buy
and the control of either the salesperson or the sales management. It is therefore, important that
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while comparing actual performance with the defined norms, the effect of other variables that
affect performance should also be kept in mind.

Figure 11.7 Customer Service Request

CUSTOMER SERVICE REQUEST

Customer: _
Address:

Date --1

MERCHANDISE PROBLEMS

---- Phone:Ac( ) __

ORDER NOT FILLED •
DEFECTIVE ITEM •
REPAIR PROBLEM •
WRONG ITEM SOLD •
AMOUNT CHARGED IN ERROR •
CREDITI REFUND NOT ISSUED •
OTHER _

DELIVERY PROBLEMS
NCORRECT ADDRESS •
CUSTOMER OUT •
LOST IN TRANSIT •
DAMAGED IN TRANSIT •
MERCHANDISE MISSING •
OTHER _

REMARKS

Dispositton :

11.8 Summary :-

In this lesson we have discussed the importance of monitoring salesmen and apprising
their performance. Different parameters are used by different companies depending upon their
product market portfolio. Sales report generated by salesmen give information on many decision
making areas for the top management. Every company in accordance with its requirements sets
standards of performance for specific criteria to develop a reporting system for comparing actual
performance with the horms. Both quantitative and qualitative criteria are used to arrive at proper
evaluation of sales performance
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11.9 KeyWords :- .,
Call planning: A specific planning sequence with which the sales representative defines the
objectives of the call device a selling strategy to achive his objectives and make the payments.

Contribution Margin per salesman: The amount that a sales man contributes to the firm's fixed
cost and profit

Evaluation: A comparison of planned and actual results identifying reasons fer deviations.

Evaluation Frequency or periodicity: The training of sales force evaluation

11.10 Self Assessment Questions :-

1. Explain the importance of monitoring and performance appraisal sales force
2. Describe some of the parameters used to monitor sales force
3. Explain the various standards of performance appraisal evaluation
4. What are the different reports generated to monitor sales force? How are they used

?

11.11 Further Readings:
Albert H. Dunn and Engene M. Johnson, Managing your sales Team, Englewood chiffs,
N.J. Prentice Hall.

Robert F. Hartley, Sales Management, Boston & Houghton Mifftion.

Joseph p. Guiltinan and Gordon W. Panl, Marketing Management Strategies &
Programmes, Mc. Graw Hill, New Yark

Richard R. Still, Edward W. Cundiff, A.P. Govoni, Sales Management, Decisions,
Strategies and cases, Prentice Hall of India Pvt., Ltd., New Delhi

Dr. V. Tulasi Das
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LESSON -12

PROMOTIONAL SCENE IN INDIAN - THE MEDIA -
MEDIA USE AND USERS

12.0. Objectives :

After r~ading this lesson, you should be able to :-

• Know a complete overview of media scene in India.

• Discuss the rationale and inputs for the media selection decision.

• Give a comparative Evaluation of media in India and media habits of Indian consumers.

• Evaluate the marketing implications of media habits.

• Establish the relationship between advertising expenditure and sales promotion of
products in the Indian context.

Structure:

12.1 Introduction.

12.2 Media Selection.

12.3 Media Status in India.

12.4 Correlation between promotion expenditure and sales Generation.

12.5 Advertising Expenditure in General A Profile.

12.6 Advertising Agencies in India.

12.7 Promotional scene for service and financial products.

12.8 Summary

12.9 Key Words

12.10 Self Assessment Question.

12.11 Further Readings.
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12.1 Introduction:

With in the last decade, the media hasacquireda lot of significance in developingadvertising
campaign. The proliferation of media choice and their increased costs have made the task of
mediaplannermore difficult and risky. Massmediaoptions includingTelevision,Radio,Newspapers,
Magazines, out of home media and others. The choice may seem to be straight forward, but it is
not.

Nevertheless, you need to know something's else too l.e, an introduction to the world of
realities of media scene in a country that you are working. Thus, the media manager of HLL (HLL
manages 110brands and spends around Rs.450/- crores on advertiSing every year) will have to
be familiar with what are the major characteristics of promotion vehicles in India because the
company even though MNC in character, can not expect to implement all its media plans in India
in view of inherent limitations and peculiarities of media scene in India. The same is true for a new
company/product entering the Indian market for the first time, to know media availability through
facts and figures. The aim of this lesson is to provide substance to media planners dreams and
expectations as to what they can do and what they cannot possibly do.

12.2 MediaSelection :

The selection of media has become quite intricate because of the nature of media
themselves, The characteristics of each alternative must be considered carefully. The process
of choosing between alternatives becomes even more complicated considering the wide range of
alternatives with in the same medium. New and evolving media have further contributed to the
difficulty of planning when, where, and how the ad message will be delivered.

A number of media alternatives and media vehicles are available to advertisers. In certain
cases it is possible that only one medium and vehicle may be used. This, sometimes may be the
case with small budget companies. Large companies usually use a number of media alternatives
and vehicles. Media planning and selection refers to a series of decisions that need to taken in
delivering the ad message to the large number of target audience in the most effective manner at
the Lowest cost. The decisions are on reach, frequency, Geographical coverage, relative cost of
media and characteristics of media vehicles. In addition to that message needs, consumers
purchase pattern, budget level, competitive activity and marketing objectives shall taken into
consideration for selection of media. Table - I provides creativity advantages and disadvantages
in selecting a certain medium.

Table - I: Creative Advantages and Disadvantages of Media

Media Creative advantages Creative disadvantage

Television • Offer Mass Coverage
• High Level of reach
• Combined impact of ~ig~t
• Sound and motion
• Prestige Value
• Low cost per exposure
• Attract attention

• Offer Low Selectivity
• Short span of message life
• High cost
• High production cost
• Creates advertiSingculture
• Waste coverage
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Radio • Local Coverage
• Lower Cost
• High Frequency
• Focused segment selection
• Low production cost

News Papers. Mass coverage
• Low cost large space
• Short lead time for ad placing
• Ad position choice possible
• Good for current ads
• Reader control exposure
• Coupons can be inserted

Magazines

Out door

Direct Mail

Internet

• Potential for focused
segmentation

• Very good production quality
• Longevity of message
• High information content
• More readers per copy
• Good for specific location
• High reputation
• High visibility

• High level of selectivity •
• Reader controls exposure •
• High information content •
• Opportunity for repeat exposures

• User controlled
• Increased attention and

involvement

12.3 Media Status in India:

Centre for Distance Education

• Only Audio
• Noise
• Low on attention getting
• Message short lived

• Short life of advertisement
• Clutter

• Low attention getting
• Poor production quality
• Selective exposure

• Long lead time for ad placing
• Only visual
• Low frequency
• Lack of flexibility

• Short exposure time
• Short message
• Poor Image

High cost per contact
Often thrown as junk mail
Clutter

• Limited creative capabilities

• Technology limitation
• Limited reach
• Few valid measurement techniques

• Beyond facts and figures, there has been a substantial qualitative improvement in medi.,
status in the country. Both the demand and usage of media has been on the rise. Several
factors have been accountable for this rise.

• Economic liberalization,globalization, both in the consumerand industrialmarkets, necessitated
a different approach to markets. Competition was the new name of the game. Naturally,
media was treated as on 'ally' in meeting competition.

• The markets were flooded with innovative, new and improved products. The traditional placid
markets came suddenly to life. Media provides a significant vehicle for these products.
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• There was an urgency in the efforts to defend market share ·by the traditional leaders of both
consumer durables, non-durables and business products, use media in the process in a
perceptibly bigger way.

• There is now a greater intimacy between media suppliers and media users in India. Media
suppliers provide latest data about their reach and frequency to make advertisement, more
effective. Value for money is the new slogan of media suppliers.

• Marketing research is being increasingly used by both media suppliers and users. This
marketing research is used for both positioning the advertisement and effective use of reach
and frequency in getting message across to the consuming public.

• The public preferences, knowledge and attitude toward media too has substantially changed.
The awareness and appreciation of people is on the increase as to what media can or cannotdo.

• Realizing fully the monetary gains and importance of media selling, media suppliers too have
modernise the media services.

Media reach in India is illustrated by Table _ 2

Which attempts major-media reach in Urban and rural India and
Table - 3 gives a ve.ry general view of metro media habits, especially useful to those media
planners targeting at metro markets.

Media (Figures in %) Urban Rural TotalPress 49.4 17.4 26.8T.v. 81.6 42.0 53.5Radio 21.6 24.6 23.7Cinema 15.3 8.6 10.6Internet 1.6 0.1 0.5

Table - 2 : Major Media Reach in India

Source :National Readership Survey, 2002

Table - 3 Metro Media Habits
,
Media Mumbai Kokatta Delhi ChennaiPress 65.1 52.2 54.2 66.4rrV 42.7 24.7 55.4 46.3!Cinema 32.7 37.6 38.2 54.8Radio 54.2 45.6 57.2 70.2
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Table - 4 Growth of Media in India

Media 1993 2003
T.V. No. of channels 17 218
Press No. of Publication Industry Estimates 31000 51000
ABC Member Publication (Audit Bureau of circulation) 0 3402
Radio No. of Stations 90 275
Cinema No. of Theatre 14000 12900. .Source: Hmdu Survey on Indian Industry, 2005.

1. The Press Medium in India:

In the last nearly 200 years, Newspapers and Maga~ines have remained a very important
mass media for advertising. The power of written word has been recognized since the era of
shared information. In the recent years, when press and print medium in general felt threatened
byTelevision, several leading exponents of print medium began on concerted exercise to .... back
its audience and, by implication, advertisers and adverting revenue.

Newspapers are the major form of print media, and the largest of all advertising media.
Newspapers are quite important to national advertisers and are an especially important advertising
medium to local advertisers. As of 31 December-2002, the total number of Newspapers and
periodicals was a who opting 51,960 published in India as compared to 41,705 in 1997. The
number of dailies in different languages was 5,638, weeklies 18,582 and monthlies 14,634 (see
Table-5). Newspapers are published from all states and Union territories. According to the
recent readership survey maximum number of dailies in English - 22 (IRS) 18 (NRS), second
largest figure in dailies is in Hindi - 26 (IRS) 23 (NRS). In the regional languages Marati and
Gujatati dailies have the largest number- 23 (IRS) 15 (NRS) and 14(IRS) 11 (NRS) respectively.
(See Table - 6).

2. Television in India:

Television is believed to be the most authoritative influential and exciting of all mediums. It
is often said that television is the ideal medium for advertising because of its ability to combine
visual images, sound, motion and colour. These characteristics allow the advertiser maximum
opportunity to develop the most creative and imaginative ad messages as compared to any other
medium. With the introduction of sponsored programmes, there will be an attempt to produce
improvedquality programmes. This will vastly improvethe entertainment value and the consequent
viewer ship. As it will also increase the cutter of commercials, we may see subject related
commercials.

Advertising on television makes it possible to reach a large number of audiences.
Durdarshan claim to have its terrestrial reach to 70 million house holds in India, including rural .
areas. It is estimated that over 191 Million TV audience are Urban and 171 Millions.are rural
areas. In villages, with population between 1000 and 5000, average time spent in viewing T.v.
range between 24.6 to 32.0 minutes per working day. The same in metros and cities ranges
between 32.1 to 36.8 minutes. C & S reach 20 million homes, mostly Urban.
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Number of News Papers in 2002
(language and periodicity wise)
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Language Dailies TRI/B1- Week- Fort- Month- Quar- Bi
Weeklies lies nights lies terlies Monthly Annual Total

Half
Yearly

English 407 34 1010 745 3052 1308 854 186 7596
Hindi 2507 125 10243 3122 3633 693 228 38 20589
Assamee 18 3 77 39 65 13 10 1 226
Bengali 103 15 633 560 726 492 190 22 2741
Gujarati 159 13 1086 228 597 65 52 15 2215
Kannada 364 6 397 269 700 52 24 4 1816
Kashmir 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Konkani 1 0 3 1 4 2 0 0 11
Malayalam 225 6 184 165 816 63 37 9 1505
Manipuri 15 0 6 5 10 7 4 0 47
Marathi 395 21 1410 226 594 123 49 125 2943
Nepali 3 2 26 6 12 17 7 0 73
Oriya 80 2 167 93 292 91 23 4 752
Punjabi 107 15 369 99 268 33 19 1 911
Sanskrit 4 0 9 4 17 16 6 0 56
Sindhi 13 0 38 11 37 9 2 0 110
Tamil 366 43 411 241 987 37 26 8 2119
Telugu 180 3 267 217 574 31 15 2 1289
Urdu 534 21 1348 377 533 72 18 3 2906
Bilingual 82 20 692 373 1334 389 161 37 3088
Multilingam 18 4 120 69 225 71 36 13 586
Others 57 15 85 31 128 56 13 1 380
Total 5638 348 18582 6881 14634 3640 1774 469 51960

Table-6 : TODDai ies in India - 2004

Publication Language Circulation
Times of India English 24,71,884
Oainik Jagram Hindi 21,61,446
Oainik Bhaskar Hindi 20,08,778
Malayalam Manorama Malayalam 13,73,079
Hindustan Times English 11,87,913
Anand Bazar Patrika Bengali 11,06,408
The Hindu English 10,47,121
Eenadu Telugu 9,85,278
Mathrubhumi Malayalam 9,48,089
Rajastan Patrika Hindi 9,35,783
Audit Bureau of circulation Jul' December: 2004y,
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Top Weeklies

The Sunday times of India (Except Delhi) English
Malayalam Manorama Malayalam
Manga1am Malayalam
Anand Vikatan Tamil
Kumudam Tamil
Balarama Malayalam

14,23,152
9,82,419
5,40,642
4,30,534
4,22,141
2,95,288

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Top Fortnights & Monthlies

1. Sara Salil
2. Vanitha
3. Meri Saheli
4. Grih Shobha
5. Gruha Lakshmi

Hindi
Malayalam
Hindi
Hindi
Hindi

10,51,279
5,43,233
3,58,353
3,64,096
2,70,008

Top Annual

1. Kalnirnay
2. Kalnirnay
3. Malliga Panchanga Darshni
4. Manorama Year Book
5. Sharadia Bartaman

Marati
Hindi
Kannada
English
Bengali

49,04,084
5,39,876
2,83,446
2,22,778
1,56,936

Source: Audit Bureau of circulations, July, December, 2004.

Table-7 : T.V.Viewer ship by Region (Figures in Millions)

West South East North Total
Urban 52.3 60.2 37.7 41.2 191.4
Rural 38.5 45.4 37.3 49.5 170.7
Others 33.4 24.7 28.3 31.0 117.4
Total 124.2 130.3 103.3 121.7 479.5
Source: Doordarshan 2001.

Table- 8: DO. Cable and Satellite (C & S) Revenue

Year DO (Rs. in ereres) C & S (Rs. in crores)
1994-1995 373 78
1995-1996 398 160
1996-1997 472 349
1997-1998 573 539
1998-1999 491 810
1999-2000 425 1175
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3. Radio:

Radio can deliver ad message to a very large number of audiences across the length and
breadth of our country. An estimated 104million house holds in the country own radio's. Akashvani
(AIR) reaches 97.3 percent population and its coverage by area is 90 percent. It has 208 stations
and 313 transmitters (Medium Wave -142, short wave - 85 and 116 FM transmitters). External
service division covers about 100 countries in 26 languages (Indian Languages 10,'and Foreign
Languages 16). Commercial services of All India Radio include 30 Vividh Bharathi centres, 76
Local Radio stations and 4 FM Metro Channels. National Channel of AIR started in May, 1998,
also accepts commercials.

Radio time in India is sold in spots of 7, 10, 15,20 and 30 seconds. The ads are interspread
among the programmes and a spot capsule contains a maximum of 4 spots not exceeding a total
of 75 seconds. A 10 second spot on FM costs between Rs.250 to Rs.2701-

4. Outdoor:

Outdoor advertising is the oldest form of advertising, signs were used to mark the location
of mercantile establishments. Today's outdoor media of advertising are nothing but a retirement
of the ancient method of delivering a message to a large group of people. The modern outdoor
media includes posters, bill boards, herding, non-standardised signs, highway advertising, transit
advertising and at rail, bus and air terminals.

Outdoor ads are a Rs.6501- crores market, 1998 shared by some 80 different agencies.
The rate of growth is 15% per year. Outdoor accounts for 10% of total ad business (Rs.5000
crores). Mumbai itself accounts for 20% of the spendings. The overall spend on TV is about
Rs.1500 crores. This makes outdoor about 33% of TV spend. Rates are charged per unit of time
say weekly, monthly or annually. Price very between Rs.50001-, Rs.1.5 Lacks per hoarding and
depends on location. India is said to be spending highest (10PC) on Outdoor followed by Korea.
Japan and Malaysia. .

5. Internet:

Advertiser can put their messages on the Net. In the evolution of Internet as a media,
advertising will playa significant role. Internet will expend by leaps and bounds in the next few
years. The year 2003 will have around 200 million internet users. We in India around 2-2.5 million
internet users already. Internet access means a reduction in time to a access other India.

12.4 Correlation between promotion expenditure and sales Generation:

Business organisation, particularly those manufacturing consumer goods has high
correlation with the expenditure incurred on advertiSingand sales promotion of goods. A relatively
high correlation was found to exist in the case of HLL, Colgate Palmolive, Food Specilities, Coca
Cola, Brooke Bond. Nestle. The expenditure on advertisement and related promotional activities
is often constructed as a selling costs by the companies. But advertisement is a product cost,
forming a part of the cost, for manufacturing andDistributionof a newor supposedly better products.
The selling cost is the cost incurred generally in maintaining or enlarging the market for products
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which are already in the market stream. Certain companies have high advertisement push effect
on sales than others. Invariably the consumer good manufacturing companies have such a push
- effect.

It has been found that there is no linear relationbetweengeneration of sales andexpenditure
on sales promotions. This is because the companies have generally a diversified product range.
The media platform for advertisements and nature of products are also important factor in
establishing linear relationship betweensales promotionexpenses and sales incomeof companies.
It is concludedthat sales promotion expensesdo havean impact on the sales incomeof companies.
But it appears that there is no one to one linear relationship between the two factors though these
are highly correlated to one another.

12.5 Advertising Expenditure in General- A Profile:

As elsewhere in India too, there is a high spendings on advertising. Reasons for this
reluctance are not far to seek. It is indeed a sensitive questions for any company to answer too.
Secondlyand perhapsmore important is the inabilityto arriveat preciselythe amount to be attributed
to advertislnq as accounting practices in these companies do not accurately keep figures on
various forms of promotions,in a company.

Table-9
Companies Allocations of Media Dollars - US and International

(Media Spendings in Millions)

~ank Advertiser
lOutstde World Africa Asia Europe Latin Middle Canada

US US Wide America East
1 Unilever 2967 698 ~,664 24 931 1713 291 7 0
2 P&G 2l,10 1542 4152 7 589 1513 397 41 61
3 Nestle 15BO 327 1886 7 404 985 163 1 0
4 Toyoto 1345 790 2135 6 905 365 0 13 55
5 ~olkswager 129(.1 424 1714 4 14 1101 150 0 20

Table -10
Top 10 j~dvertisers in India (Rank Wise)

H

-
1~~2 1998 2004
LL HLL HLL
'~a's Nestle Hero Honda
FtF Colgate, Palmolive Bajaj Auto
odrej Coco-Cola L1Cof India
&G Dabur Samsung
arle Expolrts Pepsi Hyndai Motors
lestle P&G LG
'olgate, Paumolive Reckitt & Column ITC
C Maruthi Udyog Maruthi Udyog
ajaj Auto' Tata Motors Tata Motors

HLL
1S1985-86

Colgate Palmolive Ta
Mc Donald's M
Brooke Bond G
Peico P
Reliance P
ITC ~.
Glaxo C,
Escort IT
Bombay Dying B

\.
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Table-11
Advertising Expenditure by Medium
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Source: Hindu Survey on Indian Industry, 2006 P.277

Figure -1
Share by Media - Spending (1995 - 2004)
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In growth terms. TV is scoring over other media during the said period. The print media
accounts for 54% of the total ad expenditure In 2004. with the similar formidable track record in
the past. The expenditure on Radio is constant

12.6 Advertising Agencies in India:

Advertising agencies in India have kept pace with the expansion of media business and
expenditure on advertising. While in 1939. there was only 14 agencies accredited to the Indian
Newspaper Society (INS) by 1986. this strength has gone up to 383 and by 2004, the strength has
increased at about 675. The top ten agencies in India are Hindustan Tharnpson Association
(HTA), Bombay; ogilvey BusinesS Master (OBM), Bombay. Clarion Advertising & Marketing,
Calcutta; Pressman Advertisement & Marketing, Calcutta. Lintas India. Bombay, Rediffusion
Advertisement. Bombay; Ulka Advertisement. Bombay, R.K. Swamy Advertisement, Madras,
Chaitra Advertisement, Bombay; Mudra Communication, Chennai.

Along with the expansion in numerical strength of Advertisement agencies in India, there
has been a substantial growth in billing of both accredited and non-accredited advertisement
agen'cies in India. An important highlight of advertisement agencies in India is their affiliations
with international agencies.

12.7 Promotional Scene for Service and Financial Products:

The promotional scene in India is so heavily titled in favour of products in both consumer
and Industrial Categories, that other emerging areas appear totally out shadowed. The purpose
of this section is to pull two strongly emerging areas of marketing activities i.e., service and financial
product out of their traditional neglect and make you aware of their current status.

Service Products: As stated earlier, promotional scene of service products is both exciting and
peculiar because the contours of the same are yet to settle firmly. There are inbuilt reservations
in the minds of both marketers and media about the suitability of already-known promotional
methods in India and to find a perfect fit between them.

Financial Advertising: Since 1991 a new era of financial advertising has emerged in India,
something that was seldom seen before. This is however inextricably linked to a new culture of
savings and investments being witnessed these days. The culture was nurtured by a Virtuous -
Circle of ,!higher savings fuelled by newer avenues of investment and reinforced by better returns.
The market was watershed where shares and debentures market experienced a boom. Financial
advertising refers to the advertisement of financial instruments such as shares, debentures, bonds,
bank deposits & advances, saving schemes, units, mutual funds etc. In many ways, financial
adve1rtisit'1lgis akin to consumer advertising. Financial instruments are similar to consumer products,
although engage higher customer involvement, commitment arid risk. Thus, all marketing mix
elements are of as much Significance in financial products as they are in consumer products.

Two differences, however, are notable in comp~'ring financial advertising with consumer
adve~rtising: Firstly, financial advertising is one time i.e., related to a particular event. There after,
it is forgotten. Consumer advertising on the other hand it continual in nature. Secondly, the target
audience in financial advertising is 'more limited and identifiable than in consumer advertising,
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Thus, media choice is more precise in financial advertising. Financial advertising is different from
corporate advertising too. While the former is primarily to pursuade the existing and potential
investors to the financial products, the,latter deals with the task of building corporate image of the
advertiser usually, financial advertising is preceded by corporate advertising.

12.8 Summary:

The lesson covers all the promotional media is use in India. Through relevant data
information on readership and other media habits of the Indian Population, region wise and state
wise. The reach of the different media has been discussed and a comparative evolution of media
option has been provided.

Promotional scene in India is undergoing a turbulent high growth period, with most
advertiserswaking upto the need for advertisingandpromotions,to create a niche in the increasingly
competitive market. Services have also joined taken the promotional route and unconventional
products likefinancial products, havealsobeginto advertisewhile this growing outlayon promotional
expenditure may bear testimony to a gradual shift from the sellers market to a buyers market.

12.!9 KeyWords:

1. Alternative media: A term commonly used in advertising to describe support media.
2. Average Frequency: The number of times the average household reached by a media

schedule is exposed to a media vehicle over a specified period.
3. Effective reach: A measure of the percentage of a media vehicles audience reached at

each effective frequency increment.
4. Mass Media: Non-personal channels of communication that allow a message to be sent

to many individuals at one time.
5. Media Vehicle: The specific programme, publication, or promotion piece used to carry

an advertising message.
S. World Wide Web: The commercial component of the internet.
7. Web Site: The information made available to users of the internet by the provider.

12.1OSeifAssessment Questions:

1. Reviewthe media use in India from your perspectiveand brings out at least three highlights.
2. Assess the merits of print media and television for an hotelier of national repute,
3. What strategies would you recommend for select an appropriate advertising media?

12.11Further Readings:
1. George E. Belch & Michael A Belch,Advertising and promotion. An Integrated Marketing

Perspective, Tata Mc Grow Hill, New Delhi.
2. Chunawalla S.A., Advertising, Sales and promotion Management, Himalaya Pubhishing

House, Mumbai.
3. Philip Kotter, Marketing Management, Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi.

Dr. V. TULASI DAS
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LESSON -13

MARKETING COMMUNICATION PROCESS,
PLANNING, MANAGING AND EVALUATING

PROMOTIONAL STRATEGY

13.0 Objectives:-

After studying this lesson you should be able to :

• Explain the concept and role of Marketing Communication
• Analyse the Marketing Communication Process
• Come to know the role of Various Promotional elements in Marketing Communication

Programme
• Explain the planning process of promotional strategy and
• Manage and evaluate the promotional strategy.

Structure:

13.1 Introduction
13.2 Concept of Marketing Communication
13.3 Developing Effective Communication
13.4 Elements of Marketing Communication Mix
13.5 Managing and Co-ordinating Integrated Marketing Communication
13.6 Summary
13.7 Key Words
13.8 Self Assessment Questions
13.9 Further Readings

13.1 Introduction
,'IntegratedMarketing Communications is a way of looking at the whole marketing process

from the view point of the receiver. Modern marketing calls for more than developing a good
product pricing it attractively, and making it accessible. Companies must also communicates with
present and potential stakeholder, and the general public. Communication is a unique tool used
by·marketers in an attempt to persuade consumer to act in a desired manner. Suitable
communication can trigger favourable feelings andemotions that put consumers in amore receptive
frame of mind thereby encouraging and leading to purchase action. In fact, communication can
work as a bridge between marketers and consumers and also between consumers and their
socio- cultural environment. In its linkagewith buyers, itehcompasses everything includingproduct,
packaging and distribution channels, and forms as a vital part of overall marketing efforts towards
buyers and also the,other sectjons of society.
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13.2 Concept of Marketing Communication

of Today there is a new view of communications as an interactive dialogue between the
company and its customers that takes place during the preselling, selling, consuming and post
consuming stage. Marketing Communication supports the marketing plan and help the target

... audience to understand and belive in the advantage of the marketers offer over competition. This
is possible only through the designing and implementing of persuasive communications. Marketing
communication has an external flow and an internal flow.

The external flow of marketing communication is directed at the past, current and potential
customers; at the channel members; at competing and non competing companies and atvarious
other audiences who may influence the company's operations. Such as government agencies,
private agencies, and experts in the field. The Communication may include advertising, personal
selling, direct mail, point of purchase display, warranties, sales promotion, publicity, etc. Such
communications help in developing and maintaining healthy relationships with different audience
outside the company.' The internal flow aspect of marketing communication flow involves various
departments in the company, all company employees and stakeholders. When the company is
introducing new products or dropping some existing products or product prices are resised or the
company ~ters new markets or new distribution outlets, company employees often need to know
what the marketing department is doing. Convening and persuasive marketing communication
can help in influencing employees perception and shape their morale and performance. (Seefigure 13.1)

Figure 13.1 Marketing Communication Flow

Marketing
ComDlunication

I Extemal Flow I
1

Target Audience J
Customers· Past- · Current· Potential

Channel Members:· Whole Salers· Retailers

Companies:· Competing· Non- Competing

Others· Govt. Agencies- · Private Agencies· Experts

Company
Departments

Employees

Stock Holders
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Promotion strategy implementation requires a clear understanding of needs and wants of.
target audience and a great deal of data concerning competitors, new media, government and
available techniques. Communication is the soul of promotion activity and understanding
communication is essential to the betterment of a marketing communication programme.

Communication Process: To communicate effectively marketers need to understand the
fundamental elements underlying effective communication. Figure 13.2 shows a Communication
model with nine elements. Two represent the major parties in a communication sender and receiver.
Two represent the major communication tools - message and media. Four represents major
communication functions. encoding, decoding, response and feedback. The last element in the
system in Noise. Company communication goes beyond this specific communication platforms.

Figure 13.2: Elements in the communication Process.

Encoding

~ = = = = ~L-_F_e_ed_b_ac_k_ _Jj. = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = :: = 'L_R_e_sp_o_n_se_.....J~ = = = = =1

The model underscores the Key factors in effective communication. Sender must know
what audience they want to reach and what response they want to get. They must encode their
message in away that understands how the target audience usually decodes massages. They
must transmit the message through efficient media that reach the target audience and develop
feedback channels to monitor the response.

13.3 Developing Effective Communication

There are eight steps in developing effective communication. The marketing communicator
must. 1) Identify the target audience, 2) Determine the communication Objectives, 3) Design the
Message, 4) Select the Communication Channels, 5) Establishing total communication budget,
6) Decide the Communication Mix, 7) Measure the Communication's Results, and 8) Manage the
Integrated Marketing Communication Process.

1) Identifying the Target Audience: The process must start with a clear target audience
inmind: Potential buyers of the company's products, current users, Decider, Influences, Individuals,
Groups, Particular Public, or general public. The target audience is a critical influence on the
communicator decision on what to say? How to say?When to say it ?Where to say it? And whom
to say it?
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A Major part of audience analys is assessing the current image of the company, its products,
and its competitors. To measure the audience's knowledge of the object using the familiarity
scale consistsof 5 points related to product awarenessandfavourability scale, then the organisation
must over come a negative image problem.

2) Determining the Communication Objectives: Once the target market and its perceptions
are identified, the marketing communicator must decide on the desired audience response. The
marketer can be seeking a cognitive, affective, or behavioural response. That is, the marketer
might want to put something into the consumers mind, change an attitude, or get the consumer to
act. Figure 13.3 illustrates the different models of consumer response stages.

Fig 13.3 Response Hirarchy Models

Stage AIDA Hirarchy of Effects lnnovatlon Communication
Model (a) Model (b) Adoption Model (c) Modal (d)

Exposure
Awareness

RectionCognitive Attention + Awareness
Stage + + C ~.Knowledge oqnmve

ResDonse
Interest Liking Interest

Att~e
Affective + pretence +stage +Desire

C +r Evaluationonvic Ion
~~

Intention
" ..'V + Trial i' .

Behaviour
Action + BehaviourStage Purchase

Adoption

Source: (a) E.K. Strong, the psychological selling, ( Mc-Graw HmU.S.A) (b) Robert J. Lavidge
and Gray a steiner, A model of predictive measurement of Advertising Effectiveness, Journal of
Marketing. Oct 1961, P'61(c) Everet M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New yark free press
1962, P.P.7986, (d) various sources.

All these models assumes that the buyer passes through a cognitive, affective, and
behavioural stage, in that order. By choosing the right sequence the marketer can do a better job
of planning communication.

3. Designing the Massage: After defined the desired response the communicator moves
to developing an effective message. Ideally the message should gain attention, hold interest,
arouse desire, and exlic1t action. In practice, few message take the consumer all the way from
awareness through purchase Formulating the message will require four logical components Le.,
message, content, message structure, message format and message source.

)
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i) Indetermining message content, managementsearch for an appeal, theme, idea,or unique
s~lIing proposition. There are three types of appeals rationale : engages self interest,
emotional attempt to stir up negative or positive emotions that will motivate purchase, and
moral appeals are directed to the audience's sense of what is right and proper.

ii) Message effectiveness depends on structure aswell as content. The systematic structure
will enable the consumers easily understandable and early response.

iii) The strong message format contains different components like headline, illustration, copy,
color, words, Vocalization, non-verbal clues etc., depends on the nature of advertisement
must copy appeals.

iv) Message delivered by attractive or popular sources achieve higher attention and recall.
The factors underlie source credibility are expertise, trust worthiness and likability

4) Selecting communication Channel:

The communicator must select efficient communication channels to carry the message.
Communication Channels are of two types, personal and non personal. Within each are many
sub channels. The personal communication channel involvestwo or more persons communicating
directly with each other face to face, person to audience, over the telephone, or through e-mail.
Non personal communication channels includes media, atmosphere and events.

5) Establishing the total marketing communications budget:

One of the most difficult marketing decisions is howmuch to spend on promotion. Usually
the expenditure might amount to 30 to 50 percent of sales in the cosmetics industry and 5 to 10
percent in the industrial equipment industry. Within a given industry, there are low and high
spending companies. Todecide on the communication budget four common methods shall taken
into consideration.

a) Affordable Method: Manycompanies set the promotionbudget atwhat they think the company
afford.

b) Percentage of Sales Method: Many companies set promotion expenditures at a specified
percentage of sales (either current or anticipated) or of the sales price.

c) Competitive Parity Method: Some companies set their promotions budget to achieve share
of voice parity with competitors.

d) Objective and Task Method: The objective - andTaskmethod calls upon marketer to develop
promotion budgets by defining specific objectives, determining the tasks that must be performed
to achieve these objectives and estimating the costs of performing these tasks. The sum of these
costs is the proposed promotion budget.
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13.4Elements of Marketing Communication Mix:

Companiesmust allocate the promotionbudget over the five promotional tools - advertising,
sales promotion, public relations and publicity, personal selling, and direct marketing. Within the
same industry, companies can differ considerably in their allocations, and always searching for
ways to gain efficiency by substituting one promotional tool for another. Many companies have
replaced some field sales activity with ads, direct mail, and telemarketing. Companies have also
increasing their sales promotion expenditure in relation to sales promotion and advertising.

i) The promotional Tools of Marketing Communication Mix:

Marketing Communication Mix

Advertising Sales Promotion Public Personal Selling Direct Marketing/ On-line
Marketing.Relation

and Publicity
a) Advertising: Advertising is any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of
Ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor. (AMAdefamation). The key elements in ad are
non-personal, promotion of ideas, goods/services, paid form and identified sponsor. Toadvertise,
ordinarily use a mass medium of T.V.Radio, News papers, Hoarding etc.,

b) Sales promotion: A variety of Short-terms incentives to encourage trial or purchase of a
product/ service. The tools are - coupons, contests, premium, and the like-are highly diverse,
and offer three distinctive benefits of communication incentive and invitation.

c) Public Relations and publicity: A variety of programmes designed to promote or protect a
company's image or its individualproducts. The appealof PRand publicity is basedthree distinctive
qualities: High credibility, ability to catch buyers off guard and Dramatization, form of non-paid
publicity is formally defined as any commercially significant views of editorial comments about
ideas, products and investments.

Difference betweenAdvertising and Publicity

Advertising
Paid from
Product Related Message
Less creditable
More subjective
Maximum control over the message

Publicity

Non-paidform
Public welfare related message
More creditable
More objective
Little control over the message
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d) Personal Selling: Face to face interaction with one or more prospective purchasers for
the purpose of making presentations, answering questionl queries, and procuring orders. It is the
most effective tool at later stages of the buying process, particularly in building up buyer preference.
conviction and action. It has three distinctive qualities: personal confrontation, cultivation and
response.

e) Direct Marketing: Use of mail, telephone, fax, e-mail, or Internet to communicate directlywith
or solicit a direct response from specific customers and prospects.

ii) Factors in setting the Marketing Communication Mix: Companies must consider
several factors in developing their promotion mix. The factors are:

a) Type of product market: Promotional allocationvary betweenconsumer and businessmarkets
(See fig 13.4). Consumer marketers spend on sales promotion, ad, personal selling, and public
relations in that order. Business marketers spend on personal selling, sales promotion, advertising,
and public relations in that order. In general, personal selling is more heavily used with complex,
expensive, and risky goods and in markets with fewer and larger sellers.

Relative Spendings on Promotional Tools in Consumer Vs Business Markets.

Consumer Goods I I Industrial Goods

I Sales promotion II Personal Selling

IAdvertising Sales promotion

I Personal Selling I Advertising

I Public Relation & Publicity I PR&P

I Direct Marketing Direct Marketing.

b) Push Vs. Pull strategy: The promotional mix is heavily influenced by push vs. pull strategy.
A push strategy involves the manufactures using sales force and trade promotion to induce
intermediaries to carry, promote and sell the product to end users. A pull strategy involves the
manufacturers using advertising and consumer promotion to induce to ask intermediaries for the
product.

c) Buyer - Readiness stage: Promotionaltools vary is cost effectivenessat differentstages
of buyer readiness. Ad and publicity play the most important roles in awareness building stage,
ad and personal selling influence customer comprehensions, customer conviction is influenced
mostly by personal selling, and closing the sale is influenced mostly by personal selling and sales
promotion ad reorders is also affected mostly by the personal selling and sales promotion.

d) Product life cycle stage: Promotional tools also vary in cost effectiveness at different stages
of product life cycle. In introduction stage advertising & Publicity, growth stage all the tools.
maturity stage. Sales promotion, ad & personal selling and in the decline stage sales promotion
is strong.
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e) Company Market Rank: Market lenders derive more benefits from advertising than sales
promotion. Conversely, smaller competitors gain more by using sales promotion in their marketing
communication mix.

Measuring Results :
After implementing promotional plan, the communicator must measure its impact on the

target audience -Awareness, conviction, attitude, behavioural measure etc., of the consumers on
programmes.

13.5 Managing and Co-ordinating Integrated Marketing Communication

Many companies still rely on one or two communication tools to achive their communication
aims.. Integrated Marketing communication (IMC) is an atempt to coordinate various marketing
and promotional activities in such a manner that marketing communication to target customers
becomes more effective and efficient.

Tne IMC can be defined as "..... a concept of marketing communication planning that
recognises the added value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety
of communication disciplines for example general advertiSing, direct response, sales promotion
and public relations and combines these disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, and maximum .
communication impact" - Don E. Schultz, IntegratedMarketing communications: Maybe definition
is in the point of view, Marketing News, January 18, 1993, p.17.

The IMCcalls for a big picture approach to planningmarketing and promotion programmes
and coordinating the various communication functions. It requires firms to develop a total marketing
communication strategy that recognizes how all of a firms marketing activities, not just promotion,
communicate with its customers.

The objectives of IMCare to co-ordinate all the companymarketing and promotionalefforts
to project and reinforce a consistence unified image of the company or its brands to the market
place. The IMCapproach is an attempt to improveover the traditional method of treating promotion
elements as totally separate activities. IMC is increasingly helping companies to develop most
suitable and effective methods to contact customers and other integrated groups (See fig 13.5)
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Fig 13.5 Integrated Marketing Communication Plant
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A major reason for the growing importance of IMC is the ongoing revolution in globai
business practices that is changing the rules of marketing and the role of traditional advertising
agencies. Some major features are:

• More budget allocation for sales promotion due to intensifying competition.
• In general, advertising has become more expensive and less cost effective.
• Escalating price competition is resulting in more price promotions than advertising.
• Power of trade compels companies to offer fees and allowances for promotion.
• Companies are using computers to build databases containing customer names;

Geographic; demographic and psychographic profiles; purchase patterns; media
preference; and other relevant characteristics.

• Companies are increasingly relying on direct marketing methods rather than relying on
mass media

• Advertising agencies are being made more accountable.
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13.6 Summary:-

All the elements of promotion mix work to communicate with the audience. Marketers use
communications in an attempt to persuade customers to act in a desired manner. The process of
communication can be fairly complex. Successful marketing communication depends on a number
of factors such as the nature of message, the interpretation by the audience, and the environment
in which the message is received. In deciding on the marketing communication mix, marketers
must examine the distinct advantages and cost of each promotional tool. They must also consider
the type of product market in which they are selling, whether to use apushora pull strategy, how
ready consumers are to make a purchase, the product stage in the PLC and the company market
rank. Managing and coordinating the entire communication process calls for integrated market
Communication.

13.7 KeyWords

Marketing Communication: A continuing dialogue between the firm and its target audience.

Advertisement: A non- personal way of promoting a product which is paid for by an identified
sponsor.

Publicity: A way of informing about any marketing planl practice of a company by mass media,
which is not sponsored and paid.

Sales promotion : The incentive to encourage quick adoption of a product.

Integrated Marketing communication: Managing and Co-ordinating the entire communication
process.

1. Discuss the various elements of communication process.
2. Discuss the ways in which promotional mix for a refrigerator would differ from the promotional

mix of a tooth paste.
3. What is marketing communication ? enumerate the steps in developing effective

communication.
4. What factors would you taken into consideration for selecting promotion tool?

1-3.8Self Assessment Question.

13.9Further Readimgs:

1. Philip kotler: Marketing Management, 10th Ed. (1999) Prentice Hall of India Pvt., Ltd.,
New Delhi

2. Michael L. Ray, Advertising and Communication Management (Upper Saddle Rivers NJ
Prentice Hall 1982)

3. S.H.H Kazmi & Satis K. Batra, Advertising and Sales Promotion, (2004) Excell Books,
New Delhi.
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4. S.A. Chunawalla, Advertising, Sales and Promotion Managemetn (2005), Himalaya
Publishing House, Mumbai.

5. J.F. Engel, Martin R. Warshaw and Thomas C. Kinnear (1987) Promotional Strategy
Managing the Marketing Communication Process (6th Ed.) Irwon Homewood.

6. M.W.Delozier (1976)The MarketingCommunicationProcess, McGraw HillBookCompany.

Dr.V. Tulasi Das
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LESSON-14

PROMOTIONAL PLANNING
14.00bjectives:-

After going through this lesson you should be able to :

• define the concept of promotional strategy
• explain the planning process of promotional strategy
• help to manage promotional strategy and allocate desired funds to the process
• understand the decision sequence analysis for promotional planning.

Structure:

14.1 Introduction
14.2 The Concept of Promotional Strategy and Tactics.
14.3 The Planning Framework of Promotional Process
14.4 Decision Sequence Analysis for Promotional Planning
14.5 Summary
14.6 Key Words
14.7 Self Assessment Question
14.8 Further Readings.

14.1 Introduction:-

This lesson picks up the thread of discussion from the lesson 13 concerning the frame
work of marketing communication process. It has been observed in practice that firms haveto
manage more complex communication process than the literature might suggest. A wide rangeof
communication tools and procedures are available to a firm to communicate with its target markets.
It is therefore, imperative that they are we" coordinated. Else, the communication process may
not work to the fullest advantage of the firm. In fact, the financial and non-financial resources
sunk in/any marketing communication programmes are just too heavy to afford any misjudgment
in promotional planning. The need of giving a strateqtcorlentatlon to the potential efforts can
hardly be over emphasised. A managerial perspective or a decision make approach to promotion
efforts is the central concern this lesson. It seeks to cover the entire gamut of promotion planning
process and strategies for a marketing firm.

14.2 TheConcept of Promotional Strategyand Tactics :_

The strategic orientation to promotional activities is a sine-qua-non to a firm with a destine
" to survive and profit in a highly competitive marketing environment. The orientation provides it
I {Withan orderly plan for putting marketing resou~a~sand for exploiting market opportunities. It is
,a design that guides promotional activities for a long/period. Though the term strategy has been
treated to numerous definitions and conceptualization" we would fa" back on such definitions as
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are simple to understand and easy to operation alive in the context of promotional efforts. -
"Strategy is the art of distributing and applying business means to fulfill the end of policy"-B.H.
LiddeleHast. It is clear that strategy is the way of achieving the ends (or) objectives of a firm often
termed as the corporate mission. It is a long term vision of what the business is or is striving to be.

Fig 14.1

The Plan

Corporate Mission, Objectives and Strategy

Marketing Objectives& Strategy

Marketing communication Objectives and Strategy

Promotional Activities

Consumer I Public

In many leading texts on promotional strategy, the term tactics is also used. Tactics are
the ways for strategy application and involve a deployment of resources with a view to implement
strategy objective. This will be amply clear by an illustration of two marketing firms - called x & y
supposingthat firm x has formulated a strategyof offering continuously new products in the market.
Since new products take time in customer acceptance, marketing tactics for the firm would be to

Iissue generous discount coupons to encourage first trial and repeat purchase rates. Similarly, if
company 'y' has wished to introduce up-market products, it will have to use, inter-alia, tactics of
attracting packaging and promotion of high grade dealers.

14.3 The Planning Frame Work of Promotional Process :-

As with any business function, planning plays a fundamental role in the development and
implementation of an effective promotional programme. The individuals involved in promotion
designa promotionalplanthat providesthe framework for developing, implementing,and controlling

\
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the orqanizatlon's promotional programs and activities. Promotional planners must decide on the
role and fljlnctions of the specific elements of the promotional mix, develop strategies for each
element and implement the plan. Promotion is but one part of, and must be integrated into, the
overall marketing plan and programmes.

A model of the promotion planning process is shown in Figure 14.2. The promotional
planning process comprises the following steps.

1) Review of the Marketing Plan:-

The first step in the promotional planning process is to review the marketing plan and
objectives. Before developing a promotional plan, marketersmust under stand where the company
has been, its current position in the market, where it intends to go, and how it plans to get there.
Most of this informationshould be contained in the marketingplan,awritten documentthat describes
the overall marketing strategy and programme developed for an organisation.

For most firms, the promotional plan is an integral part of the marketing strategy. Thus,
the promotional planners must know the roles of promotional mix elements in overall marketing
program. .The promotional plan is developed similarly to the marketing plan and often uses its
detailed information.
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Figure 14.2 An integrated marketing communications planning mode

... Review of Marketing Plan-,.

J.t

r-t Analysis of Promotional Program Situation

J.t

H: Analysis of Commun ication process 1
J.t

I Budget determination I..
J.t

~ Develop Integrated Marketing Communication Program
J. J. J. J. J. J.

Direct Interactive! Sales PersonalAdvertising Marketing Internet Promotion PRlPublicity SellingMarketing
J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t

Direct Interactive! Sales PersonalAdvertising . Marketing Internet Promotion PRlPublicity SellingObjectives Objectives Marketing Objectives Objectives ObjectivesObjectives
J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t

Direct Interactive! Sales PersonalAdvertising Marketing Internet Promotion PRlPublicity SellingStrategy Strategy Marketing Strategy Strategy StrategyStratellY
J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t J.t

AdvertiSing Direct Interactive! Sales PRlPublicity Sales
messageand Marketing Internet Promotion relations message
media strategy message and message and messageand message and strategy and
and tactics media strategy media strategy media strategy media strategy sales tactics

and tactics and tactics and tactics and tactics
J. J. J. J. J. J.

Integrate and implement marketing communication strategies
J.

Monitor, Evaluate, and control integrated marketing communications program

\
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A Model of Promotion Process
Review of the Marketing Plan

Examine overall marketing plan and objectives
-Role of Promotion - Competitive Analysis

-Assess Environmental Influencen .
Situation Analvsis

Internal Analvsis External Analvsis
-Promotional Department Organization -Consumer Behaviour Analvsis
-Firm's ability to implement Promotional -Market Segmentation and target

Programme marketing
-Asencv Evaluation and Selection -Market Positionino

-Review of Previous Programmes resultsn
Analysis of Communication Process
-Analyse receiver's response process

-Analyse Source, Message, Channel Factor
-Establish Communications goals and objectivesn

Budget Determination

n
Specification and Management of Programme Element

n
* Advertising * Sales Promotion

- Analysis of Media Resources * Public Relations & Publicity
- Selection of Medic

- Message Determination
* Personal SellinQ * Interactive / Internet Marketing

- Analysis of Resource
-- Selection, Motivation, Deployment

compensation and evaluation

n
Integrate and Implement Marketing communication's Strategies.

- Integrate promotional mix strategies
- Create and produce ads

- Purchase media time, space etc,
- Design and Implement remaining promotional Programmes

Monitor, Evaluate and Control Promotional Programme
- Evaluate Promotional programme results / Effectiveness

- Take measures to control and adjust promotional Strategies

Source: George E. Belch & Michael A. Belch (2003)Advertising and promotion, Tata Me Gra _
Hill. NewDelhi. P. 27.
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2) Situation Analysis :-
After the overall marketing plan is reviewed, the next step in developing a promotional plan

is to conduct the situation analysis. The situation analysis focuses on the factors that influence or
are relevant to the development of a promotional strategy. The promotional programme situation
analysis includes both an internal and external analysis. Among the major external variables,
attention is focussed on market demand, competition, positioning. As for internal variables, the
focus will be on how the employees and publics within an organization consider its capability,
good will and resources for carrying qut its marketing and promotional assignments.

I

3) Analysis of Communication Process :-
This stage of the promotional planning process examines how the company can effectively

communicate with consumers in its target markets. The promotional planner must think about the
process consumers will go through in responding to marketing communication. Communication
decisions regarding the use of various sources, message, and channel factors must also be
considered.

An important part of the stage of promotionalplanningprocess is to establish communication
goals and objectives. Communication objectives refers to what the firm seeks to accomplish with
its promotional program. It may include creating awareness or knowledge about a product and its
attributes, or benefits, creating an image. Should be the guiding force for development of the
overall marketing communication strategy and of objectives, or developing favourable attitudes,
preferences, or purchase intentions. Communication objectives for each promotional mix area.

4) Budget Determination :-
After the communication objectives are determined, attention turns to the promotional

budget. Two basic questions are asked at this point. What will be the promotional program cost?
How will money be allocated? In reality, promotional budgets often determined using a more
simplistic approach, such as how much money is available or a percentage of a brand sales
revenue. At this stage the budget is often tentative.

5) Specification and Management of Program Element:-
This step is most detailed step of the promotional planning process. As discussed earlier

lesson each promotional mix element has certain advantages and limitations. At this stage of the
planning process, decisions have to be made regarding the role and importance of each element
and their coordination with one another. As figure 14.2 shows, each promotional mix element has
its own set of objectives and a budget and strategy for meeting them. In a promotional strategy,
marketers endeavor to arrive at the best possible mix of promotional elements.

6) Coordination and Integration of promotional Efforts :-
A promotion coordination has to ensure that unless otherwise required, advertising should

not overshadow personal selling for a given product or vice-verea. Similarly, a careful decision
has to be taken for involving outsides like adAgencies, market research and media buying services
in your promotional efforts. A proper balance is to be arrived at between management and outside
experts thinking.

7) Monitoring. Evaluation and control:- This final stage is important to determine how well
the promotional program is meeting communication objectives and helping the firm accomplish its
overall marketing goals and objectives. The promotional planner wants to know not only howwell
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the promotion programme is dOing but also why. This final stage of the process is designed to
provide managers with continual feedback concerning the effectiveness of the promotional program
which to turn can be used as input into planning process

14.4 Decision Sequence Analysis for promotional Planning:-
Fi;ure 14.3.llIustrates a decision sequence analysis for promotional strategy. It provides .I'

an illustration of the stages in the promotional planning framework discussed in the previous
section. It should be noted that the decision sequence analysis is based on the propositions that
the promotional planning is a continual and on-going process. Evaluation, feedback and follow up
are the integral part of the process that provide it with vitality and relevance in the changing needs
of promotion. based on an 'adaptive' process. It, thus, includessystematic procedures for gathering
information and bringing about modifications when needed in the promotional planning.

Ste -I

J,
Step-II

Situation Analysis:
Demand, Target markets, segmentation,& positioning

Competition, Legal considerations
Internal Or anizational considerations.

J,
Ste;,-III

Establishment of Objectives:
Relationship to market targets

Communication, message objectives
Sales Objectives.

J,
Step-IV

Management of Program Elements:
Specification and Advertising, Personal selling,

Reselling support, sales promotion, PR's

Personnel sellin

Decision Sequence
Similar to advertising

Step - V
Coordination and Integration:
Balance scheduling. Utilization of personal, funds
allocation, Revision Budgetary Revision

Step-VI
Measurement of Effectiveness

J,
Step-VII

Evaluation and fallow -up
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14.5 Summary:-

The lesson sheds light on the hidden aspects of promotion strategy. It first differentiation
between strategy and tactics orientation. The lesson follows with a detailed framework of
promotional planning process. It contains a number of steps: a review of the marketing plan,
situation analysis, analysis of communication process, budget determination, development of
promotional program, Integration and implementation of promotional program, and mentoring
evaluation and control of the program. The lesson finally develops a managerial framework for
evaluating and controlling the promotional effort.

14.6 Self Assessment Questions :-

1. Evaluate the Decision sequence analysis for promotional strategy of a firm.

2. Define Promotional strategy. What objective should a firm set for promoting its

products targeted at women?
3. What do you understand by the decisionmaking frame work of promotional planning

process? What are is components and stages?

14.7 Further Readings :-

1. John Wright, Advertising, Tata McGraw Hill
2. W.M. Weilbacker, Advertising, Mc Million publishing
3. George E. Belch and Michael A. Belch, Advertising and Promotion, Tata McGraw··

Hill, New Delhi

Dr.V. Tulasi Das
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LESSON-15

ADVERTISING AGENCY: MANAGING CLIENT _
AGENCY RELATIONS

Objectives :

After reading this lesson you should be able to understand.

•:. The role of advertisers in organizing advertising and other aspects of promotion.

•:. The different types of advertising agencies- structure and its functions .

•:. Methods for selecting, compensating and evaluating advertising agencies.

Structure:

15.1 Introduction.
15.2 Evolution of Agency - Client Relationship.
15.3 The Role of an Advertising Agency.
15.4 Functions and Structure of an Advertising Agency.
15.5 TheAgency Client Relationship and Productivity.
15.6 Selection of an Advertising Agency.
15.7 Methods of Paying the Agency Services.
15.8 Evaluating Agencies.
15.9 Summary
15.10 Keywords
15.11 Self Assessment Questions
15.12 Further Readings

15.1 Introduction:

Major part of advertising execution function is being performed outside the organizations,
through the mediumof advertising agencies, who over a period of time haveattainedspecialization
in the creation, generation and execution of promotional communications. A network of client
agency relations therefore typifies the promotional scene today. This lesson plans to discuss
various aspects of agency business in global background, with reference to Indian conditions. It
concentrates on its functions, services, working, selection, client - agency relationships and the
methods of compensation.

I''\;
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15.2 Evaluation of Agency - Client Relationship:
Advertising has performed the communication function even in ancient civilizations. To

overcome the lack of literacy, signs were popularly used to symbolise goods for sale. Historians
believe that the outdoor signs used by ancient Greek & Roman merchants were the first form of
advertising. These signs were carved in clay wood or stone. Branding, the cornerstone to
advertising, found its roots when early artisan took pride in their work and placed their own marks

on goods such as cutlery, cloth and pottery they produced.

The first known advertising agency in the world was set up by Voney
B. Palmer in Philadelphia in 1841. He was the only agent for advertising space till 1848. Within a
period of two decades, that is, by 1861 there were some 30 agencies. In 1865, George P. Rowell
who opened an agency and undertook wholesaling of space for Newspapers. Mr. J. Walter
Thompson added literary magazine to his selling portfolio. However, advertising agency as we
understand it today, was setup by Mr. F.W. Iyer & Sons in 1876. It planned, created and executed
complete advertising campaigns for clients. It operated an open contract plus - commission plan.
The commission ranged from 8 to 15 percent. Today agencies, of course, offer a wide range and
quality of services with the development of new media and expanding markets for which media

reimburses then by a 15% commission, for outdoor media it is 16.66%.

The advertising agency today however enjoys a different agency - client relationship than
the traditional agency client relationship that exits between lawyers and their clients. The legal
and historical definition of an agent is one who acts on behalf of the principal. However, in the
way the advertising-agency business has evolved, an important.different exists. For all the space
and time contracted by a client with the media, it is the agency which shall be liable to pay even in
case the client defaults on payments to the agencies for any reason. Thus, the agency - client
relationship has evolved interestingly from ancient time when the client undertook the agency role
himself, to the agency being a wholesaler of media - space to the growth of the modern full

service agency with liability of client payment.

15.3 The Role of an advertising agency:

An advertising agency has a yital role to play. It converts the goals of the client into
creative work which is carried ,by media so as to reach the target audience. It is an independent
organisation that provides one or more specialised advertising and promotion related services to
assist companies in developrng"prej5aring and executing their advertising and other promotion
programmes. Most large and "medium sized companies usually use an advertising agency.

~ . :' -:
, ~I -; ._.~ '""

The American Associatioh of ,Aav,er1ising Agencies, defined "Advertising agency is an
\ . .

independent business, compos,ed of creative and business people who develop, prepare and
place advertising in advertising media for sellers seeking to find customers for their goods or
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services." In the present Scenario, more and more ad agencies are acting as partners with clients
and assuming more responsibility for developing the marketing and promotional programmes.
Such an interpretation is founded on the following.

~ A study of client's product or service in order to determine the advantages and disadvantages
inherent in the product itself and its relation to competition.

~ An analysis of present and potential market for which the product or service adopted as to
location. the extent of possible sales, season, trade and economic conditions, nature and
amount of competition.

);> A knowledge of the factors of distribution and sales and their methods of operations.

~ A knowledge of all the available media and meanswhich can be prOfitablybe usedto carry the
interpretations of the product or service to consumers, wholesalers, dealers and other factors.

~ Formation of definit plan and presentation of the plan to the client.

~ Execution of this plan by writing, designing, illustrating, of advertisement or other appropriate
forms of the message; contracting for the space; the proper in corporation of message in
mechanical forms and forwarding it for proper insertion and instructions for the fulfillment of----the contract, checking and verifying of insertions and displays, the auditing, billingand paying
for the services, space and preparation.

Co-operation with the client's sales work to ensure the greets effect from advertising.

Exhibit: 15.1
Advertising Services Rendered by Modern Advertising Agencies.

1. Basic Services 6. Product Services
+Planning + New Product Development
+ Copy writing + Product Design
+ Layout + Creation of Brand Names
+ Media Selection + Creation of trade - marks

+ Complete Packaging Design

2. Research Services
+ Market Research
+ Consumer Research
+ Copy Research
+ Media Research

7. Merchandising Services
+ Displays
+ Package Inserts
+ Banners, Streamers
+ Other Point of Purchase Material

3.Trade Promotional Services
+ ,Wholesale Promotions
+ Dealer Promotions
+ Book-lets. Pamphlets, Broad - sides
+ Catalogues, Catalogue Sheets,

Specification Sheets
+ Exhibits

8. Direct Mail Services
+Letters, Folders, Booklets
+ Brochures
+ Sampling
+ Couponing
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4. Sales Training Services
• Planning Sales Meetings
• Salesman's Manuals and port-folios
• Visual Aids

9. Other Services
• House Organs
• Contests
• Calendars
• Pricing
• Premiums
• Instruction Booklets
• Annual Reports

5. Publicity and Public Relations Services
• New Product Publicity
• New Stories
• Company Image Building
• Consumer Relations
• Employer Employee Relations

When need for advertising is not too acutely felt, the client himself takes on the role of the
advertisingagency. By designing message for the target audience. However, in today's complex
market place the customer is faced with various product alternatives. Similarly the media through
which he gets information about these products has increasing in number as well as efficiency of
transmittingmessages. With this information explosion, the tastes, choices and needsof customer
have become complex. The procedure no longer finds it simple to cater to all consumers. In this
complex interaction the role of an advertising agency can be illustrated as follows in addition to the
above.

Fig. 15.1: Role of Advertising Agency.

r
I.

1. In~ormatJcn
2, F,,'" "II., h.',j' H';':6 ...'ln:;l:nf!)rrr~;io"
:I. Pro.1uc11011Ma,·.. rilll Cer' .IfillIllY~le9S9""
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The producing sub-system for advertising agencies consists of client organisation who
offer product, services or information to be disseminated. The Consumer sub system consists of
set of consumers with different needs, wants and desires. The role of client and agency is to
identify the target audience for the product offered to this sub system. Then there is the media
sub-system which consists of various media vehicles and perform the role of providing knowledge,
awareness and influencing the consumings sub-system.

15.4 Functions and Structure of an advertising Agency:

There two great masters who are served by the advertising agencies, namely, the client
and the media owners. To perform such function of marketing and advertising, an agencywarrants
a keen understanding of the complete marketing and merchandising problems of the advertisers
aswell as an intimate knowledge of the markets, mediaand consumer psychology. These functions .
of agencies are discussed under two heads, namely, client functions and media functions.

(a) Functions for the client:

• It replaces the advertisings department.
• It provides expert view point.
• It brings in economy and excellence.
• It shares its rich experience.

(b) Functions for the Media Owners:

• It assures risk-free business.
• It takes away the sales job.
• It undertakes the advertising scheduling.
• It slashes down the production cost.

The above functions are carried out with the help of expert staff grouped into account
management, creative services, media services, support services administrative services and
marketing services. Though these are all separate departments, their work is carried out in close
cooperationand coordination. (See Fig.1S.2simpleorganisationstructureof an advertisingagency.)
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Account Services: Account services, orAccount management, is the link between the advertising
agency and its clients. The account executive is responsible for understanding the advertisers
marketingand promotion needs and interpreting them to agency personnel. He or she coordinates
agency efforts in planning, creating, and producing advertisements. The account executive also
presents agency recommendations and obtain client approval.

Marketing Services: The use of marketing services has dramatically increased in the last couple
of decades. Research has gained inc"..;asedattention because agencies are most concerned
about the need to communicate effectively with their target audience, that is the client. Most full
service agencies maintain a research department whose function is to gather, analyseand interpret
information that will be useful in developing advertising for their clients. The research department
may also design and conduct research to pretest the effectiveness of advertising the agency is
considering.

Media Services: The media department of an agency, analyses, selects and contract for space
or time in the media that will be used to deliver the client's advertiSingmessage. It is expected to
develop a media plan thatwill reach the target market and effectively communicate the message.
Since most of the client's advertising budget is spent on media time and/or space, this department
must develop a plan that both communicate with the right audience and is cost - effective. It
reviews information on demographics, magazines, Newspapers, readership, radio listnesrship
and consumers TV viewing pattern to develop an effective media plan.

The media department is becoming an increasingly important part of the advertisingagency
business. An agency's ability to negotiate prices and effectively use the vast array of media
vehicles, as well as other sources of customer contact is becoming as important as its ability to
create advertisements.

Creative Services: Advertisements are actually made by the creative service people - copy
writers, art directors, print and electronic production people. Here the actual ad message is put
into words. The art director is responsible for the illustrations, photographs, visual elements
layout,typography of the advertisements. Creativework on approval of the clients is to beconverted
into a finished ad. This is the work of Production Department, Traffic Department co-ordinates
between creative and production people. As agencieswork on several campaigns simultaneously,
traffic has to see that all dead - lines are met so that the ad appears in the media on time.

Administrative Services: It is concerned with the day to day running of the advertising agency.
It has to manage the assets of the agency. It looks after the personnel aspects of the agency. It
also takes care of the financial management of the company.
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Types of Advertisement Agencies:

An advertisement agency can be a one-man show or a partnership of just a handful of
creative persons and visualizers. An advertiSingagency can be a full fledged agency offering all
services and having various departments. We have mega agencies dOingbusinesses all over the
world. AgenCies do differ in size and services offered.

i. Full service advertising agency provides all services of advertising to its clients (See Fig.-
15.3). It conceives and develops advertisements and puts them in suitable media. These
agencies can have some limited specialization, but mostly they cater to consumer good
industry. These days many new services are being added to the traditional services like
public relation, sales promotions and direct marketing. The agency creates integrated
marketing communications for the client.

ii. LimitedServiceAgency,as the name itself indicates,concentrateon someselectiveservices.
Here the client chooses an agency depending upon the type of service he desires. Creative
boutique is one type of limited service agency, concentrates on innovations in message
development and design. Media-buying service is another type of limited service agency,
concentrate on media planning, buying and scheduling.

iii. Specialized agencies concentrate on a specific audience or market. They are full service
agencies but operates only in their limited field. Financial advertiSing in India is handled by
specialised agencies.

However, that form of agency structure which enable agency to provide the best service is
the one that would be implemented.

15.5. Agency - Client Relationship and Productivity:

The quality of relationship between client and agency is important and require that both
parties should work hard to develop the right kind of relationship. The business of advertising is
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unique in the sense that its prosperity and future growth is very closely linked with the success of
its clients. Good clients develop a sense of partnership with the agency. They trust and respect
the agency's expertise, honest with it; and ask for its best thinking and not to settle for safety and
mediocrity in creating advertisings. They ask the agency to encourage their personnel to visit
client's business premises and interact freely with client's personnel in the concerned Departments.

Wise clients treat their agencies as an important part of their marketing organisation. It is
realised that an agency can make occasional mistakes and this is the part of human effect. An
agency that never makes mistakes by playing is safe is probably averse to thinking differently and
trying fresh creative approaches for the agency, it is critically important to display on above average
ability to listen and empathetically understand what the clients needs are. The agency should be
open - minded in its approach to appreciate that anyone can be the source of good creative ideas,
including the client. The agency should be bold in developing and pushing for creative work of
high quality on the clients account and be intellectually honest in offering an independent outside
perspective.

The primary concern for the agency should be to seek the kind of creative work most
suited to the client's marketing objectives and not for shake of awards. The agency must also
respect and meet the agreed upon deadlines, not treat the client's money wasteful and staywithin
budget limits. It is equally important for the client to ensure that the agency makes adequate
profits on the clients account.

a)
.:.

.:.

.:.

.:.

.:.

Basic prlnclples of Client Agency Relationship (CAR) are as follows:
The agency avoids advertising a close substitute competing product. The client, too,
avoids ergaging the services of another competing agency.,
The agency receives the acceptance signal from the client for all the expences incurred on
its advertising.
The agency keeps the media commission for itself, and the client undertakes, to put the
bill promptly.
If the media grants any cash discount, it is passed on to the client.
The agency is not taken to task for media lapses in terms of scheduling, positioning etc.,

b) Principles of Agency - Media Relationship:

.:. The agency alone is responsible for payment to the media.
•:. The agency does not allow any cut from the commission received from the media to go to the

client.
.:. The media do not discriminate amongst the agencies dealt with, and follow a uniform policy for

all the agencies.
•:. The media do not alter the advertising material without the prior consent of the agency.

1
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15.6.Selection of an advertising Agency:

Though the advertising agencies are almost indispensable these days, much care is to be
exercised in selecting the agency of the choice of a particular organisation. A set of seven factors
serves best the process of choosing the best possible agency. These seven factors are suitability,
creativity, facilities, imagination, reputation, management of the agency previous records of the
agency and method of payment.

Other factors that need consideration is the staff of the agency and its caliber, its flexibility,
practical and consumer oriented approach, the use it makes of marketing research, its media
understandings, the attention it gives to the client, its growth, the ability to handle below - the _
line publicity and its international tie - ups. It concludes that creativity, commitment to client and
the quality of its top management go a long way in the selection of an agency.

15.7. Methods of Paying the Agency Services:

Tobegin with, advertising agencies just sold space for the media and made their money.
The early agencies marketed space for the press and magazines. They were paid on the basis of
amount of space they sold by the media. What started as space selling for the media got converted
into a modern outfit that conceives and executes advertising keeping in mind the interests of the
advertisers. The billing even today are for buying space and time and compensation comes as
commission paid by the media. In addition to this, the agency also receives fees mark-ups from
clients, sometimes, the agency is given incentive based compensation by the client.

There is no unanimity as to making payment for the services of the agencies. The most
commonly used methods are commission method, Negotiated fee, percentage charges and
sometimes agencies given incentive based I performance - based compensation.

(i) Commission Method: The most traditionalmethodfor compensating advertisingagencies
for their service is through a commission system. The agency is paid a fixed commission
(usually it is 15%) from the media on any advertiSing space or time purchased for the
advertiser. The rates of outdoor media are slightly higher (usually 16.66%). This is a
simple system to determine the amount of commission.

(ii) Negotiated Fee: A number of agencies and their clients negotiate some type of fee
system or cost - plus arrangement for compensation. Some use on incentive based
compensation system combining a fee and commission system. The fee system is used
in TV advertising where once the commercial is created it may be used over a long period
of time. Without an agreed fee system, the agency would receive 15% commission on
media time, every time the commercial is run. Under the cost plus system, the client
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agrees to pay a fee based on the cost of work the agency performs, plus some mutually
agreed margin of profit for the agency. The agency is required to keep detailed records of
the costs incurred in performing the desired services for the client.

(iii) Percentage Charges: Agencies have to buy certain services for creating ads from outside
sources, eg photographs or video films. When such services are purchased, the client
has to pay for the services plus a certain mark-up, for supervisory service of the agency.
The mark up is a percentage of the purchase cost of the service, e.g., 17.65%.

(iv) Incentive - Based I Performance Based Compensation: It is the most scientific way
to pay an agency. Here the agency is rewarded on the basis of the results it achieved for
the client. The more effective it is, the higher is its compensation.

15.8.Agency Evaluation:

The process of agency evaluation involves regular assessment of two aspects of
performance area - financial and qualitative. The financial assessment focus on how the agency
conducts its business vis-a-vis costs and expense, the number of personnel hours charged to an
account and what payments are made to media and other outside service suppliers. Qualitative
assessment explores the agency's efforts devoted to planning, developing and implementing the
client company's advertising campaign and an assessment of the achievements.

The agency evaluation is often done on a subjective, informal basis, particularly in smaller
companies where ad budgets are low or advertising is not seen as the most critical factor in the
firms marketing performance. However some companies have developed formal, systematic
evaluation system, particularly when budgets are large and the advertising function receivesmuch
emphasis. The top management of these companies wants to be sure money is being spent
efficiently and effectively. As the cost of advertising and other forms of promotion rises, more
companies are adopting formal procedures for evaluating the performance of their agencies.

The evaluation process describe above provides valuable feed back to both the agency
and the client, such as indicating changes that need to be made by the agency and I or the client
to improve performance and make the relationship more productive. Many agencies have had
very long -lasting relationships with their clients. There are a number of reasons clients switch
agencies. Understanding these potential problems can help the agency avoid them. In addition,
it is important to understand the process agencies go through in trying to win new clients.
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:a) Common Reasons Agencies Lose Clients:

• Poor Performance
• Unrea6stic demands by the client
• Personnel Changes
• Conflicts of interest

• Poor Communication
• Personality conflicts
• Change in size of client or agency
• Changes in the clients corporate and I or

marketing strategy
• Conflicting compensation philosophers• Declining Sales

• Change in polices etc.,

If the agency recognizes these warning signs, it can try to adapt its programs and policies
:0make sure the client is satisfied. Some of the situations discussed here are unavoidable,
andothers are beyond the agencies control. But to maintain the account, problems within the
agency's control must be addressed.

• :b) How agencies gain clients: Competition for accounts in the agency business is intense.
Since most companies have already organised for the advertising function and only a
limited number of new business require such services each year.

Thus, agencies must constantly search and compete for new clients. Someways they do
this follow.

:i) Referrals: Many good companies obtain new clients as a result of referrals from existing
clients, media representatives, and even other agencies. These agencies maintain good
working relationships with their clients, the media, and the outside partners that might
provide business to them.

(ii) Solicitation: One of the more common ways to gain new business is through direct
solicitation.

(iii) Presentations: A basic goal of the new business development group is to receive an
invitation from a company to make a presentation. This gives the agency the opportunity
to sell itself - to describe its experience, personnel capabilities, and operating producers,
as well as to demonstrate its previous work.

(iv) Public Relations:

(v) Image and Reputation :
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15.9 Summary:

Beginning in 1841 as a space setting business, advertising agency business today is a
flourishing industry, specialising in creation and execution of promotional communication. The
lesson explores the basis of client,....agency relationships, types of agencies and their services,
criteria for selecting agency and method of compensate their services. In addition to that the
lesson also high lighted the agency evaluation reasons to lose clients and how to get new clients
of the entire process of adversary.

15.10 KeyWords:

1. Advertising Agency: A firm that specialise in the creation, production and placement of
advertising message and may provide other services that facilitate the marketing
communication process.

2. Ad Creativity: The ability to generate fresh, unique and appropriate ideas that can be
used as a solution to communication problems.

3. Clients: The organisations with the products, services or causes to be marked and for
which advertising agencies and other marketing promotional firms provide services.

4. Copy Writer: Individual who helps conceive the ideas for advertisings and commercials
and write the words and copy for them.

5. Full Service Agency: An advertising agency that offers clients a full range of marketing
and communication services.

6. Super agencies: Large external agencies that offer IMC on a worldwide.

7. Media buying services: Independent companies that .speciallse in the buying of media,
particularly radio and T.V. time.

15.11Self - Assessment Question :
1. What is the structure of full service advertising agency? What function do different

departments perform?
2. What criteria would you use in selecting an advertising agency?

3. Why is client - agency relationship? Suggest ways to improve the CAR?

4. What are the different agency compensationmethods? If youwere an advertisingexecutive

in a company, which compensation method would you favour?
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5. How do agencies gain customers? What are the reasons that client change agencies?

15.12Further Readings:

1. Sandage C.H. and Fry burger Vermon, Advertising theory and practice. Richard D. Irwin
Inc. Homewood Illinois.

2. Khazmi S.H.H. & Batra K. Satish (2004), Advertising and sales promotion, Excel Books.
New Delhi.

3. George E. Belch & Michael A. Belch (2003) Advertising and promotion Tata Mc Graw Hill
Edition.

4. Chunawalla, S.A. (2005) Advertising, sales and Promotion Management. Himalaya
Publishing Company, Mumbai.
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LESSON -16

ADVERTISING COPY: MESSAGE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT.

16.00bjectives:-
After having gone through this lesson, you will be able to :

.:. Explain the importance and relevance of message design in communication frame work.
•:. Discuss the tools used to create message
.:. Comment upon the order of presentation.
•:. Describe the principles underlying message development.

Structure:

16.1 Introduction
16.2 Message Design and Positioning
16.3 Message Design and Marketing Objectives
16.4 Message Presentation
16.5 Message Sidedness
16.6 Message Development Meaning and Tools
16.7 Advertising Copy
16.8 Headline
16.9 Illustration
16.10. Body Copy
16.11 Colour
16.12 Composition (Layout)
16.13 Summary
16.14 Keywords
16.15 Self Assessment Question
16.16 Further Readings.

16.1 Introduction:-
In addition to media planing and selection, every advertiser is closely concerned with

formation and presentation of his advertising message. The advertising message formulation
involves designing of advertising copy and structuring the layout so that the firms USP (Unique
Selling Proposition) may be effectively presented to the target audience for appropriate product

" position. Before an advertisement appears in public, two activities must be undertaken. First
message design ar.d second message development including message execution. This lesson
deals with these two important aspects of communication,
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16.2 Message Design and Positioning:-

The message is often considered as the most vital component in the communication
process. The message is the thought, idea, attitude, image, or other information that the advertiser
wishes to convey to the target audience emphasising the importance of message design. Howan
advertising message is presented is critically important in determining its effectiveness. Promotion
managers must focus on what will be the message content, how this information will be structured
for communication and what kind of message appeal will be appropriate. Ogilvy. David said" My
original magic lantern started with the assertion that positioning and promise were more than half
the battle". True, but spotting the uniqueness or association of the product that will help the
advertiser,win a place in the consumer's mind isn't easy. An excellent example of brand positioning
is Maggi Instant noodles.

The above example helps us in understanding positioning, the key word to modern day
advertising. Position of a product ISwhat the consumer think about it. And not what the marketer
feels about his product. Identifying and applying consumer's true mental perceptions of the product
in your communication is what message design in all about. While Designing the message for a
certain product we must consider the nature of the product, Identify generic product category,
target audience and the segment, special attributes of the product, consumer expected benefits
with the product, competitors, frequency and occasion of product usage, prospect requirements,
product peculiarities, expected positioning etc., The message designers have come to know the
above said all through well conduct market research.

"Throughconsumer researchthe company (foodspecialist limited) ful that the most profitable
position (for maggi) would be as a tasty, instant snak, made at home and initially aimed at children.
The target market was the in-homesegment of the very substantialsnack category. This positioning
decision automatically determined the competition which included all snack products in general.
These would range from ready to eat snacks - biscuits, wafers, and peanuts-to ready prepared
snacks such as samosas. All were bought out items."

16.3 Message Design and Marketing Objectives:-

The message is the thought, idea, attitude, image, or other information that the sender
wishes to convey to the intended audience. The marketer's objectives tend to very with audience.
Objectives in communicating with consumers, for example, may be one or all of the following:
Informing themwhat is for sale, creating brandawarenessgetting them to buy the product, reducing
their dissonanceafter the purchase is made. The marketer's objectiveswith intermediarycustomers
is to get them to stock the product; with other manufacturers, to get them to buy the product and
use it to make their own. .

Senders must also know their audience characteristics is term of education, interests,
needs and reams of experience. They must then endeavor to encode or phrase their message in
such a way that they will fall with in the consumers zones of understanding and familiarity. To
attract the attention and interest of their target audiences, marketer's starts their advertisements
with an appeal to the needs and interests of audience, and end with an appeal relevant to their
own needs (with an effective sales closing). Advertisements that do not conclude with an action
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closing tend to provoke much less action on the part of the consumer than those that do. The I'r .....

, following techniques summarized to make messages more memorable and persuasive.-, I

• Get the audience arouse
• Give the audience reasons for listening
• Use Questions to generate Involvement
• Cast the message in terms of familiar to audience and build on point of interest.
• Use thematic Organization the message materiel together by a theme and present in a

logical, irreversible sequence.
• Use simple category words more concrete, specific terms
• Repeat key points
• Use rhythm and rhyme
• Leave the audience with an incomplete message, something to ponder. So that they have

to make an effect to achieve closure.
• Ask audience for conclusion
• Tell the audience the implications of their conclusions.

16.4 Message Presentation :-

Marketing is all about satisfying consumer needs andwants at a profit and, at the sometime,
protecting the larger and longrun interests of the society. Through the use of a variety of appeals,
advertising attempts to communicate and influence the purchase and consumption behaviour of
existing and potential consumers. One of the most critical decisions about creative strategy in
advertising involves the choice of an appropriate appeal. Some ads are designed with the intent
of appealing to the rational and logical aspects of the consumer's decision making process, and
other attempt to stimulate consumer's feelings with the intent of evoking some designed emotional
response. Many advertising professional belive that effective advertising is created by combining
practical reasons for purchasing a product or service with emotional values of the audience.

Advertising appeals are often classified as rational appeals 'emotional appeals' and 'moral
appeals'. Rational appeals are those that focus on the audience's self interest and are directed at
the thinking aspect of the decision making process. Such appeals attempts to show that the
product or service will produce the desired benefits. Examples are ad messages that promise
economy,assurance of resale value, quality,durability, reliability,ease of use etc., Rationalappeals
are particularlyrelevantfor industrialbuyerswho chose productsaccording to some of the mentioned
criteria. In case of general consumers, they confidently rationalise most of their purchases even
when the purchase decisions are based on emotional grounds.

Emotional appeals are put under two categories: positive and negative emotional appeals,
depend onwhat kind of emotions are to be triggered. Love, affection, Joy, prides humour, prestige,
status etc., are some examples of positive emotional appears. Fear, shame, guilt, embarrassment,
rejection etc., are negative emotional appeals. Such appeals motivate the audience to do things
that they should do, such as cleaning teeth (Colgate Commercial) or to stop dOingthings they
should not, such as smoking and using other tobacco products.
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Moral appeals attempts to draw audience attention to what is 'right'. Moral appeals are
generally used to urge people to support social causes such as environmental concern population
exposition, donating money to help victims of some natural calamity, or equal status for women "
etc.,

16.5 Message Sidedness:-

A message can be either one-sided or two-sided. A one sided message mentions only
benefits or positive attributes of the product or service. For ex. Advertisements of 'Maruti 800'
only address j~ advantages and don't mention any possible weaknesses. If the audience is
favourably predisposed, or if it is not likely to hear an opposing argument, then a one sided
message is most effective. A two - sided message presents not only the strong points of the

- products orserviee, but also admits to any weaknesses. If audience is critical, unfriendly or
hostile, well educated, or if iris likely to hear opposing claim about the product or service, then a
two sided message is most likely to be more effective. Two-sided advertising messages are
especially useful in a highly competitive marketing environment. Where every competing brand
claims superiority over others. Ex Khaitan Mara than fan ad claims superiority about its features
but admits that it is expensive than other fans. This strategy actually helps provide consumers
with counter agreements to dilute any attacks by competing brands.

Two-sided message are often seen is case of comparative advertising where the name of
one are more competitors are openly mentioned for the purpose of claming overall superiority or
superiority on selective attributes basis. Recent examples seen in Indian Media are RIN andTide,
Cannon & Rodi Xerox.

Although comparative advertising is widely used, it is not without critics. Researchers
dispute its effectiveness in aiding message recall. Somemaintain the message recall effectiveness
of comparativeads is somewhathigher than that of adswhich do not explicitly name the competition.

16.6 Message Development - Meaning and Tools:-

Basicallyan advertisement is anexpression of on ideaand the success of the advertisement
rests on the strength of the idea the total message pictures and the words intruded to express.
Any advertisementwe come across is the outcomeof visualizationor creativevisualization. Creative
Visualization is the starting point of message development. Prof Mawerice I. Mandell has
emphasized that the term creative visualization, refers to "Seeing in the mind's eye the form of the
idea as it would appear in the advertisement". It is a creative process dealing with visioning or
imagining the units, or masses or elements that go into the advertisements that is to presented to
the audience. Still we find many creative persons fallow certain steps to find innovative ideas. Mr.
Aleso Osborn- The founder of creative Educati_onfoundation is USA has done lot of work a creative
process. He spells out seven step model of creative process. The seven steps are orientation
(Familiar with the company product - its markets - company history, philosophy, policies and
peculiarities), preparation Gathering all types of information both relevant and irrelevant. Analysis'
(The collected information is to be manipulated-thoroughly examined, studied, weeded, screened,
and arranged in unusual combinations and synthesized) Ideation (Creative spark or concrete
.shape to the brain waves), Incubation: (ideas into the subconscious), synthesis: (process of
organizing ideas) evaluation, and verification. So, creativity is the quality of being able to produce
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original work or ideas by human intelligence and imagination in any field. A new creation canwin
praise of people only if it is completely new. Some thing that had never existed before.

For creating a good ad there are few tools that are normally used. These are like chisel
and mallet, for transforming ideas into meaningful shapes. These are the means towards achieving
the goal.

16.7 Advertising Copy :-

One of the most important function in advertising is writing copy. An ad copy is all the
writtenor spokenmatters in an advertisementexpressed inwords or sentencesandfiguresdesigned
to conveythe desiredmessage to the target audience/consumers. In a print mediaan advertisement
copy is mode-up of head-line, sub-headlines, both of the copy, illustration, logo-type, slogan and
brand name. Strictly speaking, written content of ad is called as copy and visual part is called as
illustration an advertisement copy is the product of the collective efforts of copy writers, and artists
and the layoutman. The ad copy is drafted with certain objectives to be achieved. These objectives
are 'Direct Action' and 'Indirect Action'. Direct Action objective of a copy is to cause immediate
direct action on the part of the consumer, eg., coupons for soliciting inquiries. Indirect action
objective of a copy is to create indirect action on the part of prospects.

Good ad copy is not the result of a sudden flash of inspiration. Rather, it is built or put
together according to a definite plan to produce a definite results. Before any copy is written, the
copywriter should have pre-thinking a preludeto successful copywriting. He should havedesigned
background information a stuff for his copy. It relates to buyers, products, channels, promotion
and legalities. However, a good or effective ad copy is one that succeeds is reaching the target
consumers to create a favourable attitude towards the product and the producer impelling an .,
action. To perform these functions, an effective copy should be brief, clear, apt, personal, honest, - ~
and conforming are called as the essentials or attributes.

In print media, the ad copy is made-up of the components like,
Head line
Sub-Head lines
Body of the copy
Illustration
slogan
Identification mark or logo type
Colours and
Composition

These elements are used to design and develop the message in away that the basic objectives of
communication is fulfilled. Be it informing the consumers about the sales, or persuading him to
buy the merchandise orsimply creating an awareness about the brand.

16.8 Copy Head Line :-

Researchshows that most advertisementsare not read beyondthe headline. It the headline
arouses curiosity only then the reader proceeds further. Naturally the headline deserve more
attention and imagination than other parts of the advertisement. It is the name given to the display



line which appears at the top or near top of the ad and acts as a sign post in stopping the reader
and impelling him to read the message. It is a word or aphrase or a sentence printed in large sized
letters and implying the message underlying the advertisement Head line is the essence boiled
down from the substance of advertising message. It is so important that it makes clear distinction
between the success or failure of an ad. The important functions of head line are (i) To attract the
attention of readers, (ii) To induce the readers to read the text, and (iii) to give concised selling
message.

Copy head lines are classified in a number of ways by experts in the field of advertising.
According to C.M. Edwards and W.H. Howards, head lines can be offourtypes namely, Informative,
Provocative, Setective and label.

(i) Informative Headllne ;

Informative (or) News(or).message head line features the most important selling point of
the product/services, provides new information to the readers. Eg. Innovations in electronics an
advertisement of "National", "Look your loveliest with LACTOCALAMINE" Dulphar Intertorm Ltd.,

(ii) Provocative Head Line~

Bait the readers curiosity in order to complete the reading of a copy. Eg. "Don't gun
mosquitoes -use TORTOISE MOSQUITO COIL - Bombay Chemical Ltd., Growing children need
COMPLAN- Glindia Ltd.,

(iii) Selective Head Lines:

Seek their clientele by directing their appeals to those for whom the product holds a special
interest Eg. "Youneed not be a millionaire to look aMulti-Millionaire" - Raymond's, "Toall collegian
CLEARSIL for pimples" Halen Curtis Ltd.

(iv) Label Headlines:

Identify and name the product with its price., eg : Peter England shirts ranging from Rs.
399. "Moccasins-Rs.195 per pair"- Bata India Ltd.

Headlines to be effective can be supported visually. Both together involves the readers
with ad.

Sub headline:- While many ads have only one headline, it is also common to see print ads
containing the main head and one or more secondary heads, or sub-heads. Sub-heads are
usually smaller than the main headline but large than the body copy. They may appear above or
below the main headline or within the body copy. These are often used to enhance the readability
of the message by breaking up large amounts of body copy and highlighting key sales points.
Their content ~einforcesthe headline and advertising slogan or theme.
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Eg: ONLY BRYL CREAM

* Grooms your hair perfectly without making it oily or messy
It is so economical - one application keeps your hair naturally in the place all the day
It has unique formula that nourishes the scalp, encourage healthy hair growth
It brings out natural colour to your hair change to BRYL CREAM !

**

****

Used by millions of well groomed men through out the world - H.M.M., Ltd., India.

Slogans:- A slogan is any word or a group of words used regularly by the advertiser to impress
the readers of the basic idea about his product! service. It is brief, general and unchanging that
widens horizons of publicity. It signs of the qualities of product or producer.

Eg: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Diamonds are forever .
Just do it
Let's make things Bother
The coolest one
We know India Better

DeBeers
Nike
Philips
Kelvinater
L.I.C

Seals, Logos, and Signatures:-

A seal is awarded when a product meets the standards established by a particular agency
or institute such as lSI, ISO 9002, or Energy Star, etc... These seals provide an independent,
valued endorsement to the advertises product.

Logotypes and signature are special desiqn of the advertisers company or the product
name. They appear in all the company ads, are immediately recognised and give the product
individuality at the point of sale, such as kellogge, Intel inside, hp, etc.

16.9 lIIustration:-

The illustration is often a dominant part of a print ad and plays an important role in
determining its effectiveness. The Visual portion of an ad must attract attention, communicate an
idea, or image, and work in a synergistic fashion with the headline and body copy to produce an
effective message. In some print ads, the visual part of ad is essentially the message and thus
must convey a strong and meaningful image. The visuals capture a mood and evoke a feeling, a
context for the consumer's perception of product or service. Selecting the focus of ad visuals
often determines how well the big idea is executed. The art director has to make many decisions
reg~dlag.rthe ~~I_portioh O..f.the.ad, su~has ident~ficationr:nark(Company Name, Trade Marks,
LogoS,etc.) photoes hand draws illustratlcns, black andwhile or colour etc.,

16.10Body Copy:

The main text portion included in the advertisement is called the body copy. The body
copy contains the complete sales story and is the logical continuationof the headlineandsubheads.
It covers the attributes, benefits and the utility of the product or service, but getting the audience
to read the body copy is often difficult. It is estimated that just about ten readers actually read the
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body copywhich must be long enough to accommoadate the complete message and short enough;
to retain the reader's interest. The copy writer most speak to the prospects self interest. explain
how the product or service will satisfy the consumer need.

16.11Colour:

Colour is another physical element of an ad copy and can be used with impact only if its
dimensions are understood. The decisions to use colour, and how much of it, can influence the
development of copy and art and the production of finished print advertisement. The useof colour
directly influence the cost of advertisement but also offers significant advantages.

• It adds attention - Capturing value to the.advertisements.
• Help in imparting emphais to important elements in an ad
• Add a sense of realism or atmosphere
• Help in easy identification of brand name, package and trademark
• Imparts a feeling of quality and prestige to the advertisement.

Print advertising had the potential to compete with television. It had a ability to generate
astonishing, eye -catching colour in ad's. Use of colours suits many product categories such as
food items, fabrics, fashion item, etc., national origin or culture can playa role in colour preferences.
Colours have a symbolism of their own that can influence the communication process. Greens
and blues areperhaps associated with grass, trees, sea, and sky, they are cool and restrained
colours. At the other end of the spectrum are red and orange. These arewarm colours, suggesting
fire stimulation, passion, action and excitement. Yellow is viewed as a bright and cheerful colour
and suggests warmth without heat.

16.12 Composition (Layout) :

A layout is an orderly physical arrangement of headline, subheads, body copy, slogan,
seal, logo, signature and the visual elements into a finished advertisement. It shows where each
component of the ad will be placed and gives guidelines to people working on the ad creation.
The comprehensive layout is a highly refined exact copy of finished ad. It is quite detailed, with
photos, the final type styles and font sizes, and sub visual, and a glossy spray coat.

Rules of composition are followed in every art form ever created by man. One can safely
say that there can be no beauty unless the rules of proportion are followed. A poor idea remains
poor no matter howwell laid out it is, but a good idea had a chance of success only if it is presented
clearly on the page. The manner of arranging components on the page has a lot to do with
attracting and controlling the readers attention. The subject has also been investigatedby scientists
who have arrived at conclusion about eye movement and attention fatigue. There are not set
formulae that can assure effective layout. However,there will be a great opportunity for successful
layouts if the following factors taken into consideration.

1) Sequence or eye movement: The ad should be arranged in an orderly manner so that
consumers can read it from left to right and top to bottom. Arrangement of elements in a sequence
helps directthe readers eye in a structural motion. The elements should be placed in a manner
that the eye starts where the advertiser wants it to start and traverses its course through out the
ad.
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2) Balanc.e: There is a belief among many designers that balance is a fundamental law of
nature. Balance means controlling the size, tone, weight and position of the elements in the ad. It
occurs when equal weights or forces are equidistant from a reference point, which is the imaginary
vertical line drawn from the centre of the ad. One can test the balance by examine the relationship
between the right and left halves of the ad. When the weights of all elements on both sides of the
vertical centre line is equal the layout hadformal balance. Suchsymmetrical ads give an impressions.
of stability and conservation.

3) centrast. An effective way of drawing attention to a particular element is with the use of
contrast. It imparts life to a layout and adds emphasis to selected elements. Variations in the
size, shape and colour of layout elements creates contrast. Altering type to bold or italic brings
attention to a word or phrase and create contrast between type elements.

4) Emphasis or proportion..,;. Elements in an advertisement are accorded space based on their
importance to the complete advertisement. For best appearance, elements frequently use varying
amounts of space in some proportion.

5) Unity.:. Unity is considered as most important design principle. All creative advertlsinq had a
unified design. The complete layout (Copy, Visual, Headline, Logo, etc.) should appear as a
simple unified composition. Unity contributes order lines to the elements.

6) Continuity.:. Continuity refers to the relationship of one advertisement to the rest of the
compaiqn, This is achived by using the same design format, style and tone for all advertisements.

7) Clarity and Simplicity: Any element that can be eliminated with out damaging the effect the
advertiser is trying to achive should be eliminated. Toomany different type styles, type that is too
small and unnecessary copy make the layout complex too busy. It makes the ad, hard to read and
hurt the overall effect desired.

16.13 Summary:

The lesson message design and development, discusses the basic tools used in message
desiqn and development. Message is the central theme on which the communication to the
audience depends. Making use of its elements like headline body copy, colour, shape, size, order
of presentation and direcUperipheral approach to presentation, a message seeks to fulfill the
communication objectives effectively.

16.14 KeyWords:

1) AdvertiSing campaign_: A comprehensive advertising plan that consists of a series of
messages in a variety of medic that centre on a single theme or idea.

2) AdvertiSing Creativity_: The ability to generate fresh, unique and appropriate ideas that
can be used in solution to communication problems.

3) Body copy_: The main text portion of a print ad.
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4) Creativity: A quality possessed by persons that enables them to generate novel
approaches, generally reflected in new and improved solutions to problem.

5) Emotional Appeal: Advertising message that appeal to consumers feelings andemotions. '

6) Sub heads_: Secondary headline in the print ad.

7) Unique selling proposition_: An advertising strategy that focuses on a product/ service
attributes that is distinctive to a particular brand and offers an important benefit to the
customer. .

16.15 Self Assessment Question :

1. Discuss the steps involved in the design process of a print ad, what is the role of
headline and visual?

2. Select two advertising campaign and develop what you think are the objectives of
the ad's. How has a message design attempted to achieve these objectives.

3. Suggest what message strategies and order of presentation should be used for the
following products and services and why?
a) Detegenis b) Cigretts c) Fire Insurance d) Housing Loans.

4. How do colour and size affect the response to an ad : illustrate with examples.

16.16 Further Readings:

1. Philip Kotler, Marketing Management, Prentice Hall of India Pvt., Ltd., New Delhi.
2. George E. Besch & MichaelA. Belch,Advertising and Promotion. TataMcGraw-Hili,

New Delhi.
3. Schiffman & Kanuk, Consumer Behaviour, Prentice Hall of India Ltd., New Delhi.
4. S.H.H. Kazmi & Satish K. Batra, Advertising and sales Promotion, Excel Books, New

Delhi.

Dr.V. Tulasi Das
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LESSON -17

MEDIA SELECTION, PLANNING AND
SCHEDULING

17.0 Objectives:

After reading this lesson you should be able to :

.:. Explain the concept f media planning and role of media in overall marketing and
advertising plan.

•:. Discuss the strategies relevant to media selection .

•:. Explain the dominant factors in scheduling.

Structure:

17.1 Introduction.
17.2 Meaning and Types of Media
17.3 Media Planning: A Process
17.4 Media Selection: A Process
17.5 Developing and Implementing Media Strategies
17.6 Media Scheduling
17.7 Summary
17.8 KeyWords
17.9 Self Assessment Questions
17.10 Further Readings

17.1 Introduction:

Media management involves one of the most crucial decisions for an advertiser in its
objectives to reach effectively the target markets. The decisions assume further critical importance"
with the wide availability of media vehicles and changing in buying public. Media planners must
know consider new options as well as recognize the changes that are occurring in traditional
sources. Newand evolvingmedia contribute to the alreadydifficult task of media planning. Planning
when, where, and how the advertising messagewill be delivered is a complex and involvedprocess.
The primary objective of the media plan is to develop a frame work that will deliver the message to •
the target audience in the most efficient, cost effective manner possible that will communicate.
What the product, brand, and \or service can do. This unit presents the, various methods of
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message delivery available to marketers, examine some key considerations in making media
decisions and discusses the development of media strategies, plans and media scheduling.

17.2 Meaning and Types of Media:

Media as a term can be defined both from the users and the suppliers perspectives. To the
users of media i.e. advertisers and audiences, it is the mix of medium that carry the advertisers
message and constitute as the vital link between the company that manufacturers and serve the
product and the customer who buy or might wish to buy it. Media suppliers on the other hand,
includes the institutions that offer media. To them it is a "mix of service organization whiph aim to
fulfill the needs of listeners, viewers and readers for information and entertainment". Note that
the media are not primarily and purely for carrying the marketing messages. They render a far
more meaningful and comprehensive set of beneficial services in which besides entertainment
and information, marketing messages are carried to the audiences. Naturally therefore, each
medium will do its best for making it more attractive and closer to its audience.

TypesyfMedia : Advertisers face virtually an ocean full media choices, though many of them
may-be summarily rejected as being irrelevant either to the product type or to consumer types.'
The following are the major types of Media.

+"Oired Mail Media
':c.+.RadIO Advertising
+ Outdoor Media
+ Magazine'
+ Screen Media
+ Specialty Media etc.,

+ Directory Media
+ Point of Purchase Media
+ News Paper Media
+Transit Media
+Television

17.3 Media Planning: A Process:

The media plan determines the best way to get the advertiser's message to the market. In
a basic sense, the goal of the media plan is to find that combination of media that enables the
marketers to communicate the message in the most effective manner to the largest number of
potential customers at the lowest cost.

Like any other planning, media planning is done by specialists who have necessary amount
of training and experiences. Media planning is a process of designing a course of action that
shows how advertising time and space will be used to contribute to the achievement of marketing
objectives. In this process the media planner takes into consideration factors like media strategy,
mediatactics, media planningmodels and the cumulativeeffect of advertisingalongwith procedures
for buying media~

The activities involved in developing the media plan and purpose of each are presented in
figure 17.t. As you can see, a number of decisions must be made throughout this process. As
the plan evolves, events may occur that necessitate changes. Many advertisers find it necessary
to alter and update their objectives and strategies frequently.
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[The situation analysis

Purpose' To understand
the marketing problem.
An analysis is made of a
company and its
competitors on the basis
of.: .
1. Size and share of the

total market.
2. Sales history, costs,

and profits.
3. Distribution practices.
4 Meth<?dsof selling
5 Use of advertising.
6 Identification of

prospects
. '7. Nature of the product.

Figure 17.1 : Activities involved is developing Media Plan
,.....---_------, ,--=:----:------~

The marketing strategy The creative strategy
_Rlan 1 ____E_la_n -1

Purpose: To plan lPurpose: To determino
activities that will solve I what to communicate
one or more of the I through advertisements
m'l!!rkeling problems. Includes the determination
Includes the I of:
determination of: 1. How product can meet
1. Marketing objectives consumer needs.
2. Product and spending 2. How product will be

~ strategy. ~ II positioned in
3. Distribution strategy. advertisements.
4. Which elements of 3. Copy themes

marketing mix are to 4. Specific objectives of
be used. each advertisement

5. Identification of "best" I 5. Number and sizes of
market segments. advertisements.

J
. "

Setting media objectives ~
Purpose: To translate marketing objectives and strategies into goals that media can I

accomplish. I

Determining media strategy
Purpose: To translate media goals into general guidelines that will control the planner's
selection and use of media. The best strategy alternatives should be selected.

Selecting broad media classes
Purpose : To determine which broad class of media best fulfills the criteria. Involves
comparison and selection of broad media classes such as newspapers, magazines, radio,
television and others. The analysis is called inter media comparisons. Audience size is one
of the major factors used in comparing the various media classes.

Selecting media within classes
Purpose : To compare and select the' best media within broad classes,' again using
predetermined criteria. Involves making decisions about the following.
1. at magazines were recommended, than which magazines?
2. If television was recommended, then

a. Broadcast or cable television? c. If network, which program(s) ?
b. Network or spot television? d. If spot, which markets?

3. If radio or newspapers were recommended, then
8. Whicl;l markets shall be/~sed ? b. What criteria shall buyers use in making

purchases of local media?
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, ~ ··~i'·::r--~
'Me~ia use'~$iOnS

other . ,I Ia _
Media use decisions

broad cast Media use decision print

1.What kind of
sponsorship (sole,
shared, partLCiP_fItiO.9_,or
other) ?

2.What levels of reach and
frequency / .'.,will be
required ?/

3. Scheduling : 01\1 which
, days and months! are
commercials to appear 7_

4. Placement of spow.--rn
. . '.- -I

prq~ams orbetwee,n -,
ro rams

j1. Number .: f ads to
, appear.rand on which

days.anornonths \ \
2. Placements of ads Any
/ preferred position within.

media? ,.
-+ 3; Speciat , r: treatment .)

Gatefolds, eleeda.icotor.etc, . _:~ ,

4. Desired reach
_: trequency levels ,

,1 Bill boards.~
'a Loc~tion \ i,Qf, -m~rkets
\ and p~~tri,~~tion

.-----.
b. Kinds _ i5f 7~ outdoor

boards tcRie ~sed
2. Direct mail or other

1 '
media I Decisions
pecuhar ' to th~se
media.or

Source: George 6,. ijel and Michael ABelch, Advertrsrng and 'P~Gmotion f'..304'

. A~ each stag~ of t~e pla~ning process you wO(;Jla,r~.:.ognls¢ trie Importanpe ~ffaats ~nd
fl~re..s., and ways to stud1them In order to take thesubdrvjsions So, the relevance, of information
ana~i~ base begins right at th~ first sta~ and staysnqht through till the. evaluation stage. What
infor~n is required at each stage win be studied as we go along'. Let us study the jmportant
staqesin the planning process. (See Fig. 17:2)

Figure 17.2 Developing the Media Plan

, Media Strategy . 'I '

-+ Development and / -+ EValuation and
-,Implementation/ folloW-l,!p.~--------~--~

Market
Analysis

Establishment of
Media Objectives

~¥,e~i~...\plan is derived;f~om advertising plan. Aq_v~¢~~e.lf, inits turn" is derived
fr~arket(.11f} plan. Marl(~tlng plan 2~nSI.defs the- t~t¢ marketing ~nv,,:,onme~t and set~ ~he
mp~ ?bj'ecuves. To re~lse these objectives, we for1'llWa~ m,arketl~trategl~s. Advertls~ng
plan ISdenved fr;()~mar~~trng p'1~~,aad lays down l~: prO~[l~t~~'f3~eg~ as ~art .of marketing
strategy. Our me'tila~pIan IS~~lvegJron;Lthe ,adverttslng plan. It set~ media obJee<tlves. These·
ob~s are realisedJhhlugtii:/media stiatE1lgy.

Setting media objectives is tfie first.ste:p inniedi~ pICl_!lOi~~~~ives ar~ in harmony
with the advertising '3.Qdthe marketing plahs:'(There are broadly fiv~lerttents in a -media objective
statement. Target aucJfence, Geographic concentratIon, Timing'col_lSideratic)ii~achl frequency
and creative requirements. ~
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17.4 MediaSelection: A Process:

Media selection is a highly involved task for a marketer. The major reasons for this
involvement I~that there could be no single best media strategy that would apply to different
situations. The attempt is, therefore, to identify a fit betweenmedia choice andmarket preferences.
Differences in these choice approaches necessitate a change in media mixes. Further, media
selection differs continuously on account of an imperfect state of knowledge that exists about the
media scene. The pattern of advertisement expenditure on media vehicles keep on changing with
the passage of time. Thus, advertisers andmarketers is the same industry may be found spending
different amounts on various media instruments even though the products and markets are the
same. Figure 17.3. Outlines the major media considerations in media selection.

Fig-17.3: Major Consideration in Media Selection.

Type of Media

Directory Advertisement

Direct Mail Advertisement

Radio AdVertisement

Point of purchase Advertisemen

Outdoor Advertisement

News Paper Advertisement

Magazine Advertisement

Transit Advertisement
\

Screen Advertisement

TelevisionAdvertisement

Specialty Advertisement

Other Advertisement

Source: Advertising: W.H. Bolen P.191.

Major Choice Rules

Product Characteristics

Advertising objectives

Cost

Advertising by competitors

Media selectivity

Media coverage

Media availability

Media restrictions

Media flexibility

Media mix
..

Media acceptance

Quality of workmanship

Media support

Media benefits

In view of the complexities and involvement in mediaselection, a managerial framework is
quite helpful. The following selection process deals with a series of considerations in the pursuit
of media selection. Target audience; creative requirements (Nature of message delivered);
Seasonal and Geograpffic concentration; cost; reach I frequency; Degree of synergy between
message content and media.
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17.5 Developing and Implementing MediaStrategies:

Having determined what is to be accomplished. media planners consider how to active
these objectives. That is they develop and implement media strategies. which evolve directly
from the actions required to meet objectives and involve the criteria considered is the development
of media plans. -

• The media mix
• Target market coverage
• Geographic Coverage
• Scheduling
• Reach Vs. Frequency
• Creative aspects and mood.
• Flexibility
• Budget consideration

Let us examine each of the above criteria in developing and implementing media strategies.

a. The Media Mix: A wide variety of media and media vehicles are available to advertisers.
While it is possible that only one medium and / or vehicle might be employed. it is much more
likely that a number of alternatives will be used. The objectives sought. the characteristics of the
product or service. the size of the budget. and individual preferences are just some of the factors
that determine what combination of media will be used. As an example. consider a promotional
situa;tionin which a product requires a visual demonstration to be communicated eff~ctively. In
this case, TV may be the most effective medium. If the promotional strategy calls for coupons to
stimulate trial, print media may be necessary. For in-depth information, the-lnternet may be the
best.

By employing a media mix, adv~rtisers can add more versatility to their media
strategies, since each medium contributes its own distinct advantages. The combination of media,
help the marketers to increase coverage, reach and frequency levels.

(b} Target Market Coverage: The media planner determines which target markets should
receive the most media emphasis. Developing media strategies involves matching the most
appropriate media to this market by asking "Though which media and media vehicles can
I best get my message to prospective buyers"? The goal of the media planner is to extend media
coverage to as many of the members of the target audience as-possible which minimizing the
amount of waste coverage.

(c) Geographic Coverage: In view of the market prioritiesand the differentialmedia objectives
set for such market. how the media mix is to be used in order to allocate the advertising effort is
explained in strategic terms. .

(d) Scheduling: Obviously, companies would like tokeep their advertising in front of
consumers at all times as a constant reminder of the product and/or brand name. In reality, this is
not possible for a variety of reasons. Nor is it necessary. The prime objective of scheduling is to
time promotional efforts so that tt,}eywill coincide with the highest potential buying times. For
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some. products these times are not easy to identify; for others they are very obvious. Three
scheduling methods are available to media planners to decide - continuity fighting and pulsing...

Continuity refers to a continuous pattern of advertising, which may mean everyday,
every week or every month-used for advertising for food products, detergents, cosmetics, etc.,
consumed on an on going basis without regarded ad seasonality. Fighting method employees a
less regularschedulewith intermittent periods- seasonal products. Pulsing is actually a combination
of the first two methods. In a pulsing strategy, continuity is maintained, but at certain times
promotional efforts are stepped up - Garments ads in festival seasons. Educational institute ads
in admission time etc.,

(e) Reach Vs. Frequency: Basedon the marketing adjectives, it is always important to quantify
the actual number of target audience desired to be covered and the number of time the target
person is to be exposed to the advertising in order to effect the desired response. These are the
physical dimensions of the achievement of any plan. The actual number of target persons covered
in known as reach, and the number of exposures they are to receive is the frequency.

Since advertisers have a variety of objectives and face budget constraints, they
usually must trade off reach and frequency. They must decide whether to have the message be
seen or:heard by more people or by fewer people more often. To determine effective frequency,
one must consider marketing factors, message factors and media factors. (See Exhibit - 17.1).
The Reach Vs. Frequency decision, while critical, is very difficult to make. A number of factors
must be considered, and concrete rules do not always apply. The decision is often more of an art
than a science.

Exhibit 17.1 : Determinant Factors of Effective Frequency

Marketing Factors

• Brand History: Is the brand new or established? New brands generally require higher
frequency levels.

• Brand share: An inverse relationship exists between brand share and frequency. The
higher the brand share, the lower the frequency level required.

• Brand loyalty: An inverse relationship exists between loyalty and frequency. The
higher the loyalty, the lower the frequency level required.

• Purchase cycles: Shorter purchasing cycles require higher frequency levelsto maintain
top-of-mind awareness.

• Usage cycle : products used daily or more often need to be replaced quickly, so a higher
level of frequency is desired.

• Competitive share of voice: Higher frequency levelsare requiredwhen a lot of competitive
noise exists and when the goal is to meet or beat competitors.

• Target group: The ability of the target group to learn and to retain messages has a
direct effect on frequency.
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Message or Creative Factors

• Message complexity: The simpler the message, the less frequency required.

• Message uniqueness: The more unique the message, the lower the frequency level
required.

• New versus continuing campaigns: New campaigns require higher levels of frequency
to register the message.

• Image versus product sell: Creating an image requires higher levels of frequency than
does a specific product sell.

• Message variation: A single message requires less frequency, a variety of messages
requires more.

• Wear out: Higher frequency may lead to wear out. This effect must be tracked and used
to evaluate frequency levels.

• AdvertiSing units: Larger units of advertising require less frequency than smaller once
to get the message across.

Media Factors

• Clutter: The more advertising that appears in the media used, the more frequency is
needed to break through the clutter.

• Editorial environment: The more consistent the ad is with the editorial environment, the
less frequency is needed.

• Attentiveness: The higher the level of attention achieved by the

• Scheduling: Continuous scheduling requires less frequency than does flighting or pulsing.

• Number of media used: The fewer media used, the lower the level of frequency required.

• Repeat exposures: Media that allow for more repeat exposures (for example, monthly
magazines) require less frequency.

(f) Creative aspects and Mood: The context of the medium in which the ad is placed may
also affect viewers, perception. A specific creative strategy may require certain media. Because
TV provides both sight and sound, it may be more effective in generating emotions than other
media magazinesmay create different perception from newspapers. In developing a mediastrategy
marketers must consider both creativity and mood factors. .

(g) Flexibility: An effective media strategy requires a degree of flexibility. Because of rapid
changing marketing environment. strategies may need to be mccmeo. If the plan has not built in
some flexibility, opportunities may be lost and/or the company may not be able to address new
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threats. Flexibility may be needed to address the Market opportunities, Market threats, availability
of media, changes in media or media vehicles etc., Fluctuation in these factors mean th~ media
strategy must be developed with enough flexibility to allow the manager to adopt to specific market
situation.

(h) Budget Consideration: One of the more important decisions in the development of .
media strategy is cost estimating. The value of any strategy can be determined by how well it
delivers the message to the audience with the lowest cost and the least waste. The marketer tries
to arrive at the optimal delivery by balancing cost with reach, frequency, and availability.

Advertising and promotional costs can be categories into two ways. The "absQlutecost- of
the mediumor vehicle is the actual total cost required to place the message. "Relative cost- refers
to the relationship between the price paid for advertising time or space and the size of the audience
delivered; it is used to compare media vehicles. Relativecosts are important because the manaqer
must try to optimise audience delivery within the budget constraints. Since a number of alternatives
are available for delivering the message, the advertiser must evaluate the relative costs associated
with these choice. Unfortunately the broad cost, print and out of home media do not always
provide the same cost break down, nor necessarily do vehicle within the print media. The following
are the cost based methods used.

1. Cost per thousand (CPM) : For years the magazine industry has provided cost break
downs.on the basis of cost per thousand people reached. The formula for this computation is

CPM ::I
Costof Ad Space (Absolute Cost)

C· I' x 1000ircu anon

2. Cost per rating polnt (CPRP): The broad cost media provides a different comparative
cost figure, referred to as cost per rating point or cost per point (CPP) based on the following
formula.

CPRP= Programme Rating I Cost of Commercial Time

3. Daily inch rate: For newspapers cost effectiveness is based on .thedaily inch rate,
which is the cost per column inch of the paper. As you can see, it is difficult to make
comparisons across various media. What is the broad cost equivalent for cost per thousand or
the column inch rate? Thus.

Television =
Cost of 1 unit of time x 1000

Programme Rating

Newspaper =
Cost of ad space x 1000

Circulation

•
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17.6 MediaScheduling:

Once the media planning and selection is accomplished to the satisfaction of both
advertisers and agencies, the attention is diverted to the task of deciding the scheduling. It
concerns answering such questions as how many of each media vehicles space and time units

. be bought? Over what and time units, this will be bought? Over what period, should such
buying be? Do we want a steady schedule or do we want a pulsed campaign, concentrating
heavily in the beginning and later slowing down?

Normally media scheduling is considered for a four week period. Thus, to an advertiser,
the following six types of schedules are available.

1. Steady Pulse: It is the easiest types of schedules to prepare. For instance one ad per
. week for 52 weeks or one ad per month for 12 months may be prepared.

2. Seasonal Pulse: Seasonal nature of products dictate the use of seasonal pulse in
advertising examples. Pears Glycerin Soap, Ceiling Fans; air conditions refrigerators
etc., in the months of winter and summer respectively.

3. Periodic Pulse: Scheduling of media at regular intervals but not related to the
seasons of the year is called the periodic pulse.
Ex. Media scheduling of consumer durables and non-durables.

4. Erratic Pulse: When advertising is spaced at irregular intervals, it is called erratic
pulse. Erratic pulse be itself is not to ignored. It is quite likely that the advertiser is
trying to cause changes in typical purchase cycles. For instance, ceiling fans, soft
drinks, etc., advertising in months other the summer months could attempt to even out
purchases throughout year.

5. Start up pulse: It is quite common to see a heavily concentrated media scheduling to
open their a new product or a new campaign. This is called start up pulse.

6. Promotional Pulse: This scheduling pattern suits only a particular promotional them
of a company. Thus, it will be more in the nature of one time only and advertising will be
heavily concentrated during a particular time. Ex. Reliance Mutual Fund, RIL Mobile, L1C
on Bheema Gold Policy in 2006 etc.,

Even though several scheduling patterns are available with their unique characteristics,
it would be wise to remember that scheduling is a part of media strategy. Hence, a regular
review of the scheduling pattern is beneficial to the advertiser. Any thoughts on media
scheduling will be directed by a careful analysis of three factors of media. They are Reach,
Frequency and continuity (RFC). Several researchers have been conduct' on analysing the
data related to RFC. The major findings are. .

• Continuity assumes importance because advertiSing is often forgotten if not reinforced by
continual exposure.

J
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promotion of consumers.

• As number of exposures increases, the number of person who remember it increase. Not
only this the length of time for which they remember also increases.

• An intensive 'burst' of advertiSing is more likely to cause a large number of people to
remember it at least for a short time than spreading the campaign uniformity.

• In many cases reaching as many people as possible may be as important as the task of
reaching a fewer number of people but more frequently.

• It go~s without emphasizing that media planning is more an art than a science because
not many credible and universally applied scientific methods have been evolved yet.

17.7 Summary:

This unit has presented an over viewof the determination of, media objectives, development
of the media strategy, selections of media, and form allegation of objectives and strategy in the
form of media plan. The media strategy must be designed to supplement and support the overall
marketing and communication objectives. The objective of this plan are designed to deliver the
message the programme has developed.

The basic task involved in the development of media strategy is to determine the best
matching of media to the target market, given the constraints of the budget. The media planner
attempts to balance reach and frequency and to deliver the message to the intended audience
with a minimum of waste coverage. At the same time, a number of additional factors affect the
media decision. The media strategy development influenced by many factors, including media
mix, determining target audience and Geographic coverage, scheduling, and balancing reach
and frequency. Creative aspects, budget considerations and the need for the flexibility in the
schedule were also considered.

17.8 Key Words:

Media planning: M.P. is the series of decisions involved in delivering the promotional message
to the prospective purchasers and/or user of the product or brand.

Medium : Medium is the General category of available delivery system which includes TV,
Radio, Print, Direct mail, Out door advertising and other support media.

Media Vehicle: Media vehicle is the specific carrier within a medium category.

Reach: Reach is a measure of the number of different audience members exposed atleast once
to a media vehicle in a given period of time.

Coverage: Coverage Refers to the potential audience that might receive the message through a
vehicle.
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Frequency: Frequency refers to the number of times the receiver is exposed to the media
vehicle in a specified period.

17.9 Self Assessment Questions:

1. What major issues must media planner consider before they begin?

2. Media planning involves a trade off between reach and frequency. Explainwhat this means
and give examples of when reach should be emphasised over frequency and vice versa.

3. Discuss the principal methods of media scheduling. What factors should be taken into
account?

4. Explain the Criteria considered in developing and implementing media strategy.

5. "The biggest waste in advertising is to advertise too littlen Discuss.

17.10 Further Readings:

1. George E. Belch & Michael, A. Belch (2004), Advertising and Promotion. An Integrated
Marketing Communication Perspective, TataMCGraw-Hill Publishing Company Pvt., Ltd.,'
New Delhi.

2. W.H. Bolen (1981) Advertising, John Wiley & Sons, USA.

3. AM.C Barban, S.M. Cristor and F.J. Kopek (1976) Essential of Media Planning
(Chifago: Illinois Crain Books).

4. S.A. Chunawalla (2005), Advertising Sales and Promotion Management, Himalaya
Publishing House, Mumbai.

5. S.H.H. Kazmi & Satish K. Batra (2004) Advertising and Sales Promotion, Excel Books,
New Delhi.
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Lesson-- 18-

ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS

18.0 OBJECTIVES:

A careful reading of the lesson will enable you to :

.:. Makea through examination of the concept of advertisingeffectiveness and itsmeasurement

problem.
•:. Determine objectives of such evaluation for ensuring better pay offs.
-=- Discuss the type and techniques of advertisement evaluation and.
•> Derive practical lessons for coping with the real world difficulties in advertising evaluation.

STRUCTURE:

18.1 Introduction.
18.2 Conceptof EffectivenessandMeasurement
18.3 Typesof AdvertisingEvaluation.
18.4 TesttheAdvertisingEffectiveness.
18.5 AdvertisementEvaluationSomeFinalPoints.
18.6 Summary.
18.7 SuggestedReadings
18.8 SelfAssessmentquestions

18.1 Introduction:

The managerial responsibility in the area of advertising does not come to an end with the
execution of an advertising programme. Any sound managerial effort is finally interested in goal
attention and therefore, always ready to evaluate the results. Advertising is one of the vital functions
of management which is subject to such evaluation process. Investment in terms of talents, time
and treasure in any activity leads to results. Without the perfect knowledge on advertising efforts,
there is basis to feel satisfied or un satisfied We should be keen on knowing the end results in
order to decide intelligently weather to continue or to increase or to decrease or to abandon
aRogetherthe show. Testing has become the part of the programme of advertising. The endeavour
of this lesson is to contribute to this process of clarity.
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18.2 Concept of Effectiveness and Measurement:

Testing or evaluation of advertising effectiveness refers to the managerial exercise aimed
at relating the advertising results to the established standards of performance and objective so as
to asses the real value of advertising performance. This evaluation exercise is also known as the
advertising research. It is a research activity undertaken to measure the worth of the specific
elements of an advertisement or the aspects of entire advertising's programme. It is an attempt
to knowwheather the message designed properly has reached the greatest number of prospects
at the least practical cost. The rationale behind advertising effectiveness testing is elucidated
here under.

• To make sound future decision
• To impress upon the top management.
• To have a clear break - up picture
• To know the point of saturation and
• To keep in touch with the new trends.

In a nut shell, advertising testtng enables to get down to the facts, to decide on spendings,
to g~ard against the agency that tums to you the stereo typed matter to protect against the
mistaken notions that you have to keep in tough with latest trends, to muttiply the results from the
rupee investment made.

An effective advertisement evaluation consists nine measure called PACT (Positioning
Advertising Copy Testing). The PACT principles of advertising are:

• Provide measurements which are relevant to the objectives of the advertising.

• Requires agreement about how the results be used in advance of each specific test.

• Provide multiple measurements, because Single measurement in generally in adequate to
assess the performance of an ad.

, • Is based on a model of human response to communicate the reception of stimulus, the
comprehension of the stimulus and the reasons to the stimulus.

• Allows for consideration of whether the ad stimulus sh.ouldbe expoted more than once.

• Recognizes that the more finished a piece of copy is, the more soundly it can be evaluated
and requires, as a minimum, that altemative executions be tested in the same degree of

'. ."

finish.
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• Provides control to avoid the biasing effects of the exposure context.

• Take into account basic consideration of sample definition.

• Demonstrates reliability and validity empirically.

18.3 Types of Advertising Evaluation:

Marketers have a choice for conducting pretest evaluation, or concurrent testing or post
test evaluation or all together. The objective of pretesting evaluation is to increase likely hood of
preparing most effective ad message. It can help detect and eliminate weakness or flaws that
may ultimately result in consumer in difference or negative audience response.

Concurrent or coincidental testing is that which takes.place while the advertisements are
run. The objective of this technique is to take feedback from such testing and corrective actions
can be taken while the advertisement campaign is on.

Post testing evaluation on the other hand, pertains to determining effectiveness of an
advertisement or campaign after it has run. It is normally more expensive and time consuming.
However, it is superior than the previous two tests because the former uses real life setting to·
collect and analyse data in order to evaluate advertisement effectiveness. The findings obtained.
from post testing can provide useful guidelines for the future advertisements.

The areas of advertiSing evaluation are concerned prof. Russel H. Colley 1961 of USA
says that each area is identified and the actual results are to be compared to determine the
degreeof effectiveness. The areas are markets, motives, messages. media, budgeting scheduling
and overall results.

18.4 Test the Advertising Effectiveness:
Fortunately, the ad manager has wide range of testing techniques or methods to choose

for evaluation purposes. The method or technique is going to use is dependent on when he is
going to measure the ad effectiveness. Accordingly, there are three sets of methods to meet the
needs of a particular time dimension. These can be pre-testinq concurrent testing and post testing
methods or techniques.

1. Pre- Testing Methods:
Pre - testing is done prior to the launching of the full advertising campaign and incurring

major expenses on advertising efforts. The purpose of pre-testing is to select the best copy
appeals, headlines, matter, slogan, illustration. media and the like. Of the available techniques
the most popular have been discussed below.

. - - - - - - --------------
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a. CheckList Test:
A check list is a list of good qualities to be possessed by an effective advertisement. A

typical check list provides rating scale or basis for ranking ad's in terms of the characteristics.
~

These characteristic may be-honestly, alteration getting, readability, r~IJabilityconvincing ability,
selling ability and the like. The ad with the highest score is considered and the best. The merits
of this method are it goes by ad qualities easy to ad ministers and economical. The relative
limitations are subjective evaluation, no list is all inclusive and unreliable results.

b. OpinionTest:
Opinion test or consumer jury test is one that obtains the preference of a sample group of

typical prospective consumers of the product or the service for an advertisement or part of it. The
members of the jury rate the advertisements as to their headlines, themes, illustrations, slogans
by direct comparison. It is believed that getting preference from a juror is better than getting from
a member of a general public or from an advertising expert.

c. Dummymagazineand Postfollo Test:
Dummy magazines are used to pretest the advertisements under the conditions of

approximation, resembling normal exposure. A dummy magazine contains standard editorial
material, control ads that have been already tested and the ads to be tested. These magazines
aredistributed to a sample of house holds who are asked to readwithin a stipulated time and after
a giventime interval, interviewsare conducted. Fromthese interviews,recall scores are determined.
The ad with the highest recall score is adjudged as the best.

d. InquiryTest:
Inquiry test involves running two or more advertisements on a limited scale to determine

which is the most effective in terms of maximum inquiries for the offers made. These inquiry tests
are used extensively to test copy appeals, copies illustration, offers and other components. The
element to be tested is changed keeping all other elements constant.

e. MechanicalTests:
These mechanical tests are objective unlike all the earlier tests so far discussed. These

help in providing good measures as to how respondent's eyes and emotions are reacting to a
given advertisement. These mechanical devices are Eye movement camera, Perceptoscope,
Psychogalvanometer and Tachistoscope.

2. ConcurrentTestingMethods:
Concurrent or coincidental testing is thatwhich takes placewhile the advertisements

are run. The feedback is received from such testing and corrective actions can be taken while the
advertising campaign is on. These tests are used to determine the ad effectiveness of broadcast
media and media vehicles like radio and television. In some cases, it is useful in case of outdoor

II
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advertising. The tests are 1. Coincidental Surveys, 2. Consumer Diaries, 3. Mechanical
Devices, 4. Traffic Counts.

a. Coincidental Surveys: This is also called as coincidental telephone method whereby a
sample of households is selected, calls are made during the time the programme is no broadcast,
the respondents are asked whether their radio or television set is on and, if so, to what station or
programme it is turned. The results of the survey are used to determine the share of the audience
for the advertiser's programme.

b. Consumer Diaries: This method involves giving the families selected a diary or the
individualdiariesto the members of the family. The selected families and the individual respondents
are asked to record the details about the proqrarnmes they listen or view. These diaries give good
deal of information in detail such as who was listening to or w. :tching the Radio and TV sets? The
details can be the age, sex, income level, education level, oc .upation timings and so on. The
diariesare.collectedperiodically and the figures on sets in operation, share of audience, programme
ratings etc., can be determined.

c. Mechanical Devices: The mechanical devices used to measure the ad effectiveness
particularly in broadcast media are 1. Audiometer, 2. Psychogalvanometer, 3., Tachstoscope
and 4. Truck-Electronic Unit. An audiometer is one that looks like an automobile battery, is
hooked to the TV or the radio is tuned. It gives total record for almost 24 hours of the day including
the tune on and off timings. However, it fails to record the number of persons listening or viewing
the sets and therefore, other details. Ori the other hand, roving truck attached with electronic unit
locates the TV and radio sets in operation ina locality by roving through the streets. It can also
give some clues about the income groups the respondents belong.

d. Traffic Counts: Traffic counts are of special applicability to outdoor advertising. One can
get good deal of information through traffic counts. This counting is done by independent
organisations, may be private or public. This can be possible for ad agencies aswell. For instance
now many automobiles and other vehicles were exposed to a bulletin board or a poster or a wall
painting and how many times can be got for a small fees.

3. Post - testing Methods..:.
Post - testing is the evaluation of advertisements atter they have been run on full scale. It

is nothing but the post-mortem analysis of the ads effectiveness. Of all the methods available,
following ffve are considered here. These are 1. Inquiry Tests, 2. Split run Tests, 3. Recognition
Tests, 4. Recall Tests, 5. Sales Tests,

a. Inquiry Tests...:. It is controlled experiment conducted in the field. In inquiry test, the
number of consumer enquiries produced by an advertising copy or the medium is considered as
the measure of its communication effectiveness. Therefore" the number of inquiries is the test of
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effectiveness which can be produced only when the advertising copy or the medium succeeds in
attracting and retaining reader or viewer attention. Toencourage inquiries, the advertiser offers to
send something complimentary to the reader or the viewer if he replies for the inquiries. SUCh
complimentary can be a special price on the product a free sample abooklet explaining the uses
of the product and the like. Normally the ads have coupons in exchanqe'for these complimentaries
on answering the queries. .

b. Split run tests: A split run is a technique that makes possible testing of two or more ads
in the same position, publication, issue with a guarantee of each ad reaching a comparable groups
of readers. It is an modification over the inquiry test. Here, the advertising copy is divided into two
or more elements, say, appeal and layout, and is inserted in a media vehicle with different keyed
addresses using post box numbers. The readers are encouraged to send their enquiries to the
keyed addresses. The copy producing the largest enquiries is rated as the most effective.

c. Recognition Tests: Recognition is a matter of identifying something as having seen or
heard before. It is based on the memory of the respondent. it attempts to measure the ad
effectiveness by determining the number of respondentswho have read or seen the advertisements
before. To arrive at results, a survey of readership or listenership is conducted by a band of
interviewers. Under this scheme, a sample ¢readers or listeners is selected and different ads
including one which have beenalready tested are presented for identification. An ad or copy that
is recognised by the largest number of respondents is adjudged as the best.

d. Recall Tests_: Recalling is more demanding than recoqnisinq as a test of memory. It
involves respondents to answer as to what they have read, seen or heard without allowing them to
look at or listen to the advertisement while they are answering. The best example of this kind of
test is Triple Association Test which is designed to test copy themes or the slogans and reveals
the extent to which they have re,membered. The respondent is given a generiC product and the
theme or the slogan and is asked to supply the brand name of the product. As the respondent is
given clue, it is called as aided recall test.

e. Sales Tests...:. It represents a controlled experiment under actual field conditions than
simulated. It attempts to establish direct relationship between one or more variables and sales of
a product or a service. It facilitates testing of one ad against another and one medium against
another.

18.5 Advertisement Evaluation-Some Final Points:
+ Remember advertisinq costs stand cautioned against any proposal on non-increase advertising

budget.
+ Keep your ad agency on its Loes and demand superior results .
.+ Give ample time to your agency for discussing, reviewing, and approving test ads.
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• Look at your advertising through the eyes of the prospect not the eyes of the fond and protective

parent. ,
• Don't let anybody tell you that advertising is a mysterious force that only a few insiders

understand. Good ad always make sense.
• Insist on your ad agency to go in the field for first hand knowledge about the buyers and

markets.

18.6 Summary:

To sum up, ad effectiveness testing is a must to avoid costly mistakes, to select the best
alternative from the apparently equal alternatives, to resolve the differences of opinion and to add
to the store of knowledge having deep bearing on advertising efficiency. The advertising testing

-'can be at three levels prior to, during and after the release of an advertising campaign. There are
too many methods to choose for measuring the ad effectiveness. The final results depend on the
validity, reliability, and relevance of the method employed. Testing, if done in good faith, can pay
out its costs and rich dividend too. The choice is not one of testing or no testing but of the
methods available.

18.7 Self Assessment Questions:
1. Examine Pros and Cons of advertisements, what major difficulties many arise in

the task of measurement?
2. What is ad effectiveness measurement? Enumerate different methods for ad

effectiveness measurement.
3. What is the Rationale behind ad effectiveness measurement? Explain the PACT

Principles in ad effectiveness measurement.
4.' Select five advertisements by various manufactures of specific product category.

Interview five persons in your neighborhood before and after showing then the
selected ads. Report on the difference you found and methodology you had selected.

18.8 Suggested Readings:

• R.H. Colley, DAGMAR, NY Association of National advertisers.
• W.H. Bolen, Advertising, J. Wiley and Sons
• W.J. Reddin, Managerial Effectiveness, Mc Grow Hill, New Delhi.
• W.M. Weilbacker, Advertising, Mc Millan Publishing, New Delhi.
• George E. Belch & Michael A. Belch, Advertising and Promotion An integrated Marketing

Oommunicanon, Tata Mc Graw Hill

Dr. V. TULASJDAS
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M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2011.
Final Year

(B-Marketing Management)
Paper 1-SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT Maximum: 75 marks

Time: Three hour
SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Selling skills.
(b) Sources of recruiting salesmen.
(c) Sales territory.
(d) . Message design.
(e) . Marketing communication.
(f) Personal selling

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. otscues the interdependence between sales and distribution management.
:3. How are salesmen selected?
4. Explain the steps involved in the preparation of sales budget.
o, HoWdo you measure the effectiveness of advertising?
6. Wh~t are the functions rendered by advertising agency?
7. State the factors that may be considered while designing compensation plan for

salesmen.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
(Compulsory)

8. Lard Escape Vacation Club sells fractional interests in time-share vacation properties at
vatious beach locations. For example, an owner will purchase an interest of four weeks a
year at a Land Escape property in a place like Hilton Head, South Carolina. Prospective
buyers, are offered a free weekend stay at a land Escape resort if they listen to a sales
presentation while they are there.

Sales at the La Jolla, California, location have been inconsistent over past two years and the
past two years and the sales manager. Denise London has been asked by Land Escape's
vice president of sales to review the profiles of her three sales people in order to come up
with a plan to improve sales.

Catalina is a woman in her 30s with a husband and two small children at home. She was once a
television weather forecaster (she would say "meteorologist") but got fired and was forced
tq do something else. She thought that working in sales would be for the short term until
another television opportunity came about, but she has now been in Land Escape sales
for about three years. Trying to make the best of a bad situation, she was very enthusias
when she first began selling but her enthusiasm and energy level have been waning as
she has realized that she will probably continue doing sales for the long term. She and her
husband feel some financial pressure because of their decision to put their children in



private school, which is very costly. The economy has been difficult and Catalina is
beginning to believe she cannot succeed no matter what she does.

She is somewhat insecure and sensitive but conscientious and a team player. She likes people
and seeks personal relationships with customers and takes a long-term approach. Her
philosophy is "if potential customers don't want to buy right away, I don't pressure them. I
will keep in contact with them and eventually they will come back and buy" Denise does
not care for Catalina's style and tends to let her operate without Supervision, because,
frankly, she doesn't know what to tell her to do better.

Zach is 25 years old, just two years out of colleqe, He has been with Land Escape for
approximately eight months now. He is a perfectionist and highly competitive. Before
be came to Land Escape, he had no previous sales experience, but he does have a
natural selling skill. He is a little bit of a loose cannon and is not afraid to bend or even
break the rules. Needless to say, he is not the least hit self-conscious. Some find him
friendly and like his engaging style; however, some are turned off by it and see him as a
stereotypical "slick" sales person.

His goal is make as much money as possible in a short amount of time. He will decide later
whether he wants to stay in sales for the long term; right now he just wants to be young
and have fun. He is favored by the sales manager, Denise, who Sees him as a potential
star because of his early success. As a result, she gives him closer supervision and
guidance.

John is the dean of the group at age 53. He has been in Land Escape sales since its inception
12 years ago and was in sales for 10 years before that time. He is good at what he does.
He says, "I've pretty much mastered the art of time-share selling, and I'm cruising along. I
know exactly how much effort to make to get the sale, so why should I do any more than
that?"

His art-collecting hobby now interests him more than selling, and he has no desire to be
promoted to sales manager or move to a different location. John is some what resentful
that he has a female manager who has a female manager who has less experience than
he does and has made it known that he needs no supervision from her. He does well
enough that Denise complies and just lets him sell without a close watch.

Denise knows she needs to make some changes but is not sure what to do. She feels the
current compensation plan of 70 percent commission and 30 percent salary is fairly
generous and she even runs the occasional sales contest to boost numbers during the
slowest months. She had better think of something quickly before the VP gives her a
"permanent vocation".

Questions:
(a) In what career stage would you place each of the three salespeople?
(b) If you were the sales manager, how would you motivate each salesperson? Explain your

recommendations.
(c) What measures might you to motivate them as a group?
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EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2011.

First and Second Years
GROUP A - Marketing

Paper I - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time: Three hours
Maximum: 75 marks

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Sales effort
(b) Negotiation skills
(c) Financial motivation for salesmen
(d) Performance appraisal of salesmen
(e) Promotion
(1) Indorse media.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Discuss the nature and scope of sales management.
3. Wl1atare the sources of recruitment of salesmen?
4. Explain the techniques of forecasting sales.
5. oescnee the process of marketing communication.
6. Elucidate the preparation of advertising message design and development.
7. What are the factors that may be considered while selecting advertising media?

SECTION C - (15 marks)
(Compulsory)

8. Case study:
Land Escape Vacation Club sells fractional interests in time-share vacation properties at various

beach locations For example, an owner will purchase an interest of four weeks a year at a
Land Escape property in a place like Hilton Head, South Carolina. Prospective buyers, are
offered a free weekend stay at a Land Escape resort if they listen to a sales Presentation
while they are there. .

ISales ~ the La Jolla, California, location have been inconsistent over past two years and the
past two years, and the sales manager Denise London, has been asked by Land
Escape's vice president of sales to review the profiles of her three sales people in order to
come up with a plan to improve sales.

Catalina is a woman in her 30s with a husband and two small children at home. She was once a
television weather forecaster (she would say "meteorologist" but got fired and was forced
to do something else. She thought that working in sales would be for the short term until
another television opportunity came about, but she has now been in Land Escape sales
for about three years. Trying to make the best of a bad situation, she was very enthusias
when she first began selling but her enthusiasm and energy level have been waning as
she has realized that she will probably continue doing sales for the long term, She and her
husband feel some financial pressure because of their decision to put their children in
private school, which is very costly. The economy has been difficult and Catalina is
beginning to believe she cannot succeed no matter what she does.



She is somewhat insecure and sensitive but conscientious and a team player. She likes people
and seeks personal relationships with customers and takes a long-term approach. Her
Philosophy 'is "if potential customers don't want to buy right away, I don't pressure them. I
will keep in contact with them and eventually they will come back and buy" Denise does
not care for Catalina's style and tends to lot her operate without supervision because,
frankly, she doesn't know what to tell her to do better.

Zach is 25 years old, just two years out of college. Re has been with Land Escape for
approximately eight months now. Re is a perfectionist and highly competitive. Before be
came to Land Escape, he had no previous sales experience, bat he does have a natural
selling skill. He is a little bit of a loose cannon and is not afraid to bend or even break the
rules. Needless to say, he is not the least hit self-consoious Some find him friendly and
like his engaging style; however, some are turned off by it and see him as a stereotypical
"slick" sales person.

His goal is make as much money as possible in a short amount of time. He will decide later
whether he wants to stay in sales for the long term; right, now he just wants to be young
and have fun. He is favored by the sales manager, Denise, who Sees him as a potential
star because of his early success. As a result, she gives him closer supervision and
guidance.

John is the dean of the group at age 53. He has been in Land Escape sales since its inception
12 years ago and was in sales for 10 years before that time. He is good at what he does.
He says, "I've pretty much mastered the art of time-share selling and I'm cruising along. I
know exactly how much effort to make to get the sale, so why should I do any more than
that"?

His art-collecting hobby now interests him more than selling, and he has no desire to be
promoted to sales manager or move to a different location. John is some what resentful
that he has a female manager who has a female manager who has less experience than
he does and has made it known that he needs no supervision from her. He does well
enough that Denise complies and just lets him sell without a close watch.

Denise knows she needs to make some changes but is not sure what to do. She feels the
current compensation plan of 70 percent commission and 30 percent salary is fairly
generous, and she even runs the occasional sales contest to boost numbers during the
slowest months, She had better think of something quickly before the VP gives her a
"permanent vocation".

Questions:
(a) In what career stage would you place each of the three salespeople?
(b) If you were the sales manager, how would you motivate each sales person? Explain your

recommendations.
(c) What measures might you to motivate them as a group?
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P.G. DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2011.
Marketing Management

Paper V - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time.: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
Answer any FIVE questions.

(5 x 15 = 75)

1 'Sales and distribution management are interdependent. Discuss.

2 Explain about motivating and compensating the sales forces.

3 Give an over view on sales planning.

4 Explain the role of Media in promotion of sales.

5 Describe the process involved in selection of media.

e Briefly explain about negotiation and communication skills.

7 Explain the concept of sales force management and its importance.

8 How do you plan and control the sales effectively?

9 Explain about managing and evaluation of promotional management decisions.

10 Explain the procedure for planning and scheduling the advertising.



P.G. DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, MAY 2011.
Marketing Management

Paper V - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

(OMM 05)

Time: Three hours
Answer any FIVE questions.

All questions carry equal marks.

Maximum: 75 marks

1 Explain the scope of sales and distribution management and discuss its importance.

2 Explain the various methods of recruitment and selection of sales force.

3 How is performance appraisal done for sales force personnel?

4 Present an overview on the promotional scene in India.

5 What are the key factors considered in message design and development? Explain
briefly.

6 What are selling skills? Explain each one of them briefly.

7 Discuss the training programmes specially designed for imparting training to sales
personnel.

8 What are the techniques of sales analysis and cost analysis?

9 What do you understand by marketing communication? Explain its process.

10 Discuss the role and functions of advertising agencies ..
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M.B.A. FINAL YEAR, DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2011

(B-Marketing Management)
Paper I - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.

1.
(a) Sales quota
(b) Sales force
(c) Personal selling

(d) Advertising copy
(e) Advertising agency
(f) Selling skills

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Explain the relationship between sales and distribution management.
3. Elucidate the techniques employed while selecting salesmen.
4. What are the different methods of preparing sales budget?
5. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of advertising?
6. State the considerations in the selection of advertising media.
7. Describe the nature and significance of marketing communication process.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
8. Case study
Revlon-the cosmetic giant in the West created a breakthrough in advertising by featuring a

Revlon girl. Cindy Crawford, the well-known super-model, is now the Revlon girl. The face
for many years was of a model, Lauren Hutton. In 1997, they created a new campaign
titles "The Most Unforgettable Women in the world". Renowned beauties like Imam were
featured with Jerry Hall.

Lakme in India has also featured versatile as well as saleable faces-Yasmin (Miss India 2006),
Purnima Dixit, Maureen Keelan (now Wadia) Lakme's search for a model gave them a
sophisticated face of Shyamolie Verma in 1991 Shyamolie became a corporate model for
all their products for three years. Then followed an assortment of faces, some known,
some unknown. (Juhi Jessica, Sherry Mehrhomji). However, none of these faces could
take in the whole gamut of products. Shymolie surprisingly has surpassed all her
successors. Once again the search for a Lakme girl is on. Lakme Lever never took an
unknown face. Besides, Lakme as a brand is bigger than the face. Aishwarya Rai in
2000's was their perfect face and screen. Bipasha basu was their change in the mid
2000's. To be Lakme face today, uou don't just have to look good, you have to feel good.

Questions:
(a) What is the logic behind a Lakme girl versatile enough for the entire range of

products?
(b) What is the difference between a Lux model recommending the soap and a Lakme

model?; and
(c) What do you think are the reasons for the success of Shymolie Verma as Lakme's

model for all their products for three years?

•



EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2011.
First and Second Years

GROUP A - MARKETING
Paper I - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

(DEMBA 1)

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Sales manager.
(b) Sales territory.
(c) Sales audit.
(p) Promotion mix.
(e) Advertising agency.
(f) Sales control research.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the fOllowing.

2. Elucidate the scope and significance of sales management.
3. Salesman are born but not made. Comment.
4. How does sales budget act as an instrument of planning and control of sales?
5. What are the sources of recruitment of salesman?
6. State the considerations in the selection of media.
7. How do you measure the effectiveness of advertising?

8. Case study

X company a manufacturer of Electronic goods has organised a meeting of its top Executives to
discuss the sales strategies for the next financial year. After some deliberations the
marketing manager has said that "the cost of a full-page advertisement in one issue of
business journal is more than the cost of employing two sales people for a full year", and
urged the management of the company to eliminate a few of these advertisements and
instead, to hire a few more sales people. He believes that one good sales person working
for an entire year can sell more than one advertisement in one Jssue of business journal.

SECTION C - (15 marks)

Assume that you are one 'among the participants in the discussion and how would you respond
to the views of marketing manager?

•
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Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
Answer any FIVE of the following.
All questions carry equal marks.

State the interdependence between sales and distribution management.

2 Suggest techniques to improve selling skills.

3 Explain the psychological tests employed while selecting salesmen.

4 How do you motivate salesmen to do their job better?

5 How do you monitor the performance of salesmen?

6 Describe different techniques of preparing sales budget.

7 Suggest promotional media for educational services.

8 How do you measure the effectiveness of advertising?

9 What are the factors that may be considered while selecting advertising media?

10 Define advertising agency. Enumerate the management of client agency
relationship.
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SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Sales force analysis.
(b) Commercial advertisement.
(c) Salesmanship.
(d) Sales organisation.
(e) Indoor media.
(f) Features of good salesman.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. What are the skills required for salesman?
3. Explain the methods of training salesman.
4. How do you monitor the performance of salesman?
5. Describe the trend in the sales promotion scene of India.
6. Elucidate the functions of advertising agency.
7. Enumerate the communication skills required for salesman.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
Compulsory.

9. Case Study:
Raymond Baker is J.P. Reynolds Investments' district sales manager for the Southeastern

Region (covering Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama). J.P.
Reynolds sells a variety of mutual funds and other investment products to financial
services companies that are retailer sellers of such products. It generally offers its
investment products to small-and medium-sized customers, such as regional banks, as
opposed to large financial services companies.

Raymond recently lost his best salesperson and must replace him immediately. This morning he
interviewed two job candidates, Dag Wicklo and Katharine Bryant, for the position of sales
representative level II (three to six years of experience), for about 45 minutes each. Dag
26, tall, athletic, enjoys outdoor activities, is not married, has no children, and is clearly
from the south. He came to the interview with very short cropped hair and a slightly
wrinkled suit, He scored slightly below average on the test of. general mental aptitude
administered by the HR department. Katharine is 36, shorter than average, not athletic, is
married to a wealthy financier, has two children, and is originally from New York. She, is
wearing a very formal black suit and expensive-looking shoes. She scored well on the test
of general mental aptitude:

Here are a few excerpts from the respective interviews:
RB How would you describe your selling style?
DW: Ray, I'm a go-getter. Fm young, enthusiastic, and I love selling. I also love money,

so I love working with investment products and love the commission-based
nature of the business. Most of all I love people, and they respond well to me.



By the end of a meeting, I feel like I'm With -a Mend, and the sale happens so
naturally, it doesn't even feel like selling.

KB Mr. Baker, I try to know my product inside and out and present a clear, logical case
as to why my customer should purchase it. However, I don't get down and beg
for the sale. If the customer does not want to buy, I simply go· to the next
prospect. Also, I try to stay as professional as possible and not get too close
to the customers. .

RB What strengths and weaknesses would you bring to this position?
DW My number-one strength is that I'm very likable. I speak Spanish, Portuguese, and

English, so I can talk to almost anyone. Also, despite my young age, I have
five years of sales experience in the investment field and have received high
performance evaluations. "in confident, resilient, and creative. I find a way to
solve a problem. Finally, I'm a good presenter and like to speak without any
prepared speech or remarks.

My biggest weakness is that I can be less than organized. I sometimes let my
creative energy get the better of me, and I'm not always the most professional
or polished guy. I get the job done in my own way, I guess. Also, I don't have
much formal college education and don't understand the technology as well as
I would like. I' m sure I can learn it, though. .

KB I take command of a room or a Situation well and don't let anyone intimidate me. I
have a master's degree in art history and have the intelligence to handle
myself well and understand the products. Also, I am extremely organized. If
you asked them, my children can verify what a tight ship I nm at home.
Although I do not have sales experience in selling investment products, my
husband is air investment banker, as was my father, so I can speak the
language.

My mc¥nweakness is that I have only two years of sales experience, but I have owned and
rnanaqed my own business before. Also, I don't need the money, so I'm not as aggressive
as some of these young bucks in terms of sales volume. However, I feel that I can relate
well to the customer and will understand them better because of my other business
experience.

Joanna Baer, the vice president of sales and Raymond's immediate boss, just interviewed each
applicant this afternoon and has called Raymond into her office to discuss the situation.
Because of the pressing need, the company needs to make an offer to one of the two
candidates. Raymond knows he must evaluate the applicants quickly and make a
recommendation to Joanna.

Questions:
(a) What categories of variables affecting performance can you identify?
(b) Within each category, which variables do you think are relevant to a salesperson's

performance at J.P.Reynolds? Why?
(c) If you were Raymond, which applicant would you recommend to Joanna to hilt? Why?
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Maximum: 75 marks
SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.
1. (a) Sales force.

(b) Selling skills.
(c) Sales routine.
(d) Scheduling.
(e) Media selection.
(f) Sales organization.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. What are the factors that may be considered while designing compensation plan for
salesmen?

3. Describe the nature and scope of sales and distribution management.
4. State the techniques of preparing sales budget.
5. Describe the criteria used for measuring the effectiveness of advertising.
6. How do you evolve the design development of message?
7. Explain the media used for promoting Government sponsored schemes.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
Compulsory.

8. A Nita Roddick, who ran a restaurant and an eight room hotel in her home - town of
Littlehampton, England, was looking for something, new to do. She came up with the idea
of producing and selling shampoos, skin creams, and other body lotions made from fruit
and vegetable oils rather than animal fates. Through marketing, she would capitalize on
selling "natural" cosmetics imaging body boomers - like herself - who generally distrust
advertising and sales hype, demand product information, and are loyal to socially
responsible companies.

With her idea and a S 7,000 loan, Roddick hired a local chemist to develop animal-fat-free
lotions. She opened her first shop in Brighton, and Body Shop International was born.
Today more than seven hundred Body Shop stores operate around the world. Of the
seventy - eight U.S. stores, sixty-four are franchised.

Body shop does not advertise, but relies on in-store selling and promotion to communicate with
customers "Ninety-nlne percent of Fortune 500 chief executives have never walked into a
Body Shop," said Faith Popcorn, a consultant with Brain-Reserve "Yet this is what
business will be like, And it is so contradictory to the way we are used to marketing."

Body Shop's strategy is to give the customers product information rather than a sales pitch.
Salespeople are expected to develop a forthright relation-ship with customers, tell them
about the history of lotions, and provide product information. Leaflets offer tips for skin
care, and a manual containing product information is available in each store. Pamphlets
scattered through-out stores also tell customers about Body Shop's recycling program,



whereby customers can bring in used Body Shop bottles and get them refilled. Rod-dick
also uses the stores to push Body Shop's social agenda, a variety of causes including.
·Save the Whales" and Amnesty International. With her long-running social campaign,
Roddick intends for her company to demonstrate what she calls the new business
consciousness.

Body Shop International prides itself on its knowledgeable staff. Courses in product ingredients
teach sales people about properties, structures, and sources of cosmetics. Employees are
taught to serve the needs of customers who are culturally foreign. Training is also
available to help franchises and Partnership shop owners get involved in community
projects Work force training efforts are measured by employee attitude.

Roddick also displays slogans and messages around stores to motivate employees. One of her
favorites is "If you think you're too small to, have an impact, try going to bed with a
mosquito "Even Body Shop trucks are used as rolling billboards for pithy slogans.

Not everyone is impressed with Body Shop's approach to selling products. The British press
has become specially critical of Roddick and her husband. A London daily, the
independent, wroter. "They represent causes attractive to the liberal conscious. Yet this
goodness is used, remorselessly, to sell vanity products. You wash your hair in global
concern. And it is debatable whether the wizened peasants on the walls are dignified or
patronized". Although there may be some debate about Body Shop's approach. Most
agree that selling, in general will incorporate some aspects of it in the decade ahead.

Questions:
(a) Do you think Body Shop uses relationship selling? Explain.
(b) How does environmental consciousness fit into Body Shop's strategy?
(c) How does the Body Shop train and motivate salespeople?
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Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
Answer any FIVE of the following.
All questions carry equal marks.

1. Discuss the scope of sales and distribution management.

2. Analyze the role of communication skills in sales promotion.

3. Write a note on the recruitment and selection of sales persons.

4. How staff motivating forces promotes sales of a firm?

5. Define the concepts of sales analysis and cost analysis.

6. Write a detailed note on sales forecasting methods.

7. Discuss how marketing communication process promotes sales of a firm.

8. What are the required qualities for an advertisement managers?

9. Analyze various approaches of performance appraisal of sales.

10. How do you measure the advertising effectiveness?



M.B.A. FINAL YEAR, DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2010.
(B-Marketing Management)

Paper 1- SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT
Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Sales Job Analysis. (d) Media Mix.
(b) Interpersonal skills. (e) Sales Cost Analysis.
(c) Sales Budget. (f) Promotional Management.
SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks) Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Define sales and Distribution Management. Explain its scope and interdependence.
3. Describe sales force management. Explain different motivational theories.
4. What is sales planning? Explain various forecasting and budgeting methods.
5. Define communication process on marketing. Elucidate different promotional mix in marketing.
6. Explain the process of Training and evaluating the sales executives.
7. Explain the role and importance of Advertising in Marketing Management.

SECTION C - (15 marks) (Case Study)
B. SALES PROMOTION Godrej-GE Appliances
Company Profile: Godrei is one of the leading white goods producing company. Every year
the company announces various promotional schemes to increase its products frequency of
purchase.
Such schemes are more active during the festive season.
Scheme
Keeping the festive season in mind, Godrej has announced "NQ1 Super Hit Dhamaka".
Details about the Scheme: This scheme includes various offers for customers such as free
gifts,monetary discount, elc.
Duration 20th 31 Sept. 199B
Strategy of Promotion
High value promotion strategy.
Competitive promotion strategy
Consumer promotion strategy
Advantages of Scheme
Induce trial
Increase in frequency of purchase
Utilisation of existing resources
Optimum use of Festive season Competitors
Analysis
Whirlpool. (Offer for the Season)
Sony Cordless Worth Rs. 3,445
Philips Iron worth Rs. 745
Titan Watch worth Rs. 445
Kelvinator : (Offer for the season)
Rs. 1251 off on a purchase of fridge.
Free gift such as Prestige 3L Pressure Cooker.
Valid till stocks last.
Questions:
(a) Critically analyse the sales promotion scheme of GODREJ-GE APPLIANCES.
(b) Compare the scheme with competitor's scheme.
(c) Would you like to give any suggestions for the improvement of the scheme?

(DBUS 34)
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Group A - Marketing
Paper I - SALES AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks
SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.
1. (a) Sales process. (d) Advertisement copy.

(b) Sources of recruiting salesmen. (e) Message vehicle.
(c) Marketing communication. (f) Sales routine

SECTION B ~ (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Discuss the relationship between sales department and marketing department.
3. How are salesmen selected?
4. Describe the techniques employed while compensating salesmen in India.
5. Discuss the methods of preparing sales budget.
6. What are the factors that may be considered while selecting advertising media?
7. How do you measure the effectiveness of advertising?

SECTION C - (15 marks)
(Compulsory)

9. Revlon - the cosmetic giant in the west created a breakthrough in advertising by featuring
a Revlon girl. Cindy Crawford, the well-known super-model, is now the Revlon girl. The face for
many years was of a model, Lauren Hutton. In 1987, they created a new campaign titled "The
Most Unforgettable Women in the World". Renowned beauties like Imam were featured with
Jerry Hall.

Lakme in India has also featured versatile as well as saleable faces - Yasmin (Miss India _
1966), Purnima Dixit, Maureen Keelan (now Wadia) Lakme's search for a model gave them a
~ophisticated face of Shyamolie Verma in 1981. Shyamolie became a corporate model for all
their products for three years. Then followed an assortment of faces, some known, some
unknown.

(Juhi Jessia, Sherry Mehrhomji). However, none of these faces could take on the whole gamut
of products. Shyamolie surprisingly has surpassed all her successors. Once again the search
for a Lakme girl is on. Lakme Lever never took an unknown face. Besides, Lakme as a brand is
bigger than the face. Aishwarya Rai in the 90's was their perfect face and screen. Bipusha Basu
was their change in the mid - 90'5. To be Lakme face today, you don't have just to look good,
you have to feel good.

Issues:
(a) What is the logic behind a Lakme girl versatile enough for the entire range of products?
(b) What is the difference between a Lux model recommending the soap and a Lakme model?
(c) What do you think are the reasons for the success of Shymolie Verma as Lakme's model
for all their products for three years?


